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PART ONE
A CRITICAL EDITION OF THE TEXT OF THE
ASSUMPTION OF MOSES
The edition presented in the following pages is an emended text of the
Assumption of Moses. It is primarily based on the editio princeps of
the manuscript's text by A.M. Ceriani of 1861. I have compared this
edition to the edition by C. Clemen of 1904, which occasionally differs
from Ceriani's edition, and to photographs of the manuscript which
were available to me'. Four readings proposed by F.C. Burkitt, pre-
sumably based on fresh examination of the manuscript, are also taken
into account2.
The photographs were taken in the early 1960's, and their quality is
rather poor. They have, nevertheless, been very useful in establishing
in several places the abbreviations, contractions and nomina sacra used
in the manuscript. Also, some of the readings recorded by Ceriani and
Clemen could be corrected with the help of the photographs. It was
possible to compare the photographs to the printed editions in the fol-
lowing passages: p. 112b (1:7-13)3; p. I l l (1:13-2:2); p. 110(2:2-3:2);
p. 109 (3:2-11); p. 86 (4:5-5:4); p. 78 (5:4-6:3); fragments of p. 77
(6:8-9; 7:4); p. 67 (8:1-9:3); p. 91 (9:3-10:4); fragments of p. 92
(10:5-8, 10:9-11, 14); p. 100 (10:14-11:10); p. 99 (11:10-16); p. 98
(11:16-12:4). For the remaining passages, the photographs were avail-
able but of no value, because of their inferior quality. It should fur-
thermore be noted that, apart from p. 91, the photographs could not be
deciphered without the help of Ceriani's and Clemen's editions; my
readings of the photographs do not therefore represent an entirely in-
dependent collation4.
In the present edition, the following symbols have been used:
11 am grateful to R. Oost for lending me these photographs
2
 For bibliographical references, see ihe Introduction, and lire list of consulted literature.
' The page numbers given are those of the manuscript (scripuo superior), the chapter and
verse numbers are the modem ones, introduced by Hilgenfeld and Fritzsche (see the Introduc-
tion, section I, b).
4
 Unfortunately, I was unable to examine the manuscript men ocula at the Ambrosian Li-
brary (C 73 inf.) where, because of construction work, the collections are temporarily inac-
cessible.
2 A CRITICAL EDITION
[ ] Square brackets include letters or words that must be deleted
from the text offered by the manuscript.
( } Braces are used (once) to indicate an editorial transposition of
part of the manuscript's text.
< > Pointed brackets include letters or words that must be added to
the manuscript's text; alternatively, they indicate that the
manuscript is partly illegible, and that the letters or words in-
cluded in these brackets are the proposed supplements; these in-
stances are consistently recorded in the apparatus.
<...> Three dots, included in pointed brackets, designate that a word
or words are obviously lacking from the manuscript's text, but
that no satisfactory restoration could be proposed.
. . . Dots indicate an illegible section in the manuscript, each dot
representing approximately one letter.
vox A dot under a letter indicates that it is uncertain.
vox Italics designate an editorial emendation of the manuscript's
text; the manuscript's text is recorded in the apparatus.
t t Daggers indicate that the manuscript's text is corrupt or illegi-
ble, and that no satisfactory emendation could be proposed.
Punctuation marks and orthographic particularities occurring in the
manuscript, such as superscribed dots, capitalization and paragraph in-
dentations, have been ignored in the edition. Abbreviations, contrac-
tions and nomina sacra have been resolved.
The apparatus contains the following data:
(1) a line number, printed in bold-face, referring to the correspond-
ing line of the present edition;
(2) the word or words of the main text on which a text-critical ob-
servation is made;
(3) if appropriate, the auctor of the conjectural emendation is men-
tioned, followed by "cj." (conjecit); alternatively, "conjeci" is
used to indicate that the emendation in question is proposed by the
present editor. The main text, alone or together with conjectural
emendations, is separated from further text-critical information
by a square bracket: ]. After this,
(4) the manuscript's reading is recorded, followed by one of the fol-
lowing abbreviations:
MS (the manuscript's reading according to all editions and
photographs [when available]); Ceriani (the manuscript's
reading according to the editio princeps by A.M. Ceriani);
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Peyron (the manuscript's reading according to the fragment
published by A. Peyron); Clemen (the manuscript's reading ac-
cording to the edition by C. Clemen); MSPh (the manuscript's
reading according to the photographs);
(5) in the MS text quoted in the apparatus, abbreviations and con-
tractions (resolved in the main text) are recorded if they could be
discerned in the photographs. The following symbols are used to
indicate the different kinds of abbreviation occurring in the
manuscript:
— In the apparatus, a stroke over a letter represents a stroke
(sometimes slightly curved) over this letter in the manuscript. It
should be observed that in the manuscript, especially at the end of
a line, the stroke may be placed to the right of the last letter. The
stroke may indicate an abbreviation, contraction, or a nomen
sacrum. For example: "dns", which stands for ^Dominus", is
written in the manuscript as ONS • Dut a's° as ON S •
— A half square n represents a horizontal stroke, usually with
serifs, under which a comma is drawn. In the manuscript it stands
to the right of the last letter of a word or of a line, or above it. It
indicates an abbreviation, usually of a final M or N; occasionally it
indicates a contraction or a nomen sacrum. For example: "auten",
which stands for "autem", is written in the manuscript as aUlcT
— The sign ~ is used to represent an abbreviation marker oc-
curring in the manuscript after B or Q to indicate -BUS (not only
in case endings) or -QUE (in USQUE). Sometimes the manuscript
uses to the same end a superscribed point . For example: "trib~",
which stands for "tribus", is written in the manuscript asTRlB ~> ;
"usq-", which stands for "usque", is written in the manuscript as
usq-.
— Occasionally, an apparent abbreviation is not marked at all.
These cases are recorded in the apparatus unmarked as well.
— If a word is written on two lines in the manuscript, the place
at which a new line begins is indicated by two slashes // in the ap-
paratus. This is noted only when the manuscript's text has had to
be quoted for other reasons.
(6) if necessary, further comment is given.
The auctores of conjectural emendations are indicated with shorthand
references, which are explained as follows.
r
4 A CRITICAL EDITION
Previous editions of the text are referred to by the editors' names
only; their conjectures are to be found in their text editions, in each
instance in the passage concerned.
The various editions made by A. Hilgenfeld are distinguished by the
years of their publication. "Hilgenfeld 1866" refers to his edition of the
Latin text in Novum testamentum extra canonem reception', "Hilgenfeld
1868" refers to his retranslation into Greek in his "Die Psalmen Sa-
lomo's", ZWT 11 (1868). No proposals by Hilgenfeld from other edi-
tions have been adopted in the present edition.
The suggestions made by Hilgenfeld's early collaborators are
recorded by Hilgenfeld himself. In the present edition, their names are
followed by "in Hilgenfeld 1866".
To the four readings of the manuscript registered by F.C. Burkitt
reference is made by his last name only. He published these readings in
"Moses, Assumption of', in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible (1909), p.
449a.
A number of conjectures adopted in this edition were suggested to
me viva voce by H.J. de Jonge; they are referred to with his name only.
Some emendations have been adopted from books and articles, other
than critical editions. Each of these is referred to with the author's
name, short title and page number. Full biographical references may be
found in the list of consulted literature.
TEXT
1 ....
2 qui est bis millesimus et quingentesimus annus a creatura orbis terrae,
3 —nam secus qui in oriente sunt numéros . .. mus et . . mus—, e t . . .
. mus profectionis Fynicis 4 cum exivit plebs; post profectionem quae
5 fiebat per Mo[s]ysen usque Amman trans Jordanem;
5 profetiae quae facta est a Moysen in libro Deuteronomio, 5 qui vo-
cavit ad se Jesum filium Nave—hominem probatum Domino, 7 ut sit
successor plebi et scene testimonii cum omnibus sanctis illius, g ut et in-
ducat plebem in terram datam patribus eorum, 9 ut detur illis per tes-
10 tamentum et per jusjurandum—; quod locutus est in scenae dare de Je-
sum, dicendo ad Jesum:
"<Custodi> verbum hoc, 10 et promitte secus industriam tuam omnia
quae mandata sunt, ut facias quemadmodum sine quaerellam est. n
Ideo haec dicit Dominus orbis terrarum. 12 —Creavit enim orbem ter-
15 rarum propter plebem suam, 13 et non coepit eam in/emionem creatu-
rae et ab initio orbis terrarum palam facere, ut in eam gentes arguantur
et humiliter inter se disputationibus arguant se. 14 Itaque excogitavit et
invenit me qui ab initio orbis terrarum praeparatus sum ut sim arbiter
testament! illius. 15 Et «une palam facio tibi, quia consummatum est
20 tempus annorum vitae meae et transio in dormitionem patrum meo-
rum, et palam omnem plebem .. .
is <Tu> autem, percipe scribturam hanc ad recognoscendam tutatio-
I ... ] In MS the first three lines (originally wnllen in red ink) are illegible; see further the commen-
tary on 1:1.1 5 Mo(s]ysen Hilgenfeld 1866 cj.] Cf. Volkroar, Most Prophétie, p. 19: "Der Schreiber
wollte erst Mos-en schreiben, setzte dann noch das -ysen hinzu". I usque] usq- MSPn l 6-7 qui voca-
vit ad se Jesum lilium Nave] rcpoaKateaoitëvoç 'lr|ooûv lAóv Nawi Gelasius Cyzicenus,
Comm. Act. Cone Nie, II, 18; see Denis, Fragmenta, p. 66.1 9 plebem] plebe MSPh Ipatribus
Schmidl-Merx cj.] extribus MS. Cf. e g Josh. 1:6 naipocnv; in capitals. P and E, and A and X may
be easily confused. Schmidt and Merx assumed that "ex" stems from a now lost line, which ended
with the "pa" of "patribus". I 9-10 testamentum] testame//tura MSP" 110-11 Jesum] ihm MSP" I
II Jesum] ihm1 MSP*11 12 <Custodi> conjeci] Cf. 10:11; the combination of "custodire"
(4*uXc«jaea8ai, 0uXdot7£iv) with "verba (legis)", "mandata" and "ul facias" occurs frequently in
Deuteronomy and Joshua, e.g. Josh. 1:7.1 14 Dominus] dns MSP*1115 in/entionem H.J. de Jonge
cj.] incepbonem MS. In uncials. C and T are easily confused; possibly, the scribe was influenced by
the nearby "coepit". I 17 disputationibus] dispulationib- MSP** I 17-19 Ilaque - illius] Kcà
npoctecarato \it à 8coç icpà icataßo>.iic KOOiiOÛ eîvcd u£ tf\ç 6ia9iliniç criiioû
(icotntv Gelasius. ibid, (see noie to lines 6-7). I 17 Itaque] ilaq- MSj>h 118 sum] su MSPh I 19
nunc Hilgenfeld 1866 cj.] tune MS I 20 dormitionem] dormitiorië MSPn I 21-22 . . . <Tu>
Hilgenfeld 1866 cj.] Clemen indicates with dots a lacuna which may have contained five or six letters.
Ceriani, not giving dots, but a blank space, seems to indicate that the manuscript is not illegible, bul
that the scribe has deliberately left some space open, perhaps planning to nil it in later. "Tu" is an
obvious supplement; see further the commentary on 1:15. I 22 autem] aute"1 MSPn I scribturam]
scnbtura' MSP" I 22-23 luiauonem] tulaüonê MSP*1
.
TRANSLATION
1 ....
2 which is the two thousand fivehundredth year since the creation of the
earth 3 —but according to those who live in the East the number is the
... and ...th—, and the ...th since the departure from Phoenicia, 4
when the people left; after the departure that took place through
Moses, until Amman over the Jordan;
5 (sc. the book) of the prophecy, which was given by Moses accord-
ing to the book of Deuteronomy, 5 when he called unto him Joshua, the
son of Nun, a man deemed worthy by the Lord 7 to be the (sc. Moses')
successor for the people and for the tabernacle of the testimony with
all its holy objects, g and to lead the people into the land that was given
to their fathers, 9 so that it would be given to them on account of the
covenant, and on account of the oath—the things he (sc. Moses) said in
the tabernacle, namely that he (sc. God) would give it (sc. the land)
through Joshua; saying to Joshua:
"Keep this word, 10 and promise to do impeccably everything that is
commanded, according to your zeal, n Therefore, thus says the Lord
of the world. \i —For he created the world on behalf of his people, 13
but he did not also reveal this purpose of the creation from the begin-
ning of the world, so that the nations would be put to disgrace on their
account, and, through their deliberations among themselves, to their
own humiliation disgrace themselves. 14 Therefore, he has devised and
invented me, I who have been prepared from the beginning of the
world to be the mediator of his covenant. 15 But now, I will reveal it
(sc. the purpose of God's creation) to you, because the time of the
years of my life is fulfilled, and I will go to the resting-place
of my fathers, and before the entire people ...
16 You, however, receive this writing, which serves to acknowledge
the trustworthiness
8 TEXT
nem librorum quos tibi tradam, 17 quos ordinabis et chedriabis et repo-
nis in vasis fictilibus in loco quern fecit ab initio orbis terrarum,
 lx ut
25 invocetur nomen illius, usque in diem paenitentiae, in respectu quo re-
spicit illos Dominus in consummatione exitus dierum.
2 i intrabunt per te in terram quam decrevit et promisit
dare patribus eorum, 2 in qua tu benedicis, et dabis unicuique et stabi-
libis eis sortem in earn, et constabilibis eis regnum.et magisteria loco-
30 rum dimittes illis secus quod placebit Domino eorum in judicio et justi-
tia.
3 . . . . autem, postquam intrabunt in terram suam anno s et
postea dominabitur a principibus et tyrannis per annos XVm, et
XVIIII anno s<e> abrumpem t<r>ibus X. Nam descendent tribus duae
35 et transférant scenae testimonium. 4 Tune Deus caelestis figet palum
scenae suae et turrim sanctuarii sui, et ponentur duae tribus sanciitaiis 5
(nam X tribus stabilient sibi secus ordinationes suas régna).
6 Et adferent victimas per annos XX, 7 et VII circumvallabunt mu-
ros. Et circumùo VIIII et adcedentad testamentum Domini, et fide m
40 polluent, quern fecit Dominus cum eis. g Et immolabunt natos suos dus
23 quos2 MS] The MS reading is probably nol correct, bul it is not possible to achieve a true read-
ing with any certainty: see commentary on 1:17. I 24 fictilibus] ficlilib- MSPn I 25 usque] usq~
M SPh I 26 Dominus] dus MSPh I 27 Clemen] The blank space indicated by Ceriani
(see note lo lines 21-22) may be an indentation to designate a new paragraph. On the other hand, a
new section begins here, and one would expect some introductory formula: see further the commen-
tary on 2:1.1 28 patiibus] pauib MSl)h I unicuique] uni tu iq- MSPh I 29 earn Hilgenfeld 1866 cj.
(but he wrote "ea")] me MS. Ronsch, "Weitere Illustrationen", pp. 222-223, defended the manu-
script's reading by citing 2 Sam. 20:1, which shows that u is possible to say that someone "has pan
in someone". In 2 Sam. 20:1, however, a stock phrase is used (that passed into English and other
languages), which is always negated: "lo have neither part nor share in something", more loosely
used: "in someone" (où ufpic. oùoe icXT\povonla [K^pod = "Pars nee sors"); Ronsch withdrew
his suggestion in "Xeniola theologica", p. 558. I 30 Domino] dno MSPh I 32 postquam] posiqua1
MSPn I terram] terra" MSP" I anno s ] The s in "annos" must probably be understood as the
first letter of an ordinal number. Ronsch. "Xeniola theologica". p. 547 conjectured "s<exto>", bul
s<eptimo> (Schmidt and Merx, p. 128 cj.) or s<ecundo> lit better into the lacuna. I 33 principibus]
principib- MSP111 33-34 XVIII, et XVIIII] Ceriani transcribes "xuiii" and "xuiiii", but MSP" actu-
ally uses V, not U, for the numeral 5. I 34 anno s<e> abrumpcnr l<r>ibus Ronsch. "Xeniola
theologica", p. 547 cj.] annosabrumpenstib- MSP*1; Clemen reads "abrumpent lib", MSP*1 confirms
Ceriani's reading "abrumpens lib". I inbus2] tri//b MSP11135 Deus] ds1 MSP* I figet palum Ronsch,
"Sprachliche Parallelen", pp. 86-87 cj.] fecit palam MS. Both in form and pronunciation. C and G are
similar; in a verbal ending, I and E are phonetically exchangeable (see grammatical note nr. 2): the
frequent occurrence in the preceding sections of the expression "palam faccrc" may have contributed to
the misreading. I 36 lurrim Charles cj. (but he wrote "turrem")] femim MS. I 34-37 tribus (twice)]
Irib- MSP1" I 3« VII] See note to "XVIII, et XVIIII", lines 3J-34.1 39 circumUo HJ. de Jonge cj.]
circumibo MS l et2] Following "el", which is the last word of a line in MS, Clemen found room for
the numeral "IV. This conjecture, however, is unnecessary. I Domini] dm MSP*11 fidem Schmidt -
Merx cj.] fine*1 MSP". According to Charles, "fincm" goes back lo Gr. opov, which would be corrupt
for öpKov. But the corruption can also have taken place in the Latin textual tradition: fidem > n nem.
140 Dominus] dns MSP"
TRANSLATION 9
of the books which I will hand to you, n and you must order them,
embalm them, and put them in earthenware jars in a place which he
made from the beginning of the creation of the world, \g so that his
name be invoked; until the day of repentance, in the visitation with
which the Lord will visit them in the fulfilment of the end of days.
2 i But now, they will enter through you into the land which he de-
cided and promised to give to their fathers. 2 And in it (sc. the land)
you must give blessings, and you must give to each of them their share
in it, and you must found for them a kingdom and arrange for them
local rule according to their Lord's wish in justice and righteousness.
3 ..., however, after they will have entered into their land in the
...th year, and afterwards, they will be ruled by princes and kings for
eighteen years, but in the nineteenth the ten tribes will break them-
selves loose. And the two tribes will separate themselves and transfer
the tabernacle of the testimony.
 4 Then the heavenly God will fasten the
pole of his tabernacle and the tower of his sanctuary, and the two (sc.
tribes) will be appointed as holy tribes. 5 The ten tribes, however, will
establish for themselves kingdoms according to their own ordinances.
6 And they will offer sacrifices for twenty years. 7 And in the sev-
enth they will surround themselves with walls, and as the ninth will
have elapsed they will also abandon the covenant of the Lord, and de-
file the alliance the Lord made with them, g And they will sacrifice
their children to foreign
10 TEXT
alienis, et ponent idola scenae servientes illis, 9 et in domo Domini fa-
cient sceleste, et sculpent omnium animalium idola multa.
3 i Dlis temporibus veniet illis ab oriente rex, et leget equitatus terram
eorum et 2 incendet colonia<m> eorum igne cum aede sancta Domini,
45 et sancta vasa omnia toilet; 3 et omnem plebem eiciet et ducet illos in
terram patriae suae et duas tribus ducit secum.
4 Tune invocabunt duae tribus X tribus et ducent se ut liena in
campis, pulverati, esurientes et sitientes. 5 Et clamabunt: 'Justus et
sanctus Dominus. Quia enim vos peccastis et nos panter adducti sumus
50 vobis[cum] (cum infantibus nostrisj.' $ Tune plorabunt X tribus audi-
entes inproperia verborum tribum duarum, 7 et dicem: 'Quid faciemus
vobis, fratres? Nonne in omnem domum Istrahel advenit flibsis haec?' g
Et omnes tribus plorabunt clamantes in caelum et dicentes: 9 'Deus
Abraham, et Deus Isaac, et Deus Jacob, reminiscere testamentum tuum
55 quod factasti cum eis, et jusjurandum quod jurasti eis per te, ne
umquam deficiat semen eorum a terra quam dedisti illis.'
10 Tune reminiscentur me die illo, dicentes tribus ad tribum, et
homo de proximo suo: n 'Nonne hoc est quod testabatur nobis rum
Moyses in profetis, qui multa passus est in Aegypto et in Mari Rubro et
60 in heremo annis XL? 12 Testatus et invocabat nobis testes caelum et ter-
ram, ne praeteriremus mandata illius in quibus arbiter fuit nobis; u
quae advenerunt nobis de isto secus verba ipsius et secus adfirmationem
ipsius, quomodo testatus est nobis temporibus illis, et quae convenerunt
usque nos duci captivos in partem orientis'; 14 qui et servient circa an-
65 nos LXXVII.
4 i Tune intravit unus qui supra eos est et expandit manus et ponit
genua sua et oravit pro eis dicens: i 'Domine, omnis rex in alta sede,
qui dominaris saeculo, qui voluisti plebem hanc esse tibi plebem [hanc]
4l Domini] din MSPn I 42 omnium Hilgenfeld 1866 cj.] omnem MS I 43 Il l is j Preceding this word
MS has a blank space with room Tor iwo or three letters; it probably indicates the beginning of a new
paragraph I lemponbus] lemporib- MSPh 144 colorna<m> Hilgenfeld 1866 cj. I 4« tribus] trih-
MSP" I 47 duae tribus X tribus] duae trib- x- trib- MSPh I 48 clamabunl] In MSP", the second
stroke of the U is at the same time the first stroke of the N. whereas the second upright stroke of the
N is provided with a horizontal stroke, functioning in this way as [he T, as well. I SO vobis[cum]
(cum infantibus nostris} Schmidt-Merx cj.) The manuscript has "cum infanub- nostris" after
"esurientes et siüentes" (line 48); (he transposition of this phrase assumed here explains the tautolog-
ical "-cum" with "vobis" as a relic of the phrase's earlier, correct position, l tribus) ttib- MSP11152
omnem] omne1 MSP111 (libsis Hilgenfeld 1866 cj. (but he wrote "thhbsis")] clibsis MS. Cf. note on
"inrentionem" in line 15. I S3 tribus] Irib- MSPh I 53-54 Deus (three lime's)] ds MSP" I 5« um-
quam] umquam Ceriani, un//quam MSP*11 semen] seme1 MSP" I quam] qua1 MSP" 157 tribus] trib-
MSP*11 58 rum Schmidl-Merx cj.] cum MS. Cf. note on "imentionem" in line 15.1 44 servient Ce-
riani, MSPh] serviet Clemen. 168 [lianc] Volkmar cj.
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gods, and erect idols in the tabernacle and serve them, 9 and they will
act disgraciously in the house of the Lord, and sculpt many idols of all
kinds of animals.
3 i In those days a king from the East will come to them, and his cav-
alry will cover their land, and 2 he will bum their city with fire, in-
cluding the holy house of the Lord, and he will carry off all holy ob-
jects; 3 and he will expel the entire people and lead them to his father-
land, and he will lead the two tribes with him.
4 Then the two tribes will call upon the ten tribes, and they will re-
tire into the fields like a lioness, covered with dust, starving and
thirsting. 5 And they will cry: 'Righteous and holy is the Lord! Truly,
because you have sinned, we and our children have been carried off
just like you.' 5 Then the ten tribes will weep, hearing the reproaches
of the two tribes, and they will say: 7 'What can we say to you,
brethren? Has not this distress come over the entire house of Israel?' g
And all tribes will weep, crying unto heaven, and saying: 9 'God of
Abraham, and God of Isaac, and God of Jacob, remember your
covenant, which you made with them, and the oath, which you swore
by yourself, that their seed would never be absent from the land that
you gave to them! '
10 Then, on that day, they will remember me, each tribe saying to
the other, and each man to his neighbour: u 'Is it not this, the things
which Moses formerly testified to us in his prophecies? Moses, who
suffered many things in Egypt, and in the Red Sea, and in the desert,
during forty years. 12 And having testified, he also called on heaven
and earth to be witnesses, lest we should transgress his commandments,
which he had mediated to us. 13 But since then, these things have come
over us, in accordance with his words and his solemn confirmation,
which he testified to us in those days, and which have come true up to
our expulsion into the land of the East.' u And they will be slaves
there for seventy-seven years.
4 i Then someone will enter who is above them, and he will spread his
arms and bend his knees, and pray for them, saying: 2 'Lord, King of
All in the throne on high, who rulest the world, who wanted this people
12 TEXT
exceptam. Tune voluisti invocari eorum Deus secus testamentum quod
70 fecisti cum patribus eorum.
 3 Et ierunt captivi in terram alienam cum
uxoribus et natis suis et circa ostium allofilorum et ubi est ma[j |esti;/a
magna. 4 Respice, et miserere eorum, Domine caelestis!'
5 Tune reminiscitur Deus eorum, propter testamentum quod fecit
cum patribus illorum, et palam faciet misericordiam suam et tempori-
75 bus illis. 5 Et mittit in animam regis ut misereator eorum, et dimittit
illos in terram eorum et regionem.
7 Tune ascendent aliquae partes tribuum et venient in locum consii-
tutum suum et circumvallabunt locum rénovantes, g Duae autem tribus
permanebunt in praeposita fide sua, tristes et gementes, quia non po-
80 terint referre immolationes Domino patruum suorum. 9 Et X tribus
crescent et devenient apud nat<i>o<ne>s in tempore tribu<lationu>m.
5 i Et cum adpropiabunt tempora arguendi, et vindicta surgit de reges
participes scelerum 2 et punientes eos. Et ipsi dividentur ad veritatem;
propter quod factum fuit: 3 'Devitabunt justitiam et accèdent ad iniqui-
85 tatem', et 'contaminabunt imyujnationibus domum servitutis suae'; et
quia: 'Fornicabunt post deos aliènes.'
4 Non enim sequentur veritatem Dei, sed quidam altarium inquina-
buntde muneribus quae inponent Domino; qui non sunt sacerdotes, sed
servi de servis nati. 5 Qui enim magistri sunt doctores eorum illis tem-
90 poribus, erunt mirantes personas cupiditatum et acceptiones munerum,
et pervendent justifias accipiendo poenas. 5 Et ideo implebitur colonia
et fines habitations sceleribus et iniquitatibus a Deo, ut qui faciunt
erunt impiijudices: inerunt in campo judicare quomodo quisquae volet.
7l ma[jlesuiia Merx m Hjlgenfeld 1866 cj.] majestas MS I 74 palribusj patrib- MSf* I 74-75
lemponbus! lemponb- MSPh I 75 miserealor MS] Peyron read "nuserealur". bul this probably is an
unconscious correction. I eorum] eor~MSPn I 78 suum] suu" MSPh I Bibus] trib~ MSPh 17« sua
MS] Peyron omits "sua" I 80 Domino] dno Peyron, MSP* I 81 nal<i>o<ne>s Hiigenfeld 1868 cj. I
tribu<lationu>m conjcci] Hilgenfeld 1866 conjectured "tribulaoonis", bul the M of the manuscript's
"tribum" makes the plural more probable. I 85 inctunationibus Hilgenfeld 1866 cj.] ingenauumb-
MSP" I domum) dotrTu MSPh I 87 Dei) dl MSPh I 88 munenbus] munerib- MSPh. Preceding "mu-
nenbus". at the beginning of a line (the first one of a new column), Cehani indicated a blank space
which may have contained two or three leuers, but. to judge from M SPh, it is not at all certain that
anything had been written there: if u had. it is likely to have been erased as a slip of the pen. Clemen
found some room after "de" at the end of the previous line, as well. However, in MSP" the E of "de"
has the curled middle horizontal stroke which is used to fill out a line: therefore MS will not have
read anything following "de" on this line. I Domino] dno MSP" I 89-90 tcmponhus) Tc//porib
MSP" 192-93 faits hatiutumnis quisquac volet conjecij MS has a large diuography here.
et ideo implebitur colonia et finis habitaüones eorum sceleribus et iniquitatibus (MSPn:
scelerib- et imquilatib-) a dec ut qui facil erjnl impii judices erunt in earn post fines habitationis
sceleribus et iniquitatibus a domino (MSPn: dno), qui faciunt erunt impii judices inerunt in
campo judicare quomodo quisquae volet,
which becomes clear by a presentation of the text in parallel columns:
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to be your elect people. Then you wanted to be called their God, ac-
cording to the covenant which you made with their fathers. 3 But
(now) they have gone as captives into a foreign land, with their wives
and children, and to the gate
of the gentiles, where there is great sadness. 4 Behold, and have mercy
on them, heavenly Loral'
5 Then God will remember them, on account of the covenant which
he had made with their fathers, and he will manifest his mercy in these
days, too. 5 And he will give it into the heart of the king to have mercy
on them, and to let them return to their land and region.
7 Then some parts of the tribes will go up, and they will come in the
place that was appointed to be theirs, and they will rampart the place
anew, g But the two tribes will hold on to the allegiance that was or-
dained for them, mourning and weeping, because they will not be able
to bring offerings to the Lord of their fathers. 9 And the ten tribes will
be more and more absorbed among the nations in a time of tribula-
tions.
5 i And when the times of judgment will approach, revenge will come
through kings who participate in crime and who will punish them. 2
And they themselves will move away from the truth; 3 wherefore it has
been said: 'They will avoid justice and turn to iniquity,' and: 'they will
will defile the house of their worship with pollutions,' and that 'they
will go whoring after foreign gods'.
4 For they will not follow the truth of God, but some people will
defile the altar with the offerings they will bring to the Lord, (sc.
people) who are not priests, but slaves born of slaves. 5 For the schol-
ars who will be their teachers in those times will favour the persons
that please them, and accept gifts; and they will sell legal settlements,
accepting fees. 6 And so their city and dwelling-place will be filled with
crimes and injustice against God, since those who will do them will be
impious judges: they will continually judge according to their own
liking.
14 TEXT
6 i Tune exurgent illis reges imperantes et in sacerdotes summi Dei
95 vocabuntur. Facient facientes impietatem ab sancto sanctitatis.
2 Et succedit illis rex petulans qui non erit de genere sacerdotum,
homo temerarius et improbus; et judicabit illis quomodo digni erunt, 3
qui elidit principales eorum gladio, et locis ignotis sepelist corpora il-
lorum ut nemo sciat ubi sint corpora illorum. 4 Occidit majores natu et
100 juvenes et non parcel. 5 Tune timor erit illius acervus in eis in terram
eorum. g Et faciet in eis judicia quomodo fecerunt in illis Aegypti per
XXX et lul annos et punivit eos.
 7 Et <p>roducit natos <su>ccedentes
sibi; breviora tempora do<mi>nae«nt.
el ideo implebitur colonii
finis
habitaüones
eomm
scelenbus
et
iniquitatibus
a
ik»
ul
qm
facit
crunl
impii
judces
enint
in
earn
post
iel
fines
habitat] onis
scelenbus
et
miquitatibus
a
domino
qui
faciunt
cmnt
impii
judices
inerunt
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PO
judiuarc quomodo quisquae volet.
From these two columns, the likeliest words and forms have been adopted in the main text. "Fines
habitations" is chosen because of its correct spelling; "eorum" is left out because the use of the pos-
sessive pronoun is more natural, and therefore more easily added than omitted, "a deo" and "a domino"
("duo"?) are of equal merit, but the following "ut" is problematic (and therefore iectw dtfficilior), so
that the choice is made in favour of "a deo ut" instead of "a domino"; "in earn post" makes no sense,
"in campo" is problematic, bui not impossible, and therefore to be preferred. One clause, "qui ...
impii judices" is not entirely satisfactory either, but again it is not impossible; for "facium", lacking
an object, "ca" may be supplemented, and a sentence like "qui faciunt ea (sc iniquitates) erunt impii
judices" can well be translated, although it is of little substance. For an alternative solution, see the
commeniary to 2:6. I 94 summi Dei] su7/mi Si MSPn I 95 sancto sanctitatis] sco//sis MSP" I 97
improbus] improb- MSPh I 98 eorum] eom MSPh I sfpehei Hilgenfeld 1866 cj | smguliet MS 1102
pumva Hilgenfeld 1866 cj. (but he wrote "punibu")] puniunt MS. Here, the vulgar form "-vit" is pre-
ferred, because of its graphical similarity lo "-uni" (see Clemen. APAT II, p. 329). I <p>roducit
Hilgenfeld 1866 cj. (but he wrote "producet")] Ceriani was not sure what was lo be read; in his Mo-
numenia he printed "rodmcit", leaving space for one or two preceding letters, bul later he wrote to
Volkmar, mat "producit" was quite possible, although the manuscript did not confirm the suggested
reading (Ceriani in Vollcmar, p. 155). I <su>ccedenies Hilgenfeld 1866 cj.] MS reads "ecedentes" pre-
ceded by a space for two or three letters. 1103 do<mi>na6um conjeci] donarent MS. In capitals and
uncials, R and B are similar
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6 i Then, kings will arise for them to assume government, and they
will proclaim themselves priests of the Most High God. They will act
most impiously against the Holy of Holies.
2 And a petulant king will succeed them, who will not be of priestly
stock, a wicked and cruel man. And he will rule over them as they de-
serve. 3 He will kill their men of distinction, and he will bury their
corpses at unknown places, so that no one knows where their corpses
are. 4 He will kill old and young, and he will not spare. 5 Then there
will be bitter fear of him in their land, g And he will judge them like
the Egyptians for 34 years, and he will punish them. 7 And he will
bring forth children who will succeed him. They will rule for shorter
periods.
16 TEXT
g In par<t>es eorum c/iortis venient et occidentes rex potens qui[a]
105 expugnabit eos g et duce[n]t captivos, et partem aedis ipsonim igni in-
cendit, aliquos crucifigit circa coloniam eorum.
7 i Ex quo facto finientur tempora momento t • • • • etur cursus a ...
. horae IIII veniant 2 coguntur secun ae . . . . pos ini-
tiis tribus ad exitus VIIII propter initium très septimae secunda tria in
110 tertia duae h . . ra . . taet
3 Et regnabunt de his homines pestilentiosi et impii docentes se esse
justos, 4 et hi suscitabunt iram animorum suorum, qui erunt homines
dolosi, sibi placentes, ficti in omnibus suis, et omni hora diei amantes
convivia, devoratores, gulae, 5 fs . . . n .. . ca nusdiis . . .
115 omnis u . . . . o . . . . rae ....
t <d>elentes g rum bonorum comestores, dicentes se haec facere
propter misericordiam ftju . . . 7 seett exterminatores, quaeru<losi>,
fallaces, celantes se, ne possent cognosci impii, in scelere pleni et
iniquitate ab oriente usque ad occidentem, g dicentes: 'Habebimus dis-
120 cubitiones et luxuriam, edentes et bibentes. Et putavimus nos tamquam
principes erimus.' 9 Et manus eorum et mentes inmunda tractantes et os
eorum loquetur ingentia et super dicent: io'Noli<ne me> lange, ne in-
quines me loco in quo t. . . s isd su us . . . .
.in re . . . . ravi . . . . in plebem quae s . . a . . illist
125 8 i Et <ci>ta <ad>veniet in eos ultio et ira quae talis non fuit in illis a
saeculo usque ad ilium tempus in quo suscitavit illis regem regum ter-
rae et potestatem a potentia magna, qui confitentes circumcisionem in
cruce suspendit. 2 Nam necantes torquebit, et tradi[di]t duci vinctos in
custodiam, 3 et uxores eorum di[i]sdonabuntur gentibus. Et filii eorum
130 pueri secabuntur a medicis [pueri] inducere acrobis<ti>am illis. 4 Nam
illi in eis punientur in tormentis et igné et ferro, et cogentur palam ba-
julare idola eorum, inquinata quomodo sunt panter contin<g>entibus
104 par<l>es von Gutschmjd in Hilgenfeld 1866 cj. I cHona Schmidt in Hilgenfeld 1866 cj. (but IK
wrote "cones")] mortis MS. In uncials, the combination CH is quite similar to M. I qui[a] Hilgenfeld
1866 cj. 1105 ducefnjt Hilgenfeld 1866 cj. I 111 regnafrunt Hilgenfeld 1866 cj.} regnanint MS. Cf.
note on "dominabum", line 103. I 116 <d>elentes Votkmar cj. I 117 quaeru<losi> Charles cj.] MS
is illegible. I 122 <ne me> Clemen cj.] MS is illegible; Ceriani indicates room for about four
letters. I 125 <ci>la <ad>veniet Hilgenfeld 1866 cj.] MS is illegible: the supplements fit into the
room indicated by Ceriani. 112» tradr[di]t Hilgenfeld cj. (but he wrote "tradet"). 1129 di[ijsdonabun-
lur Haupt in Hilgenfeld 1868 cj.] diisdonabu//tur MSf" 1130 secabuntur Hilgenfeld 1866 cj.] se-
cabantur MS I (pueri} Schmidt-Men cj. I acrobis<ti>am Hilgenfeld 1866 (but he wrote "acrobys-
liam")l According to Ceriani and Clemen, MS reads "acrosisam": Buikitt, however, found MS reading
"acrobisam"; MSP" is illegible. 1132 contin<g>enübiis H J. de Jonge cj.] conünentib- MSP11
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g Cohorts will come into their territory, and a mighty king from the
West, who will defeat them, 9 and lead them off in chains. And he will
bum part of their temple with fire, some he will crucify near their
city.
7 1-2 . . .
3 And pestilent and impious men will rule over them, who proclaim
themselves to be righteous. 4 And they will excite their wrathful souls;
they will be deceitful men, self-complacent, hypocrites in all their
dealings, and who love to debauch each hour of the day, devourers,
gluttons, 5 e who eat the possessions of . . . , saying they do this
out of compassion . . . 7 murderers, complainers, liars, hiding them-
selves lest they be recognized as impious, full of crime and iniquity,
from sunrise to sunset g saying: 'Let us have extravagant banquets, let
us eat and drink. And let us act as if we are princes'. 9 And their hands
and minds will deal with impurities, and their mouth will speak
enormities, saying in addition to all this: IQ 'Keep off, do not touch me,
lest you pollute me... '
8 i And suddenly revenge and wrath will come over them, such as
there will never have been over them since eternity until that time, in
which he will raise for them the king of the kings of the earth, and a
power with great might, who will hang on the cross those who confess
circumcision, 2 but who will torture those who deny it. And he will
lead them chained into captivity, 3 and their wives will be divided
among the gentiles, and their sons will be operated on as children by
physicians in order to put on them a foreskin. 4 But they will be pun-
ished by torments, and with fire and sword, and they will be forced to
carry publicly their idols, that are defiled, just like those who touch
18 TEXT
ea. 5 Et a torquentibus illos pariter cogentur intrare in abditum locum
eorum, et cogentur stimulis blasfemare verbum contumeliose. Novis-
135 sime post haec et leges quod habeeunt supra altarium suum.
9 ] Tune illo die erit homo de tribu Lewi cujus nomen erit Taxo, qui
habens VII filios dice« ad eos rogans: 2 'Videte, filii, ecce ultio facta est
in plebe altera crudelis, inmunda, et traductio sine misericordia et emi-
neas principatum. 3 Quae enim gens, aut quae regio, aut quis populus
140 impiorum in Dominum qui multa scelesta fecerunt, tanta mala passi
sum quanta nobis contegerunt?
4 Nunc ergo, filii, audite me! Videte enim, et scite quia numquam
temptan<te>s Deum nee parentes nee proavi eorum, ut praetereant
mandata illius. 5 Scitis enim, quia haec sunt vires nobis. Et hoc facie-
145 mus: 5 jejunemus triduo, et quarto die intremus in spelunca quae in
agro est, et moriamur potius quam praetereamus mandata Domini
dominorum, Dei parentum nostrorum. 7 Hoc enim si faciemus et
moriemur, sanguis noster vindicavitur coram Domino.'
10 i Et tune parebit regnum illius in omni creatura illius. Et tune
150 zabulus finem habebit, et tristitia|m] cum eo adducetur. 2 Tune imple-
buntur manus nuntii qui est in summo constitutus, qui protinus vindi-
cavit illos ab inimicis eorum.
3 <Exur>get enim Caelestis a sede regni sui et exiet de habitatione
sancta sua cum indignationem et iram propter filios suos. 4 Et tremebit
155 terra, usque ad fines suas concutietur, et alti montes humiliabuntur et
concutientur et convalles cadent. 5 Sol non dabit lumen et in tenebris
convertent se cornua lunae et confringentur, et tota convertit se in san-
guine; et orbis stellarum conturvavitur. g Et mare usque ad abyssum
decedit, ad fontes aquarum deficient et flumina expavescent. 7 Quia ex-
133 torquentibus] torquentib- MSPh I 135 habebunt conjeci] haberenl MS. Cf. noie on "domina-
bunt", line 103. I suum] siiü MSP*1 f 136 die cril Schmidl-Mer* cj.] dicente MS. For (he tautological
indication of time, see line 57 "Tune rcirumsccntur me die illo", and cf. Joel 3(4}:1. I 137 dice;
Hilgenfeld 1866 cj.] dicens MS. In As. Mos., there are three instances in which a T appears to be an
error for S, or vice versa, cf. "eminens" lines 138-139; "dicenl" line 199. I 138-139 eminenj
Rönsch. "Sprachliche Parallelen", p. 100 cj.] eminent MS. Cf note on "dicel" line 137. I 140
impiorum] ...oru"1 MSPn I Dominum] domum MS. The reading "Dominuin" is not a conjectural
emendation, but the resolution of the (unmarked) abbreviation "domum", cf. lines 146-147 "oui
domum", i.e. "Domini dominorum". I 142 numquam] numqua MSP 1143 temptan<te>s Volkmar
cj. I Dcum] dm MSP11 I 14« mandata] mä//data MSPh 1146-147 Domini dominorum Dei) dm
domumdï MSP" 114« Domino) dno MSPh I 150 finem] ene1 MSP" I tnstitia[m] Hilgenfeld 1866
cj.] uis t iua MSPn. The manuscript's text is probably due to misreading the phrase as "zabulus finem
habebit et tristitiam", see grammatical note nr. 34. I 153 <Exur>gel Ccriam cj.] Traces of the
supplemented letters were seen by Ceriani (Monumcnla I, p. 64b); but even without such traces, the
restoration is virtually certain. 1154 sancta] sea MSP"
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them. ; And they will also be forced by those who torture them to en-
ter into their hidden place, and they will be forced with goads to dis-
gracefully blaspheme the word. Finally, after these things (sc. they will
be forced to blaspheme) also the laws through the things they will have
upon their altar.
9 i Then, on that day, there will be a man from the tribe of Levi,
whose name will be Taxo, who, having seven sons, will speak to them,
saying: 2 'See, my sons, behold, a second, cruel and unclean retribution
is made against the people, and a punishment without mercy, and it
surpasses the first one. 3 For what nation, or what land, or what people
rebellious against the Lord, having committed many crimes, has
suffered woes as great as have come over us?
4 Now then, my sons, hear me! See, then, and know that neither our
parents, nor their ancestors have tempted God by transgressing his
commandments. 5 Surely you know that here lies our strength. And
this we shall do: 5 Let us fast for three days, and on the fourth day let
us enter into the cave which is in the field, and let us die rather than
transgress the commandments of the Lord of lords, the God of our fa-
thers. 7 For as we shall do this and die, our blood will be avenged be-
fore the Lord.'
10 i And then his kingdom will appear in his entire creation. And
then the devil will come to an end, and sadness will be carried away
together with him. 2 Then, the hands of the messenger, when he will be
in heaven, will be filled, and he will then avenge them against their en-
emies.
3 For the Heavenly One will rise from his royal throne, and he will
go out from his holy habitation with anger and wrath on account of his
sons. 4 And the earth will tremble until its extremes it will be shaken,
and the high mountains will be made low, and they will be shaken, and
the valleys will sink. 5 The sun will not give its light, and the horns of
the moon will turn into darkness, and they will be broken; and (sc. the
moon) will entirely be turned into blood, and the orbit of the stars will
be upset. « And the sea will fall back into the abyss, and the fountains
of the waters will defect and the rivers will recoil. 7 For the
I
20 TEXT
160 urgit summus Deus aeternus solus, et palam veniet ut vindicet gentes et
perdet omnia idola eorum.
g Tune felix ens, tu Istrahel, et ascendes supra cervices et alas
aquilae, et inplebuntur. 9 Et altavit te Deus, et faciet te herere caelo
stellarum, loco habitations ejus. 10 Et conspiges a summo, et vides
165 inimicos tuos in terrain et cognosces illos et gaudebis et agis gratias et
confiteberis creatori tuo.
n Nam tu, Jesu Nave, custodi verba haec et hune librum. n Erunt
enim a morte, receptione m<ea> usque ad adventum illius tempora
CCL quae fiunt. 13 Et hic cursus <erit> horum, que[m] conveniunt,
170 donee consummentur. u Ego autem ad dormitionem patrum meorum
e[r]am. 15 Itaque tu, Jesu Nave, ftrma <te>. Te elegit Deus esse mihi
successorem ejusdem testamenti."
11 i Et cum audisset Jesus verba Moysi tarn scripta in sua scriptura,
omnia quae praedixerant, scidit sibi vestimenta et procidit ad pedes
175 Monsi. i Et hortatus est earn Monse et ploravit cum eo. 3 Et respond«
illi et dixit Jesus: 4 "Quid me ferres, domine Monse, et quo genere ce-
labor de qua locutus es[t] voce acerva, que exivit de ore tuo, quae est
plena lacrimis et gemitibus, quia tu discedis de plèbe ist<a> ?
5 Quis locus recipit te, 5 aut quod erit monumentum sepulturae, 7 aut
180 quis audevit corpus tuum transferre, n'eut homo, de loco in locum? g
Omnibus enim morientibus secus aetatem sepulturae suae sunt in terns;
nam tua sepultura ab oriente sole usque ad occidentem, et ab austro
usque ad fines aquilonis. Omnis orbis terrarum sepulcrum est tuum.
164 ejus coniccil eorura MS. I inimicos Clemen, MSPn] 165 irnmicos Ccriani ! 166 confilebens]
co//flteberis MSPh 1167 Jesu] i l i i i MSP" I librum] libra1 MSPh 116« receptione m<ea> Volkmar
cj.] receptionem MS I 169 <erit> Volkmar cj.] MS is illegible; Ceriani indicated room for about
three letters; MSP" suggests that "em" is quite possible. I que[m] conjeci 1171 c[r|am Hilgenfeld
1866 cj. l ßrma <le> von Gulschmid in Hilgenfeld 1866 cj.] forma MS. "Te" may have been omitted
as a result of haplography. l Deus] ds MSP" 1172 ejusdem] eiusdë MSP" 1173 Jesus] its MSPh I
tarn Ceriani, Clemen] jam MS according to Burkitu according lo MSP", both readings are possible. I
174 praedixerant Ceriani, MSPh| praediserat Clemen I 175 Monsi Hilgenfeld 1866 cj. (but he wrote
"Moyn'j")] meos MS. The form "Monsi" ("Mc^si"?) seems preferable, because it is closer to the
manuscript's "meos"; see further grammatical note nr. 83.1 cum Rönsch, "Sprachliche Parallelen",
pp. 201-202 cj.] cum Ceriani, bul eum MS according lo Burkitt; according to MSP*1, "cum" seems
sl igh t ly preferable, bul "eum" is possible. 1176 Jesus] IBs MSP" I lerres H J. de Jonge cj.] celares
MS. See note on "imentionem" line 15.1 domine] drie MSP" 1177 es[l] Hilgenfeld 1866 cj. I 178
gemitibus] gemitib- MSP*1 I isc<a> ] MS is illegible here and has space for about 6 letters.
The supplementation of the A is virtually certain; for "plebs ista" cf. 11:9, 19. I 179 recipil MS]
Ceriani seems to indicate space for about 4 letters following "rccipil", although, for reasons which
remain obscure, he uses a kind of dots which he does not normally employ. MSP*1 is hardly legible;
it seems, however, that the T of "recipil" already exceeds the right hand margin (which in this
particular column is very irregular). 1180 .»cut Burkitl cj.] ineut Ceriani, MSP", incut MS according
to Burkill. I 181 monenlibus] morienun- MSPh 1182-183 usque (twice)] usq- MSP"
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Highest God, the sole Eternal One, will rise, and he will manifest him-
self in order to punish the nations, and to destroy all their idols.
g Then you will be happy, Israel, and you will mount on the neck
and the wings of an eagle, and they will be filled, 9 and God will exalt
you, and make you live in the heaven of the stars, the place of his
habitation. JQ And you will look down from above, and you will see
your enemies on the earth, and you will recognize them. And you will
rejoice, and you will thank and praise your Creator.
n But you, Joshua son of Nun, keep these words and this book. \i
For from my death, my being taken away, until his (sc. God's) advent,
there will be 250 times that will happen. 13 And this is the course of
events that will come to pass, until they will be completed. 14 But I
shall go to the resting-place of my fathers. 15 Therefore you, Joshua
son of Nun, be strong. It is you, whom God has chosen to be my suc-
cessor to his covenant."
11 i And when Joshua had heard Moses' words as they were written
in his writing, everything they foretold, he rent his clothes and fell at
Moses' feet. 2 And Moses comforted him and wept with him. 3 And
Joshua answered him and said: 4 "Why do you terrify me, lord Moses,
and how will I hide myself from what you have said with the bitter
voice that came from your mouth, and which is full of tears and sighs,
because you will presently go away from this people?
5 What place will receive you, e or what will be the monument on
your grave, ^ or who, being human, will dare to carry your body from
one place to another? g For all who die when their time has come have
a grave in the earth. But your grave extends from the East to the West,
and from the North to the extreme South. The entire world is your
grave.
22 TEXT
9 Domine, abhis. Et quis nutrit plebem istam, 10 aut quis est qui mi-
185 serebitur illis, et quis eis dux erit in via, n aut quis orabit pro eis, nee
patiens ne uno quidem die[m) ut inducam illos in terram Amorreorum?
12 Quomodo ergo potero <...> plebem hanc tamquam pater unicum
filium, aut tamquam filiam domina[m], virginem quae paratur t<r>adi
viro, quae timebat, corpus custodiens ejus a sole et ne scalciati pedes
190 ejus ad currendum supra terram? n <Aut un>de voluntatem eorum
praestabo illis ciborum et potui secus voluntatem voluntatis eorum? 14 .
. . . . enim illorum erant C milia. Nam isti in tantum qui creverunt in
tuis orationibus, domine Monse. 15 Et quae est mihi sapientia aut intel-
lectus in Domini verbis aut judicare aut respondere?
195 ig Sed et reges Amorreorum, cum audierint, expugnare nos cre-
dentes, jam non esse sanctum et sacrum spiritum dignum Domino
mult ipl ied!! et inconpraehensibilem dominum verbi, lidelem in omnia,
divinum per orbem terrarum profetem, consummatum in saeculo doc-
torem, jam non esse in eis, dicenf: 'Eamus ad eos. 17 Si inimici impie
200 fecerunt semel adhuc in Dominum suum, non est defensor illis, qui
ferat pro eis praeces Domino, quomodo Monse erat magnus nuntius,
qui singulis horis, diebus et noctibus habebat genua sua infixa in terra,
orans, et intuens Omnipotentem orbem terrarum cum misericordia et
justitia, reminiscens testamentum parentum, et jurejurando placando
186 quidem] qui Je MSP" I die[ml Hilgenfcld 1866 cj. I Amorreorum Ewald, Geschiclat Ckristw. p.
81 cj.) araborum MS I 187-190 The style and grammar of these lines is clumsier than usual, per-
haps due to more corruptions than can be detected. I 187 <...> Fritzsche cj. (but he filled in "du*
cere")] The verb "polero" needs a complement infinitive, see further commentary on 11:12. This in-
finitive need not have immediately followed "potero". I plebem] plcbe MSP" I 188 domina[m]
Fritzsche cj. I virginemî virgiriè MSP*11 t<r>atfi Rönsch, "Sprachliche Parallelen", pp. 105 f. cj.] tali
MS 1190 < Aut un>de conjeci] MS is illegible and has a space of about 5 letters; for "unde" see e.g.
wSSev Matt. 15:33; Mark 8:4;John 6:5. I 192 illorum) illofi MSP" 1193 orationibus] orationib-
MSP" I domine Monse] dnemo//se MSPh 1193-194 intellects MSP"] Ceriani and Clemen read
"intellclectus" and naturally suggested to read "intelleclus"; but MSPh clearly has "inlcllectus". I Do-
mini conjeci) domo MS. After "domo", Ccriant and Clemen recorded enough space for a following
"dni", that is, "domim"; however, MSP" seems to offer space for only one, possily two letters, and
certainly not for large letters like D and N; to judge from MSP", it even seems likely that MS has
never had letters or words between "domo" and "verbis". The proposed emendation of "domo" into
"domini" assumes the omission of an abbreviation marker and a change to the ablative because of
"in"; the original reading would have been "domi", cf. the abbreviation "domum" = "dominorum" in
lines 146-147, and "domum" = "Dominum" in line 140; see further the commentary. I 196 sanctum
el conjeci (but^ cf. Hilgenfeld 1868] semet MS The conjecture assumes a misreading of an
abbreviation "scm", cf. the abbreviation "SCQ//SIS " = "sancto sanctilatis" MSP*1 line 95; "habita/Aio-
ne sea sua" MSP" line 154 I spiritum] spm MSP" I Domino] diio MSPh 1197Jnconpraehensibilem)
itvVconpraehensibile1 MSP" I dominum] dnm MSPh 1198 consummatum] co//summalum MSPh I
199 jam] 5 MSPh 1199 dicenl Hilgenfeld 1866 cj.] dicens MS. Cf. note to "dicet" line 137. I 202
diebus et noctibus) dieb- et noclib- MSP" I 203 Omnipotentem Hilgenfeld 1866 cj.]
hominipotenlem MS
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9 Lord, you are leaving. And who will feed this people, 10 or who
will be there to take mercy on them, and who will be their leader on
the way, 11 or who will pray for them, not omitting one single day, so
that I can lead them into the land of the Amorites?
12 How will I be able to <guard> this people, like a father his only
son, or like a woman her daughter—a virgin who is being prepared to
be given to a man—, and who is anxious to protect her (sc. daughter's)
body from the sun and her feet from going unshod over the ground? 13
And whence will I procure for them the food and drink they urgently
need? H For their <number> was a hundred thousand, but now they
have grown into this multitude here, only because of your prayers,
lord Moses. 15 And what wisdom or understanding have I to administer
justice or pronounce a verdict in accordance with the words of the
Lord?
16 Furthermore, the kings of the Amorites, after they have heard—
whilst believing that they can defeat us—, that the holy and sacred
spirit, the worthy one before the Lord, the versatile and inscrutable
lord of the word, the trusted one in everything, the divine prophet for
this world, the perfect teacher for this earth, is no longer with them,
will say: 'Let us go at them, n If the enemies will sin against their
Lord once more, there is no longer an advocate for them, who will
supplicate to the Lord for them, as Moses was, the great messenger,
who bent his knees on earth every hour of the day and of the night,
praying; and who could look at him who rules the entire world with
mercy and justice, reminding him of the covenant with the fathers, and
placating the Lord
24 TEXT
205 Dominum';
 ]S dicent enim: 'Non est ille cum eis. Eamus itaque, et con-
fundamus eos a faciae terrae.' 19 Quod ergo fiet plebi isti, domine
Monse?"
12 i Et postquam finivit verba Jesus, iterum procidit ad pedes Monsi.
2 Et Monse prendit manum ipsius et erexit ilium in cathedra ante se. Et
210 respondit et dixit illi: 3 "Jesus, te ne contemnas, sed praebe te secunun,
et adtende verbis meis.
4 Omnes gentes quae sunt in or<b>e terrarum Deus creavit, et nos
praevidit, illos et nos, ab initio creaturae orbis terrarum usque ad exi-
tum saeculi. Et nihil est ab eo neglectum, usque ad pusülum, sed omnia
215 praevidit et pro/iovit. Cum fecit, 5 Dominus omnia quae futura essent
in hoc orbe terrarum providit.
Et ecce aufertur
 0 s me constituit pro eis et
pro peccatis eorum <ut orarem> et in<pr>ecare<r> pro eis. 7 Non
enim propter meam virtutem aut in firmitatem, sed temperantius mi-
220 sericordiae ipsius et patientia contegerunt mihi. g Dico enim tibi, Jesu,
non propter pietatem plebis hujus exterminabis gentes. 9 Omnia caeli
firmamenta <et fundamenta> orbis facta ut provata a Deo et sub
<a>nullo dexterae illius sunt.
10 Facientes itaque et consummantes mandata Dei crescunt et bonam
225 viam exigunt. n Nam peccantibus et neglegentibus mandata <...>
carere bona[m] quae praedicta sunt, et punientur a gentibus multis tor-
mentis. 12 Nam in totum extermine! et relinquat eos fieri non potest. 13
Exivitenim Deus qui praevidit omnia in saecula, et stabilitum est
testamentum illius. Et jurejurando quod
RELIQVA DESVNT.
205 Donunum] dnm MSPh l itaque] ilaq- MSPh l 208 Jesus] ifis MSP111 210 Jesus] ifis MSPh l le
Hügenfeld 1866 cj.l et MS l 212 or<t»e Hilgenfeld 1866 cj. l Deus] ds MSPh I 213 asque ROnsch
in HUgenfeld 1866 cj.l ui MS l 213-214 cxitum] cxiiti MSPh l 215 prowvil Vulkmar cj.] provovil
MS \fecit HJ. de Jonge cj.] Ccnani and Clemen could discern "eis", followed by an illegible space of
2 Idlers. I Dominas] dns MS I 217 aufenur ..-...$ MS] Ceriani indicates an illegible space of about
9 letters, Clemen one of 16! For possible reconstructions, see commentary on 12:5-6. I 218 <ut
orarcm> et in<pr>ecare<r> Volkmar cj.] These words fill out the illegible parts of MS. The first E of
"inprccarer" is a conjectural correction of the manuscript's (uncertain) c. I 222 <et fundamenta>
Fritzsche cj.] Perhaps this supplement is superfluous, see the commentary on 12:9.1 223 <a>nullo
von Gutschmid and Weiss in Hilgenfeld 1866 cj. (but they wrote "annulo"). I 225 <...> conjeci] For
possible reconstructions, see commentary on 12:11.1226 bonafm] Hilgenfeld 1866 cj.
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with his oath'; I K surely they will say: 'He is no longer with them. Let
us go, then, and let us wipe them from the face of the earth.' 19 What
then will happen to this people, lord Moses?"
12 i And after Joshua finished speaking, he again fell at Moses' feet.
2 But Moses took his hand and raised him up into the seat before him.
And he answered and said to him: 3 "Joshua, do not think too lightly of
yourself, but show yourself free from care. And give heed to my
words."
4 God has created all nations on earth, and he foresaw us, them as
well as us, from the beginning of the creation of the earth until the end
of the world. And nothing has been overlooked by him, not even the
smallest detail, but he has seen and known everything beforehand.
When he made them, 5 the Lord saw beforehand all things that were to
happen in this world.
And behold, ... will be taken away. 6 The Lord has appointed me
for them and for their sins, that I should pray and supplicate for them;
7 yet not on account of my virtue or strength, but out of long-suffering
his mercy and his patience have befallen me. g Therefore, I say to you,
Joshua, not on account of the piety of this people will you defeat the
nations. 9 All the firmaments of heaven and fundaments of the earth are
made as approved of by God, and they are under the ring of his right
hand.
10 If they therefore do the commandments of God perfectly, they
will grow and prosper. \\ But the sinners and those who neglect the
commandments <must> miss the goods that have been foretold, and
they will be punished by the nations with many torments, n But it can-
not happen that he will exterminate and leave them entirely, n For
God, who sees everything beforehand in eternity, will go out, and his
covenant stands firm. And through the oath which ...
PARTTWO
THE LATIN OF THE ASSUMPTION OF MOSES
The following grammatical notes intend to give a systematic account of
the Latin that is preserved in As. Mos. The main purpose is to describe
the peculiarities of the language of As. Mos. for the benefit of the non-
specialist. Moreover, the study of the language and grammar of As.
Mos. often helps to establish its text with greater certainty, sometimes
with the aid of an emendation, more often without an emendation. This
linguistic description takes the manuscript's text as its lead; emended
words or phrases are as a rule only adduced as comparative material,
consistently marked by the abbreviation "1. em." (lectio emendata).
Two earlier attempts have been made to survey the Latin of As.
Mos., the first by H. Rönsch, in his article "Die Leptogenesis" of 1871.
There, on pp. 89-91, he lists orthographic vulgarisms, Vulgar Latin
words and some syntactical "anomalies". He does so, however, in order
to compare these peculiarities with similar ones in Jubilees (this
comparison is not repeated in his Das Buch der Jubiläen of 1877). The
list is a bare enumeration of linguistic phenomena, without explanatory
notes, and it is far from complete, especially where syntax is con-
cerned. R.H. Charles's list in his The Assumption of Moses, pp. xxx-
xxxiv is even less complete, and poorly organized. For instance,
Charles makes no distinction between scribal errors such as "c for e in
cum" (11:2) and vulgarisms such as "ae for e in quaerella" (6:1).
Many separate grammatical observations on the Latin of As. Mos.
have been made, especially again by Rönsch. These are scattered
throughout his numerous articles in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschrift für wissen-
schaftliche Theologie, but most of them are collected in his grammar
Itata und Vulgata or in his Semasiologische Beiträge.
My treatment of the Latin of As. Mos. will mainly follow the pat-
tern of H. Väänänen's Introduction au latin vulgaire, a general, yet
comprehensive and clear survey. Besides this book, much use has been
made of H. Rönsch, Itala und Vulgata, a work dealing specifically with
the Latinity of the Vetus Latina and Vulgate of the Bible. In addition,
several volumes in the series "Aus der Geschichte der Lateinischen
Bibel" (Freiburg, vols. 1-21, 1957-1992) supplied useful information.
In the syntactical part, my model has been Syntaxe latine by A. Emout
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and F. Thomas, in the stylistic part Szantyr's "Stilistik" (in Volume II
of the Latin Grammar by Hofmann-Szantyr).
In the following pages the term "Vulgar Latin" will be frequently
used'. I use this term to refer to that form of written Latin that is
influenced to a certain extent by the rules of colloquial Latin; these
influences may concern the domains of phonetics, morphology, the
lexicon, syntax and style. It must be distinguished from other written
forms of Latin such as late and Christian Latin, although these forms of
Latin often underwent similar influences. My use of the terms
"classical", "classical Latin", etc., refers to the regular usage of Latin
prose writers of the first centuries B.C.E. and C.E. such as Cicero, Cae-
sar, Sallust, Livy and Curtius Rufus.
11 am well aware that this term is ambiguous, bul see Väänänen, pp 3-6.
I. PHONOLOGY AND ORTHOGRAPHY
a. Vowels
1. In the course of their history, the vowels of Latin have undergone
great changes. These were caused by a process whereby the op-
position between vowels, originally based on duration, changed to
an opposition based on timbre.
Thus, the opposition 7ï/::/î/' became /i/::/e/ (compare Latin
vivo, bibo with Italian vivo, bevo), and /ê/::/ë/ became /e/::/f/. An
important consequence of this is that the opposition fi/::/e/ disap-
peared altogether: both became /e/.
Similarly, the timbre-based opposition distinguishing former
lol and lol as /o/ and /o/, and that of former /ü/ and /ü/ as /o/ and
/u/ made the opposition /ö/::/ü/ disappear, both becoming lol
(Väänänen §§ 42-45).
Of course, not all these changes took place at the same time or
pace in the whole Latin speaking world, or at the same level of
society. Furthermore, Latin literature (apart from epigraphical
documents) resisted the influence of spoken Latin for a very long
time.
2. The most common confusion of vowels in As. Mos. is that be-
tween weak e and i , especially in present and future tense
verb-endings (third and fourth conjugations), forms which were
in general subject to confusion (cf. Väänänen § 55, and see nr.
94).
In As. Mos. there are four instances of the second person sin-
gular future tense endings written as -is instead of the classical -es:
agis 10:10; benedicts 2:2; discedis 11:4; reponis 1:17. Three
1
 The classification of the vowels used here is rather rough and serves to indicate only the
peninent opposition (opposition is denoted by "::"). The slashes indicate that the letters in-
cluded indicate sounds, not characters. A point under a phoneme denotes its "closed" pronun-
ciation (e.g., Eng. /monk/), opposed to an "open" pronunciation, indicated by the comma-like
sign under a vowel (e.g. Eng Ançst/; "open" and "closed" refer, in a crude way, to the rel-
ative aperture of the mouth).
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times.the classical spelling -es is used: ascendes 10:8; cognosces
10:10; dimities 2:2.
There are fifteen to seventeen instances of the third person sin-
gular future tense endings written as -it instead of -et: convertit
10:5; crucifiait 6:9; decedit 10:6; dimittit 4:6; ducit 3:3; elidit 6:3;
expandit 4:1; exurgit 10:7; incendit 6:9; mittit 4:6; occidit 6:4;
po«if 4:1; succedit 6:2; surgi'f 5:1; suspendit 8:1 ; cf. producit 6:7 1.
em.; tradit 8:2 1. em. Fifteen to nineteen times, the classical
spelling -er is used: adveniet 8:1; due« 4:3; ej'cieï 3:3;faciet 4:5;
6:6; 10:9; /Jef 11:18; incendet 3:2; parcel 6:4; perdet 10:7; regef
3:1; totfe/ 3:2; vem'e/ 3:1; 10:7; vo/ef 5:6; cf. die« 9:1 1. em.; ex-
urge! 10:3 1. em.;ßget 2:4 1. em.; sepeliet 6:3 1. em.
There are no instances in As. Mos. of the inverse phenomenon
in verb-endings1. For conspiges 10:10 instead of conspicis or con-
spicies, see nr. 10.
3. The phenomenon occurs not only in verb-endings, but also in
the following instances:
—e instead of i, protonic: twice contegerunt instead of contigerunt
9:3; 12:72. Possibly, descendent stands for discedent in 2:3; discen-
dere, descendere and discedere are frequently confused in all sorts
of Latin manuscripts (including those containing classical texts)3.
In As. Mos. 2:3, it is not certain which word is meant: both de-
scendere and discedere are difficult to fit into the context; see fur-
ther the commentary on 2:3;
—e instead of », posttonic: accidentes 6:8, a singular genitive
(instead of occidentis);
1
 This suggests that the substitution of i for e reflects a "genuine phonetic change"; see
Adams, The Vulgar Latin, pp. 18-19.
2
 Cf. TALL V,l, col. 712:58-60.
3
 ThLL V.l. col 541:58-60 quotes the grammarian Caper Gate 2nd c A.D.): "distendit
dicimus, non descendit", and adds: "sod admodum frequenter in libris permutatur et cum hoc
vert» et cum discedere", cf. Haussleiter, "Die lateinische Apokalypse", p.60: "Anspruch auf
Beachtung erhebt das ungcmern häufige discendere für descendere", and Rönsch, Itala und
Vulgata, pp. 458-459,463-464; see further Ihe manuscript variants discederel I descendere of
the Vulgate in Gen. 26:17; 1 Sam. 15:6. The extent of the confusion can be explained by Ihe
fact that in many cases the two words are near-synonyms. Discedere is confused with other
words as well, which also have related meanings, e.g. Matt. 14:13 (cod. k) disecessit (from
descindere); set ThLL V.l.col. 1275:59.
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—i instead of e, posttonic1: perhaps the plural nominative chorus
6:8 1. em.; perhaps also the genitive Fynicis 1:4, if this is not the
singular genitive of the adjective Fynix (see further nrs. I l l and
196).
4. In hiatus, e and i are weakened, both sounding as the consonant
lyl (Väänänen § 76). This sound is occasionally represented by an
i' instead of the classical e (and not the other way around; cf. nr.
2): liena 3:4 (for leaena; see further nr. 8), transio (for -eo) 1:15
and scalciati 11:12 (for -eati2).
5. Because of regressive assimilation (Leumann I, p. 101) the o in
diabolus has become u in zabulus 10:1 (for the z in zabulus, see
nr. 15)3.
6. Weak posttonic u is written o in misereator 4:64.
7. The grapheme y normally occurs in Greek loanwords (abyssus
10:6; Aegyptius 6:6; Aegyptus 3:11; Moyses 1:4, 5; 3:11; 11:1;
tyrannus 2:3). In Fynicis 1:3, the y is probably a transcription of a
Greek u as well; in Greek, the confusion of 01 and u occurs regu-
larly5. The y is written as i in alloßlorum 4:3 only (cf. acrobis-
tiam 8:3 1. em. rendering -ßixmct-).
8. At an early stage, /ae/ was m o n o p h t h o n g i z e d as /e/
(Väänänen § 59), which development is exceptionally represented
in As. Mos. in the spelling of classical ae as e: Amorreorum 11:16
1
 In the case of the ablative of ignis, the uncertainty between -e and -i has existed since
classical Latin. In later Latin, the form tends progressively to be igne instead of earlier igni
(conforming to the consonant paradigm); cf. ThLL VII, col. 288:55-73: the Vulgate uses 76
times igne and 82 times igni', in As. Mos. we find twice igne (3:2; 8:4) and once igni (6:9).
2
 Cf. codex k Matt. 10; 10 calciamtnto (Hoogterp §10,8).
3 Cf. Leumann I, pp. 85-86, on the weakening of -ol - before a vowel to -ul-.
4
 Haussleiter, "Die lateinische Apokalypse", p. 61: "Die Übergang von um o tritt sehr
häufig in der kurzen paenultima mehrsilbiger Wörter ein"; however, he also quotes an exam-
ple of this phenomenon in the last syllable: proeliawr ("er kämpft"). Schuchardt, Der
Vokalismus II, pp. 167-168 mentions 18 examples of the 3rd person singular passive ending
written as -tor, one of which, in a 7th century codex, is missereator.
5
 See Schuchardt, Der Vokalismus II, pp. 278-287, "Die Schreibung OE=Ï u.s.w.", p.
283: "Griech. 01 hat sich in \> verwandelt (...) in Inschriften und Handschriften sehr häufig Y
= OI: Etyiupoç, Kdpwov, puvoç, oxOvoç, $ruviaaa"; cf. Volkmar, Mose Prophétie, p. 17.
Ronsch. "Die Leptogenesis", p. 89, quotes from Numb 28:5 in the Vêtus Latina ms 100
(siglum according to Fischer, Vêtus Latina 2: Genesis, pp. S'-T)yfi = oiçi.
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(cf. 11:11 1. em.); kerere (instead of haerere) 10:9; liena 3:4; que
11:4 (cf. que 10:13 1. em.); scene (instead of scenae) I:?1.
9. The same process is illustrated by some over-correct spellings
faciae 11:18; inconpraehensibilis2 11:16;praeces \\:\l;quaereUce
1:10; quisquae 5:6.
10. In hiatus, vowels of the same timbre (-ii-, -ie-, -uu-, -uo-) are
c o n t r a c t e d (Väänänen § 74).
In As. Mos. this is graphically represented in the verb-endings
of nutrii 11:9; recipit 11:5; respicit 1:18 (classical: -i'ef). The al-
ternative way to express the contracted sound in hiatus (with e in-
stead of j) is found in conspiges (instead of -des) 10:10, unless this
form represents the classical present tense conspicis (on g instead
of c see nr. 22).
11. This contraction is found also in the declinational endings Ae-
gypti 6:6 (instead of -ii),profetis 3:11 (instead of -iii) and tribum
3:6 (instead of -uum).
12. An over-correct form is patruum 4:8 (classical: patrum).
13. When in classical Latin two vowels of the same timbre are sep-
arated by h (which then serves as an indicator of diaeresis, not of
aspiration; see further nrs. 17-18), they are in hiatus as well, and
therefore contracted, as may be seen in prenait 12:2 (contraction
of prehendit), but cf. inconpraehensibilis 11:16, retaining h). Cf.
chortis 6:8 1. em., for cohortes*. MM 10:15; 11:15; 12:7 and nihil
12:4 retain the h.
14. The development of prothetic i- before a word beginning with s +
consonant (e.g., spiritus becoming ispiritus) has led inversely to
t h e a p h a e r e s i s of /ek/ before s in initial position (Väänänen
§§ 82-83): scalciati 11:12 (instead of excalceati; see further nr. 4);
1
 In the case of .scene, one could argue that ac is twice represented as e (classical: scaenae).
The classical sauna ("scene") is a loanword with a secondary ae (see Lcumann I, p. 68). Bui
in As. Mos., the Gr. oioivrj, usually translated as tabernaculum, is probably transliterated
anew, independently of UK earlier, classical transliteration.
2
 In this word, -prat- could also be an etymological spelling (Leumarm I, pp. 106,119).
3
 Quaerella is written with ae as well in the bilingual codex Boernerianus (Greek: ms Of;
Latin: ms g) l Thess 2:10 (Rönsch, "Die Doppelübersetzungen",ZWT26, p. 313).
* Cors or chors is a frequently occurring variant of cohort; sec ThLL HI, col. 1549:79-
1550:32.
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sculpent 2:9 (instead of exculpent)1. Ro'nsch suggested2 that in 6:3,
the manuscript's singuli et should be restored to stinguet, that is:
extinguer, see further commentary on 6:3.
b. Consonants
15. The process in colloquial Latin and Roman of p a l a t a l i z a -
t i o n - a s s i b i l a t i o n (which caused the development of for
instance /ki/ to /tfi/ in Italian and /si/ in French, Väänänen § 95) is
graphically realized in As. Mos. in zabulus 10:13. In Greek, a
parallel development Sia- > Ça- occurred4. Therefore, the possi-
bility cannot be ruled out that zabulus reflects a Greek, form.
16. The assibilation of c preceding e or i is a late development5.
Therefore ch in chedriare 1:17 probably is a hyperurban spelling
or popular etymology (Leumann I, p. 161; cf. Väänänen § 103),
and is not intended to indicate the pronunciation fkj of c before e,
as it does in Italian.
17. The letter h served primarily in Latin to mark d i a e r e s i s
(Väänänen § 101), as in Istrahel 3:7; 10:8, possibly also Abraham
3:9«.
18. Possibly, the h is over-correct in abhis 11:9. The translator or
copyists of As. Mos. must have had great difficulty with the verb
ire and its compounds (see nr. 96). One may compare Haussleiter,
"Die lateinische Apokalypse", p. 68, who quotes habiit and habii
for abiit and abii; also, there are many examples of hii instead of
ii in Jubilees7, which shows that the use of very short words
1
 In the manuscript, the s vtsculpent is written at the end of a tine, and culpent is written
on the following line. Because of this, Rönsch, "Sprachliche Parallelen", p. 88, suggested
that this 5 was long, long enough to be treated as a syllable.
2
 "Sprachliche Parallelen", pp. 88-89.
3 In Jubilees, as well, it is restricted to one instance: Lydia instead of taza, 32:5 (Rönsch.
"Die Leptogenesis", p. 75). Zabulus or zahalus (see nr. 5) instead of dia- occurs very often
indeed (ThLL V,l,col 940:65-80).
4
 Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik I. p. 330
5
 The earliest datable witnesses are from the fif th century C.E. (Leumann 1, p. 152).
6
 Fischer, "Limitations", p. 372, leaves open whether the A in Johannes is an instance of
diaeresis, or "whether a remembrance of Jewish origins in the Hebrew cornes into play here".
7
 Rönsch. "Die Leptogenesis", p. 75. quotes four «amples, which Denis-Janssens, Con-
cordance latine du liber Jubilaeorum, list under hie, interpreting the form ha as a hyperurban
gemination, instead of Ai, which is equally possible. Cf., however, Hofmann-Szantyr II, p.
(com.)
L
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extinct in colloquial Latin has caused similar difficulties in other
texts. On the other hand it is possible that the h is used here to
mark the correct separation of the two syllables (ab-is, not a-bis).
19. The h marks a s p i r a t i o n in the Greek loanword heremus
3:11 (which aspiration is without ground in Greek and may be
seen as hyperurban, Väänänen § 103). It is absent in the translit-
eration tlibsis (BXivic) 3:7 1. em., but does occur in cathedra 12:2.
The urban spelling of -pp- as -rrh- (Leumann I, p. 140) is not
used in Amorreus 11:16; cf. 11:11 1. em.
20. Ph is consistently written as/(Väänänen § 102).
21. I n t e r v o c a l i c ft becomes fricative (Väänänen § 107) and is
written v inprovatus 12:9 (contrast probatus 1:6), but mainly in
future tense verb-endings (cf. nr. 2): altavit 10:9; audevit 11:7;
conturvavitur 10:5; intravit 4:1; oravit 4:1; putavimus 7:8; susci-
tavit 8:1; vindicavit 10:2; vindicavitur 9:7; cf. punivit 6:6 1. em.
To this phenomenon must be added intervocalic rb becoming rv in
acervus1 6:5; 11:4 and conturvavitur 10:5. The classical spellings
with b, however, are far in the majority.
The inverse phenomenon (b written instead of v, for instance
in perfect tense endings) does not occur in As. Mos.
22. Intervocalic c is voiced to Igl (Väänänen § 104; Hoogterp,
Etude § 29,2); confusion of c and g occurs rarely: conspiges 10:10
(see further nr. 10); necantes 6:2. It should be noted, however,
that the uncial letters c and g are nearly identical.
23. The g e m i n a t i o n of / in quaerella 1:10 (classical: querela; cf.
nr. 9) is perhaps dialectical, but the spelling -//- is problematic in
general (Väänänen § 110); cf. also anullo 12:9 1. em. Gemination
occurs frequently in Jubilees (Rönsch, Jubiläen, p. 445), e.g.: se-
186, and Haussleiter, "Die lateinische Apokalypse", p. 63, who gives from the African MSS
of Revelation the following examples: kis (= is) qui (4:3; 7:15; 22:11); Au (=ii) (7:13; 17:13;
22:6,11); and even: hits qui = his qui = eis qui (2:9 in various MSS). Haussleiter (by the way
considering the aspiration to be phonetically real) concludes "dass hiis und hü nicht von hie,
sondern von is abzuleiten sind".
1
 Haussleiter, "Die lateinische Apokalypse", p. 63, cites two African MSS of Rev. 6:13, in
which acervos is written for acerbos. See also the Greek transcription of cervical in Hernias
and elsewhere as KEpßiKdfuov (Hilnorst, Semitismes, pp. 165-168; p. 166: "II est courant, à
cette époque, de rendre v ... parß"). See also Boyce, The Language of the Freedmen, p. 44.
Priest's attempt, "Testament of Moses", p. 930, to translate acervus in 6:5 as "to be heaped"
is rather curious. In 11:4, he simply (and correctly) translates acervus with "bitter".
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pellire 19:4; cottidie 32:8; nurrus 41:5; Sarra 16:10; Charron
27:15.
24. The gemination of v in Lewi 9:1 (cf. Jub. passim and Evveus
Jub. 30:2) is not necessarily a direct, orthographic Hebraism
pll1? ?), since the spelling Aeuui is not unusual in Septuagint
manuscripts either (where, in its turn, it may of course be a He-
braism).
25. As often in later Latin texts, the a s s i m i l a t i o n of prefixes
tends to be graphically undone (Väänänen § 113: "notation inverse
ou étymologique"). But the "recomposite" forms, having no
ground in the colloquial language, only occur with words that are
recognized as composites. Recomposition occurs in adferre 2:6;
adfirmatio 3:13; adpropiare 5:1; adtendere 12:3; inconpraehensi-
bilis 11:16; inmundus 7:9; 9:2; inponere 5:4; inproperium 3:6; cf.
disdonare 8:3 1. em.; inprecari 12:6 1. em.
Not recomposed are acceptio and accipere 5:5; exurgere
(classical: exsurgere) 6:1; 10:7 (cf. exurget 10:3 1. em.); immolare
2:8; immolatio 4:8; imperare 6:1, 7; impietas 6:1; impius 5:6; 7:3,
7; 9:3; 11:17; improbus 6:2; improperium 3:6; occidere 6:4, 8;
7:7; succedere 6:2; successor 10:15,
Partial assimilation in auferre 12:5 is not recomposed.
26. Two words appear with a recomposite form and with the clas-
sical form (adcedent 2:7 vs. accèdent 5:3; the difference in mean-
ing is probably coincidental; implere 5:6; 10:2 vs. inplebuntur
10:8).
27. In plebs 1:4 the etymological spelling with b occurs (as it does in
classical texts, but many Vulgar Latin texts have pleps). The ety-
mological spelling with 6 in scribtura 1:16' (but cf. verba ...
scripla in sua scriptura 11:1) is vulgar. Even a Greek loan word,
exilic (from eXißew), has a b in the Latin transliteration tlibsis
3:7 1. em.
28. The forms adducti sumus 3:5 and adducetur 10:1 reflect the
apparent assimilation of the prefix ab- to dueere; in these in-
stances, adducere must mean "to lead off' (cf. Ernout-Thomas §
1
 Cf. Jub. 30:21 scribsi, 49:17 scribtum (Rönsch, "Die Leptogenesis". p. 74; Hausslciter.
"Die lateinische Apokalypse", p. 62: "In der Verbalbildung widensBïM die Gmppe bt der As-
similation"; his examples arc scribtura, scribtum and scribsi.
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90)1. In the Vulgate New Testament, ajtoyeiv is three times trans-
lated by adducere (Matt. 27:2; Mark 14:53; John 18:13)2, whereas
this translation is found in several manuscripts of the Vetus Latina
six times out of fourteen in the Gospels alone (Matt. 27:2; Mark
14:44, 53; Luke 22:66; John 18:13; 19:16).
29. Because of n a z a l i s a t i o n . t h e « in -ns- preceded by a vowel
was lost in pronunciation at a very early stage3, but it was restored
(in writing, possibly in speech, as well) by the urbane in the clas-
sical period4. In Vulgar Latin texts this has given rise to a flood of
over-correct forms (Väänänen § 121). In As. Mos. we find from
11:2 on May ses consistently written as Monses, as in Jubilees
(Rönsch, Jubiläen, p. 445).
30. The insertion of an n occurs most often before s, but it also
occurs before non-assibilized t and cl (Rönsch, /to/a und Vulgata,
pp. 458 f.; Väänänen § 119); cf. ducent 6:9 instead of ducet 1. em.
In 2:3, -end- in descendent is written instead of -ed- of the nor-
mally expected discedenfi.
31. The cluster sr is impossible in Latin (disregarding recomposite
spellings, dis- in compounds lost its j before r6). Therefore, the
e p e n t h e s i s of d in Isdrahel is very common (Rönsch, Itala
und Vulgata, pp. 459-460). The epenthesis of t in Istrahel 3:7;
10:8 is less common and considerably older than the spelling with
d (Rönsch, "Worauf beruht die Italaform").
32. The p in the spelling of temptare (9:4) must be considered the
result of epenthesis as compared to the classical spelling tentare. In
fact, this classical form tentare is an over-correct spelling of a
historically correct temptare (Leumann I, p. 215; cf. pp. 221-
222). In other words, the vulgar way of spelling returns to the
original word form.
1
 Cf. the revealing remarie in Nienneyer, Lexicon, p. la: "ab- in composais, v. etiam ad-".
2 Twice, it is translated by abducere, in the remaining thirteen instances by other verbs,
mostly other compounds of duccrt.
3
 Cf. the transcription K^n^ç for Clemens in Hennas (see Hilhorst, Sémitismes, pp. 165-
168)
4
 This n is absent both in ancient Latin and in Vulgar Latin texts, see Leumann I, p. 145.
1
 On the frequent confusion ofdiscedere and descendere, see note to nr. 3.
6
 Leumann I. p. 204.
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33. One could consider the possibility that the manuscript's reading
clibsis 3:7 (tlibsis 1. em.) is due to phonetics, and not to textual
corruption: as a rule, original tl became cl, in Greek loan-words
as well as in proper Latin words (where the group tl arose mainly
from syncope of -tul-, Leumann I, pp. 153-154). However, this
development is known only from intervocalic instances, and there
seem to be no analogies for // > cl in initial position. Furthermore,
the scribal confusion of c and t is a common phenomenon (also in
As. Mos.; see the apparatus to intentionem 1. em. line 15), and the
word tlibsis may have become unknown to later scribes, so that a
textual corruption is more likely.
34. Although f i n a l - m and -s are not pronounced in spoken
Latin (Väänänen §§ 127-128), they are retained in literary Latin.
Sometimes in As. Mos., especially in case-endings, a final -m or -s
is missing, or, inversely, mistakenly added'. This is rare, how-
ever, and may in most instances be ascribed to the textual trans-
mission, e.g., to the omission or accidental addition of an abbre-
viation marker; so colonia 3:2. The cause of corruption is still
clearer in quidem. diem 11:11 ; tamquamfilism dominom virginejn
11:12; zabulusfinem habebit et tristitiam 10:1. Finally, we find in
a corrupt context bonam 12:11. All these instances have been
emended in my edition.
35. From a very early stage on, f i n a l -t and - d are confused,
especially in the words apud/aput and ad/at (Väänänen § 131). In
As. Mos. we find ad (second instance) for at in 10:62.
1
 This kind of mistake is not due to the confusion of accusative and ablative after a preposi-
tion, see nr. 80.
2
 Many examples in ThLL II, col. 992:46-59; Stone, The Language, p. 20: ad is "almost
universally used" for at in the Codex Bezae. On the causes of this confusion, see Adams, The
Vulgar Laun, pp. 27-28.
II. WORDS
a. Vulgar and Late Latin Idiom
36. The use of typical Vulgar Latin words caused by " p s y c h o -
l o g i c a l factors", i.e., a preference for longer and more pow-
erful words (often compounds; Väänänen §§ 140-163), is limited
in As. Mos. Words like ire, edere, scire, magnus are often used,
while words asfabulare, sapere, caballus and the like, as well as
diminutives are avoided'. A few words, however, definitely be-
long to this category: bajulare 8:4 (instead of ferre); currere
11:12 (instead of ire or gradiri); se ducere 3:4 (instead of abire,
but cf. abhis l\:92);factare 3:9 (instead offacere)3;plorare3:6, 8;
11:2 (instead offlere); cf. donare in the compound disdonare 8:3
1. em.
37. The following words are vulgar neologisms, used virtually exclu-
sively by Christians, without having a specifically Christian
meaning4: adpropiare 5:l,fornicari 5:3.
38. From an early stage, Latin adopted Greek l o a n w o r d s . A
number of Greek loan words found in As. Mos. were already cur-
rent in classical Latin: cathedra 12:2; idolum 2:8, 9; 8:4; 10:7;
tyrannus 2:3. However, idolum has a meaning influenced by Hel-
lenistic Jewish and Christian usage: "idol".
39. In late and Vulgar Latin, the number of Greek loan words
greatly increased (Väänänen § 167). Propheta, or prof êtes as in
As.Mos. ll:16,isa post-classical loan word. Jewish and Christian
authors naturally adopted more Greek words. Apart from names
derived from Greek, such as Moyses and Deuteronomium, a con-
siderable number of such Greek loan words is found in As. Mos.:
1
 On ire, see nr. 96.
2
 ThLL V.I, col. 2146.20-45 mentions As. Mos. 3:4 as the sole instance in which se du-
cere would mean se gerere, "to behave", "to conduct oneself'. However, the ordinary vulgar
use of se ducere for "to go" makes excellent sense in this instance, too.
3
 ThLL VU. col. 140:9-16 mentions five instances of facture, including As. Mos. 3:9.
4
 Mohnnann, Etudes III, pp. 38,105.
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abyssus 10:6'; allofilus2 4:3; blasfemare^ 8:5; heremus4 3:11; pro-
fetia 1:5; 3:11; zabulus 10:1; perhaps also tlibsis 3:II5.
40. This must be compared to Latin words with a meaning bor-
rowed from Greek influenced by the Hebrew scriptures: confiteri
+ dative "to praise" 10:10 (contrast confiteri + accusative "to con-
fess" 8:1); probably saeculum "world"6 4:2; 11:16.
b. Word-formation
41. In chapter 7, the author of As. Mos. describes men of low moral
standards. His description is hateful without reserves. It is not sur-
prising, therefore, that in the Latin version of As. Mos. 7 a con-
centration of vulgarisms is found (cf. the footnote to gula 7:4 in
nr. 50). The translator has chosen word-formations in this chapter
that reflect colloquial usage. Thus, the derivation of nomina agen-
tis using the suffix -tor was common in all stages of the Latin lan-
guage (Väänänen § 174), but the following words in As. Mos. be-
long to the more recent, vulgar ones: comestor 7:6; devorator 7:4;
exterminator 7:5.
Also, adjectives in -osus are known from classical literature
(so contumeliosus 8:5), but enjoyed great popularity in Vulgar
Latin (Väänänen § 186: "indique surtout l'abondance d'une sub-
stance ou d'une caractéristique"). This suffix is relatively often
used in As. Mos. 7, where wicked men are described as "full of'
all kinds of vices: dolosus 7:4; pestilentiosus 7:3; cf. quaerulosus
7:7 1. em.; perhaps also questuosus 7:6 1. em. (see the commen-
tary).
1
 Mohrmann, Etudes III, p. 206: "C'est un de ces mots qui. de parleur caractère biblique,
ont obtenu de bonne heure une nuance solennelle et presque sacrée. Aussi abyssus se rencon-
tre hors de la bible surtout dans la poésie chrétienne".
2r*U,I,col. 1692:18-19.
3
 TkLL II, col. 2045:24-25: "in scripluris sacris, nine passim ap. Eccl. inde a Ten.".
4
 Rönsch, /la/a und Vulgaia, p. 242; Hoogterp, Elude, pp. 227-228; Mohrmann, Etudes
III, p. 61.
5
 Tlibsis or thlipsis does not occur very often; yet it seems that it was generally understood,
especially in the earlier days of Latin Christendom, before it was ousted by tribulatso (cf. As.
Mos. 4:9). It is used by Lucifer (Î 317); lUihomem is known from the Cyprianic correspon-
dance (8, 3,1); see Mohrmann, Etudes III, p. 123.
6
 For saeculum meaning "world" in Christian Latin literature, see Urban. Les dénomina-
tions du monde, pp. 174-192.
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42. A late Latin formation, based on the Greek of the scriptures,
occurring in As. Mos. is creatura1 1:2, 13; 10:1; 12:4.
The older formation tribulatio 4:9, attested in Cato, was very
popular among Christians as an equivalent of 6Xi\|nc, until it was
eliminated as a vulgarism in the fourth century2.
43. The following words are rare v e r b a l d e r i v a t i o n s of
nouns, formed by affixing verbal endings -are or -iare (Väanänen
§ 191): adpropiare 5:13; altare 10:9*; chedriare 1:17, from KÉ-
5poc, the only instance of the verb in the Thesaurus (ThLL III,
col. 735:38-39); possibly also factare 3:9, derived from factum
(according to Lewis and Short, p. 78le, factare is a frequentative
formation).
44. C o m p o u n d s are used with the meaning of the simplex words
(Väanänen § 204) in the following instances: constabilire 2:2 (used
for variation, standing in the immediate vicinity of stabilire; see
nr. 167); invocare 4:2 ("to call", i.e., "give a name"; cf. Heb.
11:16); pervendere 5:5 (Rönsch, Itala, pp. 205-206); referre 4:8
("to bring").
45. In As. Mos. 10:4-5, in a passage which describes the disruption
of the natural order as a result of the appearance of God, many
verbs are compounded with the prefix con-, apparently to express
the all-embracing character of the changes described: usque ad
fines suas [terra] ç&ncutietur 10:4; alti montes ... çojjcutientur
10:4; in tenebris çojivertent se cornua lunae et CMofringentur, et
lota convertit se in sanguine; et orbis stellarum csnjurvavitur
10:5. Possibly, the word for "valley" in 10:5, conyallis, was com-
pounded for the same reason5.
1
 ThLL IV, cols. 1115:84-1117:51.
2
 Mohrmann, Etudes III, pp. 206-207.
3
 Rönsch, Itala und Vulgata, pp. 181-182.
4
 TAU. 1, col. 1770:8-23; in Christian literature, the compound auutarc is much more com-
mon than this simplex; see Mohmiann, Etudes II, p. 121. Cf. the use of the simplex parère
instead of apparere 10:1.
5
 In the old Latin versions of the Bible. comaUis is often used in places where the Vulgaie
has vallif, see ThLL IV, col. 813:39-42,71-74. Ancient grammarians assumed a difference in
meaning between the two, but me sources using the words appear not to sustain that assump-
tion; see ibid., 18-19.
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46. In compounds, the prefixes prae- and pro- are frequently con-
fused (Hofmann-Szantyr II, p. 269). In As. Mos. we find praepo-
sita fides 4:8 instead of proposita fides sua, "the belief laid before
them" (according to classical use, praeposita fides would mean
something like "the belief in charge", or "the preferred belief';
see further commentary on 4:8); the reverse inprovidere 12:5 in-
stead of praevidere^, "to see beforehand" (cf. praevidere 12:4bis).
Cf. pronovit 12:4 1. em.; pronoscere does not exist in Latin, but
praenoscere has the meaning required in 12:4.
47. In Latin influenced by the scriptures, the expression bene
dicere + dative was used as a single, compound word (benedicere
+ accusative 2:2), meaning "to bless"2.
48. Altaria, "altar", was a plurale tantum in earlier Latin, but
the singular form altarium is frequently used in the old Latin ver-
sions of the Bible and by Christian writers3; in As. Mos. twice, 5:4
and 8:5.
Cervices originally was a plurale tantum^. It was also used in
the singular form (cervix), but in ascendes supra cervices ...
aquilae 10:8 the original plural is used. That passage can simply be
translated and explained as "you will mount on the eagle's neck".
Either the singular pars 3:13 or the plural paries 6:8 may be
used for "country"5.
49. In Christian Latin, it was customary to use the plural caeli to
indicate "Heaven". However, in As. Mos. 3:8, 12; 10:9; 12:9, the
classical singular is used.
c. Change of Meaning
50. In late Latin, a number of words received a s p e c i a l i z e d
meaning (Väänänen § 207). From As. Mos. the following may be
1
 So also in the Vulgate of Acts 2:31 ; Gal. 3:8.
2
 Mohrmann. Etudes III. p. 53, referring to Wölfflin, Rheinisches Museum 37, pp. 117 ff.
3
 ThLL I, col. 1725:17-19,24-25: "apud auctores antiquiores non tradi iur nisi pluralis tam
pro singulis quam pro compluribus alianbus ... altarium. -i in liala et ap. christianos fre-
quens."
4
 Lfifsicdt. Syntactic^ I, p. 31 : "von Haus aus ... ein Plural". Cf. already Hilgenfeld, "Die
Himmelfahrt des Moses", p. 617.
5
 Löfstedt, Philologischer Kommentar, p 245; Syniactica II, pp. 440-442.
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quoted: colonia 3:2; 5:6; 6:9 ("city")1; confundere 11:18 ("to de-
stroy"2); elidere 6:3 ("to kill"); exterminare 12:8, 12; extermina-
tor 7:7 ("to destroy", "destroyer"3); gula 7:4 ("glutton"4); pars
andpartes 3:13; 6:8 ("country"5).
The following words in As. Mos. are used with the special
meaning they have in texts influenced by the Bible: inponere 5:4
("to offer"6); judicare 6:2 ("to rule"7; in 11:15, judicare simply
means "to administer justice"); oratio 11:14 ("prayer"8); testamen-
tum passim ("covenant"9); traductio 9:2 ("rebuke"10).
51. A g e n e r a l i z e d meaning (Väänänen § 208) is to be found
infictus 7:4 ("hypocrite"11); ostium 4:3 ("gate"12).
52. Facere functioned as an "Universalverbum", that is, a verb
which, according to the context, can be used with practically any
meaning. Thus, we find: testamentum facere 4:2, 5; impietatem fa-
cere 6:l;facerejudicia 6:6 (twice); scelesta facere 9:3.
With adverbs, it is used instead of agere: facere sceleste 2:9;
impie facere 11:17.
In 5:2, facere possibly means "to say", as Löfstedt suggested13.
In 3:7, facere also occurs: Quid faciemus vobis.fratres? Here, too,
the meaning "to say" would suit the context very well: "What shall
we say to you, brethren?".
1
 Cf. Friedlander, Petronii Cena Trimalchiona, p. 259: "Die Ausdrucke urbs und oppidum
braucht keiner der Teilnehmer der Cena, sondern ausschließlich colonia (44,55,76) oder pa-
m'a (76 u. 45), das sich schon hier abschwächt zu dem Begriff 'meine (unsre) Stadt'".
2
 ThLL IV, col. 263:55; Niermeyer, Lexicon, p. 245b.
3
 Niermeyer, Lexicon, p. 400b.
* The word is used with this meaning by Cicero, but clearly as an abusive term, which
makes it likely that it is a colloquialism in this instance. See further ThLL VI, 2, col. 2357:12-
19.
5
 Löfstedt, Philologischer Kommentar, p. 245.
6
 Rönsch, Semasiologische Beiträge, III, p. 46.
7
 ThLL VII, 2,618:59-77.
8
 Rönsch, l lala und Vulgata, p. 319.
9
 Mohrmann, Etudes III, p. 113.
10
 So e.g. in the Vulgate of Wisd. 2:14 for iteyuoc; see further Rönsch, Itala und Vul-
gata, pp. 326-327,383; Semasiologische Beiträge, l, p. 72; III, pp. 82-83.
1 !
 Rönsch, Itala und Vulgata, p. 338.
]
- Ostium meaning "gate" instead of "door" occurs several times in the Itala translations
(both for miXn and Wpa. ThLL IX,2, col. 1154:33-45), but is purged from the Vulgate,
which uscsporta for "gate". For circa ostium 4:3 meaning "at the gate" cf. Gen. 19:1 BlVl
mo ""UVCQ SO' Loth .-ju.ua ostium Itala; for circa = junta', cf. Deut. 31:14 state circa
(KOfa.'ijanuas tabernaculi testimonii Itala (Vulgate [with MT] in tabernaculo).
11 Philologischer Kommentar, pp. 162-168.
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Fernere in 2:4 is used in a similar universal way asfacere, here
meaning "to make" (cf. Greek tiOevcu, "much the same as itoietv",
Liddell and Scott, p. 1791b).
53. With f i g u r a t i v e meaning (Väänänen § 210): circumcisio
8:1 ("being Jewish"; see commentary on 8:1); discubitio 7:8; dor-
mitio 1:15; 10:14 (a very usual euphemism for "death", Rönsch,
"Sprachliche Parallelen", p. 82; I tola und Vulgata, p. 312). In
Latin texts influenced by biblical idiom, the abstract iniquitas is
often used for concrete "crimes", as in 5:3, 6; 7:7'. Sepultura
("burial") is used concretely as a synonym for sepulcrum
("grave") 11:6,82.
d. The Use and Meaning of the Pronouns
54. Nominative forms of the p e r s o n a l p r o n o u n s are not gen-
erally used to express the subject, as they are in colloquial Latin
(Väänänen § 281). In accordance with the classical usage, they are
found only when the subject is emphasized: ego autem 10:14; nam
tu 10:11; cf. tu autem 1:16 1. em. So also the contrast in 3:5 Quia
enim vos peccastis et (=etiam; see nr. 140) nos adducti sumus vo-
biscum. This suggests that tu in 2:2; 11:4 should be understood
emphatically as well.
55. For the third personal pronoun, is and Hie are used (see fur-
ther nr. 84).
56. Is is almost exclusively used as a personal pronoun. It is
anaphoric only in earn intentionem 1:13 I. em. llle has its classical
demonstrative meaning in six instances (seven in the emended
text); see further below, nr. 59.
57. With regard to p o s s e s s i v e p r o n o u n s, the distinction be-
tween suits and ejus/eorum is as a rule maintained. Twenty-three
times, suus is used in reference to the formal subject of the clause
in which it occurs.
In one instance, cum audisset Jesus verba Moysi tarn scripta in
sua scriptura 11:1, sua does not refer to the subject of the clause in
which it occurs (cf. Väänänen § 284).
1
 Molumann, Eludes III, p. 213.2
 Nieimeyer, Lexicon, p. 960a.
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Two instances, both in 8:5, are uncertain: (1) et a torquentibus
illos ... cogentur intrare in abditum locum eorum; (2) novissime
post haec et leges quod habebunt (1. em.) supra altarium suum.
Exegesis requites that the abditus locus and the altarium are parts
of the same sanctuary. However, although the subject is the same
in both clauses, the pronouns referring to the subject are eorum
and suum respectively.
In omnibus enim morientibus ... sepulturae suae sunt in terris
11:8, suae is redundant. The construction may be described as an
anacoluthon ("For all those who die ... their graves are in the
earth"), and suae as referring to the subject of the implicit clause
("Those who die, they have their graves in the earth").
58. Hie is used as a regular d e m o n s t r at i v e p r o n ou n , adjec-
tively or absolutely. In 7:4, hi comes close to being used as a per-
sonal pronoun (perhaps also de his 7:3).
59. In adjuncts of time, ille is also used as a demonstrative pro-
noun: illis temporibus 3:1; 5:5; temporibus illis 3:13; 4:5; usque
ad ilium tempus 8:1; die illo 3:10; cf. Ulo die 9:1 1. em. Eight or
nine times illius is used without antecedent, clearly referring,
however, to God (1:14, 18; 3:12; 9:4; 10:lbis, 12; 12:13; perhaps
also in 1:7). This pregnant use of illius is expressive of respect (as
opposed to the unmarked ejus)1. The same is expressed by ejusdem
in 10:15, and by ipsius in 12:7.
60. fpse is once, in the genitive, pregnantly used for God (12:7; cf.
nr. 59), once (12:2) instead of is, but for the rest it still retains its
contrasting function (four times).
61. Isle is rare, but retains, apart perhaps from 11:14, its demon-
strative meaning (without any negative connotation). In four out
of five instances it is used in the speech of Joshua, in chap. 11,
each time referring to Israel (though hie is used there as well). De
isto 3:13 may mean "by him, sc. God" (so Clemen, APAT u, p.
322), but more probably means "since then" (see nr. 188).
62. In 5:6, the i n d e f i n i t e pronoun quisquae (classical:
"everyone"; on orthography see nr. 9) possibly means "anyone
whosoever" (see further the commentary). In that case, quisque
1
 For a comparable expressive use of a personal pronoun, cf. EmouI-Thomas § 215: "Chez
les Comiques, dans le langage des esclaves, ipse désigne couramment le martre."
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has been confused with quisquis (Ernout-Thomas § 219-220). In
2:2, unusquisque is used in accordance with classical rules.
63. Quidam 5:4 indicates, in the usual way, people whom the au-
thor knows, but whose identity he does not want to state more
precisely ("certain people") (Ernout-Thomas § 219b).
e. The Prepositions
64. The preposition a, ab is frequently used in its classical meaning,
denoting
—the point of departure in space: 3:1, 9; 10:3, 10; ll:8bis;
—the point of departure in time: 1:2; 7:7; 8:1 (first instance);
10:12; 12:4 (first instance); ab initia in 1:13, 14, 17 is best trans-
lated with "in" the beginning, so also in 2 Ki. 19:25; Judith 9:11;
Wisd. 9:8; 14:13; Sir. 15:14; 24:14 and in many other instances.
—with passive verbs the agent 1:5; 2:3; 8:3, 5; 12:4 (second in-
stance), 9, 11.
65. Furthermore, a, ab is used:
—to denote the person or matter injured by an action: iniquitas a
Deo 5:6 and impietas absancto sanctitatis 6:1';
—with verbs of defending or protecting against: custodire a sole
11:12; vindicate ab inimicis 10:2. hi the Vulgate, vindicate in this
meaning ("to take revenge on someone") is constructed with vari-
ous prepositions, most often with de, e.g. Isa. 1:24 (de inimicis).
Cf. however Lewis and Short, p. 4a ulcisci se ab aliquo.
66. Inpotestas a potentia magna 8:1, a + ablative has the function
of the genitive of quality (Hofmann-Szantyr n, p. 71).
67. Ad is used in accordance with the classical standards to denote di-
rection or aim.
In compounds, the prefix ad- is confused with ab- (see nr. 28).
Apparently, the final b of ab was sufficiently weak to cause confu-
sions of the prepositions ab and ad as well. Instead of abscedere
ab, we find adcendere ad 2:72. Probably, ad has this meaning, too,
1
 Iniquitai and impietas are usually constructed with in (ThLL VII .1 , col. 2092:21-26; see
also impie face re in Dominion 11:17). sometimes with adversus, contra or de.
2
 In 5:3. which appeals to be a quotation, accedere ad has the meaning one would expect it
to have.
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in dividentur ad veritatem 5:2 ("they will move away from the
truth"; so ThLL IV, cols. 1604:15-17; 831:39-43 and 823:7-12; it
is possible that the phrase means "they will be divided with regard
to the truth"; see the commentary; cf. also Hoogterp, Etude § 438;
Jub. 33:19 adtendere ab). In the textually difficult passage 11:12
ad currendum may have to be taken as a currendo; see the com-
mentary.
68. The preposition de competes with the partitive genitive and with
the prepositions ex and ab (Väänänen § 250).
—Its classical meaning, denoting provenance, is found in 6:2; 9:1
and 11:7.
—It has an instrumental meaning, like the classical ab, in in-
quinare de muneribus 5:4.
—It denotes a mediating agent in ut detur illis de Jesum 1:9'; vin-
dicta surgit de reges 5:1.
—It is used with a verb of defending or protecting against (see nr.
65) in celari de 11:4.
—It is used to indicate separation, instead of ex, in exire de 10:3;
11:4; instead of ab or ex in discedere de 11:42. As a preposition,
ex occurs only once, ex quo facto 7:1.
69. Rönsch, "Sprachliche Parallelen", pp. 93-96, explained the use
of de in dicentes tribus ad tribum, et homo de proximo suo 3:10 as
a mechanical translation of a Greek dative (TCP nXnoiov) that was
mistaken for an instrumental dative. It must in any case be re-
garded as an instance of variation (see nr. 167).
70. The preposition in is normally used to denote position or direction
(both locally, temporally and in analogy to the local and temporal
uses). The cases are no longer used to differentiate between these
two main meanings (see nr. 79).
In denotes:
—the agent (= ab): nam illi in eis punientur 8:4;
1
 Clemen, APATII, p. 319, noted the translation in cod. Corbeiensis (ff2) of Luke 11:24
aiepxctcci &' dvuSptov toiuov: peraumbulat de loca quae non hohem aquam.
* Discedere with de does occur elsewhere, but is rare (Lewis-Short p. 585c).
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— the instrument used in an action: punientw in tormentis 8:4'; cf.
in Domini verbis judicare 11:15 1. em.;
— the aim of an action (= ad, Väänänen § 359): in sacerdoles
summi Dei vocabuntur 6:1;
— the result of an action or event: magisteria locorum dimittes il-
lis ... in judicio et justitia 2:2; in tenebris convertenl se cornua lu-
nae ...et tola convertit se in sanguine 10:5;
— the person or matter injured by an action: in omnem domum
Istrahel advenit tlibsis 3:7 1. em.; adveniet in eos ultio 8:1 1. em.;
judicia ...fecerunt in illis Aegypti 6:6; ultio facto est in plebe 9:2;
populus impiorum in Dominum 9:3; impie facere ... in Dominum
suum 11:17;
— the cause or ground of a condition (=propter): isti ... creverunt
in tuis orationibus 11:14; non enim propter meam virtutem out in
firmitatem 12:7.
71. It forms part of the adverbial expressions in tantum "so much"
11:14, and in totum (dç téXoç), "completely" 12:12.
72. To the construction ofplenus with this preposition in in scelere
pleni et iniquitate 7:7 compare év TOÙIOIÇ icXr^pric 2 Clem. 16:4;
ÈV tft motel Hermas, Mand. V 2, 1; XII 5, 4.
73. Per denotes
— a mediating agent: fieri per Moysen 1:4; intrare per te 2:1;
— a lapse of time during which something takes place: per annos
2:3, 6; 6:6;
— the extension in space: per orbem terrarum profetem 1 1:16;
— the basis on which something is done: per testamentum et per
jusjurandum 1:9;
— the one "by" whom one swears: jurasti per te 3:9.
74. Circa in circa ostium allofllorum 4:3 is used in its broad sense
("near, at"2 or "towards", even "in"; cf. ThLL III, cols. 1084:68-
1086:49; 1087:46-1088:6, 59-66; see further footnote to ostium,
nr. 51; in 4:3, circa is used instead of in for the sake of variation;
see nr. 167).
' This use of in emerged in late Latin from influence of the (Greek) biblical language; see
Lflfsiedt, Syntactica II. pp. 452-454.
2
 Cf. Rönsch, Jubiläen, p. 449, who quotes Jub. 18:15 harena quae esi circa titora marts;
Vulgate of Mark 4:4 a dam seminal, aliud cecidit circa yuan.
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Possibly, but not necessarily, circa means "around" in circa
coloniam eorum 6:9.
In circa annos LXV1I 3:14, circa probably has its classical
meaning "about 77 years", even if the combination of an exact
figure with an adverb meaning "approximately" seems somewhat
unnatural. Possibly, "77" is rather used as a perfect number than
as an exact number of years (see further the commentary).
75. The preposition coram, "before", is obsolete in colloquial Latin. It
is used in Christian Latin instead of apud especially with God. In
translation literature it is often used as a translation of èvtâmov. In
Biblical literature, coram/èvcómov is occasionally used in a way
which invites us to render it with "by". To the two instances
quoted by Bauer, Griechisch-deutsches Wörterbuch, col. 547
(Proto-Gospel of James 20:3; PS. Sol. 1:2), some may be added:
Isa. 17:13; 1er. 18:17; Dan. 5:23 (Vulgate and Septuagint); Ps. Sol.
2:37 euXo-fTlTOC Kiipioç eiç TÖV auova èvcàitiov 8ox>Xtov aùtoû; cf.
a facie Gen. 6:13; Isa. 7:2; Micah 1:4. A similar use of coram is
probably found in As. Mos. 9:7 sanguis noster vindicavitur coram
Domino, which must be understood as: "our blood will be avenged
by God".
76. Cum is used in accordance with classical norms. In incendet colo-
niam eorum igne cum aede sancta Domini 3:2, cum means
"including". Cum occurs enclitically in secum 3:3. Inter, in ut...
inter se disputationibus arguant ie 1:13 is used to specify tautolog-
ically a reciprocal aspect. Secus is consistently used as a preposi-
tion (= secundum). Usque is with preference used in combination
with ad (nine times), once with in (1:18). On its own, it occurs
twice (1:4; 3:13).
77. With regard to the other prepositions occurring in As. Mos.
(ante, apud, post, pro, sine, sub, supra) no peculiarities are to be
noted.
78. Palam 1:13, 15 (first instance); 8:4; 10:7 and super 7:9 are used
adverbially. Palam 1:15 (second instance) may be a preposition,
but the text is uncertain1.
1
 Rönsch, Itala und Vulgaa, p. 399.
m. FORMS
a. Nouns
79. In Vulgar Latin cases were in the process of disappearing,
mainly because of changes in the phonetic system. The weakness
of the final consonants and the loss of opposition of most final
vowels made it difficult to maintain the opposition of most de-
clensional endings. For instance, the singular nominative, dative,
accusative and ablative of the second declension were all phoneti-
cally similar or identical (e.g. /annu/ or /anno/). In order to
maintain the functional distinctions, the case system was gradually
replaced by a prepositional system, which was eventually to oust
the genitive as well. At the beginning of the Romance period
(around 600'), the case system was reduced to a diptote paradigm,
consisting of the nominative and the accusative with prepositions
(Väänänen §§ 242-243; a detailed account of this process is found
in Grandgent-Moll, Introduction §§ 354-376).
80. As a result of the replacement of the case system by the
prepositional system in spoken Latin, the cases after prepositions
are regularly confused in written Latin.
In As. Mos. the prepositions ab, cum, de and sine are followed
by an accusative in: a Moysen 1:5; cum indignationem et iram
10:3; de Jesum 1:9; de reges 5:12; sine quaerellam 1:10. The clas-
sical ablative is used with ab 26 times, with cum 15 times, and
with de\\ times. Sine is attested with the ablative once (9:2).
The preposition in, which can classically be constructed with
either the accusative or the ablative, is constructed with both dis-
respecting the original difference in meaning. Two examples may
suffice3: ut in earn gentes arguantur 1:13; in tenebris convertent se
cornua lunae 10:5.
The prepositions that are constructed with the accusative only
are not attested in As. Mos. with the ablative. This confirms that
1
 Grandgent-Moll. Introduction § 3.
2
 The preposition de is in these instances used to denote the mediating agent (see nr. 68);
perhaps the use of the accusative is influenced by the accusative with per.
3
 Many examples are given by Rönsch, Itala und Vulgate, pp. 406-412.
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the direction of the uniformization of the oblique cases is towards
the accusative.
81 The fourth and fifth declensions have visibly survived in consum-
matio exitus 1:18; major natu 6:4; in respecta 1:18; omni hora diet
7:4; de tribu 9:1; cf. ad exitus Vllll 7:2. The formporu; inpotui
et ciborum 11:13 must be a genitive (classical: potus)1.
82. The noun scenae seems to be undeclined throughout. It occurs in
one form only (a mere orthographic variant is scene 1:7; see nr.
8), even where syntax requires an accusative or ablative. Scen(a)e
in 1:7 and 2:4 appear as a normal dative and genitive respectively;
ponent idola scenae 2:8 could just be explained as a Grecism2
(though in Greek, too, the omission of a preposition is strange); so
could IB scenae 1:8 (= èv cicrivij?). In transférant scenae testimo-
nium 2:4, which should logically have been scenam or scenen tes-
timonii, the translator seems to have considered the two words as
a stock phrase, and applied the accusative form to its second half,
scenae simply remaining indeclined. Rönsch3 wanted to translate
literally "the testimony of the tabernacle" and adduced two paral-
lels4: six codices of the Vulgate read testimonium tabernaculi in
Ex. 30:20, and thirty-three manuscripts coram testimonio taberna-
culi in Ex. 30:26. However, apart from the word-order, which
differs from that in As. Mos., the instances quoted by Rönsch are
equivalents of eiç tfjv oicrivriv TOÛ uapmpiou and èv tfj cicrivfi
TOÛ uapTOpiou respectively. This shows that, in the course of the
transmission in Latin, mistakes with these two words were made
more than once. In As. Mos. a further instance of this type of er-
ror may be finis habitationes in the large dittography 5:6, which
has the correct forms fines habitations, as well. However, this
may also be a phonological confusion (cf. nr. 3). In Jub. 19:5, the
place of Sarah's grave is called agrum spelei duplicem (cf. 19:6 in
speleo duplici).
1
 ThLL X,2, col. 366:47-49 mentions three examples of this form, among which As. Mos.
11:13. Of the two remaining foims, one is uncertain.
2
 So Hilgenfeld, "Die Psalmen Salomo's", p. 281:
3
 "Xeniola theologica", p. 548-549
4
 "Xeniola theologica (Fortsetzung)", p. 443.
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83. The p r o p e r n a m e s Abraham, Isaac and Jacob (3:9), are not
declined. Nave, the name of Joshua's father, occurs only in a
genitive function, so that nothing can be said about its declination.
The name Jesus occurs in the nominative, accusative and voca-
tive cases: Jesus 11:1,3; 12:1, Jeswn 1:6,9bis, and Jesu 10:11,15;
12:8 respectively. Once, the vocative form is Jesus 12:3'.
The proper name Moses seems to switch between Greek and
Latin declensions: whereas the accusative is Moysen 1:5; cf. 1:4 1.
em., the genitive is Moysi (first instance); or Monsi 12:1; cf.
Monsi 11:1 (second instance) 1. em. The form of the nominative is
Moyses in 3:11, but Monse in 11:2, 17; 12:2. The vocative form is
Morue as well in 11:4, 14, 19.
b. Pronouns
84. In Vulgar Latin, the pronouns is and Me, and in some texts also
ipse, progressively lost their demonstrative meanings, and were
both mainly used as personal pronouns. The loss of opposition
made their indiscriminate use possible with a resulting tendency to
merge into a single pronominal paradigm in which forms of Me
replaced the monosyllabic forms of is (is, el, ii, id etc.; Väänänen
§ 274).
In As. Mos., is and Me are, as far as meaning is concerned,
interchangeable as personal pronouns (for the surviving demon-
strative use of ille in As. Mos., see nr. 59). Is is still the most fre-
quent pronoun, but, apart from eis, the monosyllabic forms is, ei,
ii, id are avoided.
85. In the following table, the occurrences of is and ille in As.
Mos. are listed. The numbers mentioned are based on the emended
text; instances in which is and Hie are anaphorically or demon-
stratively used are left out, as well as those instances in which il-
lius has a pregnant meaning (see nr. 59). The occurrences of the
feminine and neutre gender are too few to be fruitfully compared.
In the following tables, a slash / separates the numbers for the sin-
gular and plural forms.
1
 So also in Die Vetus Latina of Luke 18:38.
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IS Ute
nom. O/O1 l/l
gen. 3/29 22/4
dat. 0/4 2/13
ace. 1/9 1/83
abl. 3/12 Oß
86. These proportions resemble those in the urbane speeches in
Petronius4 and those in codex k of the Gospels5, especially with
regard to the differentiation between the dative and ablative as «'Hi',
illis and eo, eis respectively6. If the proportions in these three
texts are systematized, the following schema can be made of the
forms of the third personal pronoun that are favoured. The reader
should note that this paradigm does not reflect an actual situation,
but is the imaginary outcome of an uncompleted development.
sing. plur.
nom. ille illi
gen. ejus eorum
dat. illi illis
ace. eum or ilium eos or illos
abl. eo eis
1
 Cf. however hi 7:4; sec nrs. 18 and 58.
2
 Perhaps only one is to be counted, if Wins in 1:7 refera to the Lord, rather than to the
tabernacle: see nr. 59.
3
 Perhaps the number should be reduced, if illos in illos a nos 12:4 is used as a demon-
strative pronoun.
4
 Boyce, The Language of the Freedmen, pp. 67-68. Boyce adds up the oblique foims of
is, ta and ille, ilia used in Petronius, and concludes that the forms of ille are preferred overall,
even in urbane speech (p. 68). In drawing this conclusion, he disregards the clear preference
for ejus (22 times) instead of illiux (not used), and, with less impressive numbers, that for the
ablative eo, ea (4 against0) and the accusative eos, eas (4 times against once Mm}.
5
 Hoogterp, Elude, §§ 234 and 262, provides tables of the numbers of occurrences in this
codex, from which 1 derive the following numbers: ille 32:: is 2; illius 3:: ejus 74; illi (dal.)
80:: ei 15; Mum 67:: eum 105; Ulo 9:: eo 23; itli (nom.) 21 :: U ft illontm 3:: eorum 19; Oils
(dat.) 73:: eis (dat) 9; illos 20:: eos 25; illis (abl.) 8:: eis (abl.) 11. Note that these numbers
include the demonstrative use of both words.
6
 Illis is used four times in As. Mos. as an ablative, but in those instances it is used as a
demonstrative pronoun, not as a personal pronoun; see nr. 59.
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This reconstruction gives the impression that the ousting of is by
ilte in written Latin1 was a gradual process which started with the
replacement of the monosyllabic forms of is.
87. In Jubilees, contained in the same codex as As. Mos., the situation
is different, because of the additional competition of ipse
(Väänänen § 272)2. The free use of ipse in Jubilees shows that
Jubilees and As. Mos. were not translated by the same person.
is ilk ipse ilte+ipse
nom. (VO 6/1 8/8 14/9
gen. 134/14 11/0 24/50 35/50
dat. 19/6 54/25 1/0 55/25
ace. 76/42 19/12 4/4 23/16
abl. 20/7 16/5 20/16 36/21
88. Because of the acceptance of ipse as a personal pronoun, it was
apparently no longer necessary to use the monosyllabic eis in Ju-
bilees. The place of the differentiation between illis and eis (dative
and ablative) is now taken by the differentiation between illis and
ipsis.
However, if one assumes an opposition between is and not-is
(that is, in this case, ille or ipse), the polysyllabic forms of is ap-
pear almost as tenacious as in As. Mos.3 The only form of is
which has clearly yielded to noi-is, is eorum. For Jubilees, the
following schema can be made of the forms of the third personal
pronoun that are favoured:
1
 In purely Vulgar Latin, as used in the letters of Claudius Tcreniianus, is and its inflections
hardly occur at all (Adams, The Vulgar Latin, p. 44); on the other hand, the Vulgate restores
many monosyllabic forms of « where the old Latin versions use forms of ille (Hoogterp, |§
245-248). The survival of is must be understood as a survival in written Latin only.
2
 The numbers in this table are based on Denis-Ianssens, Concordance latine du liber Jubi-
laeorum.
3
 A quick check with the aid of the Enumeratioius formanm by Cetedoc of the works by
Augustine and Jerome confirms this conclusion, although the situation in their works is some-
what complicated through the emergence of ipse. Some notable numbers may be mentioned
here: is 125 in Aug., 69 in Jer.; ille 10,046 in Aug., 1,255 in Jer. (ipse 11,578 and 2.341 re-
spectively); ejus 17,171 in Aug., 7,136 in Jer.; illius 2,448 in Aug., 1,137 in Jer. (ipsius
2,655 and 293 respectively); eorum 6,894 in Aug., 3473 in Jer.; illorum 1,025 in Aug., 109
in Jer. (ipsorum 756 and 68 respectively); eos 6,864 in Aug.. 3,316 in Jer.; illos 2,270 in
Aug., 374 in Jer. (ipsos 1,398 and 118 respectively).
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nom. ille or ipse ipsi
gen. ejus ipsorum
dat. illi illis
acc. t'itm eos
abl. eo or ilto or ipso ipsis
89. The neutre form of the d e m o n s t r a t i v e p r o n o u n ille is
il t um instead of classical i l lud in usque ad ilium tempus 8:1 (cf.
ThLL VII, col. 340:59-71).
90. The r e l a t i v e and i n t e r r o g a t i v e p r o n o u n s , which
resemble each other in form, were eventually to merge (Väänänen
§ 285). In As. Mos. quod and quid are confused. Though quid is
used in 3:7 and 11:4, quod is used as an interrogative in quod erit
monumentum 11:6 and quod ergo fiel plebi isti 11:19. Quern in-
stead of quam occurs very early (Väänänen § 285) and may be
supposed in 2:7 fidem (1. em.)... quern. Quern confused with quae
of the neutre gender seems to be of late date and regionally re-
stricted, so that it may not be wise to assume it to be original in
10:13.
c. Verbs
91. The treatment of d e p o n e n t s as actives occurs at an early stage
in Vulgar Latin (Väänänen § 294). In As. Mos. we find fornicare
5:3; dominari with passive meaning in 2:3 (as a deponent in 4:2);
cf. dominabunt 6:7 1. em. Regularly used as deponents are
conßteri, hortari, mon', reminisci (for occurrences, see word-
list).
92. Dominabitur in dominabitur a principibus et tyrannis 2:3 is to
be taken as a passive, as is shown by the complement of the agent
introduced by-a + ablative (Emout-Thomas § 228). The singular
form, on a par with the preceding plural intrabunt, must be ex-
plained by assuming a suppressed singular collective subject, such
as plebs or Istrahel (less likely terra).
93. In spoken Latin, the classical p e r f e c t and f u t u r e t e n s e
forms were gradually replaced by periphrastic constructions
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(Väänänen §§ 299-305). As. Mos. avoids these periphrastic con-
structions with the exception of coepit... palam facers 1:13'.
Habebat genua sua infixa 11:17 is probably not a periphrastic
pluperfect (Väänänen § 302). It is more likely that in this particu-
lar case, habere is used to express the durative aspect of the action.
In omnia quae futura essent Î2:5,futura essent is not a pe-
riphrastic substitute of a future tense form, but a conscious use of
the determinative meaning of this construction in classical Latin:
"all things that were bound to happen" (cf. Ernout-Thomas §
290).
94. Nevertheless, As. Mos. clearly shows the causes of the ruin of the
classical system, particularly in the future tense.
First, there is the differentiation of grammatical morphemes
into four conjugations, whereas these paradigms have identical
functions (for instance, depending on the conjugation, the second
person of the active indicative future tense is marked by the mor-
pheme -bis or -es). Second, the individual grammatical mor-
phemes can have different functions in the various paradigms (for
instance, the morpheme -es marks not only the second person of
the active indicative present tense of the second conjugation, but
also the second person of the active indicative future tense of the
third and fourth conjugations) (Väänänen § 303).
This was aggravated by phonetic-phonological developments,
as a result of which most present and future tense forms of the
third conjugation sounded identical (see nr. 2), as did most perfect
and future tense forms of the first conjugation (see nr. 21 )2. Also,
the present tenses of the second and fourth conjugations were pho-
netically identical, and, finally, the third person singular and the
first person plural of the future tense of the fourth conjugation in
-ies, -iet etc. sounded very similar to the corresponding forms of
the perfect tense of the fourth conjugation, in -ivi = -ii (see nr.
10); contraction of -ii- and -ie- complicated matters further.
1
 The constructions with opxtotot and coepuse emerged independently in Greek and
Latin; see Lofstedt. Syntactics II, pp. 450-452; Hilhorst, Semitismes, pp. 56-70.
2
 The confusion is explicit in codex g of the Pauline epistles, which gives two possible
translations for tripTJoa 2 Thess. 3:3: confirmavit vel confirmabit, and also for aCei 1 Thess
4:14: adducct vel adducii (Ronsch, "Die Doppeliibersetzungen", ZHT26. p. 93).
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95. This loss of opposition between and within the conjugations
gives rise to new forms as tremebit 10:4, stabilibis and constabili-
bis 2:2 (contrast stabilient 2:5).
96. In As. Mos., few forms of the verb ire and its compounds are
correct according to classical standards; indeed, it is a very short
verb, and in some personal forms very similar to the forms of
esse. In spoken Latin, the verb was impracticable, and it was re-
placed by ambulare, vadere and se ducere (Väänänen § 141). It
seems that the translator or copyists of As. Mos. did know that the
word ire belonged to the elevated literary style, but that they had
great difficulty in conjugating it. The adhortatives eamus 11:16,
18, the subjunctive imperfect praeteriremus 3:12 and the perfect
ierunt 4:3 are correct. But one finds transit) 1:15 for transeo (both
/-yo/; see nr. 4), abhis 11:9 for abis, exivit 1:15 for exiit and exiet
10:3 for exibit1. Cf. eanfl 10:14 1. em.
97. Finally, poterint 4:8 must stand for poterunfi, anâ passent 7:7 for
passim. Fecerunt in si inimici impie fecerunt semel adhuc 11:17
must be translated as an exact future tense ("if the enemies will
have sinned once again"); perhaps confusion with fecerint plays a
role here.
1
 These perfect and future tense forms often occur in the Vetus Latina; see Rflnsch, Itala
und Vulgata, pp. 289-293 (cf. his comment in "Sprachliche Parallelen", p. 101 : "Bei Hinwei-
sungen, die mit einer gewissen Feierlichkeit ausgesprochen werden, ist in der altlateinischen
Bibelsprache e x i e t die stets wiederkehrende Futuralform von »ire"); also in Jubilees; see
Rönsch,/u/jiAïeB. pp. 447,453, and cod. k cf. Hoogterp, Etude §§ 72-73.
2
 Earn occurs often instead of ibo {ThLL V, col. 626:37-40; cf. Väänänen § 303).
3
 Often and almost consistently so in Vetus Latina ms 100 (Rönsch, "Die Leptogenesis", p
90).
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a. Agreement and Word-Order
98. Agreement of gender and number is usually respected in As.
Mos.; there are, however, a few exceptions.
The masculine pulverati in (tribus) ducent se ut liena in campis
pulverati 3:4 refers ad sensum to the members of the tribes. In
3:9, illis refers ad sensum to semen.
The plural terris in omnibus ... sepulturae suae sunt in terris
11:8 is an instance of attraction of number.
99. In As. Mos., the w o r d - o r d e r in the simple sentence is usually
(subject)-verb-object, in accordance with the usage in Vulgar
Latin (Väänänen §§ 354-355). A number of exceptions may be
mentioned: sancta vasa omnia toilet 3:2; partem aedis ipsorum in-
cendit, aliquos crucifigit 6:9; qui conßtentes circumcisionem in
cruce suspendit, nam necantes torquebit 8:1-2; omnes gentes ...
Deus creavit 12:4; omnia praevidit 12:4; omnia ...firmamenta ...
facta ... sunt 12:9; cf.fidem polluent 2:7 1. em.
The precedence of the object reflects a specific emphasis in all
these instances. In some cases, the object is placed at the beginning
of a clause, receiving even stronger emphasis: Idea, haec dicit
Dominus 1:11; Hoc enim si faciemus 9:7; Te elegit Deus 11:15; cf.
Te ne contemnas 12:3 1. em.
100. The unmarked word-order in a noun phrase is noun-adjective.
Sometimes an a d j e c t i v e precedes the noun it modifies: abdi-
tum locum 8:5; unicum filium 11:12; sacrum spiritum ... divinum
profetem ... consummation doctorem 11:16; cf. the position of the
personal pronoun ejusdem testamenti 10:15 (see also nr. 102).
101. Emphatic adjectives of size or quantity (omnis, multus, brevis)
usually precede the noun they modify'.
1
 So also in the Latin letters of Terenuanus; sec Adams, The Vulgar Latin, p. 71.
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—Omnis, if adjectively used, precedes the noun it modifies ten
times. Only once, in sancta vasa omnia 3:2, the order is reversed,
probably because of the importance attached to the word sanctus.
—Multus precedes the noun it modifies twice (9:3; 12:11); Once,
in omnium (1. em.) animalium idola multa 2:9, the order is re-
versed because omnium animalium had to precede idola in order
to express the author's dismay.
—Brevis occupies the first position in breviora tempora 11:17.
—Magnus, however, occupies the second position twice: maestitia
(1. em.) magna 4:3; potentia magna 8:1; obviously, in unmarked
word-order. Once, in magnus nuntius, the adjective is emphatic.
102. In a group of determinants (genitives, adjectives and personal
pronouns), the personal pronoun indicating possession tends to oc-
cupy the final position1. In corpus custodiens ejus a sole 11:12, the
peculiar word-order corpus custodiens ejus may have been caused
by the tendency of the present tense participle in Vulgar Latin to
be used as an adjective, custodiens being taken as an adjective be-
longing to corpus instead of to quae and domina. It should be
noted, however, that eorum appears elsewhere in rather unex-
pected positions: voluisti invocari eorum Deus 4:2 (cf. PS. Sol.
18:10 uéyaç rjuav ô fleoç)2. In terram eorum et regionem 4:6
must be considered as a hyperbaton; see nr. 166.
b. Cases
103. The n o m i n a t i v e and v o c a t i v e cases are used in accor-
dance with classical usage. There are no instances of absolute
nominative constructions.
104. The a c c u s a t i v e is used to denote the object, or the subject of
an accusative with infinitive construction (see nr. 128)3.
1
 Not so in idola eorum inquinaia 8:4, but here the adjective belongs to the following clause
as well: inquinata quomodo sum &c. (see farther nr. 171 for ihe resulting (fata KoivoO con-
struction).
2
 In the LXX translation of Job. the Greek translator had a certain preference for Ihe posi-
tion of the possessive personal pronoun (e.g.. Job 6:4 uou to oW), a practice followed
slavishly in some Spanish glosses; see Ziegler. Randnoten, pp. 31-32.
3
 For the use of the accusative with prepositions, see section II, e.
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105. There are a few instances of accusatives of the internal object
(Ernout-Thomas § 33): circumvallabunt muros 2:7; jusjurandum
quodjurasti 3:9.
106. The complement of reminisci has the accusative form in 3:9,
10 and 11:18, whereas a genitive is used in 4:5 (both constructions
are possible in classical Latin, Emout-Thomas § 65).
Confiteri meaning "to confess (a crime)" is constructed with an
accusative in confitentes circumcisionem 8:1 (on the substantivised
participle with an accusative, see nr. 107), in accordance with
classical standards. In Latin influenced by the biblical language,
confiteri meaning "to praise (God)" (see nr. 40) can be con-
structed with the dative. This construction is found in confiteberis
creatori tuo 10:10.
Though carers is sometimes constructed with an accusative in
classical texts, this construction is much more prominent in Vul-
gar and late Latin texts1, as in 12:11 carere bona \. em.
107. In Vulgar Latin, as in Greek, a substantivised participle may
be complemented by an accusative instead of an objective genitive
(Ernout-Thomas § 287). hi As. Mos., the only complement used is
the accusative; there are no instances of substantivised participles
with an objective genitive: confitentes circumcisionem 8:1; a
torquentibus illos 8:5; neglegentibus mandata 12:11; cf. omnipo-
tentem orbem terrarum 11:17 1. em.
108. The a b l a t i v e is used locatively (e.g. locis ignotis 6:3) and
temporally (e.g. illis temporibus 3:1). Also, it is used:
—instrumentally: disputationibus arguant se 1:13; in respectu quo
respiciet 1:18; incendere igni or igne (see note to nr. 3) 3:2; 6:9;
elidere gladio 6:3; cogi stimulis 8:5; jurejurando placare 11:17;
—as an ablative of respect: major natu 6:4;
—duratively: annis XL 3:11; triduo 9:6; singulis horis, diebus et
noctibus 11:17;
—as a partitive ablative: implere sceleribus 5:6 1. em. The adjec-
tive plenus is constructed with partitive ablatives in plena lacrimis
et gemitibus 11:4; contrast in scelere pleni 7:7. According to the
classical rules, plenus is constructed with a genitive (Emout-
Thomas §§ 65, 115);
1
 TtiLL III, 454:67-455:11; Emout-Thoraas § 26.
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—as an ablative of price: dignus Domino 11:16.
109. For a possible instance of an absolute ablative construction, see
nr. 135.
110. The g e n i t i v e is in steady decline in Vulgar Latin, and it was
eventually replaced by prepositional constructions (Väänänen §§
250-251). In As. Mos., the genitive is still frequently used.
It is used to denote possession and "belonging to" passim. In
these functions, the genitive is not substituted by prepositional
constructions in As. Mos. Furthermore, the genitive is used in As.
Mos. as the genitive of definition (e.g. tempus annorum 1:15;
possibly also terra patriae suae 3:3); as the genitive of quality (e.g.
dies paenitentiae 1:18); as the objective genitive (e.g. acceptio
munerum 5:5; voluntas ... ciborum etpotui 11:13); as the genitive
of relation (successor ejusdem testament! 10:12).
111. Some notable surviving uses of the genitive are:
—the genitive denoting the point of departure in time1: ...mus
(annus) profectionis "the ...th year since the departure" 1:3;
—the genitive denoting the point of departure in space (Hofmann-
Szantyr II, p. 67): profectio Fynicis "the departure from Phoeni-
cia" 1:32;
—the genitive of the rubric3: improperia verborum "the re-
proaches of the words" = "the reproachful words" 3:6.
112. In late Latin, the partitive genitive was to a great extent re-
placed by prepositional phrases (Emout-Thomas § 60; see also nr.
68). In As. Mos. it is only found as the complement of words that
themselves express the notion of division or partition: pars 4:7;
6:8; also particeps scelerum 5:1 (Ernout-Thomas § 61).
113. A substantive determined by the genitive of the same substan-
tive serves to denote uniqueness. This usage must in many cases be
1
 See Löfstedt, Philologischer Kommentar, pp. 149-151, commenting on Peregrinatio
Aetheriae 5:9 compléta anno profectionis /Uiorum Israhel de terra Afgypti'. "Der Genetiv pro-
fectionis gibt nach einer im Spall alcin nicht ungewöhnlichen Konstruktionsweise den Aus-
gangspunkt der Zeitbestimmung an" (pp. 149-150). See also Ernout-Thomas, § 55; Hof-
mann-Szantyr II. p. 64. This use of the genitive does not seem to be a Gracdsm, although the
commonness of the construction in Greek may have furthered its use in Latin. Schallt, p. 26,
adds eight examples from the Vulgate and Septuagim.
2 Fynicis is the genitive either of the noun Pkoenice, or of the adjective Phoenix", see nr.
196.
3
 Woodcock, A New Latin Syntax, p. 53.
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regarded as a biblical style-figure, but the following instances are
also perfectly conceivable in pagan Latin (Emout-Thomas § 64;
Hofmann-Szantyr, p. 55): rex regum terras 8:1; Dominas domi-
norum 9:6 (see further nr. 191).
114. With verbs, the genitive form is used for the complement of
misereri 4:4, 6 and reminisci 4:5. However, misereri is con-
structed with a dative commodi in 11:10 (Ernout-Thomas § 73,
quoting the Vetus Latina of Matt. 9:27 miserere nobis, Vulgate
nostri). The object of reminisci is set in the accusative in 3:9, 10
(Hofmann-Szantyr II, p. 811).
115. Inpotestas a potentia magna 8:1, the genitive of quality is re-
placed by a prepositional phrase for the sake of variation (see nr.
66). The complement of a substantivised participle is an ac-
cusative; in As. Mos. the alternative possibility of the objective
genitive is not used (see nr. 107). The complement of implere and
plenus is classically set in the genitive, but in late Latin the geni-
tive is replaced by (ab +) the ablative, in As. Mos. by in + abla-
tive (for the possibility of a Greek èv underlying this in, see nr.
72).
116. The d a t i v e is used to denote persons or matters to whose ad-
vantage or disadvantage actions take place, e.g. dare, immolare.
This dative (commodi or incommodi) is sometimes replaced by a
prepositional phrase: dicere ad+ ace. 1:10; 3:10; 9:1 (Väänänen §
249; the phenomenon appears already in classical texts, but be-
comes prominent only in late Latin; see also Löfstedt, Syntactica I,
pp. 187-193; Hoogterp , Etude § 102). For dicere de 3:10 see nrs.
69, 167 and 185. Dicere has a dative in 12:2, 8.
Related to this usage is the use of the dative for the comple-
ment of such intransitive verbs as confiteri meaning "to praise"
10:10 (see nr. 40), and misereri (see nr. 117), and the complement
of intransitive verbs that express an event happening to someone,
advenire, contingere, fieri; furthermore the dative in te elegit
Deus esse mihi successorem 10:152.
The dative is further used to denote
1
 The difference which Emout-Thomas § 56 (following Löfstedt, Syntactica II, p. 27) see
between the use of gcncuvc or accusative with reminisci is absent in these instances.
2
 In ut sit successor plebi 1:7, however, plebi is a dative commodi.
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—the complement of the impersonal form placet 2:2; in 12:11, the
datives peccantibus et neglegentibus probably depend on an omit-
ted necesse est m proposition est, or something similar;
—the complement of an adjective: homo probatus Domino 1:6
(but contrast omnia ... facta ut provata a Deo 12:9);
—possession, haec sum vires nobis 9:5; omnibus ... morientibus
... sepulturae sunt 11:8; quae est mihi sapientia 11:15; non est de-
fensorillis 11:17.
117. The dative replaces the genitive in miserebitur illis 10:10 (see
further nr. 114). In 6:2, judicare is constructed with the dative il-
lis. In Biblical and Christian Latin, this construction is not unusual
(ThLL VII,2, cols. 620:73-621:4). In most instances, the dative
accompanying judicare denotes the one in whose favour justice is
spoken. In 6:2, however, the dative injudicabit illis must be inter-
preted as a dative incommodi.
In 8:4, the adverb pariter rules a dative: bajulare idola eorum
inquinata quomodo SUM pariter contingentibus (1. em.) ea, "to
carry their idols that are defiled just as those who touch them" (on
the dito KOIVOÛ construction inquinata ... contingentibus see nr.
171); cf. pariter... vobis 3:5 1. em. (Emout-Thomas § 82, quoting
Livy 38, 16, 11: [gentes] pariter ultimae propinquis1).
The dative is used instead of the accusative after dominari in
dominons saeculo 4:2 (Ernout-Thomas § 85; contrast the passive
use of dominabitur 2:3).
c. Tenses
118. The p r e s e n t tense, denoting events or situations that are
viewed as true at the moment of speaking, is used in discourse:
haec dicit Dominus 1:11; palam facia tibi 1:15; hoc est quod testa-
batur ... Moyses 3:11; scitis enim quia haec sunt vires nobis 9:5;
non est ille cum-eis 11:18; dico enim tibi 12:8.
119. Occasionally, the present tense is used instead of the future
tense, undoubtedly because of the general problems connected
with the future tense in Vulgar Latin (Hofmann-Szantyr II, p. 308;
see nrs. 94-95): transferunt 2:4; vides 10:10; conveniunt 10:13; no
1
 Cf. ThLL X.I, col. 279:29-34.
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doubt, some of the confusions -etl-it (see nr. 2) belong under this
heading.
120. In transio 1:15; domine, abhis 11:9; non est defensor illis
11:17; et ecce aufertur 12:5, the present tense is used to indicate
an event which is expected in the immediate future.
In 12:10, the present tenses crescunt et bonam viam exigunt
convey the idea that the fulfillment of this promise is certain if the
condition (facientes ...et consummates mandata) is met.
121. On the present tense in relative clauses, see further nr. 163.
122. In As. Mos., the historic p e r f e c t tense is mostly used to nar-
rate events that have taken place in the past and that are recorded
by the narrator without any additional subjective nuance. The
i m p e r f e c t tense1 is used seven times: fiebat 1:4; testabatur
3:11; invocabat 3:12; timebat 11:12; erant 11:14; era! 11:17;
habebat 11:17. Apart from fiebat all these instances are found in
direct speech, but in direct speech the perfect tense is used as well.
In contradistinction to the perfect, which functions as the normal
narrative tense, the imperfect serves to describe background (erat
11:17), to phrase additional (more or less parenthetical) informa-
tion (1:4; 11:14), or to express the durative aspect of a situation or
action (11:12, 17). In 3:11, 12 the imperfect is possibly used to
indicate the enduring consequences of the event referred to.
123. The f u t u r e tense is practically only used to indicate events that
are to happen. In 2:1-2, the future tense forms have an imperative
aspect. The future tense is used instead of the adhortative subjunc-
tive in habebimus discubitiones ... etputavimus ... (el) erimus 7:8
(on the contamination of direct and indirect speech in this sen-
tence, see nr. 155). The future tense replaces the subjunctive of
doubt in quid faciemus vobis, fratres? 3:7; <un>de voluntatem
eorum praestabo? 11:13 (Ernout-Thomas § 267).
124. In main clauses, the p l u p e r f e c t
tenses are not used.
a n d e x a c t f u t u r e
1
 Cf. Emoul-Thomas § 242.
J
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d. Moods
125. The s u b j u n c t i v e in main clauses is adhortative (Ernout-
Thomas § 251): jejunemus, intremus, moriamur 9:6; eamus 11:16,
18; confundamus 11:18; or prohibitive (negated imperative;
Emout-Thomas § 251B): ne contemnas 12:3. The other functions
of the subjunctive in main clauses are taken over by the future
tense (see nr. 123). For the subjunctive in subordinate clause, see
nrs. 156-162.
126. The i m p e r a t i v e is used in accordance with classical stan-
dards. Noli ne me fange in 7:10 1. em. is a contamination of noli
me tangere and ne me lange (for ne with imperative, see Emout-
Thomas § 25IB).
127. The i n f i n i t i v e occurs often in its normal function as com-
plement of another verb (e.g. cogentur palam bajulare 8:4; for ac-
cusative with infinitive constructions, see nr. 128). Furthermore,
it occurs with a final or consecutive meaning (as in Greek,
Ernout-Thomas §§ 275, 297; see further nr. 184): locutus est ...
dare "he has said that he would give" 1:9; tradit (1. em.) duci
vinctos "he will hand them over to be led off as captives" 8:2;
sapientia ... judicare "such wisdom as to give (proper) judgement"
11:15; inerunt ... judicare "they will be there in order to give
judgement" 5:6 1. em.; secabuntw ... acrobistiam inducere "they
will be operated on in order to induce a foreskin" 8:3 1. em. In
classical Latin several other constructions would be used in such
cases.
128. A c c u s a t i v e w i t h i n f i n i t i v e constructions occur
quite often1: voluisti plebem hanc esse tibi plebem exceptam 4:2;
docentes se esse justos 7:3; dicentes se haec {acéré 7:6; le elegit
Deus esse mihi successorem 10:15. An accumulation of the use of
this construction is found in 11:16: cum audierint expugnare nos,
credentesjam non esse ... doctorem, jam non esse in eis. An alter-
native punctuation, however, puts the phrase expugnare nos cre-
1 In the letten of Tercniianus, the accusative with infinitive construction is used "with con-
siderable freedom ... the construction was at home in the spoken register of the author"
(Adams, The Vulgar Latin, pp. 61-62).
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dentés in parenthesis: cum audierint (expugnare nos credentes)
jam non esse &c.; see further the commentary.
129. The g e r u n d is twice used as in classical Latin: tempora ar-
guendi 5:1; ad currendum supra terram 11:12 (see, however, the
commentary). In Vulgar Latin the gerund in the ablative case re-
places the participle (Vaänänen § 328). This occurs three times in
As. Mos.: (vocavif) dicendo adJesum 1:9; pervendent justifias ac-
cipiendo poenas 5:5; reminiscens testamentum parentum etjureju-
rando placando 11:17. The gerundive construction is once used, in
scribtura ...ad recognoscendam tutationem 1:16. The supine is
not used in As. Mos.
130. The present p a r t i c i p l e is mostly used to indicate an action
that accompanies the action of the finite verb in the clause in
which it stands, but also very often as a (substantivised) adjective,
the only function that it was eventually to retain in Vulgar Latin
(Vaänänen § 327).
131. In late Latin, the participle constitutus often functions as the pre-
sent participle of esse. In the phrase qui est in summo constitutus
10:2 its meaning is not entirely clear. The clause may mean: (a)
"who is in heaven"; (b) "who has been appointed in heaven"; or, in
the event it renders a participial clause, (c) "when he will have
been appointed in heaven."
(a) The perfect passive participle of consilutere indicates both
the action and the result; constitutus means "having been made",
and therefore: "being"1. Translators from Greek to Latin often
used a construction with constitutus (esse) in order to render
Greek constructions that were impossible in Latin, especially con-
structions in which the article or the participle cov was involved,
but no equivalent of the verb constituere, e.g. Exod. 29:30 qui
pontifex pro eo fuerit constitutus, Septuagint: ó lepeùç ô ovt' aù-
TOÛ; 1 Sam. 22:2 omnes qui erant in angustia constituti, Septua-
gint: sac ev ovotyKTi; John 5:13 Jesus enim declinavit turba consti-
tuta in loco, translated from ó yàp 'IriooCç èÇéveuuev ôxXou
ÔVTOÇ BV TCP TÓJtcp; cf. Sir. 46:8(10) ipsi duo constituti a periculo
liberati sunt corresponding to aùro'i Süo ÖVTEC 8ieocû6riaav.
1
 Emout-Thotnas § 237.
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Functioning as the participle of esse, constitutus (est) gained great
popularity in later Latin, whether translated or not, especially
among Christian authors1.
From this point of view, the Greek text of As. Mos. 10:2 may
have contained a phrase such as (xeipEç toû àyyéXo-u) wG èv
w|fT|>.oïç, or similar words with the meaning "the messenger in
heaven".
132. (b) However, most examples of constitutus in the Vulgate do
reflect a Greek passive participle of some verb meaning "to
order" or "to appoint". In these and other instances, both the
Greek and the Latin participles usually indicate the result of con-
stituere rather than the action2, e.g. Jer. 20:1 et audivit Phassur...
sacerdos qui constitutus erat princeps in domo Domini, Septuagint:
rai flico-ucev riaoxcop ••• ô iepeûç, KCÙ OUTOC flv icct9£(riafiÉvoç
ffyoùnevoç OÎKOU icupiou ("And Passhur ... the priest, who was
the leader in the house of the Lord, heard..."; cf. 2 Mace. 3:4); 2
Mace. 3:31 ei qui in supremo spiritu erat constitutus, Septuagint:
t(j> jtocvTEXux; èv eoxdrr] jcvorj KEin£vq> (in this instance, the Greek
participle is rendered by a relative clause; see nr. 183).
133. On the other hand, there are examples in which the same con-
structions do not simply describe a present situation, but have a
past tense meaning3, such as 1 Mace. 16:11 etPtolemeus ... consti-
tutus erat dux, LXX: Kai nToXEualoç ... flv raeeaTctnEvoc
aipa-nryoc, "And Ptolemy was appointed general"; or 2 Mace.
5:22 (Philippum) moribus crudeliorem eo ipso a quo constitutus
est, "who was even more barbaric than he by whom he had been
appointed", LXX: («tiXinnov) TÖV 8e tpOTtov ßapßapokepov
ëxovta TOÛ KataaTilcavTOç, "who was even more barbaric than
he who had appointed him". A particularly instructive example is
Ps. 2:6 LXX; on grounds of inner consistency, the Septuagint
version has changed the Hebrew active voice (*7U 'O'TD TQ03 'JRT
'ZTIp in ]V2i, "I have appointed my king over Zion, my holy
mountain") into a passive voice: "Eya> Sfe KatEOtdetiv
1
 ThLL IV, cols. 523:45-524:21; see also Blaise-Chirat, Dictionnaire, p. 209b, who quote
Minudus Felix 32,7: Deus in caelo constitutus.
2
 Compare Luke 7:8 ego homo sum sub potestate constituais, translated from tya
dv8p(0!toc AIU. xmo t4°w''*v Tcxoaoptvoc with the parallel in Mall. 8:9. which leaves oui
the participle in both the Greek and Latin texts.
3
 Emout-Thomas § 249.
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uit' coirou èm Eièv öpoc t6 ötyiov onJToO, so also the Vulgate
juxta LXX: ego autem constituais sum rex ab eo super Sion mon-
tent sanctum ejus, "I have been appointed king over Zion, his holy
mountain". From Sus. 5, too, it appears that constituais esse may
be used as a passive perfect: et constitua sunt de populo duo sénés
judices, Q: Kai outeSeixOTitTav Siio Kpeaßutepoi EK TO-Û Xaoû
Kpuai; cf. finally Acts 10:42 testificari quia ipse est qui constitu-
tus est a Deo Juden, a translation of Sianocp-nipaaOcn cm oûtàç
èoTiv ó côpiajiévoç xnto toû ÖEOÜ Kpirn;ç.
Therefore, As. Mos. 10:2 can be interpreted as "the messenger
who has been appointed in heaven".
134. (c) Finally, a relative clause can be used as a translation of a
Greek participle (see nr. 183). The Greek text of As. Mos. 10:2
may then have contained something like ... tou dyyÉXou (toü) êv
x>\|rr|Xoîç KocOeaTouÉvou1. This could be interpreted temporally:
"when he will be in heaven", or, if the stronger meaning of con-
stituere is preferred, "after he will have been appointed in
heaven".
135. Absolute ablative constructions are rare in Vulgar Latin
(Väänänen § 382). There are no certain instances of the absolute
ablative construction in As. Mos., but cf. circumito VHII (= nono,
sc. anno) 2:7 1. em.
136. As. Mos. contains two instances of the participle functioning as
a verbal substantive (the ab Urbe con<fl/a-construction, Ernout-
Thomas § 292A): ex quo facto "after the coming about of this
event" = "after this will have happened" 7:1; ab oriente sole usque
ad occidentem 11:8 "from the rising sun unto the setting" = "from
where the sun rises (the East) unto where it sets (the West)"; cf.
the same phrase, without explicitly mentioning the sun, and tem-
porally used, in 7:7.
137. In late Latin, the participle, esp. the present participle, can oc-
casionally be used instead of a finite verb (that is, as a predicate
without a form of esse, Hofmann-Szantyr II, pp. 389-390). In 7:9
et manus eorum et mentes inmunda tractantes (paratactically con-
nected with et os eorum loquetur ingentia et superdicent), this use
1 Or even TOÛ d^Xou vyœoévroç; cf. 2 Mace. 3:21 in agonc constitutus =
Cf. Hilgenfeld's a-translation ("Die Psalmen Salerno's", p. 292): toû <5rrr&ou toû faidvio
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of the participle is probably due to the many participles and ad-
jectives which describe a group of persons in 7:3-8 (Hofmann-
Szantyr II, p. 420').
Negative clauses with exclamatory character often have the
predicate in the form of a participle (Hofmann-Szantyr II, p.
4212). An example of this usage is numquam temptantes (sc. erant
orfuerunt) Deum nee parentes, nee proavi eorum, ut praetereant
mandata illius 9:41. em.
For another case of a predicate in the form of a participle, see
nr. 173.
138. The future participle occurs once in As. Mos.: omnia quae fu-
tur a essent 12:5; see further nr. 93.
e. Coordination
139. Coordination is usually expressed by et (212 occurences in the
emended text3), or, when appropriate, by nee (three times); once
by at 10:6 (written as ad; see nr. 35), but never by -que.
Twice, et is placed in second position in a sentence instead of
the first: ut et 1:8; testants et invocabat 3:12; this may indicate the
influence of etiam in second position, and even from -que, which
also came to be used in first position, as in fratresque sorores
(Löfstedt, Philologischer Kommentar, pp. 312-318; for qui et
3:14 see nr. 148).
140. Et must have the same meaning as etiam (Ernout-Thomas §
424) in 1:13 (second instance); 8:5 (third instance) and 11:16 (first
instance; see further nr. 144), probably also in 4:5 (second in-
stance).
141. D i s j u n c t i v e coordination is consistently expressed in As.
Mos. by aut, as in other Vulgar Latin and Romance texts
(Väänänen § 370). Aut is also used to link successive questions in
11:6-7, 10-15; cf. 11:13 1. em. An, seu, sive and vet do not occur.
1
 "Oft gehäuft, ... später sehr oft z.B. bei Amm. in Beschreibungen der menschlichen
Charaktere".
2
 "Vielfach mit Ausrufscharakter".
3
 This number includes both the phrase- and clause-copulatives.
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142. The variety of adversative, explicative and conclusive particles
in classical Latin gradually disappeared after their increasing loss
of opposition' (Väanänen § 370; esp. Löfstedt, Philologischer
Kommentar pp. 27-85). However, many of them still exist in As.
Mos.2, though not all in dieir classical meaning.
143. Autem is used four times as an emphasized a d v e r s a t i v e :
transio in dormitionem palrum meorum ... <tu> autem 1:15-16;
aliquae panes tribuum ... duae autem tribus 4:7-8; hic <erit> cur-
sus horum que[m] conveniunt ... ego autem ad dormitionem ...
earn 10:13-14.
144. A similar function is fulfilled by sed, which occurs five out of
six times after a negative clause (cf. German "sondern"), e.g. non
enim sequentur veritatem Dei, sed quidam altarium inquinabunt de
ipsis muneribus quae inponent Domino, qui non sunt sacerdotes,
sed servi de servis nati 5:4. The combination sed et 11:16 an-
nounces a climax (Lewis and Short, p. 1658b).
145. Enim is used perfectly in accordance with classical usage. Its
demonstrative corroborative function ("indeed", "for") can also be
performed by the particle nam. In this function, enim differs from
nam only in its position in a sentence. Nam stands in first position,
enim in second position (Ernout-Thomas § 432).
146. However, nam is also used adversatively (8:2; 10:11; 11:8, 14;
12:11, 12)3. In three cases, nam is used to introduce a parenthesis
(Hofmann-Szantyr II, p. 472): 1:3; 2:3, 5.
147. No particulars are to be recorded with regard to the meaning
and use of idea (twice) and itaque (four times).
148. Coordination by a r e l a t i v e p r o n o u n is uncommon in
Vulgar Latin (Emout-Thomas § 423), but is found in As. Mos. in
in qua tu benedicis (= et in ea terra tu benedicis 2:2); quae advene-
1
 Autem, vero, rum and enim aie all used to translate Se in the old Latin translations of the
Johanninc lettere (Thiele, Wortschatz, p. 15b).
2
 The most important of these copulatives that do not occur in As. Mos. are vero, inano,
quin and tarnen.
3
 On the early date of this adversative use, see Rflnsch. "Itala-Studien", pp. 202-204.
Many examples, esp. from LAB and 4 Ezra, in Schalit, pp. 18-20.
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runt nobis (= et haec advenerunt nobis) 3:13; pleonastically in qui
et servient 3:14.1
f. Direct Speech. Indirect Statements and their Complement-Clauses
149. In As. Mos., direct speech is always introduced by a verb of say-
ing, usually dicere.
Four times, the introduction is simply (et) dicet/dicent: 3:7;
7:9; 11:16, 18. In 3:5 et clamabunt is used. Twice, the formula re-
spondit illi et dixit2 is used: 11:3; 12:2.
150. In Hebrew direct speech can be introduced by nQK1?. This
word is reflected in the Septuagint as Xéycov, XéyovtEÇ3. The con-
struction occurs also in pagan Greek, but is especially widespread
in Jewish and Christian Greek4 (and hence in later Latin5). In As.
Mos. dicens, dicentes occurs four times: 3:8, 10; 4:1; 7:8. In 1:9,
dicendo is used (for the ablative gerund instead of the participle,
seenr. 129).
151. In 9:1, direct speech is introduced by the phrase dicet (1. em.)
ad eos rogans, while rogabit dicens ad eos is what one would ex-
pect.
152. Probably, propter quod factum fuit 5:2 introduces a scriptural
quotation. In 5:3, an additional quotation is introduced by quia, a
reflection of the Greek ÔTI recitativum6.
153. Indirect speech occurs less often. After verba dicendi or sentiendi,
the indirect speech is constructed as an accusative with infinitive:
docentes se essejuslos 7:3; dicentes se haecfacere 7:6. In 3:9, the
contents of an oath are given in a subordinate clause: jusjurandum
...ne umquam deficiat. So also the contents of a prohibition in
3:12 invocabat nobis testes ... nepraeteriremus mandata illius.
1
 Charles, The Assumption, pp. xxxiii, 56P also regards qui vocavit 1:6 as an instance of
coordination by a relative pronoun (= RVTI), but this obviously is a translation of a Greek
participle, as the quotation in Gelasius shows: npooxateadiievoc.
2
 Blaß-Dcbmnner § 420.
3
 Soisalon-Soininen, Die Infinitive, pp. 68-75.
4
 Blaß-Debmnner § 42ft HUhorst, Sémiüsmes, pp. 78-81.
5
 Mohrmann, Etudes I, pp. 415-416; Hofmann-Szantyr II, pp. 389-390.
6
 In Greek, this 6n recitativum is good classical usage; see Blaß-Debrunner § 470,1. In
Latin, the equivalent quia probably emerged under Greek (biblical) influence; see Hofmann-
Szantyr II, pp. 578-579.
L
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154. In 9:4, 5, the complement-clause of the verb scire is intro-
duced by quia instead of quod1. In nunc (1. em.) palam facio tibi,
quia consummatum est tempus annorum vitae meae 1:15, quia may
stand for quod ("Now I reveal to you that etc."), but it is more
likely that it has here its normal causal meaning ("Now I reveal
[sc. it, the intention of the creation] to you, because etc."). In 6:3,
the complement-clause is introduced by ubi: ut nemo sciat ubi sint
corpora illorum.
155. In 7:8, direct and indirect speech are contaminated: et
putavimus nos tamquam principes erimus, from (1) et putavimus
nos principes (esse), and (2) et tamquam principes erimus.
g. Other Subordinate Clauses
1 5 6 . S u b o r d i n a t e clauses with a f i n a l meaning are introduced
by ut with a present tense subjunctive: 1:7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 18;
10:7; perhaps 6:3 (see nr. 157).
Negative final (prohibitive) clauses are introduced by ne with a
present tense subjunctive: 3:9; 7:7 (cf. nr. 97); 7:10; 12:3. In 3:12,
the imperfect tense subjunctive (ne praeteriremus) is used because
the main clause is in the imperfect tense as well.
157. Ut with present tense subjunctive has a c o n s e c u t i v e
meaning in 4:6; 9:4; 11:11; perhaps 6:3 (see nr. 156). In 5:6, ut
introduces a consecutive subordinate clause in which the verb-
form is indicative. In the sentence in totum extermine! et relinquat
eos fieri non polest 12:12 the subordinate clause, which precedes
the main clause (fieri non polest), is not introduced by u t
("konjunktionslose Hypotaxe", Hofrnann-Szantyr II, p. 531).
158. T e m p o r a l subordinate clauses are introduced by cum with
the indicative: 1:4; 5:1; 11:16; 12:4 1. em.; cf. postquam with
indicative 2:3; 12:1.
In contrast to the classical rules2, postquam 2:3 is followed by
a future tense form, intrabunt, to denote the exact future tense. In
1
 Cf. Väänänen, § 374.
2
 Woodcock, pp. 172-173: "postquam is never used wilh either the future or the future per-
fect". Hofrnann-Szantyr II, p. 598 mention orûy postquam with imperfect, perfect, pluperfect
and present tenses.
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11:16, the exact future tense is denoted in the classical way: cum
audier int.
Vulgar Latin increasingly uses the pluperfect subjunctive form
in temporal subordinate clauses in past tense introduced by cum
(Emout-Thomas, §§ 358, 362); in As. Mos. this occurs once: cum
audisset 11:1.
Donee 10:13 is followed by a future indicative.
159. C a u s a l subordinate clauses are introduced by quia and the
verb is normally in the indicative mood: 3:5; 4:8; 10:7; 11:4;
probably also 1:15. On quia instead of quod introducing indirect
statements, seenr. 152.
160. Si introduces an open c o n d i t i o n a l subordinate clause, the
verb being indicative, in 9:7 and 11:17. In 11:17, si ...fecerunt
the perfect has the function of an exact future tense (see nr. 97).
161. Quemadmodum 1:10 introduces a c o m p a r at i ve subordi-
nate clause, indicating similarity, and therefore having the indica-
tive mood. Likewise, the conjunctions quantus (correlated with
tantus, 9:3) and quomodo always have the indicative.
Potius quam in moriamur potius quam praetereamus 9:6 is
used to denote a possibility which the speaker rejects (Ernout-
Thomas § 354), and therefore is followed by the subjunctive.
Tamquam introduces an unreal comparison ("as if), and the
subordinate clause requires a subjunctive according to classical
standards. In 7:8, however, it is followed by an indicative form,
erimus, probably due to the contamination of direct and indirect
speech in that sentence (see nr. 155).
162. Practically all r e l a t i v e subordinate clauses are attributive and
therefore have a verb in the indicative mood. In non est defensor
illis, quiferatpro eis praeces Domino 11:17, ferat is a subjunctive
in a relative subordinate clause with consecutive meaning.
163. In a number of relative clauses, the consecutio temporum is
not observed: whereas the main clause is set in the future tense,
the (/(«'-clause is in these cases constructed with a present (or pas-
sive perfect) tense: intravit unus qui supra eos est 4:1; quidam al-
tarium inquinabunt ... qui non sum sacerdotes 5:4; qui enim ma-
gistri sunt ... erunt mirantes personas 5:5; implebuntur manus
nuntii qui est in summo constitutus 10:2; erunt ... tempora CCL
quae fiunt 10:12; cf. qui faciunt erunt impii judices 5:6 1. em.;
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cursus erit horum que conveniunt 10:13. Possibly, some of these
cases are renderings of Greek participles (see nr. 183).
164. In 2:2 the personal pronoun earn (1. em.) is used to indicate
again the object of the relative clause: in qua (sc. terra) tu ...
Stabilibis eis sortem in earn1. This use, well known from Hebrew,
occurs occasionally in classical Greek, but is greatly expanded in
Jewish and Christian Greek2 and Latin3.
1
 Thus Rönsch, "Xeniola ... Chronologisches und Kritisches", p. 558.
2
 BlaB-Debninner § 297.
3
 Hofmann-Szamyr II. pp. 556-557.
V. STYLE-RGURES
165. For the biblical style-figures in As. Mos., see nrs. 189-192.
166. The separation of syntactically connected parts of a sentence
( h y p e r b a t o n , Hofmann-Szantyr II, p. 689) is widespread in
all kinds of Latin. In As. Mos. it occurs in its least extreme form
(Hofmann-Szantyr II, p. 693: "Typus: Justus vir ac bonus"): in
terrant eorum et regionem 4:6; in scelere pleni et iniquitate 7:7;
manus eorum et mentes 7:9.
167. There are several instances of v a r i a t i o n in As. Mos.
—Variation of prepositions in parallel clauses (Hofmann-Szantyr
II, p. 818: especially in Late Latin): tribus ad tribum, et homo de
proximo suo 3:10; in terram alienam ... et circa ostium
allofilorum, et ubi est maestitia magna 4:3; Exurget enim Caelestis
a sede regni sut et exiet de habitations sancta sua 10:3; Non enim
propter meam virtutem out infirmitatem 12:7.
—Variation of simplex and compound verbs (Hofmann-Szantyr II,
p. 818: a mechanical device for variation in Late Latin): stabilibis
eis sortent in earn (sc. terram), et constabilibis eis regnum 2:2;
compare the variation of various prefixes in 12:4-5 praevidit ...
praevidit et pronovit (1. em.) ... providit.
—Variation of construction: rex regum terrae et potestas a poten-
tia magna (instead of potentiae magnae; see nr. 66) 8:1.
168. A notable instance of c h i a s m is found in 11:12:
tamquam pater unicum jilium, out
X
tamquam filiam domina (1. em.).
169. In 11:11, a tendency towards v e r b o s i t y is found: neepatiens
ne uno quidem die, literally "and indeed not leaving out not one
single day". Nee can have the same function as ne ... quidem. Ne
... quidem was a literary expression, quite unfamiliar to colloquial
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Latin (Hofmann-Szantyr II, p. 448')- Hère ne ... quidem is added
to nee to highlight Moses' unremitting assiduity in his daily
prayers for the people.
170. The author of As. Mos. displays a certain preference for the
pairing of near-synonyms, aiming at solemnity, e.g. decrevit et
promisit 2:1; principes et tyranni 3:1; terra et regio 4:6; cf. sanc-
tus et sacer 11:161. em.; praevidit et pronovit 12:4 1. em. A num-
ber of these word-pairs may be attributable to the translator, who
may have used two words to render one, as in excogitavit et in-
venit me 1:14, which corresponds to the Greek jtpoeöEaoccTÓ UE in
Gelasius' quotation (assuming that the Greek text used by the
translator of As. Mos. was identical to the text quoted by Gelasius;
see further nr. 180).
171. In et ponentur duae tribus sanctitatis 2:4, the subject must be sup-
plemented from the predicate: et ponentur duae (se. tribus) tribus
sanctitatis (the figure duiô KOIVOÛ).
In bajulare idola eorum inquinata quomodo sunt pariler con-
tingentibus (1. em.) ea 8:4, the adjective inquinata ("defiled") is
constructed outô KOIVOÛ with both idola and the subject of sunt.
The subject of sunt is set in the dative or ablative (contingentibus)
due to the adverb pariler (see nr. 117). The clause must be under-
stood as bajulare idola eorum inquinata quomodo sunt pariter in-
quinati contingentes ea.
In 2:2, the figure euro KOIWÛ occurs twice. The sentence
reads: in qua tu benedicis, et dabis unicuique, et stabilibis eis
sortent in earn. The objects of benedicere in the first clause and of
dare in the second must both be supplemented from the third
clause: in qua tu benedicis (se. eos2), et dabis unicuique (se. sor-
tent), et stabilibis eis sortem in earn.
172. A related form of conciseness is z e u g m a . In 2:4 I. em., a
verb is used with two objects, but suits only one^'.figet palum ...
1
 Especially in late Latin, the contamination nee ... quidem was often used; see Hofmann-
Szamyr II, pp. 449-450.
2
 Corresponding to eis in Ihe ihird clause ("zeugma rectionis" or syllepsis, Hoftnann-
Szantyr II, pp. 831-832). For the construction of benedicere with an accusative in Latin
influenced by the biblical literature, see nr. 47.
3 Blaß-Debrunner § 479; Hofrnann-Szantyr II. pp. 831-832.
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et turrim 2:4. In Ute sentence omnia caeli firmamenta ... facta, ut
provata a Deo et sub anullo (1. em.) dexterae illius sunt 12:9, the
verb sunt functions both as an auxiliary (provata sc. sunt) and as a
substantive verb (sub anullo sunt).
173. In corpus custodiens ejus a sole et ne scalciati pedes ejus ad
currendum supra terrain 11:12, custodiens introduces a zeugma in
which two different constructions (a + ablative and ne) are used,
each of which corresponds to a different meaning of custodire.
There may be influence from Greek1: "to protect from"
(custodiens a sole, ((tuXaoceiv onto), and "to take care lest"
(custodiens ne scalciati pedes ejus sc. sint, ^ uXoroceiv àno [TOÛ] +
infinitive). For the predicate scalciati without sint (or the like), see
nr. 137.
174. Although the omission of the antecedent of a relative pronoun oc-
curs in classical texts (Väänänen § 371; Emout-Thomas § 331), it
especially agrees with the Vulgar Latin tendency to syntactical
conciseness (Hofmann-Szantyr II, p. 824)2. In As. Mos. we find:
nam secus (se. eos) qui in oriente sunt 1:3; secus (sc. id) quod
placebit 2:2; propter (sc. id) quod factum fuit 5:4; cf. et (cogentur
blasfemare) leges quod habebunt supra altarium suum 8:5 1. em.
(instead of [blasfemare] eo quodp.
175. The complement of parcere (usually denoted by the dative) is
often omitted, especially in clauses of the type occidit (interfecit,
destrux.it) et non parcel; see e.g. 2 Sam. 12:6; Job 27:22; Lam.
2:17; 3:43; so also in occidit majores natu etjuvenes et non parcel
6:4.
176. The tendency towards brevity to the detriment of clarity is also
reflected in (liber) profetiae quae facta est a Moysen in libra
Deuteronomio 1:5. Literally translated this would be "(the book)
of the prophecy that was given by Moses in the book of Deutero-
nomy". However, the intention is clearly to say that the present
1
 Though "to take care lest" can be expressed in Greek as «uUooeiv (rtj, as well.
^ Stone, The Language, p. 61: "Very commonly throughout the MS. (sc. codex Bezae) the
antecedent of a relative pronoun is omitted". Stone cites IS instances from codex Bezae.
3
 Cf ROnsch, Jubiläen, pp 450,456. who quotes Jub. 17:3 et (Abraham) benedixit toto
ore suo (sc. cum} qui creavü universa'. Acts 16:10 (cod. d) evangetizare (sc. eis) qui in Mace-
donia sunr, further examples from old Latin translations of Luke in Rönsch, "Sprachliche
Parallelen", pp. 79-80.
4
 Cf. KOI OÙK itriaavto/t«dootTO in Ps. Sol. 2:23: 17:12.
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book, namely As. Mos., contains a prophecy referred to in the
book of Deuteronomy (sc. in Deut. 31:14-23; see the commen-
tary). One may compare to this LAB 20:6 ego er pater vester
missi sumus per Moysen in heremo, et ascendimus cum ceteris de-
cent viris, where in heremo must be taken to mean cum in heremo
fuimus.
177. In 1:8 it is said that the land was given to the people's forefa-
thers (terra data patribus eorum 1. em.), whereas elsewhere it is
more accurately stated that it had been promised to the patriarchs
that the land would be given to their posterity (As. Mos. 2:1; cf.
Num. 14:23; Deut. 1:8 and many other instances); this may be
called an instance of p r o l e p s i s ; terra data is meant as terra
quam Deus promisit dare (cf. e.g. Gen. 12:1; 15:7)'. In 1:9, the
sentence is continued, as if the full expression had been used: terra
(sc. per promissionem) data patribus, ut detur (sc. terra promissa)
illis &CÏ
178. On the participles as predicates, see nr. 137.
179. In (ut) humiliter inter se disputationibus arguant se 1:13, hu-
militer is best understood as an "Adverb des Urteils", that is, not
belonging to arguant, but as an evaluative comment by the author
on the things he describes in the sentence concerned (Hofmann-
Szantyr II, p. 8273). A possible translation then is: "to their own
humiliation they will convict themselves".
* Even if (he expression is used in its full form, the equivocality remains. In terra quam ...
promisit dare patribus 2:1, the dative patribus can be connected viûidarr, injusjurandum ...
ne umquam deficiat semen eorum a terra quam dedisti illis 3:9. Has refers to semen, but can
also be connected with the patriarchs mentioned before.
2
 In Kings. Chronicles, Jeremiah and E/ckicl reference is often made to the land "given to
their/your fathers", but it is not certain whether the patriarchs are meant, or the first generation
of Israel to have entered into the land; contrast Neh. 9:23 with 9:36.
3
 From this grammar, one gets the impression that this drastic brachylogy occurs only or
mainly with bent and male. But Madvig, who first described the phenomenon (in Adversaria
critica, u", p. 507) also gives instances with turpiter, honcstius, superbius, satis, insanius.
VI. THE ORIGINAL LANGUAGE OF AS. Mos.
a. The Extant Latin text of As. Mos. as a Translation from Greek
180. The Latin text of As. Mos. is certainly a translation from Greek.
This conclusion is based on the following grounds. (1) A prior
version of the narrative is alluded to by relatively early, Greek
speaking, Christian authors, including Ps.-Jude and Origen. As.
Mos. must have been available to them in Greek. (2) In any event,
the quotations in Gelasius of Cyzicus (fifth century) prove that As.
Mos. existed in Greek. (3) The Latin text contains several phrases
that reflect Greek grammar and idiom; see nrs. 181-185, 188.
Although it must be admitted that not all Grecisms are proof that
the text in which they occur has been translated from Greek, some
Grecisms in As. Mos. seem to be best explained as renderings of
the idiom of a Greek text.
As. Mos. 1:6, 14 are of special importance, because these pas-
sages exist partly both in Latin and in Greek: the Greek version is
quoted by the fifth-century ecclesiastical historian Gelasius of
Cyzicus, whose quotations are usually accurate. Gelasius' quota-
tions are good, natural Greek, whereas the Latin text is less
smooth, and can easily be explained as a translation of Gelasius' or
a similar Greek text:
etvai ji£ tf\ç &a9nici\ç
Itaque excogitavit et invertit me qui ab initia orbis terrarum
praeparatus sum ut sim arbiter testamenti illius.
1T]<TOW viOV NOW) ...
qui vocavit ad se Jesum filium Nave . . .
Kal npoeOeduraio ne 6 6eóc npó
In accordance with Latin translation practice, the participle
jipoaicaX£cc(U£vcn; is rendered by a gui-clause (see further nr.
183), and the final infinitive elven is rendered by an id-clause (see
further nr. 184). In Greek the sentence means to say that God, be-
fore he created the world, took care that Moses would become the
mediator of his (God's) covenant. This meaning is reasonably well
expressed by the Latin translator, although his rendering of itpo
KOCUOÛ is slightly impractical and awkward. In any
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case the Latin text can more easily be explained as a translation of
the Greek than the other way around.
181. That the Latin text of As. Mos. is based on a Greek text is evident
above all from the Grecisms in the Latin text. True, not every
Grecism is proof of a Greek original. Many Greek words and
constructions have penetrated the Latin language in its various
stages, especially Christian Latin (see nrs. 38-40). Three words,
however, are unattested in other Latin texts: chedriare 1:17;
scen(a)e meaning "tabernacle" 1:7, 9; 2:3, 4, 8; acrobistia 8:3 1.
em. These may be used as evidence of an underlying Greek text.
Chedriare may have been formed by the translator himself (see
nr. 43); scen(a)e meaning "tabernacle" is a secondary borrowing
from Greek (see footnote to nr. 8); acrobistia is a simple translit-
eration of äicpoßuoTia.
182. It is difficult to demonstrate convincingly that certain Latin
words are mistranslations from Greek, since attempts to point out
mistranslations are always liable to the suspicion of being biased.
A few may nevertheless be mentioned here.
—disputatio 1:13 means "dispute", but exegetically, the meaning
"consideration" is to be preferred. The Greek SioXoyionoc can
convey both meanings;
—pati 11:11 means "to allow"; the required meaning, however, is
"to allow to pass" (of time). Several Greek words, including
jtapievoi', convey both meanings;
—rogare 9:1, meaning "to ask" probably translates notpcucateïv2,
which means "to ask", but also "to summon" or "to exhort"3;
—tutatio 1:16 means "protection", but the context requires
"trustworthiness"; both meanings are covered by the Greek àatyi-
Xeicc«.
To these mistranslations, one may compare some possible in-
stances of analytical translations, that is: translations of compound
Greek words in which the constituent parts are separately ren-
dered in Latin. To be sure, examples of this category are even less
1
 Charles, The Assumption, pp. xxxvu . 92.
2
 For this equivalence see, e.g., Matt. 8:5, 31,34; 14:36; 18:29, 32.
3
 For this meaning of nafaxaiâv, cf. Acts 2:40 Kcà xopeicdXei onarow; Uytov, Vul-
gate: et exftonabatur eos dicens.
4
 Rönsch, "Weitere niustrationen", p. 222.
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certain than the mistranslations. The following possible instances
may be mentioned: dimittere 2:2 may reflect 8iamoo£iv or Sia-
•neevai, "to arrange"; disdonare 8:3 may reflect oioStSovcn, "to
divide"; in campo 5:6 may reflect eujteooi, "continually"1; bonam
viam enigere 12:10 may reflect eùoêoûv, "to prosper"2.
183. As has been said above (nr. 180), Greek participles are often ren-
dered by <?ui-clauses in Latin3. In 1:6 jipocicaÀECHiuEvoç is trans-
lated with qui vocavit ad se. In As. Mos., ^ui-clauses are normally
used attributively; the Latin of As. Mos. 1:6 means: "(the
prophecy given by Moses) who called unto him". The context,
however, requires that qui vocavit ad se is translated as a temporal
subordinate clause (as the Greek participle): "when he called unto
him"; see further nrs. 162-163.
184. Greek final infinitives can be translated with uf-clauses in
Latin4 (see nr. 180: npoeOEOcfaTO ne ó 8eôç ... elvai u£... n£<ri-
TT|v is translated with excogitavit et invenit me ... ut sim arbiter in
1:14). This may explain the position of ut facias in 1:10 promitte
secus industriam tuam omnia quae mandata sunt, ut facias quem-
admodum sine quaerellam est. The usual word-order in Latin
would have been prom/tte ut facias secus industriam tuam omnia
quae mandata sunt &c. Vut facias is considered as the rendering
of a Greek final infinitive ([to-û] JIOIEÎV), the word-order is natu-
ral.
Greek final infinitives are occasionally also rendered by
infinitives in Latin (see nr. 127).
185. The phenomena mentioned in nrs. 182-184 may be considered
as mechanical translations of Greek idiom, caused by a translator
who ignored the effects of such automatic renderings on Latin
syntax. Another instance of such mechanical translations may be:
dicentes tribus ad tribum, et homo de proximo suo 3:10. This
clause literally means: "one tribe speaking to another, and one
man a b o u t his neighbor". But clearly, de in the second phrase
must have the same meaning as ad in the first. In translation Latin,
1
 Hilgenfeld, "Die Psalmen Salome's", p. 286; EjiitcSoi is the masculine plural of the ad-
jective Elites«;.
2
 Hilgenfeld. "Die Psalmen Salomo's". p. 298.
3
 Fischer, "Limitations", p. 367.
4
 Fischer, "Limitations", p. 367-368.
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de + accusative is often used to render a Greek instrumental da-
tive. In 3:10, de may mechanically reflect an indirect object, de-
noted in the Greek version by a dative'.
b. The Supposed Greek Text of As. Mos.: a Translation from Hebrew?
186. The extant Latin text of As. Mos. contains a number of
"Hebraisms", often taken to be indications of a Hebrew original of
the Greek text of As. Mos. But these Hebraisms are of an entirely
different nature than the Grecisms mentioned in the preceding
section, which can be regarded as proof of a Greek Vorlage of the
Latin text. The Hebraisms in As. Mos. cannot prove a Hebrew
original.
In his Introduction to The Assumption of Moses, p. xlii,
Charles mentions eleven instances of what he considers to be
reliable indications of a Hebrew original. Six of these must be
deleted from the list, either because they have an uncertain textual
basis, or because they are not certain examples of Hebrew (as op-
posed to Greek or Latin) idiom. The remaining instances can and
must primarily be explained as consciously used biblical style-
figures. In the following sections, Charles's proof-texts are briefly
treated.
187. Two of Charles's instances must be dropped because of their
uncertain textual basis: circumibo 2:7 is almost certainly corrupt;
testons ... invocabat ... testes 3:12 is Charles's conjecture (the
manuscript has the perfectly acceptable reading testants ... invoca-
bat... testes).
188. Four of Charles's instances must be dropped because they are
not actually Hebraisms: patriae suae in terra patriae suae 3:3 is
either a genitive of possession or a genitive of definition (see nr.
110); de isto 3:13 reflects a typically Greek elliptical construction
(OK))' o\>, "since then"); dividentur ad verilatem 5:2 and in sacer-
dotes vocabuntur 6:1 are instances of Vulgar Latin (see nrs. 67
and 70).
1
 Ronsch. "Sprachliche Parallelen", pp 93-96. Rönsch adduced two more instances of the
same mistranslation, namely dare de Jcsum 1:9 and surgere de reges 5: l, but in these in-
stances, de has probably been used instead of per (see nr. 73).
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189. Charles mentions two etymological figures which he regards as
indicative of a Hebrew original: in respecta quo respidet 1:18 and
facient facientes 6:1. However, etymological figures occur in
Greek and Latin texts that are no translations from Hebrew, as
well'.
In As. Mos., they must primarily be understood as style-
figures, much used in non-Hebrew literature related to the Bible,
and meant to "evoke a biblicistic tone"2. For in respectu quo
respidet 1:18 see Gen. 50:25 cv tfj ejncjKOjr.fi rj èitécicemiai
ùuâç for the construction in general compare Luke 22:15
èrciöuniqi £7C£8ûur|CKx. For the construction of facient facientes 6:1,
see Acts 7:34 I5av elSov.
The artificial character of the figure in As. Mos. is clearly il-
lustrated by 6:1, which contains two contrasting etymological
figures: not only facient facientes (mentioned by Charles), but also
sanctum sanctitatis: facient facientes impietatem ab sancto sancti-
tatis, "they will act very impiously against the Holy of Holies".
The supposition of a Hebrew original underlying this sentence is
unnecessary.
190. There is possibly only one instance of the biblical style-figure
of the "vov-apodosis", that is, the coordination of a main clause
with a subordinate clause by et: et cum adpropiabunt tempora ar-
guendi et vindicta surgit 5:13. The fact that this phenomenon oc-
curs only once, in contrast to the considerable number of exam-
ples of the figure in, for instance, 4 Ezra, leads one to conclude
that this may simply be an anacolouthon, not rare in Greek and
Latin*. A second possible instance of vav-apodosis is found in 2:3
postquam intrabunt in terrain suam ...et postea dominabitur.
However, lacunae in the text make the syntax of this sentence very
uncertain. Moreover, et in this sentence can also be explained as
abundant, since postea is not unusual as the (pleonastic) correlative
1
 Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik II, pp. 388,700; Blaß-Debrunner, §§ 198.6; 422.
2
 Bergren, Fifth Ezra, p. 300.
3
 Not mentioned in Charles's list. The Assumption, p. xlii, but treated by Wallace, "The
Semitic Background".
4
 Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik II, p. 406, Hofmann-Szantyr II, p. 731:
"anakoluthische Riickfall in die Parataxe"; Emout-Thomas, § 425, call it "atque (et) tem-
porel". The phenomenon occurs both in vulgar (Plautus, Terence) and in classical Latin
(Virgil, Livy, Curtius Rufus, Tacitus).
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in the main clause of postquam introducing a subordinate clause1.
The cases of vov-apodosis do not require the supposition of a He-
brew original.
191. The use of the simple genitive as a genitive of quality is a
popular biblical style-figure in Jewish and Christian Greek litera-
ture2. Charles mentions tribus sanctitatis 2:4. Some instances As.
Mos. from may be added: persona cupiditatum 5:3; sanctum
sanctitatis 6:1 ; sedes regni 10:3; voluntas voluntatis 11:13.
192. Finally, Charles gives two examples of Hebrew idiom:
(dicentes) homo de proximo suo (Ttjn *7N tD^R, "one to another")
3:123; implebuntur manus (T 8*70, "to consecrate"4) 10:2. There
is no need to take these expressions as proof of a Hebrew original:
they are simply biblical idiom5.
193. Although Charles has defended the hypothesis of a Hebrew
original more energetically than any other scholar, he does not
succeed in proving his theory. He can only show that the writing
has a distinct biblical flavour, which is not surprising in a pseud-
epigraphon. We need not, therefore, occupy ourselves further
with the rest of his arguments, such as alleged mistranslations
from Hebrew and reconstructed puns in the supposed Hebrew
original, which evidence has an additional value only.
Hilgenfeld, in his attempt to prove that the original language of
As. Mos. was Greek, has listed in his various editions of the text a
total of 26 instances of words and constructions which he believes
show that there cannot have been a Hebrew text underlying the
Greek Vorlage of the Latin version6. However, the defence of
1
 Hofmann-Szamyr II, p. 598.
2
 Blaß-Debrunner § 165. In classical Latin, [he genitive of quality is not unusual, but it is
mostly provided with an additional adjective (type: homo magnae eloquentiae; see Hofhiann-
Szantyr II, p. 68); in later and Christian Latin, the simple genitive (type: dens majestalis, Hof-
mann-Szamyr II, p. 70) became popular as a biblical style-figure as well. See further Hilhorst.
Semitismcs, pp. 110-113.
3
 The Septuagint most often renders this idiom by EKOXJTOÇ T^ j&Tioiov (or itpoç TOY
nAiioiov). but see also Judg. 6:29; 10:18; 2 Ki. 7:3, 9 Kcà nnrv dW|p (or avBfxonoc) npiç
tóv nJitioiov.
4
 In As. Mos. 10:2, manus is the plural form, whereas the Hebrew expression occurs only
with the singular T, but the Septuagint often has the plural JTX.TIOOÛV ràç jrâooç; see for
instance Exod. 32:29; Num. 7:88; 1 Chron. 29:5; cf. T. Levi 8:10.
5
 So also certain foimulas introducing direct speech; see nr. 150.
6
 Hilgenfeld, Novum Testamentum, p. 96; "Die Psalmen Salomo's", p. 276; Messias Ju-
daeorum, p. 110.
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such a thesis encounters all the difficulties of the theoretical im-
possibility of proving that something did not exist. Nevertheless,
there is some value in indicating that certain words and construc-
tions in the supposed Greek text of As. Mos. have no direct coun-
terpart in Hebrew. Since there is no basis in the extant Latin text
of As. Mos. for assuming a Hebrew original, such words and con-
structions underline the real possibility that the book was origi-
nally written in Greek. I shall give four examples of words and
constructions that are likely to have occurred in the Greek text of
As. Mos., which are unlikely to have had a Hebraic counterpart,
unless the Greek text was a free rendering of the Hebrew.
194. In 11:16, the author of As. Mos. makes Joshua call Moses "the
inscrutable lord of the word", inconpraehensibilis dominus verbi.
The word incomprehensibilis enjoyed great popularity among
Christian Latin authors. In the Vulgate, however, it is used only
four times, and always predicatively (e.g. "the ways of the Lord
are inscrutable"), never attributively (as in As. Mos. 11:16, e.g.
"the inscrutable ways of the Lord"). As a translation from He-
brew, the word occurs only once in the Vulgate, in Job 9:10 (MT:
npn ]*H)'. The Septuagint of Job is a notoriously free translation2.
195. In As. Mos. there are several words used for "knowing be-
forehand": praevidere, providere, pronoscere, and, in the Gelasian
quotation of 1:14, TtpooeöaBai. In the entire Vulgate and Septua-
gint similar words occur only twice as translations of Hebrew
words3.
196. In 1:3, Fynicis is used to refer to Canaan, either as a noun
(Phoenice) or as an adjective (Phoenix). The Septuagint translates
Hebrew ]JJ33 and its derivatives five times with «toivtirn and its
derivatives (see the commentary). But the use of the Greek name
a>oiviicTi/*oîviÇ instead of the transliteration Xavotccv, which is far
more common in biblical literature, suggests that the Greek text
underlying the Latin version of As. Mos. was composed in Greek
rather than translated from Hebrew.
'The other instances are 4 Ezra 8:21; Rom. 11:33 InJer. 32(39):19, the recensions vary.
The situation is similar for synonyms of incomprehensibilis, namely inscruiabilis, investiga-
bitis, inaesamabilu.
2
 See, e.g.. Heater. A Sepiuagini Translation Technique, p. 131.
3
 Gen. 15:13 has praenoscens, which is used in an etymological figure (hence for the sake
of variation, not meaning "to know beforehand"); in 2 Ki. 19:27 praescire is used; providere
is used only in the meaning "to provide" or "to be mindful (sc. of the future)".
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197. Finally, habere is used three times in As. Mos. as a transitive
verb denoting possession. Hebrew does not have a verb for this
function, but mainly uses a /amed-construction (iTTJ, V, ]'R + -"?).
According to I. Soisalon-Soininen, there are 209 of these lamed-
constructions in the Hebrew Pentateuch, of which only seven are
rendered in the Septuagint with ëxeiv; as a rule, the Septuagint and
the Vulgate render the /amed-constructions in the Pentateuch with
the corresponding Greek and Latin dative of possession1. In As.
Mos., there are four instances of the dative of possession (see nr.
116). That habere occurs three times is statistically significant
compared with the instances of exeiv and habere in literal transla-
tions from Hebrew in the Bible. This use of habere in As. Mos.
does not point, therefore, in the direction of a Hebrew original,
although it obviously does not exclude it.
198. What we have observed in nrs. 180-197 leads to the following
conclusion. The "Hebraisms" in the supposed Greek text of As.
Mos. do not prove that Hebrew was the language in which the
book was originally written. On the other hand, the linguistic phe-
nomena typical of Greek (as opposed to Hebrew) do not conclu-
sively prove that As. Mos. was originally written in Greek either.
Ultimately, the possibility that the Greek text underlying As. Mos.
was a free rendering of a Hebrew original cannot be ruled out al-
together. The evidence for assuming a Hebrew original, however,
is extremely weak and unconvincing, whereas there can be little
doubt that As. Mos. once existed in Greek. Exegetical comments
based on the supposition of a Hebrew original must therefore be
dismissed as insufficiently founded.
1
 Soisalon-Soininea "Der Gebrauch des Vert» EXEIN".
PART THREE
INTRODUCTION
THE HISTORY OF RESEARCH ON AS. MOS.
I. EARLY SCHOLARLY INTEREST IN AS. Mos.;
ITS EARLIEST EDITIONS FROM 1824 TO 1897
a. From the 16th Century to the Editio Princeps
In 1861 a fifth- or sixth-century Latin palimpsest from the Ambrosian
Library in Milan was published by A.-M. Ceriani. It included a long
fragment of an ancient Jewish book, hitherto considered to be lost. The
text appeared to consist mainly of a speech purporting to be delivered
by Moses at the moment of his impending death. A quick glance under
the heading "Moyses" in Fabricius' Codex pseudepigraphus of 1713
(second edition 1722-1723), in which all known traces of the lost apo-
crypha of the Old Testament had been collected, enabled Ceriani to
identify the text as a portion of the Assumption of Moses.
Until the publication of the Latin fragment of As. Mos., little was
known about the writing apart from its title, Ascensio Mosis, men-
tioned in Ps.-Athanasius' Synopsis scripturae sacra«1. Moreover, early
modern Biblical scholars knew that Origen in his Principles III, 2, I2
had observed that Jude 9 drew on a book which, according to Rufinus'
translation, was entitled Moysis Ascensio^. Sixtus of Siena (1520-
1569)4 in his Bibliotheca sancta of 1566 linked the information pro-
1
 For the text of this list, which is not earlier than the 6th century, see, e.g.. Migne, PG 28,
cols. 284-437, especially col. 432B. For the date of this list and its attribution to Aihanasius,
see Denis, Introduction, p. xii.
2
 Ed. Crouiel and Simonetti, SC 268, p. 152.
3
 Erasmus in his Annotations in Novum Testamentum of 1516 briefly noted that Jude 9
was taken from some Jewish apocryphon. Later Erasmus went deeper into the matter, see the
Annoiationes as printed in 1535s (ed. Clericus, Erasmi Opera Omnia VI, Leiden 1705, col.
1090, footnote 16). Here he recorded, inter alia, that, according to Origen, Principles III (2,
1 ], Jude 9 went back to a book "de adscensionc Mosis".
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vided by Origen and Ps.-Athanasius to passages in other ancient Chris-
tian authors (including Ps.-Oecumenius and Clement of Alexandria).
Their comments amplify Jude's account, and Sixtus believed that the
evidence thus collected went back to As. Mos. (see further the com-
mentary on the lost ending).
Cornelius a Lapide (Cornelius van der Steen, 1568-1637) wrote that
Sixtus had also stated that Pope Gelasius reckoned the Ascensio Mosis
among the apocrypha1. However, a Lapide must have confused Ps.-
Athanasius' Synopsis with Ps.-Gelasius' Decrelum de libris recipiendis
et non recipiendis, that is, the famous Gelasian Decree2. Both works
are lists of canonical and apocryphal books. The former includes As.
Mos. among the rejected books, the latter does not mention As. Mos.
Sixtus correctly mentions Athanasius' Synopsis as the document in
which As. Mos. is rejected3; he does not mention the Gelasian Decree.
The fifth-century ecclesiastical historian Gelasius of Cyzicus (who
must be distinguished from Pope Gelasius, to whom the Decree was
ascribed) quoted twice from As. Mos. in his Acts of the Nicene Coun-
cil.* Perhaps a Lapide was aware of the quotations from As. Mos. in
these Acts, causing him to confuse Athanasius' Synopsis with the De-
cree of the other Gelasius. The first two books of Gelasius' Acts of the
Nicene Council containing the quotation from As. Mos. had recently
been discovered. They were edited by R. Balforeus, and printed in
Paris in 15995. A reprint of this edition was published by Commelin at
Heidelberg in 1604.
Apart from the references in Jude, Origen and in the lists of ac-
cepted and rejected books of the Bible, the quotations in the Acts by
Gelasius of Cyzicus are the only certain traces of As. Mos. in early ec-
4
 The biographical and bibliographical details in this section are mainly laken from Jficher,
Allgemeines Ceiehrien-Leàcon.
' Commentaria in Episiulam S. Judae (1648), ed. 1860, p. 956b: "Vide Sixtum Senensem
verbo Mosis Ascensia, ubi docet hunc libmm a Gelasio Pontifice relatum inter apocryphes".
2 For the text of ihis 6th-century Italian list, see Dobschiitz, Dos Decretum Gelasianum, pp.
346-352.
3 Sixtus Senensis, Biblioiheca sancta, 2)575, p. 98: "Athanasius in Synopsi hanc Mosis
Asccnsionem una cum alia huic all ini scriptura, cui titulus est, Testamenhun Mosis, inter
Apocrypha rejicit" (the same words in the enlarged edition of 1626, p. 109b).
* For the text of Gelasius' quotations, see Gelasius Kircnengtschichte, II, 17, 17 and II,
21,7, ed. Loeschckc and Heinemann. CCS 28, pp. 74 and 86; cf. Denis, Fragmenta, pp. 63-
64.
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clesiastical literature, as will be shown below in the commentary on the
lost ending. The earliest modem author I have found to quote these
testimonies is J.A. Fabricius, Codex pseudepigraphus (1713). It is
unlikely that Fabricius discovered the Gelasian passages himself, but he
does not reveal to whom he owed the reference to Gelasius1.
The incorporation of the Gelasian quotations in Fabricius' collection
enabled Ceriani to identify the fragment he published as As. Mos. He
furthermore noted that he did not know whether As. Mos. was identical
to the Hebrew book Petirat Mosheh, because he had not seen the latter.
A summary of the Petirat Mosheh, composed by E. Bernard and
published in 1700 (see below), is also included in Fabricius' collection.
In Fabricius' time, it was widely accepted that As. Mos. and the Petirat
Mosheh were identical. As early as 1612, J. Drusius (1550-1616)
mentioned the existence of a Dibre ha-Yamim shel Mosheh (The Life
of Moses) and a Petirat Mosheh (The Death of Moses)2. He conceded
that he had not seen the latter, but nevertheless believed it to be the
same book as the 'AVC&TWIÇ Mcooétaç. H. Grotius (1583-1645) pre-
sented this identification as certain3, although Grotius himself appears
to have been unacquainted with the Petirat Mosheh*.
It seems that by the time of the publication of the commentary on
Josephus' Antiquities by Edward Bernard (1638-1697) in 17005,
 tne
identification of 'AvoXrivic MOXJÉÛX; with the Petirat Mosheh was gen-
1
 The idea of consulting the Greek text of Gelasius may have been suggested to Fabricius
by a passage in Alphonsus of Pisa (Pisanus). Nicaenum concilium primum generale in IV
libres distribution, Bk. III. vol. I (1572, 21581; see Orausem. "Pisanus". col. 2128), where
the Analipsis Mosis is said to have been referred to by Origcn, Clement and Athanasius.
Fabricius does not mention Pisanus' work (which I have been unable to consult), but it is
mentioned by I. Rainoldus. Censura librarian apocryphorum (1611), cols. 135-136, a
passage referred to by Fabricius in the footnote to his quotations of Gelasius' Acts of the
Nicene Council, see Fabricius. Codex, pseudepigraphus (21722:1), p. 844.
2 Drusius, Annotationes in totumjesu Christi Testamentum (1612); see CS ^1698, adJud
9.
3
 Grotius, Annotationes in Novum Testamentum (1641-1650); see CS 3I698 adJud. 9.
4
 Grotius refers to both the Dibre ha-Yamm and the Petirat Mosheh. He asserts that Dibre
ha-Yamim does not contain a passage similar to Jude 9. But he also claims that Petirat Mosheh
was lost long before Dibre ha-Yamim was written. Both books, however, were published in
one volume in 1629 by Jean Gaulmyn in Paris, where Grotius lived when he composed his
Annotationes', see G. Gaulmyn, De vita et morte Mosis libri tres. These works had been
primed previously in Constantinople (1516) and Venice (1544). See Sirack-Stcmberger,
Einleitung1, p. 301.
^ E. Bernard, Flavii Josephi Antiquiiates, p. 321, quoted by Fabricius, Codex
pseudepigraphus I, pp. 840-842.
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erally accepted, since Bernard liberally quoted from the latter work,
calling it the Analepsis Moyseos without further explanation.
The relation between As. Mos. and Petirat Mosheh was investigated
thoroughly in 1726 (for the first time, it seems) by the Roman Catholic
scholar Augustin Calmet. Calmet provided an extensive summary of
the Petirat Mosheh as well as of yet another Hebrew book, the Midrash
shel Petirat Mosheh, edited by Gaulmyn, and compared these works
with Jude 9. The Hebrew books do contain the account of a fight be-
tween angels involving Moses, but Calmet rightly concluded that their
story is different from the one the author of Jude refers to1. Ceriani's
discovery of the real As. Mos. confirmed Calmet's view that As. Mos.
and the Petirat Mosheh are different books.
b. The Editio Princeps of As. Mos.
Before Ceriani's publication of the entire fragment in 18612, a small
part of the Ambrosian fragment of As. Mos. had been published by A.
Peyron, in his Ciceronis orationum fragmenta inedita of 1824. On pp.
131-134, Peyron edited some samples of the lower text of a palimpsest,
codex C 73 of the Biblioteca Ambrosiana, including a few lines of
Jubilees, 26:14-23. He mistook the lines of Jubilees for a passage of
Genesis. Peyron also included some lines of what he called "apocryphal
books of the Old Testament". These lines later became known as As.
Mos. 4:5-5:1. At two places the transcription differs slightly from
Ceriani's edition (see the critical notes on misereator line 69, and on
sua line 73). Peyron dated the lower text to the fifth century3.
1
 Calnict. "Dissertation sur la mon, et la sépulture de Moyse", p. 755: "Voilà le précis des
deux Livres donnez par M Gaulmin, qui contiennent l'un & l'autre le récit de la mon de
Moyse, quoiqu'avcc assez de diversitez. Mais ni Tun, ni l'autre ne raconte la dispute de saint
Michel avec le démon pour le corps de Moyse. Ce qui fait juger que le Livre de L'Assomption
de Moyse, connu par les anciens Pères Grecs, étoit différent de ces deux Pétirath, &
qu'apparamment ce Livre Grec est perdu" (cf. the reprint of the Latin translation, "De Moysis
obitu", in Migne [éd.], Scripturae sacrât cursus complétas Vil [1838], col 806).
- Mimumenia sacra et profana I, pp. 55-62; the manuscript's description on pp. lla~12a;
some notes on readings p. 64a-b.
3
 Ciceronis orationum fragmenta, p. 131: cf. Ceriani. Monumtnta. p 12a: "ecquis tamo
judici refragaretur?". The library's catalogue dates the manuscript to the sixth century (see
Paredi, Inventoria Ceruri, p. 234); Lowe, Codices latini III (1938), p. 14, dated the lower text
to the second half of the sixlh century, as he did on p. 500 of his Palaeographical Papers II;
on p. 311 of the first volume he dated it to the seventh century: Collura, La precarottna, p. 44,
dated it to the sixlh century.
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When Ceriani published the entire fragment, he fortunately refrained
from making conjectural emendations. He saw it as his sole task to
reproduce the text of the codex as faithfully as he could'. Ceriani de-
scribed the external features of the manuscript, indicated uncertain
readings by italics, and illegible passages by dots2; the only addition he
made to the manuscript's text was to omit the abbreviations its scribe
had used. Also, Ceriani warned against renewed experiments with
chemical substances in order to make the lower text of the palimpsest
more legible—accusing, it seems3, Peyron of having damaged the
parchment with careless experiments of this sort. At the same time,
however, Ceriani warmly thanked the Head of the Milano Record
Office, for his competent assistance in making the text of the codex
legible with the aid of chemicals4.
At the request of one of the first scholars who investigated As. Mos.,
G. Volkmar, Ceriani examined the manuscript once again in order to
check whether some of the readings proposed by Volkmar were
possible. A few corrections and additions were thus made. I shall
record them in my edition, though Ceriani later distanced himself from
them'.
1 Ceriani, Monuments sacra, I, p. 12a: "A conjecturis enim summopere abhorrco, quae, ut
plurimum. non textum redintegrant, sed éditons commenta illi obüudunL Mei tantum ofncii id
arbitratus sum, ut maxima qua potui fide codiccm exhibe am ex iterata membranarum inspec-
tione". In his 1862 review of Ceriani's edition. Ewald seems lo object, if not to Italians in
general, to Ceriani's simple approach: to Ewald, the edition is "mehr ... eine etwas eilige
Ankündigung von künftigen verdienstlichen Arbeiten denn als eine streng wissenschaftlich
vollendete Arbeit selbst" (p. 8).
2
 The dots do not indicate the number of illegible letters, but, in a somewhat vague way,
the dimensions of the illegible passages (see Ceriani in Volkmar, Hose Prophétie, p. 154).
3
 Ceriani's introduction, written in Latin, is often rather vague, sometimes
incomprehensible, a fact that excited Ewald's ire; see "Monumema sacra", p. 9: "[wir wollen]
uns jetzt nicht über das schlechte Latein beklagen welches hier von jenseits der Alpen her zu
uns herttberschallt: mögen die heutigen Haler nach dem Beispiele der übrigen gebildeten
Volker in der Christenheit das lateinische Schreiben aufgeben, wenn sie nur dem
Christenlhume selbst und der Wissenschaft auch in allen solchen Fächern desto eifriger zu
dienen lernen wollen; denn lernen müssen sie dies allerdings erst".
4
 Ceriani. Monumeiua sacra, p. 12b: "Quidquid salvis membranis ["without ruining the
leaves"] cliici potuit, puto facium ab amico D. Antonio Ponzio, addicto Archio Diplomatien
Mediolanensi, qui artem subsidiorum evanidos characteres et rescriplos codices legcndi
diligcnlissime excoluiL Isli debenl lectores plu res nostri codicis paginas".
5
 Monumema sacra et profana V (1868), p. 8: "Doctor Volkmar in fine libri sui
collationem, quam rogatus illi scripseram, inseruit verbis meis servatis. Nemo credet me lam
perverse uti mca lingua, ut illic est repraesentata; Doctorem Volkmar video ex contextu mea
(com.)
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Ceriani identified the text as the Assumptio Mosis on the basis of the
quotation by Gelasius Cyzicenus (see above), corresponding to As.
Mos. 1:14. On the contents of As. Mos., however, Ceriani hardly
commented; he raised some questions, for instance about the original
language of As. Mos., but he did not try to answer them. Soon, how-
ever, a considerable number of critical editions and studies appeared.
In 1866, A. Hilgenfeld published the first critical edition of As. Mos.
in his Novum Testamentum extra canonem receptum1, soon to be
followed by the editions by G. Volkmar (1867), M. Schmidt and A.
Merx (1869), and O.P. Fritzsche (1871). In his first edition, prepared
with the help of five other scholars (including the same Schmidt and
Merx)2, Hilgenfeld introduced the division of the text into twelve
chapters that is still in use3. Both in Hilgenfeld's and in Volkmar's
editions, the number of conjectural emendations is limited; apart from
filling out several illegible passages, most changes in the text are
"corrections" of vulgar, unclassical spellings into classical orthography.
To this, Schmidt and Merx rightly objected, arguing that in the case of
the document at issue an editor should not interfere with the
orthography, even if it deviates very much from the classical stan-
dards4. Notwithstanding this outstanding theoretical insight, Schmidt
and Merx themselves did not entirely escape the temptation of normal-
izing the spelling. Moreover, they went much further in emending the
wording of the text by conjectures. Finally, Fritzsche's edition offers a
carefully established text, with fine emendations and a prudent evalua-
tion of all formerly suggested conjectures. Fritzsche also introduced
the division of Hilgenfeld's chapters into verses, which is still in use.
micllexisse. et ipse ut Italice scnbercm dixerat; cuinam tribuenda sit comiptio nescirem, sed
verba ut mine sunt, tamquam mca non agnosco."
1
 This work was reprinted in a slightly revised form in 1884. In his periodical Zeitschrift
für wissenschaftliche Theologie of 1868, Hilgenfeld presented a critical rétroversion of the
text into Greek, reprinted in Messias Judaeorum (1869).
2 The other three were A. von Gutschmid, R.A. Lipsius and B. Weiss (Hilgenfeld, Novum
Testamentum, pp. 96, 97).
^ Volkmar's alternative division into nineteen chapters has not been adopted by later
scholars.
4
 "Die Assumptio Mosis", p. 113; so already Ceriani, Monumenta sacra, I, p. 12a: "neque
reBctores nos decel esse versionis, sed editores"; cf. Clemen, APAT II, p. 316: "Zu
verbessern sind nur wirkliche Schreibfehler (wie sie sich allerdings auch in anderen Codices
häutig finden, so daß sie manchmal von Vulgarismen schwer zu scheiden sind)".
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c. The Origin of As. Mos.: Place, Language, Date
Scholarly discussion on the contents of As. Mos. began with Ewald's
review of 1862 of Ceriani's edition of the manuscript'. In this review
(which was in fact extremely hostile to Ceriani), Ewald addressed the
literary-historical questions regarding As. Mos. The original language
and date of the writing were discussed at great length by later re-
searchers, but Ewald's concisely formulated views on these matters (see
below) were largely accepted by the end of the nineteenth century.
Hardly any discussion was devoted to the geographical origin of As.
Mos. Apart from Hilgenfeld, who held that the author of As. Mos.
lived in Rome, the great majority of scholars assumed that the author
of As. Mos. lived in Palestine2.
The identification of Palestine as the author's homeland also played a
large role in the discussion on the original language of As. Mos. All
commentators agreed that the extant Latin text of As. Mos. is a transla-
tion from a Greek text. Ewald furthermore claimed that this text in its
turn was a translation as well. He argued that the original language of
As. Mos. must have been Hebrew because of the many "strong He-
braisms" contained in the book3. Schmidt and Merx added to this ar-
gument that it is unlikely that a Jewish Palestinian author would have
chosen Greek, the language of the abhorred pagan rulers, as the vehicle
of his message, instead of his native tongue, Aramaic4.
In the following decades, these two arguments were repeated several
times in essentially the same form, and they gained almost general ac-
ceptance5. Even Hilgenfeld, who claimed that Greek was the original
language of As. Mos., more or less subscribed to the second argument
1
 "Monumema sacra et profana".
2
 Later. Bousset, Die Religion des Judentums. 1903, p. 116 (21906, p. 133). suggested
on the basis of 4:8 that As. Mos. originated in Babylon; see further Schwartz, 'The Tribes"
(1980), p. 221.
3
 Ewald, "Monumema sacra", p. 6: "Die stalteten ja die grellsten Hebraïsmen wovon die
griechische Vorschrift strotzen mußte, zeigen sich noch in dieser Afteriibersetzung. Die
Urschrift war also sicher hebräisch".
4
 Schmidt and Merx, "Die Assumpno Mosis", pp. 112-113. Schmidt and Mere preferred
Aramaic to Hebrew because, they asserted, they had translated Ine book into both Hebrew and
Aramaic, and the Aramaic translation produced a far more natural text. In 1955, Wallace, "The
Semitic Origin", showed that it is nol possible to decide on linguistic grounds whether
Hebrew or Aramaic was more probably the original language.
5
 A number of scholars, including Volkmar and Schürer, considered the matter unsettled.
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by asserting that the author of As. Mos. lived in Rome, because Greek
could not have been the original language of a Palestinian Jewish book.
If the book originated from Palestine, it was thought that Hebrew as the
sacred tongue, or Aramaic as the vernacular of the Palestinian Jews,
must have been the original language of As. Mos.
Ewald dated As. Mos. to the first third part of the first century C.E. on
the basis of the 34 years mentioned in 6:6, a number that corresponds
exactly with the duration of Herod's reign as indicated by Flavius
Josephus. According to Ewald, the rule of Herod's sons, which is
subsequently mentioned, is the last recognizable historical allusion in
As. Mos.
Many scholars after Ewald tried to use more evidence from As.
Mos. in order to achieve a more precise or an altogether different dat-
ing. Generally speaking, four main arguments feature in the debate at
this stage: (1) the figures occurring at various places in As. Mos., ap-
parently indicating dates and/or periods of time (e.g. 7:1-2, a very
badly damaged passage, in which calculations of some sort are appar-
ently given); (2) the identification of the rex regum terrae in chapter 8;
(3) the partial destruction of the temple according to 6:9; (4) the iden-
tification of the homines pestilenliosi in chapter 7:3-10.
(1) The interpretation of numbers given in apocalypses and related
writings is a hazardous enterprise, and this applies also to As. Mos.
Especially in the nineteenth century, the various calculations that were
made in fact show no more than a gross underestimation of the
difficulties involved, in spite of rare warnings such as Colani's (as early
as 1868)'. Hilgenfeld, Volkmar, Schmidt and Merx, and Ronsel all
consider the numbers to indicate one way or another real years. It must
be said, however, that their calculations mostly presuppose a certain
1 In "L'Assomption de Moïse", pp. 85-87, Colani particularly emphasized that it is
unknown which chronology the author used. Schmidt and Mène, "Die Assumptio Mosis", p.
115, assume that the author "folgt—und darin liegt die Lösung des Zahlenräthsels—als
Zeitgenosse des Josephus die übliche Rechnung seiner Zeit, wie sie in Josephus Verzeichniss
der Hohenpriester vorliegt", but Colani rightly objected, that the author of As. Mos. could
have used any chronology, known or unknown to us. e.g. the rabbinical one In that case, the
author expected the eschaton in 350 years: "Rien dans notre Apocalypse ne s'y oppose,
comme rien non plus l'indique." Cf. also Drummond, The Jewish Messiah (1877), p. 80,
who wrote on the "four hours" (7:1), that they are "rather a riddle for the exercise of a
fruitless ingenuity than any ground for reasonable confidence", and, with self-knowledge,
Volkmar, p. 35: "Da giebt es zu laihen".
2
 Rönsch, "Xeniola .. Chronologisches und Kritisches", pp. 542-562.
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date established by other arguments, so that these scholars either have
to tamper with the numbers', or else resort to extremely intricate
calculations2, unconvincing even to those who have the willingness and
endurance to follow them.
(2) A second argument in the dating of As. Mos. depends on the
identification of the rex. regum terrae in chapter 8. This chapter is in-
terpreted either as the description of a historical persecution, or as a
prediction of a future persecution, modelled after the persecution of
Antiochus IV Epiphanes3. Volkmar, followed by Colani4, identified this
king as the emperor Hadrian. They argued that the description is too
precise to be a prediction. Furthermore, they held that there have been
only two persecutions, that of Antiochus IV, and that of Hadrian. The
persecution described in As. Mos. 8 is situated after Herod's rule and
Varus's war (chapter 6). Therefore, Hadrian's persecution must be the
one referred to5.
(3) Such a dating, however, requires an explanation of what is said
about the "king from the West" in 6:9, who "will bum a pan of their
temple". If As. Mos. is to be dated to the 130's, this clause must, it
would seem, point to the destruction of the temple by Titus in 70.
Then, it is peculiar that the temple's desolation be described as partial6.
Several attempts were made to resolve this difficulty. Volkmar sug-
gested that the destruction of the temple was described not in 6:9, but
in the calculation of 7:1-2, and that the author apparently found that it
needed no further comment7. According to Colani, in his article of
1868, the author of As. Mos. was not at all interested in the destruction
of the temple, just as he had little appreciation for its rebuilding. The
temple's pollution, caused by the arrival of the Romans under Varus,
had made the temple worthless; the author of As. Mos. would claim,
' Of course, numerals are most liable to corruption; therefore, the possibility that they need
emendation must be acknowledged—as must the speculative character of such alterations.
2
 So, e.g., Schmidt and Merx, pp. 115-119; Wieseler. "Die jüngst aufgefundene
Aufnahme Moses", pp. 626-629.
3
 So Hilgenfeld and Schmidt and Merx. See further de Paye, Les apocalypses juives
(1892), pp. 71-72.
4
 "L'Assomption de Moïse", pp. 74-75.
5
 Hausrath, Neulestamentliche Zeitgeschichte IV (2I877), p. 79, considers the ra regum
terrae to be Vespasian/Titus, and the ulao altera (9'21. em.) to be Domitian's persecution.
6
 The thesis of a date before 70 has often been defended on the basis of 1:17. where it is
said of the locus t interpreted as the temple) that it is to exist until the end of time. It is
doubtful, however, that the temple is meant by this locus; see the commentary.
^ Mose Prophetic und Himmelfahrt, p. 35.
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however, that it was dispensable anyway. Even without the temple, the
people would still live under God's care, as long as they kept the com-
mandments1. The author would therefore have considered it unneces-
sary to mention the temple's destruction in 70 C.E.
Later, in 1916, Kölscher, equally defending a post 70 date, surmised
that the temple's destruction was indeed only partial: even today,
remains of the Herodian temple in Jerusalem exist, and rabbinical
sources continue to speak of "our house" when they mean the destroyed
temple. Furthermore, though there may have been no sacrifices in the
temple anymore, its ruins were still used as a place of prayer2.
(4) Most scholars are unconvinced by these arguments, and eventu-
ally, the late date fell out of vogue3. The debate later centered on the
question at which moment in the vaticinium ex eventu the author of As.
Mos. himself is situated, that is, the moment at which the vaticinium
turns into a real prediction. The mainstream of research asserted that
the author's own time is depicted in chapter 7, the rule of the homines
pestilentiosi et impii, docentes se esse justos (7:3)4. They are the au-
thor's opponents, and if they can be identified, they may help in dating
As. Mos. Unfortunately, the identifications have varied from Pharisees,
Sadducees and Essenes to Sicarians, the younger Herodians and the
Roman procurators, and none has proven convincing. These supposi-
tions are mere guesses and allow one to conclude only that the abusive
descriptions found in chapter 7 can refer to any group5.
1
 "L'Assomption de Moi'se", pp. 90-93. Taxo's words in 9:5 should be understood
accordingly: "Haec (se. mandata Dei. as opposed to the temple] sunt vires nobisr In 1874 M.
Vemes, who adopted most of Colani's points of view, proposed an even simpler solution for
the silence of As. Mos. on the destruction of the temple in 70: the book is too obscure and
incoherent to justify the expectation of a regular exposition (Histoire des idées, p. 290).
2
 "Über die Entstehungszeit", pp. 124-125. Clark, "Worship in the Temple" (1959/1960),
has attacked the assumption of the crucial importance of the events from 70 C.E. Clark has
argued on good grounds that the Jerusalem cull continued after that date, until the Jews were
definitively expelled from Jerusalem in 135.
^ Holscher withdrew his suggestion in the sequel to the first part of his article "Über die
Entstehungszeit". Instead he followed Steuemagel and Schaefer, who had proposed to him to
emend partem aedis into ponam acdis, the destruction of the gates of a city meaning its capture
(1er. 17:27; 51:58; Neh. 1:3; 2:3, 13.17). As far as I know, the last authors to defend apost
Bar Kochba date were Zeitlin, 'The Assumption of Moses" (1947), and Haacker, "Assumpu'o
Mosis" (1969). Zeitlin does not deal with the problem of the omission of the temple's
destruction at all; Haacker regards As. Mos. as a Samaritan writing.
4
 A number of scholars considered the real prophecy to begin no earlier than at the
theophany in ch. 10, Taxo being a contemporary of the author.
5
 Reuss, Geschichte der heiligen Schriften (1881), p. 705: "Jeder sagt doch seinen
Gegnern solches nach."
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d. Other Contributions
Apart from editions and annotated translations, a number of articles
appeared in this period, the more important of which may be men-
tioned here. First of all, there were the many articles by H. Rönsch
elucidating the "vulgar" nature of the Latin used. His exegetical pro-
posals1 are less helpful. An intelligent overall interpretation was of-
fered by Colani in 18682 (see above), whereas Wieseler in the same
year anticipated much of the later discussion on the purpose of As.
Mos. in general3. Also in 1868, A. Geiger expressed his dissatisfaction
with the enthusiastic reception of the "bits and pieces of a lost As-
sumption of Moses" that had been found. He particularly protested
against textual speculation4 and pan-Essenism5. The latter reproach was
directed especially against Schmidt and Merx, who had identified the
background of the author of As. Mos. as Essene, but on insufficient
grounds. P.E. Lucius, in his book on Essenism of 1881, asserted that
the essence of the Essenian movement was its rejection of the Temple
cult6. He also thought that the author of As. Mos. rejected the Temple
1 E.g., in "Xeniola ... Chronologisches und Kritisches", 1874.
2 Colani linked the discussion between Joshua and Moses m the second part of As. Mos.
with the prophecy in the first part. Moses would be the type of the Mosaic cult, Joshua would
speak on behalf of the people, bereft of its leader though Moses dies (i.e., though the cult is
polluted and therefore no longer existant). God will care for those who are as faithful and
obedient as Taxo.
3
 On pp. 631-632 of his "Die jungst aufgefundene Aufnahme Moses", Wieseler
surprisingly def ines As. Mos. with words that only need punctuation, not updating: "Es ist
und soll nichts Anderes sein als eine prophetische Auslegung besonders des mosaischen
Worts, ein prophetischer Midrasch im Geiste und nach dem Bedürfnisse der damaligen
Gegenwart, zeigend daß immer und so auch jetzt, wie Mose einst weissagte, daß die
mosaischen Gebote besonders auch durch Abfall von dem einigen wahren Gott nach der Seite
des Heidemhums hin übertretende jüdische Volk von diesem gestraft, daß Gott aber das zur
Erweckung von Buße hinreichend gezüchtigle Volk jetzt, wie er verheißen, nach Ablauf der
vorher bestimmten Jahrwochen unter der Bedingung der Beobachtung seiner Gebote glücklich
machen und seine Gottesherrschart aufrichten werde."
* "Apokryphische Apokalypsen", p. 42: "So ist man in neuester Zeit wieder mit wahrem
Heißhunger über einen geretteten Brocken einer verschollenen Assumptio Mosis hergefallen,
es sucht ihn Einer dem Ändern als sein werthvolles Eigenthum ab/ujagen. eine Beziehung und
kritische Conjecturensammlung stellt sich der ändern in voller Waffenrüstung entgegen, und
das Resultat bleibt—vertome Mühe "
^ Geiger, "Apokryphische Apokalypsen", p. 42: "(Die Essa'erl werden, als ein in der Däm-
merung schwebende Gebilde, überall herangezogen, um andere Dunkelheiten durch sie zu
erklären."
6
 Der Essenismus, pp. 101-102.
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cult. However, Lucius did not jump to the conclusion that the author of
As. Mos. must therefore have been an Essene (as Schmidt and Merx
had proposed), because in view of the scarce evidence available, he
reckoned with the possibility of related, but distinct, currents within
Judaism1.
I Der Essenismus, p. 119: "Widerlegen lässt sich wohl diese Hypothese nicht, aber auch
nicht bis zur Evidenz erheben, so lange wir nichts Genaueres wissen über die apokalyptischen
Tendenzen und deren Träger im spätem Judemhum. Es könnten [sich] ja recht wohl die
apokalyptische und die essenische zwar wahlverwandte, aber doch nur parallele Richtungen
gebüdet haben".
II. TOWARDS CONSENSUS:
THE EDITIONS OF R. H. CHARLES (1897,1913)
AND C. CLEMEN (1900,1904)
Two new publications summarized all previous discussion and put for-
ward opinions and arguments that gained almost general approval for a
long period.
R.H. Charles published his The Assumption of Moses in 1897. In it,
he gave the text of the Latin manuscript, alongside a critically emended
text, as well as a translation into English, provided with detailed
exegetical annotations. Also, Charles presented an elaborate and
conveniently arranged survey of the literary-historical questions. His
translation and introduction reappeared in a revised form in the second
volume of his The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testa-
ment in 1913 (pp. 407-424).
C. Clemen provided a German translation with an equally helpful
introduction in Kautzsch's Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen des Alten
Testaments II, of 1900 (pp. 311-331). In 1904 Clemen re-edited the
text of the Latin manuscript on the basis of a renewed examination of
the manuscript and a collation with Ceriani's edition. Clemen's edition
contains the unemended text of the manuscript, with short notes,
mainly on the vulgar characteristics of the Latin used.
Charles's work has been of great importance and far-reaching influ-
ence. It is not always as critical as it intends to be, and at times it is
somewhat hasty and careless. His edition of As. Mos. is marred by
drastic emendations, frequently based on the Hebrew original Charles
presupposed.
The introduction to his commentary contains a survey of other
apocryphal books connected with Moses, including those of which only
the titles are known, and a review of earlier editions and critical inves-
tigations. Charles then proceeds to describe the manuscript, its main
scribal errors and its linguistic peculiarities. A comparison with the
Latin of codex k of the Gospels (codex Bobiensis) led him to date the
Latin translation of As. Mos. no later than the fifth century1.
1
 Cf. however Hoogteip, Etude sur It laan, p 17: "k est la copie directe d'un archétype de
la fin du 3™ siècle."
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With regard to the literary-historical questions, Charles propounded
four important theses, of which three were to become standard posi-
tions for many decades.
(1) The Greek text which underlies the Latin fragment is itself a
translation from Hebrew'. Although this was not a new thesis, Charles
was able to give it greater credibility by citing a number of examples
of Hebrew idiom which he claimed could not have occurred in an
original Latin or Greek text. Clemen doubted the worth of Charles's
evidence. He objected that the argument of Hebraizing idiom was not at
all conclusive, and that no patent mistranslations from Hebrew or
Aramaic could be discerned with certainty in the extant Latin fragment
of As. Mos.2 Regrettably, Clemen's warnings have largely been ne-
glected, and the evaluation of Wallace, who in 1955 called the evidence
brought forward by Charles "overwhelming"3, is illustrative of the
direction taken by many later studies of As. Mos.4
(2) In his Geschichte des jüdischen Volkes (1886-1890, 3-41901 -
1909), E. Schürer suggested that the Latin fragment was in fact not the
Assumption of Moses, but the Testament of Moses, the title of which is
mentioned alongside the Assumption of Moses in Ps.-Athanasius'
Synopsis and Nicephorus' StichometryS. According to Schürer, the
Testament and the Assumption of Moses were two parts of one work.
Charles modified this suggestion, and argued that the Testament and the
Assumption of Moses were originally independent compositions, which
were at a later stage merged into one book. The extant Latin text would
be a part of this composite work, namely the part which was originally
the Testament of Moses6. Clemen accepted this explanation, although he
took care to interject phrases like: "Unmöglich ist das nicht ... denkbar
ist es ... aber sicher ist alles das natürlich keineswegs"7.
1
 Charles, The Assumption, pp xxxviii-xlv; cf. APOTII, p. 410. •
2
 Clemen, APATII. p. 315: "Hebraïsmen und Aramäismen sind ja für sich überhaupt noch
nicht beweisend ... Entscheidend wären nur offenkundige Übersetzungsfehler oder dem
jetzigen Text zu Grunde liegende Korruptionen des semitischen Ausdrucks; aber dergleichen
läßt sich ... in Wahrheit nirgends nachweisen."
3
 Wallace. 'The Semitic Origin", p. 321.
4
 Since Charles, no one has ever actually tried to argue the case fora Semitic origin anew;
Wallace and Laperrousaz, Le Testament de Moïse, pp. 17-25, are content to discuss the
question whether the original language was Hebrew or Aramaic.
5
 On Ps.-Alhanasius' Synopsis, see above. For the text of Nicephorus' Stichomeay, see
Zahn, Geschichte des Netaesiamcntlichen Kanons II. I. pp. 295-301.
6
 Charles, The Assumption, pp. xlv-1; cf. APOTII. pp. 407-409.
7
 Clemen, AP.471 II, p. 312.
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Charles's main argument for his proposal was the fact that the Latin
fragment on several occasions unequivocally speaks of Moses' death,
whereas the title of the book, 'AvoXrnia; Moxjéœç, would imply that
Moses was considered not to have died, but to have been taken up to
heaven. However, it has since been made abundantly clear that dv<x-
Xnyvç and assumptio do not necessarily mean "assumption into heaven".
The words may very well have meant "the taking away", i.e., the death
(of Moses). Moreover, it is possible to speak of someone's death as the
ascension of his soul into heaven'.
(3) A less successful theory was that of the dislocation of chapters 8-
9. Charles noted that these chapters describe the Antiochan persecution,
whereas chapters 5-6 describe the Hasmonean and Herodian periods. He
argued that chapters 8-9 were accidentally dislocated, and proposed
that they be returned to their proper place, before chapter 5. This
somewhat naive solution was rightly rejected by Clemen, who recog-
nized, as earlier commentators had done, that the description in chap-
ters 8-9 had just used the "colours" of the Antiochan period in order to
prophesy the future as a time of climactic disaster2. Charles's hypothe-
sis was definitively refuted by C.C. Lattey (1942) and J. Licht (1961)
(see below, section III).
(4) The fourth thesis defended by Charles concerns the ideological
background of die author of As. Mos.3 As was usual in his day, Charles
took as his model Josephus' classification of Jewish philosophy: Sad-
ducees, Pharisees, Essenes and Zealots. Charles gave various reasons
why the author of As. Mos. could not have been a Sadducee, Essene or
Zealot. By a process of elimination, Charles concluded that the author
must have been a Pharisee, adding that he must have been of the qui-
etistic sort (a type, by the way, not mentioned by Josephus), very much
resembling the Hasidim of the early Maccabean times.
The expression "Pharisaic quietist" (Clemen: "pharisäischer Qui-
etist"4) or "quietistic Pharisee" has often been applied to the author of
1
 Van Stempvoon, "The Interpretation of the Ascension" (1958-1959), pp. 32-33; see
especially Lohfink. De Himmelfahrt Jrsu (1971), pp. 63-69. The identification of the
'Avdltiyiç Moxréuç as the Hebrew P ear as Moskeh proposed in the 17th century suggests
that the early critics were well aware that etvdXnyi; can mean "death".
2aeraen,/4/Mril,p. 313.
3
 Charles, The Assumption, pp. li-liv; cf APOTll, p. 411.
AAPATU. p. 315.
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As. Mos. ever since', notwithstanding the better understanding which
has developed during the twentieth century, both of Josephus and of the
variety of Jewish spiritual life in the Hellenistic and Roman era.
Clemen is a far more cautious scholar than Charles, but on the whole,
he is sympathetic to most of Charles's proposals.
The works of Charles and Clemen were the most thorough that had
yet been published. It is not unfair to say, however, that the lasting
influence their work has exerted is somewhat disproportionate. To a
certain extent, their influence must be due to the publication of their
annotated translations in the monumental collections of the Old Testa-
ment Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha in England and Germany respec-
tively (Charles's APOT of 1913, and Kautzsch's APAT of 1900). For a
number of decades, these collections were the sole sources of this kind
of Jewish literature for many students and theologians. Charles and
Clemen are not responsible for that.
Charles and Clemen were closely followed in the annotated transla-
tions of As. Mos. by W. J. Ferrar (second impression 1918), by P.
Rießler (1927), and, much later, by E. Brandenburger (1976).
1
 Laperrousaz. Le Testament de Moïse, p. 95, has argued for an Essene origin of As.
Mos., but he agreed at least that he was a quietist: "c'était un Essénien quiéüste".
in. WANING OF INTEREST (CA. 1900-cA. 1970). A FEW DISSENTERS
In the period following the publication of the works by Charles and
Clemen, few studies appeared that cast new light on As. Mos. In 1925
G. Kühn issued a number of exegetical observations, many of them
based on the supposed Semitic original of As. Mos. P. Rießler's poetic
translation of 1928 does not seem to have been intended as a
contribution to scholarly research into As. Mos. Some shorter articles
were published in the 40's and 50's on the figure of Taxo, which are
briefly treated in the appendix to this introduction. S. Zeitlin's
treatment of As. Mos. in the Jewish Quarterly Review of 1947/1948 is
extensive, but of little use. The new exegetical solutions proposed in it
are far-fetched and unconvincing1. Zeitlin, by the way, was one of the
last scholars to propose a date after 702. D.H. Wallace's article of 1955
on the original language of As. Mos. has been mentioned above. A.
Kahana's translation of As. Mos. into Hebrew published in 1956 can be
seen as an interesting experiment3. It must be concluded that scholarly
interest in As. Mos. was waning. Little of lasting value was written
during this period, with the exception of the contributions discussed
below.
In 1916, G. Hölscher wrote an article on the date of origin of As.
Mos., which contains serious criticism of the widely accepted argu-
ments. In particular, Hölscher showed that the similarities between the
Roman intervention described in 6:8-9 and the war of Varus in 4
B.C.E. as described by Josephus are only superficial. Hölscher's own
dating of As. Mos. (131 C.E., during the Bar-Kochba revolt), however,
is no more convincing. As noted above, Hölscher stated that As. Mos.
1
 For instance. Zeitlin's interpretation 'Taxo's statement to his seven sons that they should
fast for three [daysl meant that they should suffer for 300 years" ("The Assumption of
Moses", p. 33).
2
 Zeitlin, "The Assumption of Moses", p. 11. maintained that the author in 1:2 gives the
date of Moses1 death according to the Anno mundi<rz. "Only after the destruction of the
Second Temple did this manner of designating the era come into vogue. Thus, we may say
with certainty that this book ... could have been composed only after the destruction of the
Second Temple". Zeitlin does not refer to the problem of the "partial" destruction of the
temple.
3
 According to Rowley, The Relevance, p. 153, a translation of the Latin leM into Hebrew
had also been made by Kaminetsky and was published in: Ha-Shiloah IS ( 1905).
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6:8-9 refers to the destruction of the temple by Titusi, but he does not
succeed in explaining the characterization of that destruction as
"partial" in 6:9. Hölscher's dating is supported with ingenious calcula-
tions based on the symbolical numbers in As. Mos.2 In 1919 Clemen
reacted to Hölscher's proposals, refuting his dating with ease, but
failing to respond to his criticisms3.
M.R. James published an important little book on The Lost Apocrypha
of the Old Testament in 1920, in which he carefully considered
Charles's suggestion about the composite character of As. Mos.
Charles, it may be remembered, had argued that the extant Latin text
unequivocally speaks only of Moses' death, and concluded that this text
was the Testament of Moses, an originally independent book, later
amalgamated with the Assumption of Moses, which must have included
the account of Moses' ascension into heaven, now lost. On the basis of
the Greek quotations and of related traditions about the end of Moses'
life in early ecclesiastical literature, James reconstructed the broad
outlines of the narrative which the lost ending of As. Mos. might have
contained. James conceded that the complexion of the Latin text does
not resemble this reconstructed narrative, but he declined to conclude
from their different characters that the two books were originally sep-
arate writings. Instead, he revived the suggestion made by Rönsch in
18744, namely, that the Testament of Moses is identical with the Book
of Jubilees (see further below, section V,a).
In 1942, C.C. Lattey addressed the problem of the position of chapters
8-95. Charles had suggested transposing chapters 8-9, which would deal
with the Antiochan persecution and the "Maccabean" martyrs, and
inserting chapter 8-9 between chapters 5 and 6, their chronologically
correct position. Lattey accepted the transposition of chapter 8, but
objected to transferring chapter 9 along with 8. In 9:7, Taxo affirms
that he expects his and his sons' blood to be avenged. "Then comes
1
 "Über die Entstehungszeit", p. 112.
2
 "Über die Entstehungszeit", p. 153: "Es ist schwerlich Zufall, daß sich drei
chronologische Ra'tselspicle unserer Apokalypse zu so vollkommener Harmonie lösen lassen.
Ihre Erklärung ergibt, daß der Verfasser der Apokalypse im Jahre 131 n. Chr. schrieb und
daB er das Weltende für das Jahr 159 n. Chr. erwartete."
3
 Clemen. "Die Entstehungszeit der Himmelfahrt des Mose".
4
 Das Buch der Jubiläen, pp. 480-482.
5 Lattey, "The Messianic Expectation in the Assumption of Moses".
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chapter X, which evidently goes on to speak of the consummation that
will follow"1. This demonstrates the close relationship between chap-
ters 9 and 10, and argues against the transfer of chapter 9. Taxo's role
is "to be a suffering Messiah, and his death is to bring about a glorious
consummation"2. Also, Lattey drew attention to the vicarious effect of
Taxo's death. Lattey's article, in spite of some idiosyncracies3, was im-
portant in recognizing the eschatological process as expected in As.
Mos.
In 1961, J. Licht published an article on the instrumental role of
Taxo in provoking the coming of God's kingdom4. Moreover, in an
appendix to this article, Licht made a tentative suggestion with regard
to the literary history of As. Mos. Lattey was unconvincing in his
argument for the displacement of chapter 8. Licht, however, main-
tained that chapters 8 and 9 are just as closely bound to each other as
chapters 9 and 10. Licht viewed As. Mos. 6-7 as adaptations of an
apocalypse originally written at the beginning of the Hasmonean revolt,
and reworked in post-Herodian times. As. Mos. 8-9, in the original
form of the document, would have described the persecution under
Antiochus IV and would thus have "suggested that the deeds of the
Hasidean Martyrs had the eschatological significance of provoking Di-
vine vengeance."5 This suggestion has had important consequences for
modern scholarly discussion of the document after it was taken up by
G.W.E. Nickelsburg in 1972.
1
 Lattey, "The Messianic Expectation", p. 12.
2
 Lattey, "The Messianic Expectation", p. 17; cf Hengel, Die Zeloten, p. 272
3
 In order to explain the displacement of chap. 8 Lattey adduces Thomas Aquinas, and he
objects to Taxo's "hunger-strike, a death so voluntary that it must surely be reprobated as a
suicide" (p. 17).
4
 Licht, 'Taxo, or the Apocalyptic Doctrine of Vengeance".
5
 Licht, 'Taxo, or the Apocalyptic Doctrine of Vengeance", pp. 102-103.
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a. Revival of Interest; New Translations
Interest in As. Mos. revived around 1970. In 1968, G. Reese wrote his
dissertation on the view of history in various Jewish writings, including
As. Mos. The dissertation was not published1, but a summary was
published by D. J. Harrington in 19732. Although his literary history
of As. Mos. is not very useful, Reese's work contains many helpful
exegetical observations.
In 1970, an annotated translation of As. Mos. into French was pub-
lished by E.-M. Laperrousaz3, which provided an extensive critical
account (to which the present survey owes much) of the history of re-
search into As. Mos. His thorough treatment of the literary-historical
questions is the most significant contribution to the study of As. Mos.
since Charles, even if Laperrousaz' book cannot be called a real com-
mentary. Especially laudable was Laperrousaz' decision to reprint
Ceriani's edition of the manuscript, which now became readily ac-
cessible to a wider circle of researchers. The publication of Laper-
rousaz' work may have been a major factor in the revival of scholarly
interest As. Mos. in the I970's.
Since Laperrousaz' book, a number of annotated translations of As.
Mos. appeared. Mention has been made above of the annotated transla-
tion into German by E. Brandenburger of 1976. J. Priest's translation
in Charlesworth's collection The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha
(1983)4 is on the whole acceptable. However, his treatment of the liter-
ary-historical questions and his annotations are in some cases somewhat
superficial. Sweet's translation is included in H.F.D. Sparks' collection
of Old Testament Pseudepigrapha (1984). This volume (and conse-
quently Sweet's translation of As. Mos. as well) is of limited value be-
cause of the total lack of explanatory footnotes. A Spanish annotated
1 G.W.E. Nickelsburg generously provided me with a photocopy of Reese's chapter on
As. Mos.
2
 "Summary", pp. 69-70.
3 Republished, with a strongly abridged introduction, in La Bible de la Pléiade, Ecria
intertestamentaires (1987).
4
 'Testament of Moses", OTPII, pp. 919-939.
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translation with an extensive introduction by A. Vegas Montaner was
published in Diez Macho's collection in 1987.
In 1989, Schalit's Untersuchungen zur Assumptio Mosis appeared.
Schalit had worked on his commentary for more than twenty years1,
but died before completing the first part, which deals only with As.
Mos. l. Schalit's criticisms of earlier scholarship are usually sound. His
own exegetical proposals, however, are often far-fetched, and his
presentation of the evidence less than felicitous.
b. The Milieu of Origin of As. Mos.
K. Haacker in 1969, suggested that As. Mos. is a Samaritan writing2.
To support his suggestion, he adduced a considerable number of pas-
sages from As. Mos. paralleled in the Samaritan Chronicles and in the
Teaching of the Samaritan theologian Marqah3. On closer inspection, it
appears that these passages are paralleled in many Jewish writings as
well, so that they cannot be regarded as conclusive evidence of a
Samaritan origin4. The main arguments Haacker propounded for such
an origin, however, are the founding of a temple by Joshua, which
seems to be implied in 1:175, and the fact that As. Mos. does not men-
tion any other prophet than Moses.
These arguments may be answered as follows. The "place" in which
Joshua has to hide Moses' prophecy according to As. Mos. 1:17 is
probably not a temple, but a secret location (see the commentary). The
fact that no prophet other than Moses is mentioned is not sufficiently
significant. In a review of history as concise as that given in As. Mos.,
the prophets could be omitted as factors of minor importance in the
history of Israel's unfaithfulness, which is sharply contrasted to the
1
 In 1969, R. Oosl (Groningen) abandoned his plan to write a commentary on As. Mos.,
after having made preparatory investigations esp. inlo chapter 10, because it became known
that Schalit was preparing a commentary.
2
 "Assumptio Mosis—eine samaritanische Schrift?"; cf. Schäfer and Haacker.
"Nachbiblische Traditionen" (1974).
3
 These Samaritan sources dale from the 4th century C.E. onwards; see Purvis. "Samaritan
Traditions", p. 93. Haacker, "Assumptio Mosis". pp 403-405, dated As. Mos after 135
C.E.
4
 Cf. Purvis. "Samaritan Traditions", p. 117; "As for the theological understanding of
Moses and Joshua, these were . . characteristic of at least one circle of Samarium thought.
There is no reason to maintain, however, that such views were the exclusive property of
Samaritan theologians".
5
 Cf. Haacker and Schäfer. "Nachbiblische Traditionen", p. 157.
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grandeur of the one great Prophet and of the law he has mediated. It
should also be noted that there are clear indications that the author of
As. Mos. knew prophets other than Moses.
In 1972, J.D. Purvis added even more comparative material from
Samaritan sources, but rightly concluded that the similarities are not
indicative of a close relationship, especially since the traditions at issue
concern such an important figure as Moses'.
In 1970 Laperrousaz, in his survey of the history of research on As.
Mos., discussed the various milieus to which the author of As. Mos.
was said to belong. Laperrousaz himself defended an Essene origin for
As. Mos. His argumentation, however, is weak. Apart from Schmidt
and Merx, he mentions a number of scholars who linked As. Mos. to
the movement behind the newly discovered Dead Sea Scrolls, including
A. Dupont-Sommer who first put forward this thesis in 19502. S.
Mowinckel in 19513 also regarded the author of As. Mos. as a member
of the sect of Qumran, mainly because of his identification of Taxo
(9:1) with the Essene pplflD4. To support the thesis of an Essene origin
for As. Mos., he also pointed to the retreat of Taxo and his sons into
the desert and to the sectarian character of As. Mos. M. Delcor added
to these details Moses' instruction to Joshua in As. Mos. 1:17 to conceal
the books he gives him into jars, a procedure well attested in the Qum-
ran caves5. Laperrousaz rejected Mowinckel's hypothesis concerning
Taxo, and relativized the references to Taxo's retreat into the desert
and to the storage of books in jars6, but once more resorted to
Josephus' "parties", and after excluding for various reasons the Zealot,
Pharisaic and Sadducean philosophies, was left with the Essenes7. The
1
 "Samaritan Traditions on ihe Death of Moses".
2 Aperçus préliminaires, p. 115.
3
 In 1951, Mowinckel published Han som kommer, better known in the English translation
ofl 956, He That Cometh.
* See below, in the appendix to this introduction.
5
 "Contribution à l'étude", pp. 64-65.
6
 Laperrousaz, Le Testament de Moïse, p. 94, calls these references "interesting".
7
 Janssen, Das Gottesvolk, pp. 101-108. argued for understanding 4:7-8 (where it is said
that the temple is rebuilt by some parts of the tnbes, but that the two tribes are sad because
they cannot offer sacrihces) as the description of the schismatic group to which the author of
As. Mos. belonged. Janssen made no effort to identify this group with one of Josephus'
philosophies, but was content to call it a "Sondergruppe" (p. 1CT7). An abstract of Janssen's
book was published by Harrington in an appendix to his "Interpreting Israel's History"
(1973), pp. 66-68.
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theological agreements between As. Mos. and the Essenes that
Laperrousaz noted are, however, of far too general a nature to allow
such a precise conclusion'.
In fact, Reese argued in 1968 that the author of As. Mos. was not a
member of any sect2. Reese explained the withdrawal of Taxo and his
sons into the desert not as a reference to specific sectarian practices, but
as a literary and theological topos3. The rest of the theology expressed
in As. Mos., too, is perfectly traditional, and it does not allow the
identification of the milieu of origin of As. Mos. with any particular
ideological denomination4. A great advantage of the assumption of a
non-sectarian milieu for As. Mos. is that one does not have to explain
how a sectarian writing could have turned up in the Christian church
and maintained itself well into the fifth century.
c. The Literary Integrity of As. Mos.
After the publication of Laperrousaz' introduction and translation, an-
other stimulus for renewed attention for As. Mos. was no doubt the
work of G.W.E. Nickelsburg. In Resurrection, Immortality, and
Eternal Life in Jntertestamental Judaism (1972), Nickelsburg devoted a
section to As. Mos. which became influential and was much discussed.
Nickelsburg addressed the question of the literary history of As. Mos.
anew, taking Licht's suggestion (see above, section III) as his lead. In
1973, a Society of Biblical Literature (SBL) seminar on As. Mos. was
held, the papers of which were published in the same year. A large part
of this collection is devoted to the questions raised by Nickelsburg in
his dissertation. J.J. Collins, participating in this discussion, at first
criticized Nickelsburg's arguments, but he eventually acceded to them.
For a period, Licht's and Nickelsburg's view of the literary history was
accepted by many scholars, although it never won the wide approval
that the theories of Charles once enjoyed. In the 1980's, however,
Nickelsburg's point of view has met with increasing doubt.
l
1
 Laperrousaz, Le Testament de Moïse, pp. 94-95 mentions: interest in the temple cult,
Israel's living among the stars in the eschatological future, and God's all-encompassing
sovereignty.
2
 Reese, Die Geschichte Israels, p. 124. subscribed to Charles's identification of the author
of As. Mos. as a Pharisee, but the Pharisees cannot be called a proper "sect".
3
 Reese, Die Geschichte Israels, pp. 105-107.
4
 Reese, Die Geschickte Israels, pp. 121-123.
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Licht had convincingly shown that chapters 8-9, which reflect the well-
known traditions surrounding the Antiochan persecution and the
beginning of the Maccabean revolt, are inextricably bound up with
chapter 10, the description of the theophany and the establishment of
the kingdom of God. According to Licht, chapters 8-9 must therefore
not be transposed before chapter 6, where allusions are made to king
Herod and his sons. This again poses the problem why Antiochus and
the Maccabeans seem to have been described after the Herodians, and
immediately before the advent of God's kingdom. Licht tentatively
suggested that chapters 6-7 were interpolations added in Herodian
times, intended to update the book.
Before Charles, Hilgenfeld concluded that the traditions on Anti-
ochus and the Maccabeans were used and digested by the author of As.
Mos. as more or less mythical material to build a scenario of the time
of the end1. In 1970, Laperrousaz again argued that the Antiochan
material was simply used to produce an eschatological tableau2.
In 1972, however, and again at the SBL seminar in 1973, Nickels-
burg presented a number of serious arguments in favor of Licht's
theory about the literary history of As. Mos.3.
(1) The first argument, taken over from Licht, is based on the in-
sight that chapters 8-9 are logically connected with chapter 10. It is
furthermore assumed that chapters 8-9 describe historical facts, and not
the events expected in the eschatological future. Nickelsburg challenged
Laperrousaz' view of chapters 8-9 as parts of an eschatological tableau
by adducing "the apocalyptic premise ... that the author stands at the
end of time". Since, according to Nickelsburg, the author of As. Mos.
describes in chapters 8-9 the Antiochan persecution, which the author
(in accordance with his "apocalyptic premise" just mentioned) evidently
regards as the time immediately preceding the end, it can be deduced
that he lived during the persecution described4. In this view, chapters
1
 HUgenfeld, "Die Psalmen Salomo's", p. 305, on 8:2-3: "Wer sieht denn nicht, dass diese
Schilderung Über alle Wirklichkeit weit hinausgeht, bloss der Befürchtung angehört? Schon
Antiochos IV. Epiphanes hatte die Beschneidung verboten ... Der römische Kaiser, so
erwanet unser Verf., soll nun gar bei beschnittenen Kindern durch Aerzte eine Vorhaut
erziehen lassen."
2
 U Testament de Moïse, p. 122.
3
 Nickelsburg's theory supports his view that the description of the eschatological process
in As. Mos. 10 draws "on a form of the material in Daniel 12:1-3 more primitive than the
Danielle form". Resurrection, p. 30.
* Resurrection, p. 45.
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8-9 describe events which chronologically precede those referred to in
chapter 6. Yet they must not be transposed before chapter 6, because of
their close connection with chapter 10. Therefore, it must be concluded
that chapter 6 is a later interpolation.
(2) Nickelsburg also produced a form-critical argument. "The As-
sumption of Moses is structured according to a definite historical
scheme, which occurs elsewhere in contemporary Jewish literature, and
whose roots are found in the latter part of Deuteronomy—of which the
Assumption of Moses is a rewriting". This scheme is presented by
Nickelsburg as follows1:
l.Sin ch. 5(2) Deut. 28:15
2. Punishment 8(3:1-4) 28:16-68
3. Turning Point 9 (3:5-4:4) 30:2
4. Salvation 10 (4:5-9) 30:3-10
(3) Finally, Nickelsburg attempted to underpin his theory of the liter-
ary history of As. Mos. with arguments of a historical nature. During
the SBL seminar, Nickelsburg stressed the unique specificity of the de-
scription of the Antiochan persecution, which would be best explained
if regarded as an eyewitness's report2.
I shall return to Nickelsburg's arguments in section V.
d. Genre
In 1976, E. Cortes, and in 1980, E. von Nordheim paid extensive atten-
tion to the formal characteristics of As. Mos.3, and provided a
thorough basis for the classification of As. Mos. as a formal
"testament", or rather "farewell discourse".
The form of As. Mos. agrees with what is known from other exam-
ples of the genre of the farewell discourse. In the introduction 1:1-9 it
is related that Moses summons Joshua, and addresses him; the words
vocavit ad ie/jtpoaiccAe<Jtiu£voc are characteristic of the genre. In 1:10,
Moses begins his speech with "a kind of prelude", which ends with the
* Resurrection, p. 44.
2
 "An Antiochan Dale", p. 35.
3
 Cones, Los tüscursos de adiâs, pp. 140-146; Von Nordheim, Dit Lehre der Alten, I, pp.
194-207.
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characteristic announcement of Moses' impending death (1:15) and in-
structions with regard to the preservation of the speech Moses will
presently be delivering (1:16-18). The speech itself is a prophecy con-
cerning the future of the people from the entrance into the land until
the coming of the kingdom of God (2:1-10:10). At the end of his
speech, Moses commands Joshua again to preserve the prophecy, and
again announces his death1. Then it is said that Joshua interrupts Moses'
speech with a lament and a confession of his own incompetence to suc-
ceed Moses (chapter 11). This passage is an expansion of the basic pat-
tern of the genre of the farewell discourse. Chapter 12 tells how Moses
comforts Joshua and admonishes him (and the intended reader) to re-
main faithful to the law. The fragment closes with a reference to the
covenant and God's oath which guarantee the final salvation. In the ex-
pansion of chapters 11 and 12, the problem of continuity is dealt with,
as U.B. Muller noted in 19742. Moses will leave, but the law and God's
promise will remain, and will enable Joshua to be a worthy successor
to Moses3.
In view of the almost exemplary formal structure, Von Nordheim
concluded that one could assume that the lost ending of As. Mos. con-
formed to the testament format as well. Moreover, in chapter 12 the
discussion between Moses and Joshua has come to a satisfactory con-
clusion. According to Von Nordheim, it is therefore likely that the lost
ending contained not much more than a rather short account of Moses'
death and burial4.
With regard to the contents and purpose of As. Mos., Von
Nordheim stressed that the book, like all farewell discourses5, is
primarily concerned with moral instruction. Moses' prophecy contains
little explicit paraenesis, yet, according to Von Nordheim, the main
1
 Von Nordheim, Die Lehre der Alien. I, p. 202, attempted to squeeze this passage into the
testament scheme by labelling 10: I I and 13 as admonition.
2
 Similar points were already made by Colani in 1868; see above. Priest completely misses
the point when in 'Testament of Moses", p. 919, he considers chap. 11 to be merely "a few
responses of Joshua, which serve to facilitate the flow of Moses' speech".
3 Müller. "Die Parakletenvorstellung". Oost and Kolenkow made similar points with regard
to the intercessor of 4:1 and Taxu: these figures, should be seen as representatives of the
"Mosaic succession".
4
 Von Nordheim had in mind the particular passage on the death of Moses in the Byzantine
Palaea historica. See on that passage the commentary on the lost ending.
5
 Die Lehre der Allen, I, p. 233: "Das Herz der Testamentsform schiigt ... in der
Vei
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purpose of As. Mos. is to convey an ethical message'. It has been noted
that Von Nordheim is here trying to force As. Mos. into the pattern of
the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, strongly emphasizing the
similarities, while underemphasizing the differences2.
It cannot be denied that there is an ethical element in As. Mos. The
ethical point in Moses' prophecy (As. Mos. 2-10) was treated by A.B.
Kolenkow in 1973. She drew attention to the Doppelschema that occurs
in what she calls "blessing testaments"3. In such testaments, someone's
last words consist of an account of some of the speaker's experiences
and of the results of his actions. This account serves to illustrate the ne-
cessity of the sequence of sin and punishment, and of piety and reward.
This necessity is projected by the speaker into the future, and thus
serves as an admonition to the readers to act according to God's will.
Similarly, the author of As. Mos. presents to his readers the pre-
exilic and exilic history of Israel with which they are already familiar4.
His account is based on the Deuteronomistic pattern of history (Sin-
Punishment-Repentance-Salvation), and is intended to prove the reality
of that pattern. In chapters 7-10, the pattern is projected into the
eschatological future, which the author believed to be near. The ethical
implication is clear. According to chapters 9-10, God will bring salva-
tion to Israel when a few will have remained steadfast during the most
dreadful afflictions. The forecast of such a righteous judgment at the
end of the imminent eschatological events is an admonition to remain
steadfast, even in the tribulations the author expects to be coming
soon5.
1
 Von Nordheim, Die Lehre der Allen, I, p. 206: "Der Zweck der ganzen Schrift ist damit
nicht die Offenbarung des Zukunftigen an sich sondern die Anleitung zu einem
dementspiechenden Verhalten".
2 See Lebram, review of Von Nordheim, col. 415. and Hollander, Joseph as an Ethical
Model, p. 6, who also notes that Cones' conception of ihe genre is rightly far less rigid. A
strictness similar to thai of Von Nordheim has been displayed by scholars who have tried to
define the "apocalypse" formally and who have denied thai As. Mas. can be called an apoca-
lypse, because it is a farewell discourse; see esp. Collins. Apocalypse, pp. 45-46. As a
consequence of this rigid distinction in some recent books on Jewish literature, As. Mos. is
discussed alongside, for instance, the Testaments of the Twelve Palriarchs and the Testament
of Job. rather than among [hose books with which it has most in common.
3 'The Assumption of Moses as a Testament"; cf. Kolenkow's study on this matter in
general, "The Genre Testament" (1975).
4
 The pseudo-prophetic character of Moses' speech causes history to be related in the future
tense, but we may leave that aside for the moment.
5
 Cf. Reese, Die Geschichte Israels, p. 110, who stresses the actual importance of the
elaborate description of the people's repentance in As. Mos. 3: "In der Erinnerung an die
(cant.)
I
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C. Münchow, in his book on ethics in eschatological writings (1981),
has drawn attention to the tension between the necessity of the course
of history as predicted by Moses and the connection between sin and
punishment, theologically formulated in As. Mos. 12: in the process of
vindication, human merits are excluded, but ethical responsibility is
emphasised'. The importance of this observation is that it shows the
coherence of As. Mos. 2-10 and 11-12, which has been denied by some
and neglected by many.
Vorgänge im Exil wird offenbar, wie das Volk beschaffen sein muß. wenn Gott ihm sein
Erbarmen zuwenden soll."
l Münchow. Ethik und Eschatologie, p. 73: the author of As. Mos. "legt mit dem Hinweis
auf die Treue und Barmherzigkeit Gottes (12:7) dar, warum das Volk Israel nach den Jahren
der Bedrückung und Sünde (7:1 ff.) eine Zeit des Heils erwarten kann. Er betont zugleich die
ethische Verantwortlichkeit des Menschen"; cf. p, 74: the covenant is both the basis of God's
righteous punishment and the guarantee of salvation. Compare also Reese, Die Geschickte
Israels.pp. 119-120; Von Nordheim, Die Uhreder Alten I, p. 199.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
a. Title
The long fragment of the Jewish book under discussion was known in
the early Christian church as the 'AvoXTiyic MOXJEOX; and Ascensio or
Assumptio Mosis.
Two arguments have been adduced to identify the book with the
Aiae^Kti Mûxréoçor Testamentum Mosis: (1) The fragment designated
as Assumptio Mosis does not in fact portray the ascension (assumptio)
of Moses into heaven; (2) The fragment displays the characteristics of
the testament genre. It has been noted above, however, that the first ar-
gument is not valid. The terms avdXtivic and assumptio do not neces-
sarily mean a living person's "ascension (into heaven)". Indeed, accord-
ing to some contemporary concepts of afterlife, these terms can refer
to the post mortem ascent of the soul. The second argument equates a
modem generic label with an ancient title. This is a hazardous enter-
prise, as is illustrated by the fact that the book which is commonly
called Testament of Abraham does not fall within the generic category
of the testament'. Thus the attempt to identify our Latin text with the
Testamentum Mosis must be dismissed.
Although there is also little positive evidence for the identification of
the fragment under discussion as the Assumptio Mosis, it cannot be ig-
nored, as James has rightly emphasized in his Lost Apocrypha of
19202. Gelasius quotes our writing and mentions as its title 'Av<iXr|\|/ic
MÛXJCCOÇ. That is the only evidence, and we must not dismiss it simply
because "Testament of Moses" would in the eyes of modern scholarship
be a more appropriate title. On the other hand, there are three indica-
tions that suggest that "Testament of Moses" was a title associated with
the book of Jubilees3. (l)The Catena of Nicephorus quotes Jub. 10:21,
mentioning as its title f| AiaSfiicT4. (2) Jubilees is not included in Ps.-
Athanasius' Synopsis (see above, section I, a); in that list, the Testamen-
1
 Delcor, Le Testament ct Abraham, p. 42.
The Lost Apocrypha, p. 50.
3
 Cf. Denis, Introduction, pp. 136, 160-161.
4
 James. The Lost Apocrypha, pp. 49-50. for the lext of the scholion see VanderKam, The
Book of Jubilees I, p. 267
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turn Mosis precedes the Assumptio Mosis. (3) The codex in which the
fragment of As. Mos. occurs also contains the Latin fragments of Ju-
bilees.
The identification of Jubilees with Test. Mos. has been rejected be-
cause of the length of Test. Mos. as indicated in the Stichometry of Ni-
cephorus1, but many of Nicephorus' numbers are not in agreement
with the actual size of the books in question and cannot be considered
absolutely trustworthy.
b. Date
Ewald's arguments for the dating of As. Mos. in the early first century
C.E. seem to recommend themselves.
In 6:6, it is stated that a rex petulans will rule for 34 years. This
number agrees exactly with the number of years Herod the Great ruled
(37-4 B.C.E.). In 6:7-8, mention is made of nati qui breviora tempora
dominabunt (1, em.) These children of the rash king are most naturally
taken to be Herod's sons, Archelaus, Antipas and Philip. Actually, only
Archelaus ruled for a relatively short time (4 B.C.E.-6 C.E.), Antipas
and Philip ruled for considerable periods (4 B.C.E-39 C.E. and 4
B.C.E.-34 C.E. respectively), but the author of As. Mos. may have had
little interest in the latter two, who had no power in Jerusalem and
Judea2. After his demise, Archelaus was not succeeded by any of his
(or Herod's) sons, and Judea came under direct Roman rule. From 37
to 44 C.E. another Herod, Agrippa, was king over the whole of Pales-
tine, but it does not seem that his short rule was included in the au-
thor's considerations3, because it seems to make sense to refer to
Herod's 34 years only if the memory of his rule was still relatively
fresh. It cannot be established with certainty whether Archelaus'
demise had already taken place when As. Mos. was written, because the
characterization of the Herodians' rule as "short" may either be a pre-
diction or an assessment ex eventu. It can be concluded with reasonable
probability that As. Mos. was written not too long after Herod's death,
1
 See Wintemuile. "Jubilees", p. 41.
2
 Reuss. Geschichte der Heiligen Schriften, p. 705.
3
 Hilgenfeld, Novum Testamentum, p. 96, dated As. Mos. after Agrippa's death.
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which is the last recognizable historical event referred to in As. Mos.
The first quarter of the first century C.E. seems a reasonable date'.
As Hölscher has shown, the supposed correspondence between the
attack of the accidentes rex (6:8) and Varus's war in 6 C.E. is not con-
vincing. As a consequence, it is not clear whether the Roman interven-
tion alluded to in 6:8 was something the author was expecting or
something he had recently experienced. In 7:1 (a heavily damaged pas-
sage), it is said that "after these events ... the times will suddenly end".
The author of As. Mos. therefore describes the rule of the sinners in
7:3-10 as part of the eschatological scenario2. If the Roman interven-
tion alluded to in 6:8 belongs to the author's past, chapter 7 describes
the author's present. If the author expected that intervention, he ex-
pected it soon, and the description in chapter 7 deals with the circum-
stances he saw coming in the near future. The passage 6:8-7:10 de-
scribes the author's present and possibly immediate future, but it does
not give a clue for the dating of As. Mos.
c. Geographical Origin and Original Language
As. Mos. in all likelihood originated in Palestine. The book speaks of
no city other than Jerusalem, and the dispersed Jews play no part what-
soever3; furthermore, the Temple cult is consistently treated as a his-
torical reality: As. Mos. never speaks of it metaphorically, as might be
expected if the author did not live in the close vicinity of the Temple.
Perhaps one may add that in 1:4, the location of Amman is designated
as trans Jordanem, which may indicate a Palestinian perspective.
The Latin text of As. Mos. is a translation from Greek. Two arguments
have been adduced to defend the hypothesis that As. Mos. was not
originally written in Greek, but in Hebrew or Aramaic: (1) it is un-
likely that a Palestinian Jew would write a book on a sacred subject in
1
 See also Rboads, "The Assumption of Moses", p. 58, who situates As. Mos. in the
historical circumstances of the first half of the first Christian century, and concludes that it is
plausible that the book was written in that period: "The Assumption may thus bear witness to
a spirit and a milieu which pervaded Ihe Jewish nation from 4 B.C. to AD. 48".
- 11 is not clear whether the author considered the cesura he described in 7:1 as an event in
the (immediately) future or as a past event. It is possible to imagine a gradual transition
between the bme preceding the beginning of (he end and after it
3
 For a different view, see Schwartz, "The Tribes" (1980), and the commentary on 4:7-9.
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any language other than his vernacular (Aramaic) or the sacred lan-
guage (Hebrew); (2) the text contains a large number of Hebraisms.
In recent years, however, it has become clear that Greek was widely
used as a spoken and written language in Palestine, also in Judea and
Jerusalem, and it is not at all impossible that it was used for sacred lit-
erature as well'.
The linguistic argument is very difficult to handle. Hebraisms on
their own cannot prove that the original language was Hebrew. He-
braizing idiom in a Greek text (or in a Latin text translated from
Greek) can be explained in three different ways2: (1) the author wrote
in Greek, but imitated the Greek of the translations of the Old Testa-
ment, which he regarded as a language fit for sacred subjects. The He-
braizing words and phrases can in that case be called "Biblicisms" or
"Septuagintisms" instead of Hebraisms in the strict sense of the word3;
(2) the author wrote in Greek, but his native language was Hebrew or
Aramaic, which affected the Greek he used4; (3) the Greek text is a
translation from Hebrew.
The possibility that the Greek text in its turn went back to a Hebrew
or an Aramaic original cannot entirely be ruled out, but there is no
solid evidence to substantiate it. In our linguistic and exegetical discus-
sions regarding As. Mos., we must, therefore, avoid arguments based
on a supposed Hebrew or Aramaic original. Moreover, I have tried to
argue in the final section of the grammatical notes (see above), that As.
Mos. is more likely to have been written in Greek than in Hebrew or
Aramaic.
d. Milieu
It cannot be ascertained to which Jewish denomination, if any, the au-
thor of As. Mos. belonged. On the one hand, little is known of what
' From die vast amount of literature on this subject 1 refer especially to Sevenster, Do You
Know Greek?; Mussies, "Greek in Palestine and the Diaspora"; Rajak, Josephus, ch. 2, "The
Greek Language in Josephus' Jerusalem", pp. 46-64; Horsley, "The Fiction of 'Jewish
Greek'", pp. 19-26; Hengel. The 'HeUenuation' of Judaea, ch. 2: "The Linguistic Question
and its Cultural Background", pp. 7-18.
2
 Cf. Beyer, "Woran erkennt man", p. 31.
3
 This matter was already thoroughly discussed by De Zwaan, "The Use of the Greek Lan-
guage" (1922).
* His native language may even have been a Palestinian Greek dialect "infected" by the
local Aramaic vernacular cf. Horsley. "The Fiction of 'Jewish Greek'", pp. 9-10.
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exactly distinguished the religious "parties" Josephus described (and
how the differences worked out in everyday life1), and it is far from
certain that Josephus gives a complete description of the ways in which
the Jews of his day could express their theological and anthropological
concepts. On the other hand, the theology of As. Mos. is rather un-
specific. Although the author rejects the validity of the temple cult as
performed by the officiating priests, he cannot on that account be con-
nected with the Essene movement or the community in Qumran, be-
cause certain characteristics which might be regarded as distinctive for
those groups, such as a pronounced dualism, are lacking in As. Mos.
The description of the rulers in 7:3-10 is not helpful either. It refers
no doubt to people whom the author and his readers knew well, and
who were their opponents, but their exact identity cannot be estab-
lished. It seems that the author of As. Mos. belonged to a group in so-
ciety with limited actual power, and the possibility must therefore be
acknowledged that he has spoken in this passage with disdain about "the
gentlemen in power" in general terms, irrespective of any religious or
political distinctions among the rulers. The impression that this is the
case is strengthened by the fact that the author seems to describe here
things he himself expected in the near future. From that perspective,
the question whether the rulers described in 7:3-10 belong to the Phari-
saic or Sadducean or any other sect may be of little importance2.
e. Genre
Formally, the book must be classified as a "farewell discourse". The
narrative framework presents Moses and his successor Joshua in dia-
logue at the occasion of Moses' impending death. Within this frame-
1
 The description of the pcslilcnàous men in 7:3-10 has been used as negative evidence for
Ihe identification of the author's ideological background: if in 7:3-10 the Pharisees are
described, it is argued, the author himself is likely to be a Sadducee (and inversely). True, the
Pharisees and Sadducees had. according to Josephus, contrasting opinions on various issues.
But does that mean that they were enemies?
2
 Cf. Reese, Die Geschichte Israels, p. 104: "Von Kap. 7 läßt sich . über die Person des
Vf. soviel sagen, daß er der herrschenden Oberschicht nicht angehört, vielmehr unter ihr und
ihre Maßnahmen zu leiden hat. Er fühlt sich nicht Anhänger einer Partei, sondern als
Angehöriger des Gottesvolkes, das unter der frevelhaften Herrschaft der Mächtigen seufzt und
voll Sehnsucht nach der Offenbarung der Herrschaft Gottes sich ausrichtet." I have suggested
previously that the author of As. Mos. may have belonged to a Levitical schismaticat group
('Taxo", p. 209), but I now see that one does not have to be a Lévite to reject the Temple cult
and, accordingly, to hope for a pure cult in the near, eschatological future.
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work, a prophecy is placed in Moses' mouth. This prophecy concerns
the vicissitudes of God's people, Israel, from its entrance into the
promised land until the final, eschatological consummation. A major
part of this prophecy is naturally a vaticinium ex eventu, in which the
author interprets Israel's history, using the Deuteronomistic pattern of
history. According to this pattern sin is necessarily followed by pun-
ishment, and repentance is required if salvation is to be obtained. The
author has used this pattern because he wished to show to his readers
that the miserable circumstances of their lives should be interpreted as
the result of apostasy from God, and that they should remain steadfast
in their faithfulness to God's commandments, especially in view of the
yet greater troubles to come. Eventually, as the author makes the great
prophet Moses affirm, God will bring salvation to the faithful.
The fact that As. Mos. is primarily a "farewell discourse" does not
necessarily imply that the ending of As. Mos. was relatively short. It is
certainly conceivable that As. Mos. ended with a longer account of
Moses' death and burial. It should be remembered that the ending of
Deuteronomy, on which As. Mos. depends (see commentary on 1:5-6),
contains rather mysterious clauses about the circumstances of Moses'
death and burial, around which a considerable corpus of traditions was
woven. It is indeed improbable that a first century C.E. writing about
the last moments of Moses' life on earth would bypass the opportunity
to pick up these traditions in some form'.
f. The Literary Integrity
There is no reason to doubt the literary integrity of the work. The ar-
guments Nickelsburg has produced (see section IV,c) are less than
convincing. They may here be briefly answered.
(1) The theory that an apocalyptic author always describes his own
time as immediately preceding the end of time is unfounded. In his dis-
cussion with Nickelsburg, Collins drew attention to the very common
apocalyptic practice of describing "final woes" before the final salva-
1
 The Ascension of Isaiah has often been regarded as composed of two earlier books; see
e.g. Von Nordheim, Die Lehre der Alten I. pp 208-219. There are, however, very strong
arguments for assuming that the Ascension of Isaiah is an original literary unity. If so, Asc.
Isa. 6-11 is an excellent example of an extensive sequel to a generically complete testament
(the 'Testament of Hezekiah", Asc. Isa. 1-5).
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tion is treated. Chapter 8 can easily be interpreted as such a description
of final woes'.
(2) The form-critical argument as used by Nickelsburg to question
the literary integrity of As. Mos. is by no means conclusive.
First, Nickelsburg claims that the Deuteronomistic pattern of history
has its roots in the latter part of Deuteronomy. This cannot be proven.
The pattern is also exemplarily developed in Lev. 26 and Deut. 4.
Moreover, as Nickelsburg himself admits, it is a dominant pattern in
much of the Jewish literature of the Hellenistic period. The author of
As. Mos. certainly did not have to resort to Deut. 28 and 30 to find an
appropriate pattern for the history he was planning to write.
Secondly, As. Mos. is not a rewriting of the latter part of Deuteron-
omy. If one insists on using the word "rewriting", As. Mos. is a
rewriting of Israel's history. The author has situated Moses' last words
in the appropriate scene, Moses' farewell, which is described in Deut.
31. The author has adopted the general outline of the scene in Deut. 31.
For the rest, remarkably few references to the latter part of Deutero-
nomy occur in As. Mos.2
Finally, Nickelsburg seems to believe that a basic pattern, such as the
Deuteronomistic, cannot be varied by an author who uses it. But of
course, an author can do whatever he likes with it. Chapters 5, 8-10
display the same pattern as chapters 2-4. If chapters 6 and 7 are ex-
cised, the structure of Moses' prophecy is perfectly symmetrical3. But
that is no reason to excise chapter 6-74.
(3) The great detail in which chapter 8 depicts the persecution can-
not hide the traditional and general character of the description.
Whether the author of As. Mos. wanted to refer to the present or to the
future, he has used ancient, traditional language. This means that, if the
description was meant to refer to the author's present, it did not need
to correspond perfectly with the events that were actually taking place.
I will not claim that the traditional character of chapter 8 precludes
1
 "The Date and Provenance", pp 20-21.
2
 Haningion. "Interpreting Israel's History", pp. 65-66, mentions "several direct
quotations (sc. from Deut. 31-34) which undergird the whole structure" Most of these arc to
be found in the framework of As. Mos, which explicitly corresponds to the scene set in Deut.
31; others occur so often in the Hexateuch that they cannot be called direct quotations from
this passage. The remaining one or two quotations are only allusions to the Song of Moses
(Deul. 32).
3
 See also Harrington, "Interpreting Israel's History", pp. 64-65.
4
 So also Collins, "The Date and Provenance", p. 18.
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that it reflects the author's own time. But conversely, its detailed char-
acter must not lead to the conclusion that it does indeed allude to actual
events1.
With regard to the literary integrity of As. Mos. 5-10 my conclusions
are as follows.
In As. Mos. 5-6 the sinfulness and the terror of the Hasmoneans' and
Herod's reigns are described. These are things that belong to the au-
thor's past. According to 6:8-9, the author of As. Mos. expected or had
recently witnessed a Roman intervention in Palestine, the punishment
for the sins described in chapters 5-6. It is then explicitly stated in 7:1
that this intervention signals the beginning of the end of time. Chapter
7 depicts the author's own time, or at least the immediate future. The
author offers an extensive eschatological scenario, which consists of
unsurpassed sinfulness (7:3-10), and a divine revenge as has never be-
fore been executed (chapter 8). Then follows a description of the faith-
fulness and the zeal of a Lévite named Taxo and his sons (chapter 9),
and the advent of God's kingdom, following Taxo's violent death,
which is apparently expected to placate the Lord (10:1-10). Chapters 8-
10 give a picture of the future as the author expected it to unfold. It ap-
pears that chapters 8 and 9 do not directly reflect the Antiochan perse-
cution. In these chapters, the author has digested the traditions underly-
ing the legendary accounts of the Antiochan persecution found also in
1, 2 and 4 Maccabees and in Josephus, Am. Jud. XII, and the author has
used them to make them fit his own ends. The figure of Antiochus IV
(already pictured in Dan. 11 as a mythical tyrant) has been used as a
model for the Enemy of the End of Times.
Supposing the literary integrity of As. Mos., the following schema2
of the pattern of history presented in Moses' prophecy can be drawn.
' It may be noted in passing that some of the details in chap. 8 are, from a historical point
of view, perfectly impossible, such as the enforcement of the operation aimed at restoring the
prepuce on circumcised boys (8:3). One only needs to compare similar statements in 1 Mace.
1:60-61; 2 Mace. 6:10,4 Mace. 4:25 and Josephus, Ant. Jud. XII 256 to see that some details
of the traditions concerning the Antiochan persecution are very persistent, but also tend to be
exaggerated.
2
 This is indeed a schema. As. Mos. 2:3-9 does not solely consist of a description of sin,
and in 5:1-6:7 sin and punishment overlap.
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Sin 2:3-9 5:1-6:7 7
Punishment 3:1-3 6:8-9 8
Repentance 3:4-4:4 9
Salvation 4:5-9 10
As. Mos. begins with a section that characterizes the writing as a
"farewell discourse", thereby indicating to the readers that the book
they have in their hands will contain a speech by Moses on the occasion
of his impending death. Moses' speech in As. Mos. 2:3-10:10 is
pseudepigraphically presented as a prophecy, in this case a prediction
of Israel's future from the entrance into the land until the end of days.
Its climax is the eschatological salvation of Israel after a long, dreadful
history of sin, failure and misery.
The book has much in common with such writings as Daniel, 4 Ezra
and 2 Baruch, books that are usually named "apocalypses". This is not
the place to enter into the discussion on the definition of "apocalypse".
The term "apocalypse" has become so problematic, that M.E. Stone
once suggested that it should be dropped altogether'. Indeed, the word
is yet another instance of an ancient title which does not conform to
modern literary classifications2, leading to unnecessary confusion. In
this commentary, I shall try to avoid the word "apocalypse". As. Mos.
is a forma] farewell discourse; Moses' speech is a (pseudo-)prophecy;
the book is full of traditions commonly called apocalyptic.
g. Purpose
The purpose of the book can be said to be twofold. First, it intends to
strengthen its readers in their faithfulness to the law, that is, to the
conditions attached to the covenant which eventually guarantees Israel's
salvation. Second, it wants to comfort readers who might despair in the
face of the disastrous condition of Israel, both politically and reli-
giously, by interpreting the present as the final stage of history and by
pointing to the salvation awaiting the faithful of Israel in the very near
future.
1
 "Lists of Revealed Things", p. 443 (Selected Studies, p 408).
2
 Comparable instances are "testament" (see above), "midrash" and "pesher".
Appendix: Taxo (9:1)
The identity of Taxo (9:1) has fascinated scholars for a long time. Almost thirty pro-
posals made since the publication of the manuscript of As. Mos. are listed in this ap-
pendix. A number of them were discussed by Charles in 1897', and by Rowley in
1944 and 19632. None of these proposals is entirely satisfactory, most of them are
unconvincing, a rather large number are nonsensical. I will make little comment on the
proposals made, but primarily outline them in a more or less orderly way.
Taxo has been identified as a historical figure, contemporary with the author of As.
Mos., by a number of scholars, who used various sorts of notariqon to underpin their
identification.
Ewald (1867) recognized in Taxo Judas the Galilean. To support his proposal,
Ewald did not apply the notariqon-technique of gemairia, that is, the technique by
which rabbis occasionally equated words with one another on the basis of their identi-
cal numerical value'. Ewald asserted, however, that the numerical value of the name
Taxo must certainly have agreed with that of the name of this Judas, but that calcula-
tions could not be made, because the name of Judas' father is unknown4. Volkmar
(1867) identified Taxo as Rabbi Aqiba; he equated the numerical value of TOCO with
431, which number is also the sum of K3p« im3. Colani (1868) saw in Taxo
Rabbi Judah ben Baba, who in a cave in the desert consecrated seven pupils as rabbis,
and who was killed by the Romans6; Colani, too, supported his identification by ge-
mairia (but see below). Torrey (1943) claimed that Taxo was Mattathias, the father of
the Maccabees. The numerical value of lopo, 415, is identical to the numerical
value of K'JlDBn, Aramaic for "the Hasmonean"7.
Another sort of notariqon is the rabbinical technique of ab-bag*. Ab-bag stands for
the method of replacing each lener of a word by the letter following it in the alphabet.
It was applied by Burkitt (1900), who in this way changed T03P intoTJ/5H, which
is easily emended into 1fff"?R, that is: Eleazar, the old martyr known from the Mac-
cabean traditions^.
1 The Assumption of Moses, pp. 35-36.
2
 The Relevance of Apocalyptic, third edition, "Note C. The Figure of Taxo in the
Assumption of Moses", pp. 149-156.
3
 Bacher. Die exegetische Terminologie I, p. 127:]DBnl7 KHDDJ.
4
 "Das Judenthum in Palästina", pp. 111, 117.
5
 Mose Prophetic, pp. 59-60. For those who might object that IO'P» is usually written
plene. Volkmar was prepared lo add another 10 to the sum, by emending either «1441 ' or
rather TO£IO'.
6
 "L'Assomption de Moïse", pp. 80-81.
7
 "'Taxo' in the Assumption of Moses". In 1945, Rowley, "The Figure of Taxo'". refuted
Torrey's thesis (see further Torrey's weak defence, '"Taxo1 Once More", and Rowley's final
answer in The Relevance of Apocalyptic, pp. 153-155).
8
 Bacher. Die exegetische Terminologie I, p. 127: nvniRTl minn1? K'lOOJ.
9 "Moses, Assumption of', p. 449b.
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Hausrath in 1877 reversed the method of ab-bag (see above): he proposed to
emend Taxo into Tacmo via Hebrew: icon would have been corrupted into 103D.
If the letters of ID^H are replaced by the letters preceding them in the alphabet,
n^'B is obtained. In Gen. 49:10, one reads: "until Shiloh will come", a phrase
which is traditionally interpreted as a messianic prophecy'. According to Charles,
"Rosenthal [1885) ... points out that nVo is numerically equal to HOB"—the
name Shiloh hidden in Taxo is therefore a reference to the second Moses (Deut.
18:18)2.
Gemairia was also used by Hilgenfeld (1866) in support of his identification of
Taxo as the Messiah. He proposed to restore Taxo into the Greek number tCe', which
the translator would have misunderstood for a real name^. The Greek number corre-
sponds to the numerical value of ITDon. Rönsch in 1874 transliterated IBnn,
which gives 714. He multiplied this number by 74 (a week of years), so that 4,998 is
obtained. Other calculations had led Rönsch to the conviction that the author of As.
Mos. believed the number of years which the creation would last was 5,000 (see the
commentary on 1:2-4). In this line of thought, Taxo denotes the year of the Messiah5.
In 1875, Furrer calculated, in a way which he does not explain, that both 1BJTI
and rtBD add up to 39; thus, Taxo is a genuinely rabbinic hidden reference to
Moses6. Von Nordheim (1980) reports that Schalit, too, suspected that the name Taxo
would refer, through gematria, to Moses7.
At-bash* was applied in a most curious suggestion made by Heidenheim in 1871
(in ai-hash, the first letter of the alphabet is replaced by the last, the second by the last
but one, and so forth). He transliterated Taxo with the Hebrew letters irsiic.
Through ai-bash, one obtains SS*?} (the S from 1OBD has disappeared in this
piece of jugglery, probably because Heidenheim considered it as a mater lectionis).
Then, one has to alter the order of the letters (which procedure was, according to
Heidenheim, perfectly normal among the rabbis) to obtain 'SD^S, that is,
"someone".
The latest proposal in this vein was made by Van Henten in 1987, who suggested
understanding Taxo as DAKO, the first and final letters of both the Hebrew and the
Greek alphabet. According to Van Henten, this name indicates that Taxo and his sons
represent the end of the Jewish people in history, and the beginning of Israel's new
existence in God's kingdom; also, they keep the law from K to H9.
Already in 1868, Colani warned against this kind of speculation, especially since it
often involved an alteration of the text. Colani jested that this method could be applied
1
 Hausrath, Neutestamenllichc Zeilgeschichte IV (21877), p. 77.
2
 Charles, The Assumption, p. 36, referring to Rosenthal, Vier apocryphische Bûcher, pp.
31-32 (non vidi).
•* Novum Testamenium, p. 105.
4
 Cf. Clemen. APATU. p. 326: "freilich weshalb?".
5
 "Xeniola theologica", p. 445.
6
 "Das Wort Taxo".
7
 Von Nondheim, Die Lehre der Alten I, p. 201.
8
 Bacher, Die exegetische Terminologie I. p. 127: ni'niKn miQn1? R'IBW.
' Van Henten, 'Traditie en interpretatie", pp. 28-29.
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with ease to support the identification of Taxo with Emperor Barbarossa' (a challenge
which Drummond took up in 18772), bul he nevertheless admitted3 that he had tried to
relate the name "Taxo" numerically to the name of Rabbi Judah ben Baba (with whom
he identified Taxo). Colani's attempt succeeded, but he added: "Tout cela, bien
entendu, est un jeu, rien qu'un jeu ... parfaitement illusoire"4.
Two other theories, which I have not able to verify, are reported by Schürer. Philippi
(1868) identified Taxo and his sons as Jesus Christ and his disciples5; Loeb (1880) as
Rabbi Joshua ben Hananiah6. I do not know whether either of these based their
speculations on some kind ofnoiariqon.
A number of scholars identified Taxo with a historical figure without making use of
notariqon techniques. Charles ( 1897) regarded Taxo as a contemporary of Judas the
Maccabee; in the supposed Hebrew text, Judas would have been designated as
Kjpn, "the zealous", which would have been misread by the Greek translator as
TOpn^. Klausner in 1928 considered Taxo to be the nameless old man described in
Josephus, Bell Jud. I 312-313 and Am. Jud, XIV 429 (see the commentary to 9:6)*.
Rowley in 1945, defended the view that Taxo was a historical figure, contemporary
with the author of As. Mos., but someone who was very soon forgotten, so that he no
longer figures in the traditions that have come down to us, and can therefore not be
identified.
Other explanations of the name Taxo assume that it is a symbolical name, a word
which actually means something, and characterizes the bearer of the name. The theory
most widely accepted is also the oldest of this kind. In 1866, Langen tentatively
suggested that Taxo represents the Greek td^a, which would be a translation of
something like ~pBH, "1 shall prepare", a name which would agree with Taxo's
function as the forerunner of the Messiah^. In 1869 Schmidt and Merx improved this
suggestion, understanding TdCwv, "the one who will put things right", and compared
his function with that of the htiutXrinic of the Essenes (see Josephus, Bell Jud. II
134)10. In this form, Langen's suggestion has won much acclaim. Clemen (1900),
Jeremias (1935), Van der Woude (1957) and Hahn (1963), specifically identified this
1
 "L'Assomption de Moïse", pp. 82.
2
 Drummond "emended" toÇo into topo, which has the numerical value of 471, identical
to the numerical value of KDrQ~Q, Barbarossa.
3
 "L'Assomption de Moi'se", p. 82: "il sérail puéril de le cacher".
4
 "L'Assomption de Moïse", p. 83.
5
 Schürer, Geschichte des jüdischen Volkes III (41909), p. 299, referring to Philippi, Dos
Buch Henock, pp. 166-191, esp. pp. 177, 182.
6
 Schürer, Geschichte des jüdischen Volkes III (41909), p. 304, referring to I. Loeb, "Le
Uxo de l'Assomption de Moise", L'Univers Israélite 35 Schürer himself seems to have taken
the reference from E. Renan, Journal asiatique 16(1880), p. 45.
7 The Assumption, p. 36. Charles later, in APOT II, p. 421, followed Burkitt's
suggestion.
8
 Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 143-144.
9
 Langen, Dos Judentruan, pp. 110-111.
10
 "Die Assumplio Mosis", pp. 124,148.
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tdÇiov with Elias redivivus, whose coming is prophesied in Mal. 3:23-24'. Rießler
(1927) again referred to the Essene emutXTiTri;, but derived Taxo simply from the
present participle tdroorav. Mowinckel (1953) retranslated TOCcov into ppinD, the
"expounder of the Law" of Gen. 49:10, a figure that also occurs in the Damascus
scroll2. Serious objections against the interpretation of Taxo as tdCcov were raised by
Kühn in 1925: first, it is peculiar that the future participle would have been used,
instead of the simple TOGCÙIV; and second, if the figure is characterized by his name as
an "orderer", one would expect that his actions would somehow agree with this
characterization, which is not the case-*.
In 1943, Zeitlin proposed to understand the name Taxo as a Latinization of the
Greek word toCov, meaning "rainbow", a word that "occupied a conspicuous place in
the early Jewish theology". Zeitlin recognized in this "Rainbow" Rabbi Joshua, who
opposed Bar Kokhba's insurrection4.
A mistranslation from Aramaic is supposed by Carrière (1868). He believed that the
Greek translator had misread the original Aramaic. He translated nniB 1
lOSn/KOpn, but, according to Carrière, the original reading was probably
ROSn D'B'I, "who will give an order", or: "who will raise the banner", that is:
"who will draw a line of conduct"5.
In 1921, Klausner identified Taxo with Mattathias. He did not use nolariqon to
underpin this theory, but assumed a corruption in the supposed Hebrew text: HTIO
would have been mistaken for rT03H6.
Kühn (1925) argued that Taxo's name and his actions should be in accordance
with each other. Since ICptS "or something similar" does not make sense, Kühn
suspected that those letters are a corruption of OOlp, "truth, honesty", or O'Cp,
"the Reasonable"7.
Aptowitzer in 1927 also assumed a mistake by the translator. The original Hebrew
text would have read n03D 'CDD, "whose name is hidden", that is: a simple
man. But the translator would mistakenly have read a D instead of the D of n03Q,
and "Taxo" was the incomprehensible result8. To this solution, one must compare the
1
 Jeremias, '"HXfeKoc". p. 935; Van der Woude, Die messiamschen Vorstellungen, pp.
85-86; Hahn, Christologische Hoheitstitel. (31966), pp. 355-356.
2
 Mowinckel, "The Hebrew Equivalent"; cf. He That Cometh, pp. 300-301. Gen 49:10
was also referred to by Hausrath, who conjured Taxo into Shiloh.
•* "Zur Assumptio Mosis", p. 129.
4
 "The Assumption of Moses", pp. 5-9.
5
 "Note sur le Taxo".
6
 The Messianic Idea, pp. 326-327 (quoted from the English translation of 1955 of the
third Hebrew edition. This part of Klausner's book goes back to an originally separate work
published in 1921).
7
 "Zur Assumptio Mosis", p. 129.
8
 Aptowitzer, Parteipolitik der Hasmonäerieit im rabbinischen und pscudcpigraphischen
Schrifttum, Vienna 1927, pp. 238-239, quoted by Beek, Inleiding in de joodse apocalyptick
(1950), p. 132.
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one proposed in 1905 by Kaminetsky, who suggested an original no3D, "you must
hide"l.
In 1882, Wieseler proposed to take Ihe word taxo for what it means in Latin, namely
"badger"2. Badgers live in holes, and in 2 Mace. 10:6 it is related that faithful Jews
celebrated the Feast of Tabernacles iv TOÎÇ oirnXaioic (= in speluncis; cf. As. Mos.
9:6) 9np(<ov Tpoitov, "in caverns, like animals do"; see also 2 Mace. 5:27; cf. 1 Mace.
2:29; 2 Mace. 6:11; JosephusXnf Jud. XIV 421-422; Heb. 11:38. Even more im-
portant than these instances is 1 En 96:2, which Wieseler failed to quote: "And in the
days of the distress of the sinners your young will mount up and rise like eagles [cf.
As. Mos. 10:8], and your nest will be higher than that of vultures; and you will go up
and like badgers enter the crevices of the earth and the clefts of the rock for ever be-
fore the lawless." Finally, Wieseler adduced some evidence for the possibility that
someone could be nicknamed "Badger": Baaoi in 1 Mace. 2:3, which may be ex-
plained as *2?n!"]3, "the one like a badger"; and Auopdtv in 1 Mace. 2:5, that is
pin, "caveman" pin meaning "cave"4). The advantages of this solution are
clear: the word can be explained from the language of the text it stands in, no emenda-
tion is necessary, and it makes perfect sense if linked with the caverns mentioned in
As. Mos. 9:6. The only problem that remains is the question why Taxo, if he is a
figure expected to appear in the future, should be named so emphatically "Badger";
possibly, an explicit reference to 1 En. 96:2 or a similar text has been intended, but
this cannot be proven.
1
 In Ha-Shiloah 15 (1905), p. 47, quoted by Rowley. The Relevance of Apocalyptic, p.
153.
2
 Zeitlin, "The Assumption of Moses", p 5, quotes Deane, The Pseudepigrapha. An
Account of Certain /apocryphal Sacred Writings of the Jews andEarfy Christians, Edinburgh
1891, p. 119, who also proposed to translate Taxo as "badger".
3
 This explanation, however, is not at all certain; cf. Abel, Les Livres des Maccabees, pp.
31,50
4 So also Michaelis and Grimm, but not so Abel, Les Livres des Maccabees, p. 31.
PART FOUR
COMMENTARY
THE STRUCTURE OF AS. Mos.
l:l-9a INTRODUCTION
The description of the scene of Moses' farewell discourse (with ref-
erence to Deut. 31)
1:1-4 Chronological and geographical situation
1:5-9a Introduction of the main figures. Moses and Joshua
l:9b-10:15 MOSES' SPEECH
A. A PREAMBLE TO MOSES' FORECAST OF THE FUTURE
l:9b-2:2 Moses' Instructions to Joshua. Israel as the Purpose of God's
Creation
l:9b-15 Before delivering his prophecy, Moses reveals to Joshua iheaimof
God's creation
1:16-18 Moses gives instructions to Joshua concerning the preservation of Moses'
prophecy until the end of time
2:1-2 Moses instructs Joshua with regard to the entrance into the land and the na-
tion's constitution
B. MOSES' FORECAST OF THE FUTURE
2:3-4:9 Sin, Punishment, Repentance, Salvation
2:3-9 Sin
2:3-5 The secession of the ten tribes and the sanctification of the two tribes
2:6-9 The apostasy of the two tribes
3:1-3 Punishment
The coming of the king from the East
3:4-4:4 Repentance
3:4-9 Recognition of God's righteousness and of the people's sinfulness; an
appeal to the covenant
3:10-14 The remembrance of Moses' warnings; recognition of the trustworthi-
ness of his words; realization of the punishment
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4:1-4 The intercessor's prayer
4:5-9 Salvation
4:5-6 God remembers his covenant and displays his mercy
4:7-9 The return of pans of the tribes; the sadness of the faithful, the disap-
pearance of the ten tribes
5:1-6:9 Sin and Punishment
5:l-6:75/n
5:1-6 The post-exilic Jewish society characterized as entirely sinful
6:1 The unholy rule of the priest-kings (the Hasmoneans)
6:2-6 The terror and sinfulness of Herod's rule, a deserved punishment
6:7 The short rule of Herod's sons
6:8-9 Punishment
The coming of the king from the West
7:1-10:10 The Eschatological Scenario
7:1-2 The time of the end begins; a calculation concerning the time
of the end
7:3-10 Sin
The rule of the pestilential men
8:1-6 Punishment
The coming of the king of the kings of the world
The prohibition of Judaism and the enforced transition to paganism
9:1-7 The Zeal for the Law of Taxo and his sons
9:1-3 The introduction of Taxo and his sons; his recognition of the disasters
as a divine punishment
9:4-7 Their innocence, and their zeal for the law; their trust in God
10:1-10 Salvation
10:1-2 The appearance of God's kingdom; the devil's death; the
vindication of Taxo
10:3-7 God arises; nature's reaction; the destruction of the
nations and their idols
10:8-10 The exaltation of Israel into heaven
C. 10:11-15 CONCLUDING WORDS
Indication of the time left between Moses' death and the fulfilment of
his prophecy; encouragement for Joshua
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11:1-12:13 A DIALOGUE BETWEEN MOSES AND JOSHUA ON
LEADERSHIP AND PROVIDENCE
A. 11:1-19 JOSHUA'S COMPLAINT
11:1-4 Joshua expresses his fear of the future
11:5-19 Joshua contrasts Moses' grandeur to his own alleged incom
petence
11:5-8 The impossibility of designing a monument large enough to glorify
Moses
11:9-11 The impossibility of proceeding without Moses' leadership and inter-
cession
11:12-15 Joshua's assertion of his own incompetence to lead the people as
Moses led them
11:16-19 Eulogy of Moses, placed in the mouth of the kings of the Amorites,
who will» according to Joshua, be secure of their victory after Moses'
death
B. 12:1-13 MOSES' ANSWER TO JOSHUA'S COMPLAINT
12:1-3 Moses reassures Joshua with regard to the latter's compe-
tence
12:4-5a God has known and determined everything from the outset
of creation
12:5b-9 Moses' and Joshua's success, as well as the people's well-
being, depend on God's mercy and magnanimity alone
12:10-13 Faithfulness to the law will eventually pay off; God's
covenant and his oath guarantee that his people will never be en-
tirely destroyed
THE LOST ENDING OF THE ASSUMPTION OF MOSES
No longer extant. It must have contained an account of Moses' death
and his burial (probably by angels), which the devil at first tries to
prevent. Possibly, the ascension of Moses' soul into heaven was also
related.
INTRODUCTION
As. Mos. l:l-9a forms the introduction to the book as a whole. Two
sub-sections may be distinguished: 1:1-4, which indicates in a very ex-
act manner the date and place of the event to be related in As. Mos.;
and 1:5-9a, which introduces the scene in which the event is set, as well
as the main themes of As. Mos. as a whole.
The dates in 1:1-4 clearly hint at the moment of Moses' impending
death: the departure from Egypt, in 1:3b-4a interpreted as the return to
Canaan, has been completed. The readers are well aware that Moses
will not take part in the entrance into the land (l:4b).
In 1:5-9a Joshua is depicted as the perfect successor to Moses, and he
is selected by the Lord to lead the people into the land.
a. 1:1-4
In the first section of the introduction, the dale of the scene of Moses' prophecy is
indicated in four different ways. Texts in the apocalyptic tradition sometimes give the
exact time and place of the revelation, e.g., Dan. 7:1; 8:1; 9:1; 10:1; 1 En. 60:1; 4 Ezra
3:1; 2 Bar. 1:1 (cf. Ezek. 1:1-3). In As. Mos., the purpose of this elaborate dating
may be to emphasize that Israel has reached a crucial point in history: the moment im-
mediately prior to the crossing of the Jordan (1:4), that is, to the capture of the
promised land (2:1).
2 which is the two thousand fivehundredth year since the creation of the
earth 3
 a (but according to those who live in the East the number is the
... and ...th), i, and the ...th since the departure from Phoenicia, 4 a
when the people left; b after the departure that took place through
Moses, until Amman over the Jordan.
1:1
The first three lines of the manuscript, presumably containing the book's title, are
completely lost, and it is impossible to reconstruct them in detail. Two elements,
though, are likely to have formed part of these lines: the word profetia and the year of
Moses' death. On the basis of these two elements, Clemen suggested that the first
lines may have read something like liber profeiiae Moysis, quae facia est anno vitae
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ejus Cmo et XXmo, "the book of the prophecy of Moses, which was given in Ihe
120th year of his life"1.
The words Liber profetiae are chosen because the genitive profeiiae in 1:5, gives
the impression of resuming an earlier genitive2. Furthermore, 1:1 must have contained
some date, since 1:2 continues with gui est... annus, that is, an alternative date. The
occasion on which this prophecy is given is Moses' impending death, to which he al-
ludes in 1:15; 10:14, and probably 12:5, and which took place in the 120th year of his
life (see e.g. Deut. 34:7).
1:2-4
In this passage, four alternative dates are given to specify the year of Moses' death.
(1) It is equated with the 2,500th year since the creation of the world (1:2). This
equation is, as far as is known, unique in lewish chronology^, apart perhaps from the
date given for the crossing of the Jordan in Jub 50:4. There it is said that the revelation
on Mount Sinai took place after 49 jubilees, 1 week and 2 years, or 49 x 49 + 7 + 2 =
2,410 years since the days of Adam; after this revelation it would take another 40
years before Israel would be purified, so that it could enter into the land. That is, from
Adam until the crossing of the Jordan 2,410 + 40 years = 50 jubilees of 49 years. If
one reckons with jubilees of 50 years, 2,500 years is 50 jubilees, as well4. It seems
possible, therefore, that the figure in As. Mos. is in fact the same as that in the book
of Jubilees^. It should be noted, however, that As. Mos. does not use the jubilees-
system elsewhere.
In 10:12, Moses announces to Joshua that the period from the moment he is
speaking until the coming of God is "250 times". Rönsch suggested that these 250
times should be taken as the equivalent of 2,500 years, so that Moses' death would
take place exactly in the middle of the world's history*. The suggestion is tempting
but very uncertain.
(2) In 1:3a, the number of years since the creation according to "those who live in
the East" is given7. There is no reason to consider this passage as a gloss, as all com-
mentators except Hilgenfeld suppose. Which number the "Eastern chronology" gave
to the event related is not known, because the figures, originally written in red ink,
1
 APAT II, p. 317: Die Himmelfahrt, p. 4. Clemen's reconstruction is the simplest of all
the proposals made.
2
 See, however. Kühn, "Zur Assumptie Mosis", who sees in the phrase profetiae quac
facia est an awkward rendering of a Greek absolute genitive construction, npo4m.Tdcci;
3
 See e.g. Klein, 'The Text of Deuteronomy"; Schalit, Untersuchungen, pp. 7-12. lists
eight different ancient chronologies.
4
 In two ways: 50 x 50 = 2500, or, in the calculation of Jub 50:4, 49 x 50 + 7 + 2 + 40 =
2499.
5
 So Dillmann in Rönsch, "Die Leptogenesis", p. 92.
6
 Rönsch, "Die Leptogenesis", p. 92, "Xeniola theologica", p. 544. So also Schalit, Un-
tersuchungen, pp. 12-13, cf. p. Î25.
7
 Rönsch, "Xeniola theologica", p. 556, rightly discerned two dates in l:3a-b. Other com-
mentators read 1:3 as a single dating: "in the...th and ..th and...th year since the departure
from Phoenicia", but see Clemen, APAT II, p. 317.
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have become illegible. Since the number is unknown, it is equally impossible to de-
termine which "people in the Orient" were meant'.
(3) The third way to indicate the date is "the ...th year since the departure from
Canaan, when the people left" (1:3b-4). These two clauses are to be taken together:
cum exivit plebs cannot be connected with the following post profectionem, because
such a connection would mean that Israel "departed after the Exodus". If, on the other
hand, cum exivit plebs is taken to indicate the agent of "the departure from Canaan",
it neatly emphasizes the contrast intended. The departure of Jacob and his sons for
Egypt is also used as a dating device in Jub. 34:9.
Fynicis is probably a translitterarion of Ihe Greek name of Phoenicia (the classical
nominative is Phoenice; see further grammatical note nr. 196) and denotes Canaan2.
For the use of the genitive to denote the point of departure, see grammatical note nr.
111.
The year "since the departure from Phoenicia" is to be seen directly in relation to
the next indication:
(4) "after the departure that took place through Moses" ( 1:4), which is of course
the Exodus from Egypt. By mentioning the departure of Jacob and his sons from
Canaan, the capture of the promised land by the sons of Israel is interpreted as a re-
turn3: Jacob left the land, but had been given the divine promise that his seed would
inherit it. These two dates, the departure (to Egypt) and the return (to the land), an-
nounce the exile-return schema"*. In the Deuteronomistic view (which dominates As.
Mos.) this schema is considered to be the rhythm of Israel's history.
The last indication of time in 1:4 serves to point to the central importance of the things
about to happen. "After the departure which took place through Moses", taken to-
gether with the geographical position of the Israelites (near Amman over the Jordan),
indicates that the Exodus at this point is completed, and that therefore Moses' task is
completed. Reaching Amman (so the Septuagint; MT: Ammon) is the termination of
Israel's wanderings. According to Deut. 2:19 Israel is not to attack the Ammonites,
1
 HUgenfeld, Novum Testamentton, p. 111, concluded from the mention of "those who arc
in the East" that the author of As. Mos himself came from the West, that is, from Rome; for
the same reason. Charles, The Assumption, p. 54, bracketed this verse as a redactional gloss.
However, "East" and "West" are relational concepts, and wherever the author lived (in Rome,
in Palestine, in Antioch, or in Alexandria), there always arc people in the East. If he lived in
Palestine, for instance, he may have wanted to indicate the chronology of Babylonian Jewry.
2 This identification was first made by Volkmar, Mose Prophétie, p. 17: "<I>oivtiai... ist
der richtige, wenn auch in LXX nicht aufgenommene Ausdruck für Kanaan" (cf. Von
Gutschmid, in Hilgenfeld, Novum Testamenium, p 111). Schallt, too, asserts that «oiviicn
does not occur in LXX nor in Joscphus as a translation of "Canaan". Both scholars, however,
are wrong in this respect, cf. Hatch-Redpath, Concordance. Supplement, p. 155: *oivlia\ =
JBJ3 Exod. 16:35; '3033 Josh. 5:1; *oiviœ; = JB33 Josh. 5:12; D'UI» Job
40:25 (30); «olviooa = n'3B33 Exod. 6:15.
3
 Cf. Volkmar, Mose Prophétie, p. 17.
4
 Cf. Reese. Geschichadarstellung , pp. 119-120, and Janssen, Das Gottesvolt, p. 101 :
"Der Verfasser der Himmelfahrt Moses sieht sich wieder am Anfang stehen wie einst Israel
vordem Einzug in das heilige Land... Dieser lerne Umbruch |sc. the rapidly approaching time
of salvation] hat seine Entsprechung, seinen Antitypos, in dem Einzug Israels in das heilige
Land unter Moses und Josua."
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but instead it must conquer the land of the Amorite Sihon, king of Hesbon (Deut.
2:24), which is the beginning of the capture of the promised land'. On the other hand,
it is implied that the entrance into the land is at hand, and that therefore Joshua's mis-
sion is about to begin. By recalling these facts (cf. Deut. 31:1-6) the author prepares
his readers for the scene that will now follow: Moses' death and his succession by
Joshua.
b. l:5-9a
In this section, Joshua is introduced as Moses' successor ( 1:7). Joshua is said to have
been elected by God (1:6, cf. 10:15), who deemed him to be worthy of the momen-
tous task to lead the people into the land and to take care of the service in the taberna-
cle (1:7). Explicit references to Deut 31:14-23 are found in As. Mos. 1:5 and 9a.
5 (sc. the book) of the prophecy, which was given by Moses according
to the book of Deuteronomy, 5 when he called unto him Joshua, the son
of Nun, a man deemed worthy by the Lord 7 to be the (sc. Moses') suc-
cessor for the people and for the tabernacle of the testimony with all its
holy objects, g and to lead the people into the land that was given to
their fathers, 9 a so that it would be given to them on account of the
covenant, and on account of the oath—the things he (sc. Moses) said in
the tabernacle, namely that he (sc. God) would give it (sc. the land)
through Joshua.
1:5-«
The prophecy which Moses will utter presently (2:3-10:10) is said to be given in libra
Deuteronomio^. This is a concise way to say that this prophecy is mentioned in
Deuteronomy, not that the prophecy is contained in that biblical book (see grammatical
note nr. 176)3. The prophecy which the author of As. Mos. ascribes to Moses is an
example of the traditional apocalyptic topos of the "secret revelation", which is used to
suggest that prophets of the past received more revelations than they published in the
1
 See Schalii , Untersuchungen, pp 62-64 See further 11:11, mentioning the Amorites as
the first enemies to counter. Charles. The Assumption, p. 55, bracketed this verse because
"Moses could not have spoken of Amman as across the Jordan: only a dweller in Jerusalem
could have so described it" but Moses is not speaking yet (Clemen, APATII, p. 318).
2
 Schmidt and Mere, "Die Assumptio Mosis", p. 137, bracketed this verse as a
"Randbemerkung". They were followed by Charles, The Assumption, p. 55, who added: "In
a book of Hebrew origin the phrase in libro Deuteronomio could not have been original". I fail
to see why Deuterotwmium cannot be the Greek indication for a book (cf. Bam. 10:2) which
might have been indicated in a potential Hebrew original in the appropriate Hebrew way; cf.
Schallt, Untersuchungen, p. 69.
3 Nor that the contents of this prophecy are "eigentlich schon" contained in Deuteronomy
(against Volkmar. Most Prophétie, p. 13; Clemen, APAT II. p. 318).
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scriptures' (see further the commentary on 1:16-18). The prologue to the book of
Jubilees is connected to the scene on Sinai in a similar way: "This is the account of the
division of the days of the law ... as the Lord gave it to Moses on Mount Sinai, when
he went up to receive the stone tablets of the law and of the commandments, in accor-
dance with God's command, as he said to him: 'Go up to the top of the mount'." See
also the prologue to Apoc. Mos.: SuVnoiç ... ànoicaXu^teîaa icapà Geoû
t<0 ôepoatovn aùtoû fite TOC KXaKaç TOÛ vouou £K xnPÔÇ avtoû èSéÇaio
SE'IÇ napà TOÛ apxorryéXow MixarJX.
The passage to which As. Mos. l :5 refers is probably Deut. 31:14. The words qui
vocavit ad se Jesum 1:6a are a translation of the aorist participle npocxoXEoduEvo;
(see grammatical note nr. 180). This participle should probably be translated tempo-
rally (see grammatical note nr. 183): "the prophecy which was given by Moses, ac-
cording to the book of Deuteronomy, namely, when he called Joshua unto him". That
moment is reported in Dem. 31:14. According to that passage, the Lord said to Moses:
"Behold, the days approach when you must die; call Joshua (icàXeaov Tqaouv), and
present yourselves in the tent of meeting (icdi <rrqt£ nopà TÔÇ öópac tr^ç dcnyrjç
TOÛ uapTupU™), that I may commission him (KCÙ evtEiouum crÓT0)". These words
appear to have been the starting-point of the author of As. Mos.: the roots (itpoa-)
KOAifiv (Kip) and èvtÉXAeoeoi (1TIÏ), and a formula concerning impending death
belong to the stock vocabulary of the farewell discourses2, to which genre As. Mos.
formally belongs. Except for èvtéAXeoSai (Lat.: mandare, but see omnia quae
mandata suni 1:10), these formulaic phrases have been adopted in As. Mos. 1:6 and
153.
Furthermore, in 1:9, the tabernacle (quod loculus est in scenae) is mentioned,
which may be another reference to Deut. 31:14 (orivte napà tàç Biipo; tij; aicnv+V;
TOÛ UOpTUplCA)).
Finally, the announcement in Deut. 31:14 that God would instruct Joshua
(èvteXoûum aut$) is instead followed by an account of God speaking to Moses4.
Perhaps the author of As. Mos. interpreted the announcement as a reference to a reve-
lation not recorded in the scriptures themselves, so that it was natural for him to set
Moses' prophecy in this framework.
Joshua is called a man probatus Domino, that is, "approved of by the Lord"; cf. Acts
2:22 "ITJOOÛV tov NnCupmw, avSpa anoSe&rruivov (Vulgate: approbates, codex
Rez&t probatus) àxt> toutou; cf. also As. Mos. 12:9, where the entire creation is de-
scribed as being approved of by the Lord (provata a Deo). The translation "deemed
worthy" is chosen to express the connection of probatus with ut sit successor 1:7 (cf.
10:15 Te elegit Deus esse mini successorem) and with ut a inducal 1:8. Ut sit succes-
sor can also be constructed with gut vocavit ad se ("He called unto him Joshua ... so
that he would be [his] successor"), but the enumeration of Joshua's momentous future
tasks in 1:7-9 suggests the connection with probatus. 1:6b-9a is then to be seen as an
attributive adjunct, in which Joshua's role and significance is defined.
1
 So Volkmar, Most Prophétie, p. 19.
2
 See, e.g., Cortes. Los discursos tie adios, pp. 54-63.
3
 Cf. also As. Mos. 1:15 with Deut 31:16.
4
 According to the Massoretic text, God addresses Joshua in Deut 31:23. In the Septua-
gint, however, Deul. 31:23 is put in Moses' mouth.
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1:7
In 1:7-8 Joshua is described as Moses' successor1 in the affairs of the people and of
the tabernacle of the testimony with its holy objects. The enumeration of his tasks in-
troduces the main themes of As. Mos.: Israel and the temple^, the land and the
covenant.
The "testimony" (testimonium; Vulgate also testificatio) consists of the command-
ments of the Lord which were placed in the ark, according to Exod. 25:16; 25:21;
40:18 (according Deut. 10:5; 1 Ki. 8:9 the tables of the law were placed in the ark);
therefore the ark is called the "ark of the testimony" in e.g. Exod. 25:22; 26:33, 34;
30:6. This ark in its turn is set in the tabernacle (Num. 7:89), and the tabernacle may
therefore also be called the "tabernacle of the testimony" (cf. Exod. 38:21; Num. 1:50,
53; esp. Exod. 40:2-3). For <ncr|vf| to« uoprupiou cf. further Vitae Prophetarum
12:13; Eupolemus, in Eusebius Praeparatio IX 34, 7; Acts 7.44. The phrase omnia
Sanaa illius is used in relation to the tabernacle in Num. 1:50; 4:16; 18:3; 1 Ki. 8:4;
Hebr. 9:21.
According to Num. 1:50; 3:6-8; 18.3-4; 1 Chron. 23:28, 32 the care of the taber-
nacle was allotted to the Lévites, more specifically to Eleazar, Aaron's son and suc-
cessor (Num. 4:16; in Num. 32:28; 34:17; Josh. 14:1 and elsewhere, Joshua and
Eleazar cooperate as leaders of the people). In As. Mos. Aaron and Eleazar do not fea-
ture; Aaron's high priestly office is obviously thought to have been fulfilled by Moses
(cf. As. Mos. 11:17). This may indicate that in As. Mos., Joshua is considered to be a
Lévite, therefore a successor of Moses in all respects (see also the commentary on
1:16). It is in any case the first instance in As. Mos. of the merging of several figures
(in this case Joshua and Eleazar) into one (see further the introduction to 3:1-3, and
the commentary on 4:1).
l:S-9a
In 1:8 Joshua's next task is mentioned: he must lead the people into the land (cf. As.
Mos. 11:11). On the basis of the well-known formula (f| ff), flv ÔMQOTV toîç lœ-
tpckjiv aÙTÔv uoûvoi afacî;, occurring about twenty times in the Pentateuch alone),
I have adopted the conjecture by Schmidt and Merx, reading terram daiam patribus eo-
rum, "the land that was given to their fathers", instead of the manuscript's impossible
terram daiam ex tribus eorun?. This conjectured reading must be regarded as a short
version of the full expression that occurs in As. Mos. 2:1 and 3:9. Indeed, the subor-
dinate clause in 1:9 must be taken as if the full form of the formula had been used. The
following comparison of 1:8-9 may serve to clarify this point:
1
 Charles, The Assumption, p. 56, has vigorously argued for the interrelation of SidSo-
jcoc (underlying successor) as a rendering of the Hebrew 1THBQ, "minister". But there is no
need to see in the word successor any other meaning than "successor11.
2
 The scene testmonii is the préfiguration of the temple, see the metaphor for the building
of the temple in 2:4figctpolum scenoe suoe 1. em.
3
 Schmidt and Merx, "Die Assumplio Mosis", p. 127 of their edition conjectured daiam
patribus eorum, but in their annotation p. 137, they declared that they would explain the cor-
ruption by omission of a line. The original would have read the solemn daiam ex [tesiamento
pajtribus corum.
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As. Mos. 1:8-9
ui inducat plebem
in terram datam
patribus eorum
ut detur illis per
testamentum
As. Mos. 2: l
intrabunt per te
in terram quam
... promisit.
patribus eorum
dare ill is
Josh. 1:6'
ov yàp doioSiaiTT£X£Îç t(p
TOVttp
TOÎÇ TtC
ôaûvoa
iJHüiv
aûtou;
From a grammatical point of view, however, we must understand ut detur to be a
continuation of ul inducat. But possibly ut detur renders an infinitive 6owm depen-
dent on the Greek underlying datam, see grammatical note nr 184.
In As. Mos. 3:9, the contents of this oath are quoted: ne umquam deficiat semen
eorum a terra quam dedisti illis. There (as in 11:17 and especially 12:12-13), the
covenant and the oalh guarantee that the possession of the land is meant to be everlast-
ing.
At first sight, quod locutus est in scenae is to be read as an attributive relative clause
determining jusjurandum, "the oath that he had spoken in the tabernacle". But testa-
mentum andjusjurandum are a word-pair in As. Mos., which must not be separated,
and which consistently refers to the covenant with the fathers. Therefore, we must
punctuate: ut detur illis per tesiamentum et perjusjurandum, quod locutus est in scenae
dare de Jesum. Quod locutus est must then be taken as loosely resuming the earlier
references to the prophecy Moses is about to give: "the things he (Moses) said in the
tabernacle". The scene to which this refers is probably the one described in Deut.
31:23 (see the commentary on l:5-6a).
1
 This is one of the instances of the formula; one may compare Deut. 11:9; 26:3; 31:7;
Judg. 2:1 and many other instances.
l:9b-2:2
MOSES' INSTRUCTIONS TO JOSHUA
ISRAEL AS THE PURPOSE OF GOD'S CREATION
In As. Mos. l:9b Moses' address to Joshua begins. In 2:3-10:10, Moses
prophesies the future of Israel from their occupation of the land until
the coming of God's kingdom. l:9b-2:2 forms a preamble to this
prophecy.
In this passage the author first makes Moses admonish Joshua to keep
the law (l:9b-10). Before Moses delivers his prophecy (which is an-
nounced in 1:11), a digression is made on the purpose of the creation
of the world, which includes a twofold explanation of why this is re-
vealed only now: it was necessary that first the nations should be re-
jected and that the covenant with Israel should be mediated by Moses
(1:12-14).
Subsequently, Moses' imminent death is mentioned (1:15) as the oc-
casion to hand to Joshua Moses' testament, a prophecy which must
serve as a witness to the reliability of the law in the end of days. In
order to be able to perform that function, the prophecy must undergo
conservational treatment and be stored in a secret place (1:16-18).
Finally it is related how Moses instructs Joshua to lead the people
into the land, and to establish it there according to what pleases the
Lord (2:1-2).
a. l:9b-15
Moses' address to Joshua begins with an admonition to keep the law impeccably. A
Botenformel signals that the following speech is the word of God, even though the
prophecy proper, that is, the forecast of the future, begins only in 2:3. As. Mos. 1:12-
14 comments on the divine purpose of the creation and on Moses' role in achieving
that aim.
9 b Saying to Joshua: "Keep this word, 10 and promise to do impeccably
everything that is commanded, according to your zeal, n Therefore,
thus says the Lord of the world. 12 —For he created the world on be-
half of his people, n „ but he did not also reveal this purpose of the cre-
ation from the beginning of the world, b so that the nations would be
put to disgrace on their account,
 c and, through their deliberations
among themselves, to their own humiliation disgrace themselves, u
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Therefore, he has devised and invented me, I who have been prepared
from the beginning of the world to be the mediator of his covenant. 15
But now, I will reveal it (sc. the purpose of God's creation) to you, be-
cause the time of the years of my life is fulfilled, and I will go to the
resting-place of my fathers, and before the entire people ...—
l:9b-10
In these lines Moses commands Joshua to keep the law (verbum hoc and omnia quae
mandata sont) perfectly'. Such commandments, in similar wordings, occur quite often
in Deuteronomy and in the first chapters of the book of Joshua2. As. Mos. l :9b-10
may be compared especially to Josh. l:7-83, in which passage it is related how God
commands Joshua to "keep the law so as to act accordingly" (»uXóooeoflca KOU.
TOiEÏv), and not to deviate from it in any way ("to the left nor to the right", cf. quem-
admoaum sine quaerellam est, i.e., duÉuirnaç, "impeccably"*); furthermore, to study
the book of the law day and night ("zealously", secus industriam tuarrfi), so that, as it
is said again, he may keep everything that has been written in it.
The syntax of As. Mos. l:9b-10 is somewhat complicated because the object and
an adverbial adjunct of the subordinate clause are positioned in the main clause:
promitte secus industriam atom .. mandata ... ut facias. Probably, the ut-clause ren-
ders a Greek infinitive (>toufiv), retaining, however, the infinitive's position (see
grammatical note nr. 184).
1:11-12
Moses utters a formula which commonly introduces prophetic speech (the Boten-
formell): "Therefore, thus says the Lord". However, he does not immediately proceed
to deliver his prophecy, but first comments on the purpose of creation (1:12-15). The
Botenformel appears to be completely fossilized as a result of a development already
1
 On dicendo instead of dicens, see grammatical note nr. 129; on the biblical character of
this formula introducing direct speech, see grammatical note nr. ISO.
2
 See e.g. »lAdooeoeoi (jtdoctç) tàç ÉvioXoç (rcpomóyuma KI)L.) 5aa fryw; èvréX-
Xoum ooi aifotpov Deut. 4:2, 40; 5:10; 6:2; 28:1, 13; with WYOUÇ Deut. 29:9 (8); 32:46;
cf. Deut. 33:9 and E*od. 12:24 (Mua). Very often, i|mXd(ioE<j8m is complemented with
lanâv or rat with a form of jioieiv.
3
 Both passages are elaborately compared by Schallt, Untersuchungen, pp. 117-124.
4
 For the equivalence of sine querela and OUEUJETOÇ, ouiuiranc, see the Vulgate of Wisd.
10:5, 15; 18:21; Phil. 2:15; 3:6; 1 Thess. 2:Ift 3:13; 5:23. In all these instances, sine quer-
eJa/aueuKTOi; is closely connected to righteousness and the law; see esp. Luke 1:6 fjoov St
ÔÎKCUOI au^oiepOL evctvttov TOÛ fleoO, icoptxxSucvoi fev mioaiç TCÜC èvroXmç KOI
fiucauouaaw TOÛ icuptou aucunioi.
5
 The Septuagint of Josh. 1:8 reads uctettjottc for "you shall study", cf. industrie As.
Mos. l:10 = u£Wrn (Schalit. Untersuchungen, p. 120).
6See, for instance, Westemann, Grundformen, p. 71. Chartes, The Assumption, p. 5,
makes idea refer to the preceding clauses: "These things said the Lord of the world"; cf.
Priest: "For this is what the Lord of the wortd has decreed".
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in process in Old Testament prophecy: the formula came to introduce anything a
prophet said, even if his words did not claim to be a divine oracle'.
Moses reveals (mine palam facto 1:15) that the world has been created on behalf of
God's people, Israel; cf. 4 Ezra 6:55, 59; 7:11; 2 Bar. 14:192. These parallels show
that this concept should not be taken as some kind of metaphysical conviction about
the reasons and motifs for creation, but rather as a strong expression of the idea of Is-
rael's election. In 4 Ezra 6:38-59, a section on the creation and the election3, it is said
that God created the "first" world "on our behalf' (proprer nos creasti primogenitum
saecuium 6:55; propter nos creatum est saeculum 6.59). From the same section, it is
clear that this refers to Israel's election: the nations are compared to "nothing" on the
one hand (istae génies qaae in nihilum depuiatae sunt, 6:56), and Israel to a "firstborn,
only-begotten" son on the other (nos autem populus tous quern vocasti primogenitum,
unigenilum 6:58; see also the commentary on 11:12 below).
In As. Mos. 1:12, too, the claim that God created the world on behalf of Israel
probably refers to its election. If one believes that Israel is the people which God in
the very beginning of creation chose to love, to the exclusion of all other nations, it is
not too much to say that the world was created on their behalf. This strong emphasis
on the chosen people as the aim of creation serves, as in As. Mos. 12 and in 4 Ezra
and 2 Baruch, to reassure the readers that Israel's history will have a happy ending,
even if not for the entire people (cf. As. Mos. 12:12-13).
1:13»
That God created the world on behalf of Israel is summarized by ea inientio creaturae
in 1:13. The manuscript has inceptio creaturae, and several attempts have been made
to vindicate this reading. Some scholars consider that inceptio refers to Israel itself as
the "firstling" of creation*. But a paraphrase of 1:12-13a forces one to understand the
word inceptio as "intention", or "plan, design", as Schmidt and Merx proposed5:
Although God created the world on behalf of his people, he did not also reveal this
<?> of the creation from the beginning of the world.
This proposal was adopted via Charles in the Thesaurus s.v. inceptio6. But it is the
only instance of this meaning of inceptio, and how inceptio may have developed into
this meaning is unclear7. Therefore, it is more likely that inceptio is a corruption of
1
 Westermann, Grundformen, p. 135: "AUmählig überwiegt diese Stellung [se. at the be-
ginning of a speech of a prophet] der Botenformel, so daß sie nun schlechthin als Einleitungs-
formel des ganzen Prophetenwortes erscheint. Schließlich erstarrt die Formel so, daß sie auch
Worte einleitet, die gar nicht Botenworte zu sein beanspruchen."
2 Cf. a similar Statement concerning the church in Hernias, Vis. II4,1.
3
 Cf. Stone, Fourth Ezra, pp. 181,188-189.
4
 They derive inceptio from the root opx, and consider it to be a somewhat unlucky trans-
lation of aitopx4 "firstling" (inceptio does not occur in the Vulgate; incipere is the Vulgate's
equivalent of opxciv [and compounds, though not djidpxtiv] or ui Xfc iv).
5
 "Die Assumptio Mosis". p. 138: "Inceptio ist 'das Vorhaben"'.
6
 ThLL VII, 1, col. 875:12-15: "hoc propositum creationis".
7
 There is the slight possibility of a mistranslation. ThLL VII, 1, col. 874:82-83 calls atten-
tion to inceptio listed as an equivalent of ÉmpoA.^ in Pseudo-Philoxenus' glossary (ed.
Goelz, Corpus Glossariorum II, p. 307:16). This Greet word has exactly the meaning we
need for our text, namely "plan, design", in for instance Polybius V.35,2: KOTO tf|v H
(com.)
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intenno. The corruption of T into C is paleographically not surprising; moreover, the
immediate context relatively often mentions the "beginning" of the creation and of the
world, so that the corruption of imentio into inceprio can be plausibly explained.
l:13b
In l:13b the reason is given why God has kept the purpose of his creation a secret for
such a long period: it was his intention that the nations would, to their humiliation',
convict themselves by their disputes2, or rather, deliberations (disputatio can be un-
derstood as a translation of SioXo-yicuà;^, meaning "deliberation" [in the Vulgate
usually cogitatio]', see further grammatical note nr. 183).
The verb arguantur is qualified by the phrase in earn. It is not entirely clear what in
earn refers to. If in earn refers to Israel (in earn sc. plebem from 1:12), m earn can ei-
ther be taken as the complement of the agent: "so that they will be convicted by Israel";
or causal: "so that the nations will be convicted on account of Israel"4. To the last in-
terpretation may be compared Ps. 105(104):I4 (= 1 Chron. 16:21), which stands in
the context of Israel's wandering through the desert: "He allowed no one to oppress
them; he rebuked kings on their account MteyÇcv rapt aùrâv porai/USç)". If in earn
refers to the imenlio, then it is likely that the first clause means: "so that the nations
will be convicted on account of this plan"5. The meaning must then be that the na-
tions' ignorance concerning Israel's exceptional status forms a deliberate part of
God's plan**.
The nations' deliberations are, almost by definition, not God's (cf. PS. 33[32]: 10-
11). For a similar rejection of acting on one's own accord see Isa. 55:7-9 and the
commentary to 2:5. The entire clause can be compared to passages such as Ps. 2;
33(32):10-11; 56(55):6; see especially Lam. 3:60-61:
elSec jtooov tf|v eicfiiKT|cw avtcov etc ÏCÓVTOC SuxAoyuruoxx; aiitûv èv
èuoi. "HKOWJOÇ TOV óveiSicuov aùrâv, nàvtaç TOÙÇ 5iaXo7iau.otx; aùtûv
KOt' eUOÛ.
1:14
From the very start of his creative work, God provided that Moses should be the me-
diator of the covenant he had planned to establish with Israel. The Greek quotation in
Gelasius' Acts of the Nicene Council (see the apparatus to lines 17-19) uses the ex-
pression jipoeeedacrró ui. In the Latin text, the words excogiiavit el invertit me are
, emßoXrtv iced npóeemv, "according to the original plan and purpose". Polybius
quite often uses rjußoXrj as a synonym of npoôecnç, see Mauersberger, Polybius-Lexikon
I, p. 912. For upoBeou; with regard to creation, see Lampe, Patristic Lexicon, p. 1149.
1
 See grammatical note nr. 179.
2
 Coincidental!}', words similar to these have been used in Rom. 2:15, as remarked by Lip-
sius in Hilgenfeld, Novum Testamentum, p. 112; cf. also Loman, Quaestiones, p. 481.
However, Rom 2:15 has a meaning quite contrary to that of As. Mos. l:13b (Schollen, Bij-
dragen, p. 113, contradicting Loman).
3
 So Kühn, "Zur Assumptio Mosis", p. 125.
4
 For these two meanings of in in As. Mos., see grammatical note nr. 70.
5
 Cf. pemaps Eccl. 3:10-11.
6
 So Kolenkow, "The Assumption of Moses", p. 73: "God did not reveal it before the time
of Moses ... because God's intent was to deceive and thus convict the Gentiles".
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used. Excogiiare and invenire are near-synonyms1; possibly, the translator of As.
Mos. used these two words to render a single Greek word; see further grammatical
note nr. 170.
The issue here is not Moses' préexistence2, as Tiède has convincingly argued. The
phrase qui ab inilio orbis terrarum praeparatus sum must be compared with similar ex-
pressions elsewhere in As. Mos. In these passages, mention is made of the predeter-
mination of the aim of creation (1:13), of the place where Moses' prophecy is tobe
preserved (1:17), and even of the primordial predetermination of all history (12:4).
Tiede concludes: "the author of the TM [= As. Mos.] is primarily interested in
affirming that God had already designated a mediator of his covenant before he had
actually created anything"3.
Itaque must therefore be given its full consecutive meaning, referring directly to the
preceding sentence: "in order that the nations be condemned, for that reason (iîaque) I,
Moses, was prepared from the beginning of creation to mediate the covenant". 1:13-
14 may be read as antithetical parallel clauses:
Just as God did not reveal the plan of creation from the beginning,
so that the nations be condemned.
Likewise, he provided me from the beginning.
so that his covenant be mediated to Israel.
The primeval election of Israel (established in the covenant mediated by Moses) stands
in contrast to the secrecy of God's plan and the condemnation of the nations. The an-
tithesis of 1:13 and 1:14 is accordingly not secrecy versus revelation, but condemna-
tion versus election.
1:15
At this juncture of Moses' speech, he announces to Joshua his impending death. "To
die" is expressed with the common euphemism "to go to the resting-place of one's
fathers"*. As. Mos. here probably depends on Deut. 31:16, in which passage God is
said to announce to Moses: 15où où KCHUÇ uerà TMV mtrapwv crou. According to
Schallt, Iransire is a word used in Jewish and Christian sepulchral language, but see
also the Vulgate of John 13:1 sciens Jesus quia venit ejus hora ut transeat ex hoc
mundo ad Patrem; in As. Mos. 10:4 the simplex ire is used5. In the same context of
Moses' death, LAB 19 uses this and related expressions three times, e.g. Ecce ego
dormio cum patribus meis, el earn adpopulum meum LAB 19:2; see further 19:6 and
12. The reason for Moses' death is the "completion" of his lifetime. These words are
also closely paralleled in LAB 19:8 Ecce ego complevi tempus vite mee, el complevi
annos CXX.
Moses' impending death is the occasion of his farewell address to Joshua. Moses
is reported to say that the subject matter of his testament is the revelation of God's
plan : El nunc palam facio tibi resumes 1:13a non coepit ...et ab inilio orbis terrarum
palam facere—God did not want to reveal the goal of creation in the beginning, but
1
 Cf. the definition of excogitare in TnLL V, 2, col. 1274:74: "cogitando invenire".
2
 So Charles, The Assumption, p. 6.
3
 Tiede, "The Figure of Moses", p. 90.
* Many instances are found in Schallt, Untersuchungen, pp. 162-164.
5
 Schallt. Untersuchungen, p. 162.
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Moses has known it, and because he himself is about to die he will now pass this
knowledge on to Joshua, his successor (who in turn is to keep it a secret, see below).
Moses' statement about his impending death is concluded by what seems to be an
incomplete sentence' about something that must happen in the presence of the entire
people. The manuscript has a lacuna, which must be partly occupied by a tu that is
necessary in 1:16 (see below). A possible supplement is moriar. "I shall die in the
presence of the entire people". Alternatively, some word indicating Joshua's installa-
tion as Moses' successor may have been used, for instance: "I shall appoint you in the
presence of the entire people". In that case, Moses' death and his succession by
Joshua are contrasted in a way similar to the contrast in As. Mos. 10:14-15; cf. also
Deut. 31:7 iced ètcoXeoev Monxjfjç InooCv Kai EÎTIEV aùt(p èvavti ÏIOVTÔÇ "iCTparjX-
'AvSpiÇou rat \at\f. KtX. It must be said that a word meaning "to appoint" also re-
quires an object and an object complement (eg. indicabo te successorem), and there
may be no room for all that
Some confusion, however, about the extent of the lacuna exists. In his edition Ce-
riani indicated a blank space without dots because, as he later wrote to Volkmar, the
manuscript in this passage is "conservatissima", and shows no traces whatsoever of
lost letters. Ceriani concluded that the word preceding uutern (1:16) must have been
written in red ink (which leaves no traces when washed off), and he suggested to
Volkmar to assume a "Tu", written with an initial. Volkmar in his turn concluded that
the lacuna cannot have contained more than the word "tu"2, but this is contradicted by
Clemen3. According to Clemen, the lacuna takes up more than half of a line. Perhaps,
the blank space was purposely left open by the scribe, for instance because he had
trouble in reading his Vorlage, In that case, the room the lacuna offers has no bearing
on the room a proposed supplement requires.
b. 1:16-18
In this section, the author relates that Moses hands a writing (scribtura) to Joshua,
who has to bring these books (the writing seems to be referred to in the plural) in
order, anoint them and store them in jars. These jars must in their turn be hidden in a
secret place, where they will remain until the day of penitence, at the end of time. The
writing is a copy of the prophecy Moses is about to give, and it is intended to verify at
the end of Israel's history that the course ofthat history proved to be in perfect accor-
dance with the Lord's promises and threats as laid down in the covenant.
16 You, however, receive this writing, which serves to confirm the
trustworthiness of the books which I will hand to you, 17 and you must
1
 Rönsch, "Sprachliche Parallelen", pp. 82-83, suggested that the sentence is complete: "I
will go to the resting-place of my fathers, even in the presence of the entire people". This is a
possible solution, but the resulting phrase is rather short and abrupt. In "Weitere Illustratio-
nen", pp. 220-221, therefore, Rönsch proposed to fill the lacuna following pleban with earn
(=ibo)orco.
2
 Volkmar, More Prophétie, p. 154, cf. Schmidt and Mere. "Die Assumptio Mosis", p.
138.
3
 Die Himmelfalin (1904), p. 5.
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order them, embalm them, and put them in earthenware jars in a place
which he made from the beginning of the creation of the world, is a so
that his name be invoked; b until the day of repentance, in the visitation
with which the Lord will visit them in the fulfilment of the end of days.
1:1«
The Latin word ttaatio means "protection". At first sight, therefore, the writing which
Moses gives to Joshua according to 1:16 would contain instructions aimed at
"protecting the books" which Moses will hand to Joshua. These libri are almost cer-
tainly the books of the law. In Deut. 31:23-26 (pan of the scene to which As. Mos. l
is explicitly linked) it is related that Moses addressed Joshua, promising him God's
help in leading the people into the land, and that he (Moses) subsequently wrote down
the law, and gave the book of the law to the Lévites, whom he instructed to put it in
the ark of the covenant, so that it might serve as a witness against the people. The au-
thor of As. Mos. has simplified this account, and makes Moses address Joshua and
hand him the books of the law simultaneously.
The scribtwa is the prophecy given by Moses according to 2:3-10:10. The scrib-
twa occurs again in 10:11 and 11:1. From the latter passage, »appears that Moses has
told Joshua a prediction contained in a writing: Et cum audisset Jesus verba Moysi tarn
scripia in sua scriptura, omnia quae praedixerant &c. This clearly refers to Moses'
prophecy in 2:3-10:10. In 10:11, in the conclusion of his speech, Moses is said to
summon Joshua to "preserve these words and this book": Nam tu, Jesu Nave, custodi
verba haec et hunc libnm. The concept of a prophecy delivered in writing as well as
in speech is common in the testamentary and apocalyptic traditions1.
If, however, the scribtura Joshua receives in 1:16 is Moses' prophecy given in
2:3-10:10, recognoscere tutationem in 1:16 cannot mean "to preserve" materially, be-
cause As. Mos. 2:3-10:10 gives no instructions how to do this2. Therefore, Rönsch
was probably right, when he suggested that tutatio is a mistranslation of the Greek
ia#Uu<nc (or rather, àafâXeia)3. 'Ao+óXaa can mean "protection", like tutatio, but
it can also mean "reliability", especially of statements4, a translation which suits the
present context excellently. Recognoscere tutalionem may be a translation of Èm-yi-
vcSoxeiv tV|v àaty&am; see for this expression Luke 1:4 (Vulgate: cognoscere veri-
tatem; Vetus Latina: agnoscereßrmitatem)5.
1
 Russell, The Method and Message, pp. 120-121; Cones, Los discursos de adiôs, pp.
356-369. A remarkable parallel to As. Mos. is found in the introduction to the Apocalypse of
Paul (ed. Tischendorf, Apocalypses apocryphae, pp. 34-35). There it is told how this apoca-
lypse was found under the foundations of a noble man's house in Tarsus at the end of the
fourth century.
2
 Cf. Schaut, Untersuchungen, p. 172.
3
 "Weitere Illustrationen", p. 222.
4
 In ThGL I, 2309B, the following usages are mentioned: àajàteut Wyou; aa«xMli;
primp; Urfov voöv EJOVTOC Koà naifraXfmç.
5
 In Luke 1:4 a concept similar to that in As. Mos. 1:16 is found, although it there has a
different application: the story of Jesus is well-known from several books, but Luke has made
a new, historical investigation into the matter for the benefit of Theophilus, enabling the latter
to confirm that everything he has leaml from the earlier books is indeed reliable; see further
Fitzmyer, Lute I-K, pp. 289-290, 300-301.
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As. Mos. 1:16 can then be translated as follows: "But you, receive this writing in
order that the reliability of the books that I will hand over to you be confirmed." The
scribtura, Moses' prophecy in As. Mos. 2:3-10:10, makes it possible to verify the re-
liability of the law. Moses' prophecy describes Israel's future, and shows.that the
people will abandon the law, that is, break the covenant. In accordance with the con-
ditions of the covenant, laid down in the law (the libri quos tibi tradam), they will be
punished; the reliability which is particularly stressed, however, is God's faith to the
covenant, which ensures that God will bring salvation to the faithful.
1:17-18
The relative pronoun quos apparently refers to the libri quos tibi tradam in 1:16.
Moses' discourse, therefore, seems to continue to speak about the books of the law.
However, it is much more likely that the passage 1:17-18a deals with the preservation
of the scribtura of 1:16, that is, Moses' prophecy, which in the time of the end must
serve to verify the reliability of the books of the law. The arguments for this supposi-
tion are as follows.
First, the books which are mentioned must undergo preservational measures, obvi-
ously because they must remain intact for a very long time. Chedriare must mean "to
embalm with cedar-oil" (see grammatical notes nrs. 43 and 181). The embalming of
books was a well-known method in Antiquity of preserving books'. Similarly, the
storage of books in jars (et reponis in vasis fictitious) is attested throughout the ancient
world (not just in Qumran), and it equally is regarded as a preservational method2. It
is not easy to understand why the books of the law should be embalmed and stored in
jars, apparently without anyone being able to consult them. Moses' prophecy, on the
other hand, is intended to be publicly revealed in the time of the end, so that measures
to keep it intact for a long period make perfect sense.
Second, the books must be deposited in a "place which he (sc. God) made in the
beginning of creation". This locus is often interpreted as the temple in Jerusalem,
where the books of the law should be kept, and parallels from rabbinic sources are
adduced to show that the temple has indeed been regarded as the starting-point of the
creation3. But of course, Joshua cannot bring the books of the law into the temple in
Jerusalem: even if the temple was made at the beginning of the creation, as some rab-
binic sources imply, that does not mean that it already stood in Jerusalem. The author
of As. Mos. himself alludes in 2:4 to the building of the temple, even after the separa-
tion of the tribes4. Moreover, it is said of this locus that it will exist until the final con-
summation; but in 3:2 the author of As. Mos. shows himself well aware that the tem-
1
 A considerable number of proof-tents in Schallt, Untersuchungen, pp. 184-185, who
concludes that the emba lming of the books with cedar-oil is done "damit sie gegen
Feuchtigkeit. Wurmfrass und ähnliche Schaden geschützt sind und dem Zahn der Zeit trotzen
können".
2 Schallt, Untersuchungen, pp. 197-198. For reponere meaning "to störe", see 4 Ezra 7:77
etenim est tibi thesaurus operum repositus apud Allissimum, sed non tibi demonstrabitur
usque in novissimis temporibus.
3
 A thorough treatment of Ihe relevant passages in Schäfer, "Tempel und Schöpfung".
4
 Wieseler, "Die jüngst aufgefundene Aufnahme Moses", p. 630, therefore suggested that
the sanctuaries in Gilgal or Silo may have been meant, because these were sanctuaries that
Joshua had witnessed, even founded.
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pic was destroyed by the Babylonians. If, on the other hand, the vague allusion to a
certain "place" is connected with Moses'prophecy mentioned in 1:16, As. Mos. 1:16-
18 appears as a quite normal instance of the apocalyptic and testamentary ^ tradition of
the secret revelation: the Incus is a secret place that was made in the beginning of cre-
ation2, where Moses' prophecy must be stored until the end of time3
This tradition occurs in several variants: the revelation may be kept secret for a
(long) period of time (see for instance Dan. 8:26; 12:4, 9), or it may be revealed to
only a few (see for instance 1 En. 82:1-2; 4 Ezra 14:46). This literary convention,
closely related to the pseudepigraphic character of most of these works, serves on the
one hand to justify to the readers why a revelation, allegedly received by a pious man
in ancient days, was not known previously. On the other hand, the emphasis on the
limited extent of its audience (the wise, the pious) may serve as a captatio attentionis
of the intended readers. Finally, if it is said that the book is to become public at the
end of time, that is a signal to the readers that the final consummation is at hand.
The question remains to be answered, however, how the masculine plural relative
pronoun quos can refer to the feminine singular scribiura. In view of the general state
of the manuscript, the emendation of quos into quam may not be too drastic4. But the
word ordinäre^ and the plural vasafiailia seem to suggest, too, that what Moses gives
to Joshua is indeed thought of as something plural. The author may have thought of
the scribtura as librfi, and for this reason have chosen the relative ad sensum: quos.
Jer. 32:10-14 is useful in illuminating the scene in As. Mos. 1:16-18. This passage'
(which is missing in the Septuagint) describes how Jeremiah purchases a field, sym-
bolizing that "houses and fields and vineyards will be possessed again in this land"
(Jer. 32:15). The deed of purchase is put in an earthenware vessel because it needs to
remain undamaged for many years (Jer. 32:14)8; after these many years, the jar will
1
 Kolenkow, "The Assumption of Moses", p. 73.
2 The phrase quern creavit ab initio creaturae &c. is to be understood as a reference to
God's predetermination of history, as in 1:14. The reader is assured of the fact that Moses'
revelation as well as its long-time concealment are not coincidental events occurring at some
random moment during the turbulent course of history, but premeditated decisions of God.
3
 So Volkmar, Mose Prophétie, p. 22.
^ There may have been attraction of the preceding quos (1:16).
5 The exact meaning of ordinäre is unclean tne general meaning of this verb is "to bring in
order". With regard to books, it often means "to compose, to write", but that meaning must
here be excluded. In the third letter of Ps.-Sencca to the apostle Paul (ed. Haase), it seems to
mean "to arrange scrolls according to their proper order": quaedam Volumina ordinavi et
divisionibus suis statum eis dedi.
6 In Greek, writings can be referred to in the plural; see Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik
II, p. 43: "ÉïcicrtoXai von einem Brief Thuk. I 132, 5; avTiypa^ov und -^ a für eine
Abschrift (Mayser II l, 43)". See also Polycarp, Ad Philipp. III2 ÉirunoXiSç, said of Paul's
Epistle to the Philippians. Deissmann, Licht vom Osten, p 28, pointed to 1 Ki. 21(20):8-9,
where the Septuagint render DHSO first by (hßHov, then by ßißWoi; cf. Isa. 37:14.
7
 There are grave difficulties in interpreting this passage, but the main point is clean see
Deissmann, Licht vom Osten, pp. 28-29, and Koffaahn, Die Doppelurkunden, pp. 16-20.
8
 To this one may compare LAB 62:10. where Jonathan suggests to David that they mix
their tears in a vessel (vas), so that they may serve as a testimony. This image probably
derives from Ps. 55{56)A
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have preserved the contract, serving as proof of the reliability of God, who had
promised the restoration of the people after the desolation by the Chaldeans (Jer.
32:43-44).
According to 1:17, Joshua must store Moses' testament in a secret place, making sure
that it can withstand the ravages of time. This must be done so that God's name may
be invoked up to and including (usque in) the "day of repentance", when the writing
will be publicly revealed. One may compare especially Dan. 12:4 e: KOU <ni, ioviilX,
Eu^po^ov TOÙÇ Wyouç Kcà o^pàyioov t6 ßißXiov Eujç iccopoû CTwreXeloj; (Vul-
gate: signa librum usque ad tempus stalutum), tux; aiSo^eoxiiv noiAu'i xal jiin-
Ouvefl ^ yvuaic..
From the last phrase of 1:18 (in consummatione exitus dierum), it is clear that the
day of repentance is the eschatological Day of the Lord. The designation of this day as
the day of repentance is, as far as 1 could ascertain, unique. In the Old Testament and
related literature it is more commonly called the day of judgement, punishment, wrath,
or the like; sometimes, when attention is centered on the righteous ones, the day of
salvation or mercy'.
The Lord's coming is called his visitation. Respectus probably renders ènujicomt
(so in Wisd. 2:20; 4:15; 14:11; cf. conspectus Sir. 16:18; 18:20), although the Vul-
gate usually prefers visitatio. This word may be used in a general sense, or have
specific regard to either the righteous or the sinners^. Since there are no clear indica-
tions that the author of As. Mos. specifically had a specific group in mind, it may be
best to regard respectas in its general sense.
c. 2:7-2
Taking the events recorded in the book of Joshua as a starting-point, the author now
makes Moses give instructions to his successor with regard to the occupation of the
land. The instructions concern the occupation, the division and the constitution of the
land: Joshua must establish the land's polity in accordance with the Lord's pleasure.
The style of this passage is solemn, characterized by the pairing of synonymous
words and phrases: decrevit etpromisit (2:1); tiahis unicuique et Stabilibis sortent
(2:2b); constabilibis regnum el magisteria locorum (2:2c).
i But now, they will enter through you into the land which he decided
and promised to give to their fathers. 2 a And in it (sc. the land) you
must give blessings; and you must give to each of them their share in it,
b and you must found for them a kingdom, and arrange for them local
rule according to their Lord's wish in justice and righteousness.
1 Volz, Die Eschatologie, pp. 164-165.
2
 Volz, Die Eschatologie, pp. 165-166.
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2:1
The manuscript has a blank space preceding intrabunt. Neither the photographs, nor
Ceriani's edition allows us to establish whether words are lost or whether the scribe of
the manuscript left some room deliberately (cf. the commentary to 1:15). Possibly, the
scribe wanted to indicate a new paragraph. There is in any case a transition: in 1:12-
15, Moses is depicted as elaborating on the aim of creation, on Israel's role therein,
and on the function of the prophecy that is presently to be delivered. Now, he is seen
to move on to giving instructions to Joshua with regard to the occupation of the land.
If words are lost, a transitional formula such as nunc autem* or mac auicm may have
stood here.
Since the testament scene in As. Mos. explicitly refers to Deut. 31:14-23, As.
Mos. 2:1 is probably derived from Deut. 31:23 (cf. Deut. 31:7). In Deut. 31:23,
Joshua is commanded to lead the people into the land; cf. LAB 20:2. More often, God
is said to bring in the people himself (e.g. Lev. 18:3; Num. 14:31; Deut. 7:1; 8:7;
28:37). The latter is probably the intention in As. Mos., as well, as may be concluded
from the periphrastic expression intrabunt per te (not: introduces eos).
The land into which Joshua must lead the people is specified as "the land which the
Lord has promised to give to the fathers" (cf. Deut. 31:7). In As. Mos. 2:1, this
promise is expressed by two verbs, decrevit et promisii, in accordance with the ele-
vated style of this passage (see grammatical note nr. 170).
2:2»
In the Old Testament records of Joshua's exploits, blessing is not very dominant. Yet
the book of Joshua does relate a few instances in which Joshua blesses parts of the
people in connection with the division of the land: Josh. 14:13; 22:6, 7; cf. Josh. 8:33
(9:2 d) and LAB 21:10.
The object of dare is probably sortem, which is the object of stabilire as well (see
further grammatical note nr. 171). Sors (Greek: iriWipoc or icXnjx>vo|iioO has two
meanings between which a clear distinction cannot always be made: on the one hand,
it indicates the action of casting lots by which the land is partitioned among the people;
on the other hand, a part of the land as far as it has been allotted to one particular
group may also be called that group's sors, its territorial property2. In As. Mos. 2:2b,
the latter nuance is intended, but the use of sors doubtlessly implies a reference to the
way in which the division was executed. LAB 20:9 closely parallels As. Mos. 2:2a: Et
dédit Ihesus in sortem terrain populo, unicuique tribui secundum sortes, iuxta quod
preceptum fuerat ei. See also Deut. 31:7 xatotitA.T|povoui1a£i; ctùr^v (se. rip yfjv)
aùtâç (Vulgate: ru earn sorte divides). The casting of lots in order to divide the land
among the tribes is a favorite topic in the Book of Joshua (see Josh. 1:6; 14:2; 16:1;
17:1, 6, 8 and many more instances; see also Num. 26:55; 33:54; 34:2, 13; 36:2;
Dem. 1:38).
The author sustains the solemn style of this passage by joining more or less
synonymous words together in one commandment. Accordingly, stabilire is a rather
insignificant word, meaning something vague as "to found", possibly with the
1
 Hilgenfeld, N ovum Tcstamtntum. p. 100.
2
 Foerster, "Klfipoi; irrX", p. 7S7,
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connotation of solidity1. Smbilire is used in the Vulgate for "to lay foundations" in
e.g. Prov. 3:19 (eioiudCecreai, said of the foundation of the heavens; in Zach. 5:11
Stabilire is used of the foundation of a house: Et stabiliatur, et ponatur ibi super
basem). It is also relatively often used with regnum, thronus or a dynasty as object;
seel Sam. 20:31; 2 Sam. 7:13, 26; 1 Chron. 17:11, see also 2:2b.
2:2b
Constabilibis eis regnum and magisteria locorum dimittes illis in 2:2b are apparently
used as synonymous phrases. Regnum and magisieria locorum may have an abstract
and a concrete meaning, indicating a territory^ or the activity of ruling. The former
meaning would best fit the historical events the author evidently refers to: according to
the biblical records, Joshua did not establish the kingship in Israel. Under his leader-
ship, however, the tribes were settled in the land (for slabilire, see the commentary on
2:2a; on the semantical equivalence of slabilire and conslabilire, see grammatical note
nr. 167).
On the other hand, the author of As. Mos. simplifies history on other occasions,
describing certain events from the perspective of their outcome. Thus in 2:4 he makes
the temple be built after the division of the tribes, simply, it seems, because the
Jerusalem temple eventually ended up with the two tribes. From that perspective, he
might make Moses command Joshua to found a "kingdom" as well.
As far as I know, magisterium does not occur in the Latin versions of the Bible.
Lipsius3 has proposed to regard magisieria locorum as an analytical translation of
TOitopxim, "districts". This would be a synonym of regnum as "territory". Then, 2:2b
refers to the division of the land into districts as one of the aspects of Joshua's work,
most elaborately described in the Book of Joshua. However, according to the dic-
tionaries, magisteria means the "office or post of a leader"4, and would then be syn-
onymous with the meaning "kingship" for regnum. It seems that "making arrange-
ments in justice and righteousness" (see below) is more appropriately said of the way
in which the land must be ruled than of the establishment of a country with its dis-
tricts. To 2:2b, one may now compare to Deut. 16:18: Kpitàç KOU ypauuOToemarrffl-
•ytîç (MT: D'lODI C'DQO; Vulgate: judices et magistri) KcnaaTiteeiç (cf. As.
Mos. 2:2b Constabilibis) aeavwp èv mam; TOÛÇ mSteaiv aou (MT: "pjjffi; Vul-
gate: ponae)r olç »niptoç ó 6eóc CTOV Sl&ooiv aou, icatà 0uXac. icaï Kptvoüoiv TÔV
Xaôv icplaiv SiKcoav (cf. As. Mos. 2:2b in judicio el justitia).
Judging from the context, dimittere, classically, "to send away"5, must mean "to
arrange, make arrangements". In our context, the word may have to be explained as
an analytical translation (see grammatical note nr. 182) of a Greek compound verb
1
 Cf. Vulgate 1 Chron. 17:11 siabiliam regnum ejus, LXX homoma Tf|v [ium«iov
cnmiG; in As. Mos. 12:13 stabilitum est testamentum illius (sc. Del) the notion of steadfast-
ness predominates; but contrast As. Mos. 2:5 X tribus stobiiient sibi... régna, which must
mean no more than "to found" (Niermeyer, Lexicon, p. 986a). Stabilire with regnum, rem-
publicam or urban is normal, classical Latin, see Forccll ini IV, p. 46Sc.
2
 For this meaning the Vulgate uses also the cognate regio; cf. As. Mos. 4:6.
3 In Hilgenfeld, Novum Testamentum. p. 100.
4
 Lewis-Short, p. 1097b; cf. also Niermeycr. pp. 625b-626a, where more nuances are
recorded for Medieval Latin; they all relate, however, to such an office or to the authority
derived from it
5
 In 4:6 dimittere is used meaning "to let go", i.e. "to allow to leave".
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with 8ia~ (e.g. SiaTÓmreiv, ôiari9ecr9ai), and minere must be taken as 'lto set"', an
equivalent of ponere\ indeed, the Latin disponere would have been perfectly under-
standable.
Judicium et justilia are a word-pair, probably rendering icpienç (Kpiuoc) KCÙ
SucauxnjvTi, as they do in the Vulgate. The two words are frequently found in combi-
nation throughout the Old Testament and related literature, both juxtaposed and in
parallelism; see Gen. 18:19; 1 Ki. 10:9; 2 Chron. 9:8; Isa. 5:16; 9:7(6); 33:5; 56:1;
Jer. 22:3; 23:5; Ezek. 45:9; 1 Mace. 2:29; Ps. Sol. 17:19. In Jer. 9:24 it is explicitly
said that God "wishes" justice and righteousness (5n èv TOUTOIÇ tu eöLipd uou,
Vulgate: haec enimplacent mihi), cf. PS. 33(32):5 and Prov. 21:3.
1
 Niermeyer, Lenicon. p. 698a; cf. French mettre.
2:3-3:3
SIN AND PUNISHMENT
The events leading up to the exile are summarized very schematically.
The outlines are clear. After the people's entrance into the land, they
will be ruled by princes and kings (2:3a-b). In the end, the ten and the
two tribes will go their separate ways (2:3c). The ten tribes will orga-
nize themselves according to their own regulations (2:5). The Lord
will build his temple in the kingdom of the two tribes, who at first, as a
holy nation, will offer their sacrifices there (2:3d-4, 6), but who will
eventually, like the ten tribes, abandon the Lord (2:7-9). As the in-
strument of God's punishment, a king from the East will come, destroy
their city and lead the people into exile (3:1-3).
These outlines agree with the overviews of history found in the typi-
cally Deuteronomistic passages of the Pentateuch, for instance Deut.
4:25-27': "When you will have begotten children and grandchildren,
and lived a long time in the land, and you will then act lawlessly
(avou^OT]T£) and make idols (cf. As. Mos. 2:8-9)... then your days will
no more be long in the land, but you will surely be exterminated, and
the Lord will disperse you among the nations (cf. As. Mos. 3:3)".
It is difficult to interpret this passage in depth because the descrip-
tion is so concise. Knowing that his readers were well-acquainted with
this period of history, the author found it unnecessary to go into great
detail. However, the resulting sketchiness of the description has led to a
lack of clarity2.
The division of the pre-exilic period into periods designated by
numbers of "years" is hard to interpret. The time of the common rule
over the twelve tribes is designated as eighteen years (2:3). After these
eighteen years, in the nineteenth year, the ten tribes will secede (2:3),
and a period of twenty years will begin during which the two holy
tribes will offer sacrifices (2:6). The entire pre-exilic period is there-
fore covered by a period of thirty-eight years, to which an unspecified
1
 Reese, Die Geschichte Israels, p. 94. Compare also the correspondance of As. Mos. 3:4-
4:4 with (e.g.) Deut. 4:29-30.
2
 Cf. Brandenburger, "Himmelfahrt", p. 70: "Bei der beabsichtigten Periodisierang—Kon-
solidierung des Reiches Juda, gluckhafter Fortbestand und Niedergang—hat man sich an
Hauptmerkmale gehalten, einiger Abweichungen ... nicht achtend."
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number of years, possibly one or two, indicated in 2:3a may have to be
added, resulting in a total of thirty-nine or forty years. AH of this,
however, is very uncertain.
a. 2:3-5
The author of As. Mos. quickly glosses over the first period of the people living in the
land. He merely notes the period of common rule, and devotes most attention to the
separation of the ten and the two tribes. He seems to regard the two tribes as no less
sinful than the ten tribes. In cases where the two tribes might appear to surpass the ten
tribes in holiness, the author stresses that this is due to divine initiative.
3 a .... however, after they will have entered into their land in the ...th
year, b and afterwards, they will be ruled by princes and kings for
eighteen years,
 c but in the nineteenth the ten tribes will break them-
selves loose, d And the two tribes will separate themselves and transfer
the tabernacle of the testimony. 4
 a Then the heavenly God will fasten
the pole of his tabernacle and the tower of his sanctuary, b and the two
(sc. tribes) will be appointed as holy tribes. 5 The ten tribes, however,
will establish for themselves kingdoms according to their own ordi-
nances.
2:3»
The manuscript is partly illegible: one word is missing before autem, which always
stands in second position'. Schmidt and Merx's suggestion to supp\yfiet fits both the
lacuna and the context^, but something like Tune or even Plebs is equally possible.
The transition from commandment to prophecy is marked by adversative autem,
and by the switch from second singular forms, directly addressing Joshua (tu benedi-
cis, dabis, siabilibis etc. in 2:2) to third plural forms, speaking about the future ac-
tions of the people (intrabunt, se abnmpeni, descendent etc. in 2:3). However, the
transition is smooth, and the prophecy is closely connected with Moses' instructions
to Joshua by the repetition of inlrare (2: l intrabunt per te, 2:3 postquam intrabunt).
Another lacuna follows ANNOS, which contained some numeral. It has been proposed
that annos is an accusative indicating a period of time3. It should be noted, however,
that elsewhere in As. Mos. duration is denoted by the ablative or by per + accusative4,
not by the accusative alone. Therefore, the s is preferably interpreted as the first letter
1
 See grammatical note nr. 143.
2 Fiet ("And it will come to pass") is then continued by etpostea dominabitur ("that the
land/people will be ruled"). This would be a Hebraizing construction, 0 ••- Til), but
cf. grammatical note nr. 190. Schmidt and Ment were followed by Chartes and Clemen.
3
 Von Gutschmid in Hilgenfeld, Nmum Testamentum, p 100, supplemented annos VII;
Volkmar, Most Prophétie, p. 23, annos quinque.
* See grammatical notes nrs. 73 and 108.
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of an ordinal number. In 2:3b and 2:6 mention is made of periods of eighteen and
twenty years respectively. If anno s<ecunda> is read, it would appear that the entire
pre-exilic period is divided into thirty-nine or forty "years" (on the meaning of these
"years", see the commentary on 2:3b). This reading is tempting since forty is a perfect
number. It is, however, mere speculation.
One way or another, 2:3a indicates the period between Moses' speech and the
events prophesied in 2:3b. That is, 2:3a must relate to the period of Joshua's leader-
ship. 2:1-3 can be paraphrased as follows:
Joshua, you must lead the people into the land and divide the land among them, etc.
But hear the things that will happen after they will have entered into their land in the
<Nth>year.
2:3b
After the period of Joshua's leadership, they (je. the people) "will be ruled by princes
and kings for eighteen years". Elsewhere in As. Mos., annus seems to indicate quite
plainly "year", without a symbolic reference to something else1, but this is clearly not
the case in chapter 2J: the numbers of anni in 2:3 and 6, eighteen and twenty,
presumably cover periods before and after the division between the two and the ten
tribes mentioned in 2:3c-d, though it is not clear exactly how they do so.
It is often assumed that the eighteen "years" indicate the rules of the judges and
kings before the division of Israel. Some scholars confidently put the number of the
judges at fifteen and that of the kings at three (including Saul)3, so that the number of
years is equal to that of the number of judges and kings. They consider this interpreta-
tion corroborated by two facts: the numeral XV1III is used, which agrees with the
number of kings over the Northern kingdom, and the number XX matches the number
of kings over the Southern kingdom.
In fact, however, the biblical record as well as post-biblical tradition are obscure
about the exact number of judges that officiated before Saul. The agreement of the
numeral eighteen with the number of judges and kings before the separation cannot
therefore be substantiated. Likewise, the numeral nineteen in 2:3c does not match the
number of kings over the Northern tribes (there were, according to the biblical record,
twenty kings in the North). Moreover, XVIII1 should be interpreted as an ordinal (see
below). The number twenty in 2:6 does agree with the number of kings over Judah,
but 2:6 is concerned with the temple service.
Finally, the identification of anni with periods of rule seems to be based on a
misunderstanding of an analogy to which Von Gutschmid referred. Von Gutschmid
suggested that the anni of As. Mos. should be interpreted in the same way as the
"hours" in 1 En. 89:72 and 90:54. In these instances, however, the "hours" no more
1
 1:2 "the twenty-five hundredth year since the creation of the world"; 1:15 "the years of
my life"; 3:11 "in the desert during forty years"; 3:14 "they will be slaves during seventy-
seven years"; 6:6 "he will execute judgement on them such as the Egyptians did for thirty-four
years".
- Other symbolic indications for periods of time are used in As. Mos., as well: horael'.\\
tempora 10:12. As with the years in chapter!, it is impossible to determine their exact value.
' For instance Charles, The Assumption, p. 9: "The 'chiefs and kings' are the fifteen
judges and the three kings, Saul, David, and Solomon"; Volkmar. Mose Prophétie, p. 23,
relativized: "gleichviel wieder Verf. 15 Richter gezählt hat".
4
 Von Gutschmid in Hilgenfeld, Nmum Tesiamentum, p. 112.
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designate exact numbers of kings than the years in As. Mos. They serve to divide
history into phases in a purely schematical way. In 1 Enoch a differentiation is made
between the rulers ("shepherds") and the duration of their reigns ("hours"); both the
shepherds and their hours eventually add up to seventy', but the rule of one shepherd
does not automatically equal one hour.
All in all, it seems safest to interpret the "years" in As. Mos. 2:3-7 not as the re-
spective reigns of the judges and kings, but more simply as a division into relative pe-
riods of the rime between the entrance into the land and the exile. What exactly the
proportions stand for I dare not guess.
Principes and lyranni can be understood as different types of rulers following each
other (e.g. "judges" and "kings"). But it is equally possible that the words are here
used more or less synonymously, as princeps and judex in Jub. 47:9: Quis te
constiiuit principem autjudicem super nos?; cf. l En. 89:48 and Jub. 31:15. In the
Vulgate, princeps is the usual equivalent of icprnfe and op^cov; oi Kpirai are some-
times parallel to oi npeaßurepoi (Ezra 10:14; 3 Ezra 9:13; in Deut. 21:2; 29:10[9] ri
Ytpouota), sometimes to ol âpxovraç (2 Chron. 1:2 [cf. 1 Chron. 28:1]; Ps. 148:11;
Sir. 41:18). Tupawoc is not used pejoratively2; in the Vulgate its equivalents include:
princeps Prov. 8:16; rex. Wisd. 6:10, 22; 8:15; tyrannus Wisd. 14:16; Sir. 11:5 (cf.
Wisd. 12:14 ofite ßocnUuc fl njpowoc Vulgate neque rex neque tyrannus, see also
Hab. 1:10).
2:3c-d
The manuscript's text of 2:3c is certainly out of order, but it is not hard to reconstruct
a satisfactory reading. Generally, the intention is clear: after the eighteen years in 2:3b,
XVII1I is likely to be an ordinal; mention is made of secession (the verb [se]
abrumpere, "to break away", is used3), and the numeral X in this context makes the
assumption that the ten tribes arc the logical subject of abrumpere inescapable. The
statement in 2.3c must therefore be, in paraphrase, that there will be a secession of the
ten tribes in the nineteenth year. "During nineteen years" is not a reasonable alterna-
tive, since se abrumpere has a punctual meaning and cannot be used to indicate dura-
tion4.
In answer to the secession of the ten tribes, the two tribes are said to "leave": des-
cendent ("they will descend") must probably be understood as the classical discedent
("they will leave")^; discedere and descenders were practically homophonous and
often confused in Latin manuscripts (see grammatical note nr. 3). The image is rather
obscure. The schism is presented as if the tribes first live together in a certain part of
1
 Black, The Book of Enoch, pp. 275, 277-278.
2
 There is therefore no need to see in the use of Ihis word an expression of the author's
"rahbinisch-republikanischen Groll gegen alle weltliche Königsherrschaft" (so Volkmar,
Mose Prophétie, p. 27).
3
 The verb abrumpere is very rare in the Vulgate; in Lev. 13:56 it is the equivalent of dorop-
prflvieiv (or -pifaoEiv), which elsewhere can mean "to rebel", cf. Josephus, Bell. lud. II
283.
4
 Against Clemen, APATll, p. 320, who translates: "19 Jahre hindurch werden sich zehn
Stämme losreißen".
5
 So Schmidt and Merx, "Die Assumptio Mosis", p. 128 (who translate Suxanïcovtoi,
"spalten sich", emending the two tribes of As. Mos. 2:3d into twelve).
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the land. At some point, the ten tribes depart from the two tribes. The latter subse-
quently leave that place as well, taking with them the ark of the covenant. This reflects
the tendency of the author of As. Mos. to use geographical or even theatrical imagery:
in 3:4 it is said that the tribes "will go into the fields", and in 4:1, an intercessor is de-
scribed as "entering".
It is posible that here descendent is a synonym for the se abrumpent of the ten
tribes', and is intended to bear the same negative connotation. If this is so, then the
two tribes are held equally responsible for the division2. This seems indeed to be the
intention of the author of As. Mos.3. By blaming the two tribes for the division as
much as the ten, the author of As. Mos. insists on the sinfulness of the whole people.
As related in 2:7b-9, after the division the two tribes will eventually be as sinful as the
ten tribes*. This insistence on the sinfulness of the whole people recurs in 3:3 and 3:7.
With regard to the two tribes' replacing the tabernacle of the testimony, Charles^
suggested a correspondence with either 2 Sam. 6, where it is related how David "and
all the house of Israel" (2 Sam. 6:15) moved the ark from Kirjath-Jearim to Jerusalem,
or 1 Ki. 8, which records the transferral of "the ark, the tabernacle and the holy ves-
sels" (1 Ki. 8:4) from the city of David to the newly built temple. It seems, however,
simpler to view the transferral of the tabernacle to Jerusalem as part of the departure of
the two tribes6.
The transfer of the tabernacle to Jerusalem infringes upon the chronology set out in
the Bible, since it is here situated after the schism rather than before. However, in
2:4a, Solomon's building of the temple also comes after the division. Apparently, the
author of As. Mos., did not want to introduce too many complications and described
this part of history from the perspective of its eventual result, namely, that after the
division of Israel, the ark and the only divinely recognized temple were in Jerusalem.
A comparable simplification can be found in Ps. 78(77):67-69, in which passage the
Lord is said to have chosen the tribe of Judah and Mount Zion after having rejected the
temple in Shiloh and the tabernacle of Joseph.
' For this metaphorical meaning of discedere, see the numerous examples in ThLL V, 1,
cols. 1285:49-1286:28 (also used absolutely, "to defect"). Discedere in this meaning is a syn-
onym of abscedere = accedere in As. Mos. 2:7b.
2
 This is in marked contrast to the usual interpretations of the division of David's kingdom,
see, e.g., 1 Ki. 12:19 xa'i i\8ÉTnoïv 'lapaii*. elç TÙV O'IKOV Aav'iS EC*; TÔÇ ihilpaç
Tcniniç 2 Ki. 17:21; Isa. 7:17. quoted in CD VII12.
•* Janssen, Dos Gottesvolk, p. 103, asserts that the ten tribes are made responsible for the
division, whereas the two tribes are said to be holy tribes. Janssen denies that 2:3d refers to
the division of Israel and Judah, and claims that the schism is not mentioned before 2:5 ("The
ten tribes will establish for themselves kingdoms"). However, he offers no alternative
explanation for2:3d-4. Reese, Die Geschichte, p. 94, writes similarly: "Die Reichsspaltung
schilden der Vf. als eine eigenmächtige Absonderung der zehn Stämme des Nordreiches", and
to support this, Reese equally stresses 2:5. In practice, these interpretations follow the same
procedure as Volkmar's. namely a transposition of clauses. For 2:5 is to be seen as a contrast
to 2:4. and not as a further comment on 2.3d.
4
 This is acknowledged by Reese. Die Geschickte, p. 94, who senses in 2:4 a certain bias
in favour of Judah, but adds: "Wie [der Vf.] in Wahrheit über Israel und Juda denkt, hat er in
3,4ff ausführlich dargelegt."
5
 The Assumption, pp. 9, 61.
6
 So Clemen, APATll. p. 320.
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2:4»
If the proposed reading is accepted, "the heavenly God"1 is said in this sentence to
"fasten the pole2 of his tabernacle and the tower of his sanctuary". This must refer to
the building of the temple by Solomon (though it must be noted that here it is emphati-
cally said that God is the one who takes action; for As. Mos. ' chronological order, see
commentary to 2:3d). The allusion to the construction of the temple stresses the conti-
nuity between the formerly travelling tabernacle and the now steady temple; compare
especially Isa. 33:20: "Your eyes will see Jerusalem, a quiet habitation, an immovable
tent, whose stakes will never be plucked up, nor will any of its cords be broken".
From 2:8-9 it appears that from now on, the tabernacle and the temple are identical
(ponent idola scenae ... a in domo Domini facient scelesiefi. For the solidity and
durability of the temple4, see 1 Ki. 8: 1 3 (the text of this passage is uncertain5); cf. PS.
The "tower of his sanctuary" (turrim 1. em.; the manuscript reads the incomprehen-
sible ferrurrfi) may be another hint at the permanence and strength of the Lord's tem-
ple7. The use of this image is possibly inspired by Isa. 5 ("The Lord has built a tower
in the middle of his vineyard" Isa. 5:2). But the image may have been more common:
it is used for the temple in 1 En. 89 and 918 (cited and allegorized in Barn. 16), and
for the church in Hernias, Vis. Ill 2, 4-3, 5; Sim. IX. In Ps. 61(60):4-5 the psalmist
calls God his "hope and strong tower against my enemies; I shall live in your taberna-
cle in eternity". The temple and towers (ßcipeic) are also associated in Ps. 48(47):4,
14; Lam. 2:5, 7.
1
 Cf. Dominas caelcstis As. Mos. 4:4 and Caelestis in 10:3; cf. further ó irépioç toû
ïopofiX ô oupdvtoç Ezra 6:15; oùpàvux; 8e6ç Sib. Or. Ill 19, 174; Oùpdvux; Sib. Or. Ill
247, 261; cf. also 2 Chron. 36:23; Ezra 1:2; 5:11; 6:9; Dan. 2:18 A Btoc TO« oiipovoü; 3
Mace. 2:2 ßmnXrix; TÔV ovpovüv.
2
 Figerepabon, MS faccre palam, the conjecture is first made by Rönsch, "Weitere Illustra-
tionen", pp. 223-225. who adduces many parallels foifigere tabernaculum and forfigerepa-
lumfclavum/paxillum.
3
 Koester, The Dwelling of Cod, p. 18: "in [some] Psalms, the terms 'tent' ... and
'tabernacle'... are poetic descriptions for the temple or Mt. Zion, and Ps 46:4 [5] may speak
of Jerusalem itself as 'the holy tabernacle of the Most High'"; see further ibid. pp. 21-22.
4
 In Isa. 22:23, 25 the image of fastening a tent-pin (~BT *PH; absent from LXX,
reflected in 22:25 by arnpiCKr9ai) is used to indicate the durability of David's house; cf. Sir.
14:24-25; Ezra 9:8.
5
 In 1 Ki. 8:13 MT has OTfrlB -jrac1? pü; corresponding words are absent
from LXX, but OLPMt add «êSpooua Ttj raeéSpqt nou odûvoç<, and the Vulgate has
firmissimum solium ttaan in sempiternum.
6
 Rönsch's attempt to explain ferram ("Sprachliche Parallelen", pp. 86-87; "Weitere Illus-
trationen", pp. 223-225) as a contrast to palum (iron vs. wood) is unsuccessful, in spite of
Jer. 1:18.
7
 rrûpïoç and otxoç are variant readings in Sir. 49:12(14): IriooOç lAoç liaatiex, ot èv
T)uipoic aimöv (pKo5ou.noav oticav (At iruprov) Km arm/uam vaov Syiov rupicp.
8
 E.g. 1 En. 89:50 "And the Lord of the sheep stood upon that tower, and they offered a
full UNe before him."
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2:4b-5
As a corollary to the definitive establishment of God's habitation in the temple in
Jerusalem, the two tribes1 are said to be "constituted" as the holy tribes (cf. Exod.
19:6; Ps. Sol. 17:26), in contrast to the ten tribes, of whom it is said in 2:5 that they
will establish for themselves kingdoms according to their own regulations.
The sanctification of the two tribes is entirely God's work, just as the building of
the temple was. The two tribes' holiness is therefore not a merit of theirs, but due to
an action by God, and is to be seen in connection with the temple, which is under-
stood to be within the two tribes' territory; cf. PS. 78(77):67-71. Although the two
tribes may seem to be holy, in apparent contrast to their guilt concerning Israel's
division in 2:3c, their holiness is a result of the presence of God's habitation in their
midst. Ponentur tribus sanctiiaiis may therefore be best understood as an assignment
(ponere = tieevoi): "the two tribes will be appointed as the holy tribes", that is: from
this moment on, the two tribes (and not the twelve tribes as a whole, see 2:5) will be
expected to be holy. For this concept cf. Lev. 11:44-45: "You shall be holy, for I am
holy".
This presentation of the new relation between the two and the ten tribes is part of
the continued reduction of the Lord's people that the author of As. Mos. observed. In
view of the definitive rejection of the ten tribes in 2:5 (see below), the sanctification of
the two tribes may be seen as a redefinition of "Israel, the Lord's holy nation". This is
no final redefinition: in 4:8 the "two tribes" themselves are defined anew, resulting in
a drastric reduction of their number. The author of As. Mos. presents Israel's history
in terms of a constant decline; with that ideological approach in mind, 2:4b can be
compared with Isa. 4:3 "And the remainder in Zion and the rest in Jerusalem, they
shall be called holy".
In parenthesis (introduced by nam, see grammatical note nr. 146), the organization of
the ten tribes is briefly described as a self-founded kingdom: they will found
(stabilient, see the commentary on 2:2a) their kingdom secus ordinationes suas,
"according to their own arrangements", which apparently are not the Lord's (cf. 2 Ki.
17:8); contrast 2:2, where Moses is said to instruct Joshua as follows: constabilibis eis
regnum etdimittes illis secus quod placebit Domino. The clause also stands in strong
contrast to 2:4, where the regulations concerning the two tribes are described as en-
tirely determined by God.
By this short comment, the ten tribes are written off. They are once more intro-
duced in 3:4-9, but solely as the antagonists of the two tribes. There, the author of As.
Mos. seemingly defends the ten tribes against the accusation of having caused the ex-
ile of the two tribes, but instead of defending the ten, the author accuses the two them-
selves (cf. 2:3d). The role of the ten tribes in 3:4-9 is therefore entirely secondary. It
seems that in 4:9, a difficult passage, their disappearance is more or less predicted.
1 The subject of this clause must be taken from the predicate: ponentur duae (se. tribus)
tribus sanctitatis (see grammatical note nr. 171).
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b. 2:6-9
In 2:6-9 the apostasy of the two tribes is prophesied. In his description the author uses
the well-known prophetic and Deuteronomistic reproofs (cf. for instance again Deut.
4:25) against the sins committed in the time of Israel's and Judah's kings, with their
typical emphasis on the cult of "foreign" gods and idolatry.
6 And they will offer sacrifices for twenty years. 7 And in the seventh
they will surround themselves with walls, and as the ninth will have
elapsed they will also abandon the covenant of the Lord, and defile the
alliance the Lord made with them, g And they will sacrifice their chil-
dren to foreign gods, and erect idols in the tabernacle and serve them, 9
and they will act disgracefully in the house of the Lord, and sculpt
many idols of all kinds of animals.
2:6
Following the parenthesis 2:5, in which the apostasy of the ten tribes is predicted, the
two tribes once again are the grammatical subject of 2:6-9, as is shown by the mention
of the "tabernacle" and the "house of the Lord" in 2:8 and 9. In 2:6 it is said that they
will offer sacrifices for twenty years. It must be repeated here that the identification of
annus with a period of rule is not at all cogent, even though modern chronology in-
deed counts twenty kings of Judah after the separation of the Northern and Southern
tribes (see the commentary on 2:3b). The period indicated may rainer be compared
with LAB 19:7 Demonstrabo tibi locum, in quo mihi servient annos DCCXL. Of
course, these 740 years in LAB are in no way numerically related to the twenty years
of As. Mos. But in whatever way the author of As. Mos. arrived at his number of
years, it seems that he wanted to indicate the time during which the temple functioned
rather than the number of kings who ruled in Judah (avèrent vicümas, not dom-
inabitur as in 2:3b).
2:7
The manuscript's circamibo can in no plausible way be fitted into the present context,
in spite of the several suggestions made. Most scholars explain drcumibo as a transla-
tion of itrpitXn'xjouui, "I shall protect", as in Jer. 31:21(38:22) LXX', or from the
Hebrew "711 3302. The question is of course who the subject of this verb may be.
Grammatically, it can only be Moses, but it is most unlikely that Moses himself would
"protect nine kings". Therefore it is often assumed that the author of As. Mos. in-
1
 Hilgenfeld, "Die Psalmen Salome's", p. 280: the Vulgate reads femina circiondabil
vinan.
2
 As in Deut 32:10 (LXX tróctaxrev, Vulgate circumdiait), see Schmidt and Merx, "Die
Assumptie Mosis", p. 139; Charles. The Assumption, p. 10; p. 62 "D31DK"; in his notes
Laperrousaz, Le Testament, p. 115, equally explains drcumibo as "to protect", but his trans-
lation reads "J'en ferai le tour" (= "I will inspect, visit").
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tended God to be the subject—which is equally unconvincing1. Furthermore, lists
containing the nine kings of Israel whom God would have had protected, drawn up
for instance by Hilgenfeld2, are as little convincing as any list containing the seven
kings who would have built walls.
The numerals VII and VIIII need not be cardinals ("during 7, during 9 years"), bul
can also be ordinals ("in the seventh, in the ninth year"). If the manuscript's circumibo
is altered into circumito (circumilo [sc. anno] nono), an absolute ablative construction
is obtained: "when the ninth year will have elapsed". One major advantage of this so-
lution is that the omission of the noun anno supposed to accompany VIIII = nono is
much less offensive than the omission of the noun annos in case VlIU is taken to be a
cardinal. The clauses 2:6-7 may then be read as follows:
Et afferent victimas per annos viginti, el septimo circumvallabunt muros, etcircu/nito
nono et adcedent ad testamentum Domini.
This interpretation is corroborated by the apparent condemnation by the author of As.
Mos. of the building of walls, which can be seen as a prelude to the complete betrayal
of the covenant ("in the seventh they will build walls, and once the ninth is over, they
will also^ abandon the covenant"). The interpretation of Israel's history given in As.
Mos. depicts a constant decline in human moral and religious behaviour. If the author
believes that the building of walls is wrong, then this review of history appears to be
consistent; there is then no exception of seven "years" to the process of moral and re-
ligious decline. The condemnation of building walls agrees with the negative assess-
ment of the same activity in 4:7.
"To elapse" would in Latin be more properly expressed by praeterire. For the active
use of the passive participle, cf. praeteritos ... annos in Vergil, Aeneis VIII560. Cir-
cumire may have received the meaning "to elapse" in As. Mos. because of the Greek
refxepxeerBcu4; in other meanings circamire is an equivalent of icepiepxeneoi5. Possi-
bly, one may compare the use of circulas indicating the completion of a period of time
in the Vulgate of Lev. 25:30 si non redemerit et anni circulas fuerit evolutus
(Septuagint: tôv 8È u<| Xutpo>8rj, lax; irXiipmOq èviautô; ^jiepäv); 2 Chron. 36:10
aunque anni circulas volveretur (Septuagint: roi fanarpÉctiovToç TOÜ fcviauToü); cf.
also Judg. 11:40; l Sam. 1:20; l Chron. 20:1; 2 Chron. 21:19; these instances show
various Greek terms, but all seem to indicate that a full period has been completed.
By building walls, the two tribes will show themselves to be lacking trust in the
Lord; but only the Lord can protect the people, not man-made walls; cf. Hos. 8:14;
Ezek. 13:10, and the extensive use of the latter passage in CD IV 12,19; VIII12,18;
XK 24,31; cf. also 4QTest 26. Note that, unlike in 2:4, the initiative for building the
walls is not the Lord's: God himself will fasten the pole of his tabernacle and the
1
 E.g. Brandenburger, "Himmelfahrt", p. 70: "Der Verfasser fällt von der Sache her in die
Gottesrede."
2/fovum Tfstamentum, p. 112.
3 Er = ttiam, see grammatical note nr. 140.
4
 Cf. ThGL VII, p. 822B s.v. Hepiépxoum: "Cireumeo, Circumagor, i.e. Praetereo, de
tempore".
^Goetz, Corpus Gtossariorum II, p. 101:13; esp.p. 402:41 :peragocircumeo &c.;per-
agere can also mean "to complete" with regard to temporal categories.
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lower of his sanctuary—but the two tribes, apparently not relying on the Lord, will
build walls.
The description of the two tribes' total apostasy is introduced by the general^ verdict
that they will abandon the covenant of the Lord. Adcedere ad must be understood here
as the seemingly opposite abscedere ab', the form adcedere ad is due to phonetic devel-
opments (see grammatical notes nrs. 28 and 67). Abscedere is a synonym of discedere
(see the commentary on 2:3c-d), and means "to fall off, to defect", see 1 Tim. 4:1
Vetus LarJna abscedent a fide, Vulgate discedent, Greek ajroo-nlaovrai2.
Parallel to abandoning the covenant by the two tribes it is said that they will
"pollute the/ides3 which the Lord made with them". The wmdfides (in practically all
respects equivalent of iritrtu,4) is notoriously hard to translate. In 4:8 fides is used
again, and from both instances it appears that in As. Mos. fides is not used to indicate
some attitude, but something more objective. Perhaps we are to understand that the
two tribes will pollute (betray) the "trust" which God vested in them, the trust which
is exchanged when a pact is concluded5. As a parallel to leslamentum6, the word may
be taken as a metaphor, and means possibly as much zsfoedus. nicrav %ouacr9at is
a common Greek metaphorical expression for making a treaty (Liddell and Scott, p.
1408a). In 1 En. 55:2, reference is made to Gen. 9:12. In Gen. 9:12, the rainbow
which God made is called (in the Septuagint) OTIUEIOV TTJÇ 6ia6f|KT|c; 1 En. 55:2
reads: "and it will be between me and them faithfulness (haymanota)"- A paraphrase
of 2:7b then is:
The two tribes will break the covenant and betray the trust on which it was based.
2:8-9
In four short clauses, the sins of the two tribes are enumerated. They are the "sins of
Jeroboam": child offerings, idolatry, "disgraceful behaviour" in the temple and therio-
1
 Following Schmidt and Mere, many scholars add before adferem the numeral IV to the
numbers VII and VIIII in 2:7a, in order to arrive al a total of twenty (2:6); this shows all the
more how hazardous it is to unconditionally assume an interpretation of numbers which is not
ai all certain.
2
 Cf. abscessio, often a translation of djtoaracia, see ThLL I, cols 146:83-84; 147:9-17.
3
 Fidem is Schmidt's and Men's emendation of the manuscript's/wem, which does not
seem to make any sense. For quern in lieu of quam, see grammatical note nr. 90.
4
 Freyburger, Fides, pp. 33-34, 319. In the Vulgate, f des is an equivalent of nicraç in
many instances, e.g. 1 Sam. 26:23; 1 Chron. 9:22; Ps. 33(32):4; Wisd. 3:14; Jer. 5:1; Hos.
2:20; and throughout the New Testament.
5
 Freyburger, Fides, pp. 83-84: "On peut donc définir le foedus comme l'acte consistant
pour les deux parties, à 'échanger leur foi', dore et occipere fidem, chacune devant 'donner sa
foi'et'recevoir' celle du partenaire. Le 'crédit' des uns et des autres est dès lors 'lié'."This
definition, relating to covenants in pagan antiquity, is valid for the Jewish concept of foe-
dus/testamentum, as well, cf. Jaubert, La notion d'Alliance, pp. 43-50, esp. pp. 49-50.
6
 Laperrousaz, Le Testament, p. 115, and Priest, "Testament of Moses", p. 928, interpret
fides as a "promise", and support their suggestion by pointing out that elsewhere in As. Mos.,
lestamennun is paralleled by jusjurandum (see 1:9:3:9; 11:17; cf. 12:13). However, the latter
observation must rather be taken as an objection to the translation "promise" than as support
for it.
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latry. The child offerings refer to the well-known practice of "making children pass
through the fire"; see 2 Ki. 16:3; 17:17; 2 Chron. 28:3; Ezek. 20:26, 31; Hos. 11:2.
In Ezek. 16:20 and PS. 106(105):37 (cf. Jub. 1.11), the terminology "to offer one's
children" is used. The "foreign gods" are the gods of the Canaanites. Idolatry is the
cardinal sin which the Old Testament historians considered to have caused the exile.
Terms for idolatry came to be used for outrages other than the worship of foreign
gods, as well (so in As. Mos. 5:3, see the commentary), but in 2:8 it is used in its
proper sense. No specific sin seems to be indicated by "to do scandalous things"'. Fi-
nally, the carving of images of "all kinds of animals" is mentioned; for the terminol-
ogy employed see Deut. 4:25 tav noin>nra fXwrtov auoiioua navto;. For the vari-
ety of species involved, cf. Ezek. 8:10.
c. 3:1-3
In this passage, the author makes Moses announce the punishment that necessarily
follows sin. The words used concentrate on this main issue, combining the punish-
ment of Israel with that of Judah. As 3:3 emphatically states, this king will come both
for the two tribes and for Israel as a whole (omnem plebem eiciet ...et duos tribus
ditcil secum). There were in fact two kings from the East to cause the ruin of the ten
tribes as well as that of the two tribes: indeed, the ten tribes as well as the two tnbes
were to be punished by a king from the East, Sennaherib of Assyria and Nebuchad-
nezar of Babylonia respectively.
i In those days a king from the East will come to them, and his cavalry
will cover their land, and 2 he will burn their city with fire, including
the holy house of the Lord, and he will carry off all holy objects; 3 and
he will expel the entire people and lead them to his fatherland, and he
will lead the two tribes with him.
3:1
The punishment will be executed by "a king from the East". The author of As. Mos.
clearly imitates Old Testament prophecies, in which it is not unusual to predict the
coming of a hostile power as from one or another quarter of the compass, usually the
East or the North: see for instance Jer. 1:15; 4:6; 6:22; the device is elaborately em-
ployed in Dan. 11.
The geographical provenance of the agents of God's punishment ("the East") is
used by the author of As. Mos. as a lead in the rhythm of history. When after the
restoration the people resume their sinful behaviour, punishment will naturally have to
come again, and it will come by the agency of a king "from the West" (6:8), i.e., the
Romans. Finally, the eschatological punishment is executed by the "king of the kings
of the earth" (8:1), whose title is clearly intended as a climax. This rhythm is sup-
1
 Scelus is used in As. Mos. as a wond for "crime": 5:1, parallel to iniqmias 5:6; 7:7 (the
word belongs to the group of avuuio. óSiria. auapita, etc., see for instance Exod. 34:7;
Num. 14:18; Job 13:23). Cf. also Deut.
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ported by the description of the punishment by the king from the West, a description
which to a certain extent parallels that of the actions of the king from the East (see the
commentary on 6:8).
For cavalry "covering the land", one may compare Jer. 8:16; Ezek. 26:10-11; Dan.
11:40; Hab. 1:8 (cf. IQpHab IF! 10).
3:2-3
The rest of the king's actions are entirely described as we know them from the biblical
records: their city (Jerusalem) will be burnt down, together with the Lord's holy
house, the temple's holy objects will be stolen, and the entire people will be led into
capitivity; see 2 Ki. 25:9, 13-17, and 2 Chron. 36:18-20. The account in Chronicles is
shorter than that in Kings, but includes all elements contained in As. Mos. 3:2-3
(compare also As. Mos. 3:14, where the duration of the exile is prophesied, with
Jeremiah's prophecy recorded in 2 Chron. 36:21c; such a chronological indication is
absent in the Book of Kings).
The use of the word colonia was taken by Volkmar' as evidence for a late dating of
As. Mos., namely post 135 C.E., when Jerusalem was transformed into the colonia
Aelia Capitolina. This is not a convincing argument since colonia is used "(simply) as
city" by Petronius and Commodian2. Moreover, it could be that the use of colonia in
3:2 reflects the influence of the translator: nothing warrants the assumption that it ren-
ders KoXuvta and not jióXic. It should also be noted that in As. Mos. urbs does not
occur, whereas colonia is used three times (3:2; 5:6; 6:9). There are no occurrences of
oppidum, civilas or municipium.
It is stated emphatically that the two tribes are to be included in the punishment, no
doubt as a result of their sins. These sins are related in 2:7-9, and at first sight there
seems to be no reason to declare that the two tribes are included among the exiles. By
this statement, however, the author looks ahead to the discussion between the two and
the ten tribes in 3:5-7. There, the two tribes put the blame for their exile on the ten
tribes. But the exile itself is the very proof of the two tribes' own guilt, for the exile is
the punishment God threatened to execute if the children of Israel abandoned the
covenant. If, therefore, the two tribes are led in exile, this points to their own guilt
(3:7), since God is a righteous judge (3:5). The aim of the author's elaborate treatment
of this argument is probably to convince his readers of his interpretation of their own
days as a time of divine punishment, and of the necessity to repent.
1
 Mose Prophétie, p. 70.
2
 Souter, Glossary, p. 60a; see Petronius 44:12.16. 47:9; Commodian. Carmen apoiogc-
licum 976,989.
3:4-4:6
REPENTANCE, INTERCESSION, AND SALVATION
In 3:4 it is described that the two tribes will call unto the ten tribes and
go into the fields. The description of the events which follow is an ex-
tensive adaptation of the so-called confessional prayers, one of the most
fixed forms of Jewish literature from the exile up to the present. There
is no need to postulate a distinct exemplar of this form as the source of
As. Mos. 3:4-4:4. The form is so familiar that it is not necessary to
postulate some specific literary Vorlage. The authors of literary works
containing a confessional prayer frequently handle the form in a free
manner, filling in the structural outline according to their individual
requirements. The constituting elements of confessional prayers which
consistently recur are as follows1:
(1) They are prayers offered in a time of distress: the one who prays
recognizes that this distress is a deserved punishment from God because
of his (and/or his people's) sins and those of their ancestors. National
confessions are usually partly or entirely made by intercessors.
(2) When they occur in a narrative context, confessional prayers are
described as accompanied by rites of mourning and remorse, and by
elaborate praying-gestures, often depicted in some detail to stress the
humility of the one who prays. These rites and gestures, and the hu-
mility of the one who prays are often referred to in the prayer itself, as
well.
(3) Apart from initial and final doxologies, they are structured ac-
cording to the following pattern2:
(a) an anamnetical section, or historical paragraph, describes the sins commit-
ted; in national confessions often a review of Israel's history (sometimes con-
trasted with God's forgiveness) is given; in individual confessions there may
be a retrospect on the life of the one who prays;
1
 Cf. Harvey's short description of the "rigid structure" of the confessional prayers (Le
plaidoyer prophétique,?. 158):
"I. Reconnaissance de la rectitude de l'agirdivin et de la culpabilité d'Israël
II. Reconnaissance des bienfaits passés de Yahvé et des ingratitudes passées d'Israël.
III. Reconnaissance des malheurs présents comme punition et des fautes, récentes
comme passées, qui les ont provoqués.
IV. Supplication en vue de l'avenir et demande de pardon."
2
 See Giraudo, La savoura letteraria, pp. 156-159.
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(b) an epicletical section, or the plea itself, calls on God's will to forgive; it is
often introduced by HTlJJI/ical vüv or similar transitional formulas;
(c) either section, or both of them, may be supported by a solemn scriptural
quotation, which serves to reinforce the plea for pardon, either by stressing the
sense of guilt, or by reminding God of his former promises.
The prayers meeting this description include the following:
National: Ps. 106(105); Isa. 63:7-64:12; Dan. 9:4-19; Ezra 9:6-15;
Neh. 1:5-11; 9:6-37; Esth. 4:17 1-z; Bar. 1:15-3:8; Pr. Azar.; 4 Ezra
8:20-36; 3 Mace. 2:1-20; cf. 1QS I 24-11 1; CD XX 27-31; LAB 30:4.
Individual: Ps. 51(50); Tob. 3:1-6; 8:5-7, 15-17; Pr. Man.; Jos. As.
12-13.
As. Mos. 3:4-4:4 is clearly inspired by this form. It contains all the
elements mentioned, although they are only partly cast in the form of a
prayer. The mourning rituals of covering oneself with dust and of
fasting are modified and employed to depict the miserable condition of
the tribes in exile. The confession of sin proper takes the form of a dis-
cussion between the two and the ten tribes about who is to blame for
the exile'. A reference to God's righteousness provides the answer:
since all of the tribes have been punished, they have to acknowledge
that all have sinned. They then remember the threats Moses uttered in
God's name and laid down in the law, according to which such punish-
ment (including exile) befalls the sinners. After a short comment on the
fulfilment of the punishment, the plea for mercy is presented as a new
prayer, said by an intercessor, independent from the tribes' prayer
(this accounts for some duplication of the tribes' prayer). The interces-
sor refers to the covenant in order to move God to mercy. The struc-
ture of As. Mos. 3:4-4:4, which agrees with that of the confessional
prayers, may be presented as follows.
1
 A comparable adaptation of the traditional form of confessional prayer is found in 4
Ezra's dialogues with the angel Uriel (cf. Boyarin, "Penitential Liturgy"). In LAB 30:4, the
terminology of the confessional prayers is used to relate how Israel decided to repent, and
which expectations they connected with their repentance.
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NATIONAL CONFESSION
3:4b mourning rites
3:5a praise of God's righteousness
3:5b-7 confession of sins
3:8-9 epiclesis with quotation: appeal to the covenant
3:10-13 anamnesis with quotation
INTERCESSION
4:1 prayer gestures
4:2a praise of God
4:2b-3 anamnesis: covenant and exile
4:4 epiclesis
a. 3:4-9
In this section, the first pan of Israel's penitence, rituals of mourning are performed:
A discussion follows, in which the two tribes try to exculpate themselves, but which
results in the acknowledgment that Israel's distress is a punishment for the sins of the
entire people. Finally, an appeal for mercy is made on account of the covenant with
the fathers.
4 Then the two tribes will call upon the ten tribes, and they will retire
into the fields like a lioness, covered with dust, starving and thirsting. 5
And they will cry: 'Righteous and holy is the Lord! Truly, because you
have sinned, we and our children have been carried off just like you.' 6
Then the ten tribes will weep, hearing the reproaches of the two tribes,
and they will say: 7 'What can we say to you, brethren? Has not this
distress come over the entire house of Israel?' g And all tribes will
weep, crying unto heaven, and saying: 9 'God of Abraham, and God of
Isaac, and God of Jacob, remember your covenant, which you made
with them, and the oath, which you swore by yourself, that their seed
would never be absent from the land that you gave to them!'
3:4
Pulverati in 3:4 must be explained as "covered with dust". It has often been emended
into pulveratis in order to match compté; campi pulverati would then be a more or less
poetical characterization of the desert. If one retains pulverati, however, it refers to the
Israelites (see grammatical note nr. 98), and probably reflects one of the common
rituals of mourning and repentance, namely sprinkling ashes or dust on one's head, a
corollary of fasting (esurientes el sitienies 3:4), weeping and crying (3:8), confessing
and praying. In confessional prayers, the ritual of sprinkling ashes or dust on some-
1
 The proposal was made by Volkmar (p. 25). Schmidt and Merx dismissed it as "höchst
ergötzlich" ("hilarious", p. 140), but it was followed by most scholars.
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one's head occurs in Dan. 9:3; Neh. 9:1; Esth. 4:17 k; Jos. As. 10:16; 13:4; cf. also
Job 42:6; Jonah 3:6; VAE 31, 36, 40'. Esurienies et siiientes is the equivalent of
fasting, described in Dan. 9:3; Ezra 9:5; Neh. 1:4; 9:1; Bar. 1:5; Jos. As. 10:20;
13:82; LAB 30:4; cf. also Jonah 3:5, 7.
The words pulverati, esurienies et siiientes belong to the terminology for the rituals
of mourning and repentance, but they are used here to describe the desolate situation
of the tribes in exile. The rituals are changed into quasi-historical events. The two
tribes are said to "call unto" the ten tribes, apparently to come to them in the fields^,
where the discussion in 3:5-13 takes place. This probably refers to the well-known
motif of the retreat into the desert, often described as made in order to avoid impurity
and transgressing of the Law4. Such a retreat is not standard in the oiher descriptions
of penitence5. Perhaps 3:4 is inspired by the lamentation in Ezek. 19, which would
account for the combination of these three words with the image of the lioness. In
Ezek. 19:2 Israel is compared to a lioness that nourished its cubs, which were even-
tually brought to Babylon6; in 19:10 this mother animal is likened to a vine in a fruitful
land, which was uprooted, cast down and dried by the east wind (19:12; cf. perhaps
As. Mos. 3:1, ab oriente rex), and which is now planted in the wilderness, in a dry
and thirsty ground' (LXX ÈV yfj ôvvSpcp, Vulgate in terra invia et sitienli). The com-
bination of the elements of both comparisons (the lioness as mother, the dry desert)
may have led to the imagery in As. Mos. 3:4 u? liena in campis, pulverati, esurientes et
sitientes.
The author of As. Mos. has a certain tendency to evoke geographical circum-
stances (see the commentary on 2:3c-d). Clemen has noted a connection with 4 Ezra
13:40-428. According to that passage, the nine tribes have left the heathen nations,
among whom they had been exiled, and went to a distant, isolated land (Arzaretk),
where they might keep the commandments as they had not done before in their own
land.
1 In VAE, the word pulver is used.
2
 In this instance, the fasting explicitly causes hunger and thirst.
3
 For se ducere meaning simply "to go", see grammatical note nr. 36.
4
 Hengel, Die Zeloten, pp. 255-259.
5 On some occasions, the penitents do gather at some specific place, usually near or in the
temple, or, if they are alone, in some kind of isolation: Neh. 9:2-4; LAB 30:4; Jos. As. 10:9;
in Tob. (LXX) 3:10 Sarah retires into her father's upstairs room, but with the intention of
hanging herself; likewise, in LAB 19:8, Moses ascends Ml. Abarirn, but his prayer there is an
attendant circumstance.
6
 The manuscript reads ut liena in campis pulverati esurienies el stiientes cum infantibus
nostris. In the edition, J have followed Schmidt and Merx in transposing cum infantibus nos-
tris to 3:5, quia enim vos peccastii et nospariter adducti sumus vobis f cum infantibus nos-
tril). If the phrase were to be retained in its position in the manuscript, the word nostris could
not be satisfactorily explained, and should be emended into, e.g. suis (referring to the lioness;
see ROnsch, "Sprachliche Parallelen", p. 90). This would match with the supposed derivation
of the image from Ezek. 19, but it is hard to imagine how a quite natural word like suis could
have been corrupted to nostris. For (he explicit inclusion of children in the exile, see the com-
mentary on 4:3.
7
 The image of desert and thirst for Israel's exile can be found elsewhere, e.g. in Ps.
107(106):40; cf. 2 Bar. 77:14.
SAPAT n, p. 321.
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3:5-6
The two tribes put it to their brethren of the ten tribes that their exile is due to the sins
of the ten tribes. For this concept, one may compare 2 Bar. 77:4:
And because your brothers have transgressed the commandments of the Lont he
brought retribution over you as well as over them; and he did not spare the one, but
made the other go into exile, as well, and he did not leave a single one behind. '
However, it does not seem that the author of As. Mos. finds this point of view cor-
rect, as Carlson suggested2. Whereas 2 Bar. 77:4 shows that this concept existed, it is
clear that the author of As. Mos. rejects it. This appears from the following points:
( 1 ) In 2:6-9 the apostasy of the two tribes is described without restrictions3.
(2) The ten tribes defend themselves successfully, they confront the two tribes with
the fact that the distress has come over Israel as a whole—that therefore Israel as a
whole has been punished4. The two tribes react to this by joining in with the ten in
their plea for mercy (omnes tribus plorabunt &c. 3:8 f.). It is emphatically stated that
the scriptural quotadon which explicates the acknowledgment of the righteousness of
God's punishment is said tribus ad tribum, that is "each tribe to the other"5.
(3) Only if all tribes, including the two, are guilty, can 3:5a, Justus et sanctus
Dominas, make sense. The alleged innocence of the two would make such praise du-
bious, if not cynical.
Thus it is clear that 3:6-7 is a dramatic periphrasis of the confession of sin, by
which the author counters the idea that one may be punished for the sins of someone
else. The confession of sin is the hallmark of the confessional prayers; the acknowl-
edgment of God's righteousness6 is never absent, since it is the pious reversal of the
confession. Also, the immediate juxtaposition of God's righteousness and the peo-
ple's sin is common to confessional prayers; see Tob. 3:2-3; Pr. Azar. 28; 4 Ezra
8:31-36; Ps. Sol. 9:2; CD XX 28-30; cf. also Ps. Sol. 10:5.
1
 Cf. T. Dan 5:7-8, where Dan predicts that his offspring will be sinful and therefore be
punished. Their sin is identified as association and joining together with the Lévites. Because
of their connection with the Lévites, they will be carried off into capitivity with them (&a
TOÜTO ooraxer|oe<j8E "uv aùtoîç tv cdjcuaXuatqc 5:8).
2
 "Vengeance and Angelic Mediation", p. 92.
3
 There can Iherefore be no question of the tribes' "comparative innocence", as suggested
by Licht, 'Taxo". p. 98.
4
 So Kölscher, "Die Entstehungszeit", p. 122, cf. Reese, Die Geschichte Israels, p. 96: "In
diesem Abschnitt sollen Juda und Israel gemeinsam unter die große Katastrophe gestellt wer-
den, vor der es irgendeine Ausnahmestellung ... nicht geben kann".
5
 Other confessional prayers that insist on the universality of Israel's sins are: Dan. 9:7-8,
ll;Neh. 9:32; Bar. 2:1,26.
6
 The invocation of God as righteous etc. is, of course, not restricted to the confessional
prayers. (For the phrase Justus a sanctus Dominas, see the identical phrase in Deut 32:4
LXX SlKcaoç val Saioç icûpioç.) However, this "vindication formula ... tends to recur in
those passages in which the sins of Israel are brought to light and confessed to the accompa-
niment of much weeping and prostration" (Staples, "Rev. xvi 4-6", p. 285).
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3:7
The clause quid faciemus vobis.fratres is difficult to understand. In Job 7:20, the ac-
cused protagonist in his anger speaks to God: ei èyù fyioptov, ri frjvajicd ooi
itpôÇai, ó brunanEvoç tóv vow râv «vöpu'mwv, or, in the Vulgate (which syntacti-
cally sides with MT): Peccavi; quidfaciam tibi, o custos hominum?, and can be para-
phrased as: "AH right, suppose I have sinned; what do you want me to do about it.
you watcher of men?". If As. Mos. 3:7 is to be interpreted accordingly, the ten tribes
are said to accept the two tribes' claim that the two are exiled because of the ten tribes'
guilt'. If this were the case, however, the connection with the next clause (in which
reference is made to the relation between guilt and punishment) would be quite un-
clear. Perhaps it is possible to explain facere here, as in 5:3, as "to say"2. Then the
clause is reminiscent of Ezra 9:10, ti elnouev, & eeoç rjurâv, UETÓ TOÛTO; and ex-
presses a mood of shame, self-humiliation and desolation. The rites of repentance
derive from those of mourning3, and they may also include a period of dumbness; see
Job 2:11-3:1; 40:4 (42:6); Lam. 2:10. For examples taken from confessional prayers,
see Pr. A/ar. 33; Jos. As. 12:6. From the perspective of this ritual, and in view of the
quasi-historical presentation in As. Mos. 3:4-4:4 observed earlier, it seems less
relevant that the clause in Ezra 9:10 is directed to God.
If, however, we do not understand facere in 3:7 as "to say", the future tense of fa-
demits becomes problematic4; a perfect tense5 would then be more obvious, directly
denying the two tribes' allegation. "What have we done to you?"*. This interpretation,
however, would require a very dubious text-critical intervention.
The ten tribes defend themselves by pointing to the connection between act and conse-
quence (here: guilt and punishment), which is valid for all tribes. Since all tribes find
themselves in exile, all tribes, we are to understand, must be guilty. The word tlibsis
is used, a transliteration of the Greek eUyic. This is also the word used in Deut.
4:30(29) to describe the situation which causes the Israelites to return to the Lord: ml
CT|TTJacTC èiccî i6v 9eov iuwv roi EÙpifaetE. ötov èïÇntiloEtE avtàv kt, fiXnç TH;
Kapßlac oou Km èÇ oXiv; TTJÇ vujrfç aou ÉV "^  exited. CTOU Cf. for this specific
use of eXiyii; Deut. 28:53, 55, 57; see also Deut. 31:17, 2l7.
1
 In Petronius 58, the expression quid facial serves as an (ironical) exculpation formula,
"he cannot help it" Heraus, in Fricdlandcr. Petronii Cena Trimalchiows, p. 299. translates
quid facial, crucis offla? as "Was kann man auch von einem Galgenstrick anders erwarten?".
2
 See grammatical note nr. 52.
3
 Lipihski, La liturgie pénitemietle. p. 28.
4
 Priest. 'Testament of Moses", p. 928, understands the future tense to express the will of
the ten tribes to restore the solidarity of all tribes, asking: "What is there that we can do to-
gether with you?", namely, in order to restore the tribes' well-being. This proposal seems to
strain vobis, which stands without a preposition that would indicate such a sociative aspect
more precisely. Furthermore, in this way the ten tribes would in fact comply with the accusa-
tion raised against them.
5
 Fecimus, suggested by Hilgenfeld, "Die Psalmen Salomo's", p. 282.
6
 Cf. Reese, Die GcsMchie Israels, p. 96. referring to Boccker. Kedeformen, pp. 31-34:
"Eine 'Beschwichtigungsformer".
7
 Schlier. "9Ußo) vtJ_", p 142. The word is similarly used in Nch. 9:27. 38; Eslh. 4:17
n PS. 106(105):44 (eUßorem); Isa. 63:9.
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3:8-9
Apparently convinced by the answer of the ten tribes to their allegations, the two tribes
cry together with the ten unto heaven1. They appeal to the covenant and to God's oath
made to the fathers, who are mentioned by name from the outset. The names of the
three patriarchs are also mentioned in Bar. 2:34; Pr. Azar. 34-36; cf. Pr. Man. 8. The
appeal to the covenant occurs very often in Jewish prayers2. In the confessional
prayers (though only in the national ones), it is very prominent, and is almost never
omitted, see Dan. 9:4 = Neh. 1:5 = Neh. 9:32; Neh. 9:8, 15, 23; Bar. 2:34-35; Pr.
Azar. 34; Ps. Sol. 9:10. The appeal to God to remember3 his oath is the plea proper.
As a structural element of the confessional prayer, the content of God's oath is re-
ferred to with great emphasis and solemnity in 3:9b. This quotation is not literal, but
ad sensum: God's promise to the patriarchs that their posterity would live in the land
forever is repeatedly recorded throughout the Pentateuch. More specifically, Reese4
pointed to Exod. 32:13, where a combination of elements similar to those in As. Mos.
3:9 is found: the mention of the names of the patriarchs, God's oath "by himself' and
the promise of the eternal possession of the land5. In confessional prayers a compa-
rable appeal to a similar oath is found in Pr. Azar. 36; cf. Bar. 2:35.
b. 3:10-14
In 3:10-14 Moses forecasts that the tribes will remember that he predicted the things
that have happened to them. The reference is to such passages as Lev. 26 and Deut. 4;
28-30, in which the Deuteronomistic pattern of history is exemplarily set out6. As.
Mos. 3:10-13 prophesies that the way out of distress prescribed in those passages will
indeed be followed: in the land of their exile, Israel will return to God. In Deut. 4:29-
31 it is said:
1
 'To cry" of course again is a mourning rite, a fact which does not need substantiation
here. There is no need to identify "heaven" with "God", as Schmidt and Merx, "Die Assump-
tio Mosis", p. 141, and Charles, The Assumption, p. 11, suggested. The prayer is simply
given a spatial direction: it must go up, to heaven, in order to reach God (Jos. As. 12:1). Cf.
Raguel's daughter Sara, who in Tob. (LXX) 3:11 prays with her arms stretched out to the
window.
2
 See Johnson, Prayer, p. 46: "The inducement which the Jews employed most regularly in
their prayers was a reminder of God's past promises. Again and again the petitions of the
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha call on God to remember the covenant he made with the an-
cient patriarchs".
3
 See the commentary on 3:10, and cf. 4:5.
4
 Die Geschichte Israels, p. 97.
5
 Exod. 32:13: uvnofleu; 'Aßpoa|i icoi Taanx icoi 1axa$ TCÖV arâv oiiCEtwv, o\;
âlioaaç Kara creauroO Ktà èX&iT|aaç npoç ctûtoùç XÉYCÙV noXvnXîiODVw lô
anépua ûuûv liaeV là âcrtpa TO\J otipavoû T(J nXi^Gei, Kcà nâaav TT)V ff\v torà-
TTJV, f|v elnaç Soûvai TCP anépuan avcûv, soà KaOéÇcnxnv aût^v dç tov
oiâva. fotjurweper telse, cf. also Gen. 22:14; Jub. 18:15; LAB 47:3; Heb. 6:13.
6
 Reese, Die Geschichte Israels, p. 97. Esp. in Deut. 4, all elements of the allusion in As.
Mos. 3:12-13 occur Moses is described as a mediator of God's commandments (DeuL 4:5,
14); he warns Israel not to transgress these commandments; he calls heaven and earth as his
witnesses that otherwise, they will go into exile (DeuL 4:23-27).
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But if you will seek the Loid from there, you will find him, if you seek him with all
your heart and with all your soul. When you will be in tribulation and all these things
will have come over you in the future, and when you will return to the Lord your God
and listen to his voice—for the Lord your God is a merciful God—, then he will not
forsake you, and not destroy you; and he will not forget the covenant which he swore
to your fathers.
A similar picture is found in Lev. 26:40-42, with specific stress on the necessity of
confessing sins and self-humiliation.
To regain God's favour, the sinful Israelites must remember that what they have
done has been contrary to God's will'. The miserable situation in which they find
themselves is proof of God's power and active involvement. That same power and
concern warrants that repentance will not stay unanswered; again, history proves that
this is so (see As. Mos. 4.5-6).
io Then, on that day, they will remember me, each tribe saying to the
other, and each man to his neighbour: n 'Is it not this, the things which
Moses formerly testified to us in his prophecies? Moses, who suffered
many things in Egypt, and in the Red Sea, and in the desert, during
forty years. 12 And having testified, he also called on heaven and earth
to be witnesses, lest we should transgress his commandments, which he
had mediated to us. 13 But since then, these things have come over us,
in accordance with his words and his solemn confirmation, which he
testified to us in those days, and which have come true up to our ex-
pulsion into the land of the East.' u And they will be slaves there for
seventy-seven years.
3:10
Following the discussion in 3:4-9, it is said that the tribes will realize their own guilt,
saying to one another that Moses had warned them not to transgress God's com-
mandments. They now acknowledge that they are being punished, in a way which
agrees perfectly with Moses' predictions. The recognition of that fact leads to the com-
munal confession in 3:11-13, introduced by the words: "Then they will remember
me". Tune ...die ilio is a tautological indication of time; see also novissime post haec
8:5b and cf. lune Ulo die 9:1 1. em. In the confessional prayer, "to remember the Lord"
is tantamount to confessing one's sinfulness2.
1
 In order to corroborate his plea, the author of Neh. 1:8-9 makes Nehemia explicitly quote
from Deut. 30, where a nearly automatic mechanism Repentance-Return is described
(similarly Bar. 2:29-35). It must be noted that, although repentance is a condition that has to
be met with before God will have mercy, it does not, so to speak, force God to end the pun-
ishment. Repentance is a humble recognition of one's sinfulness, a moral reversion on ac-
count of which God autonomously changes his wrath into grace (see Sjüberg, Gott unä die
Sander, pp. 215-220).
2
 'To remember" equals the acknowledgment of having previously forgotten (sc. the won-
drous deeds of God towards his people); see Giraudo, La struttura letteraria, pp. 106-108.
(com.)
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The communal character is strongly emphasized. The expression homo de proximo
suo in 3:10 ("one to another"1) in itself indicates the public character of the confession
of sin2, as well as the universality of these sins3. But it is provided with an additional,
otherwise unknown, parallel expression, tribus ad tribum, which deliberately refers to
the preceding discussion and reflects its outcome: "all tribes will say to one another,
each man will speak to his neighbor &c."
3:11-13
As said above, the tribes will recognize their misery to be the fulfilment of the threats
that accompanied the covenant, and which were announced by Moses in his prophe-
cies (3:11)4. The recognition of the trustworthiness of God's words (cf. the commen-
tary to 1:16) features in most confessional prayers in the form of a solemn quotation
of a scriptural passage that has come true; so in Dan. 9:13; Ezra 9:11-12; Bar. 2:2-5,
24-25, 29-3S5. In As. Mos. 3:11-13 there is no formal quotation, but there are clear
references to what Moses predicted. The closest formal parallel to As. Mos. 3:11-13 is
Bar. 2:7: & eAdAiiatv iciSpioç fe$' i^uâç. nóvia ta icaicà Taûta i^XOev i0' rjuâç^.
In a relative clause, Moses is pictured as having suffered much in Egypt, the Red
Sea and during the forty years in the desert7. This additional comment may be a trace
of the tradition of the violent fate of the prophets. In the confessional prayers, it is
found in Neh. 9:26; in other examples of the form we encounter the related concept of
disobedience to the prophets8. In Josephus (Ant. Jud. IV 194-195), it is described
how Israel mourned after Moses announced his impending death: they displayed deep
regret, remembering the risks their general had run (icivômeiioetE), and his dedication
The counterpart of the people's remembrance is God's remembrance; see As Mos. 3:9 and
4:5.
1
 On this construction, see grammatical notes nrs 69.167,185,192.
2 Many national confessions have a distinct public (liturgical) character. Ezra prays in the
presence of a large crowd in the temple (Ezra 9:4-5); Lévites pray before the Israelites in Neh.
9:1-5; see also Bar. 1:10-14; LAB 30:4. In 1QS 124-25, confessions are probably done indi-
vidually, yet in public and with others.
3
 In CD XX 17-18 (in the immediate vicinity of the confessional prayer XX 27-30), it is
prescribed that members of the community should uncover each other's (VUT) "?K BTH)
sins in order to support each other (1TW HR BTR) in righteousness. This of course ex-
presses the inner solidarity of the community.
4
 The word used is lestari, that is, uopropeiv, "to give witness", or "to notify"; in this con-
text it may be understood as "to prophesy" or "to predict", since Moses' announcements are
concerned with Israel's future.
5
 Not all quotations listed here contain "real" quotations; sometimes they are only allusions
or quotations ad sensum', nonetheless, these instances all are formally presented as quotations
("as has been said" and the like).
6 Almost identical to this clause is Dan. 9:13 raid TU •yeypouuéva èv &a0^iqi Maxrfj
ravta ta Kaicà briïXöev rjutv. Cf. finally 2 Bar. 84:2-5 and the comments made by
Laperrousaz, Le Testament, pp. 76-79.
' A similar statement, without the element of suffering, however, is made in Acts 7:36.
There is no reason to suppose a literary relationship between these two texts (against Charles,
The Assumption, pp. Ixiii-lxiv, and also Laperrousaz, Le Testament, pp. 67-70).
^ See Steck, Israel, pp. 110-137: "Die Überlieferung (se. des deuteronomistischen
Geschichtsbildes) in SUndenbekenntnissen und Bußgcbeten des Volkes".
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to their salvation'; they also repented that they had angrily spoken against him in the
desert (6v tt tin tfjç fpT$uou UET' oprô ôuiM<«iav o^V urravoowtcç flX-youv).
The mention of Moses' hardships adds to his authority as a prophet.
After this interruption, 3:12 resumes 3:1 la2. Moses foretells that the exile will be
recognized as the 8Xiyic he announced in Deuteronomy: Nonne hoc est quod testaba-
tur nobis turn Moyses in pro/en's.'3 In 3:12 a solemn allusion to the scriptures points to
the connection between act and consequence. Moses, the mediator of God's (i/Hitr4)
commandments (see 1:14), had invoked heaven and earth as witnesses, that the people
should not transgress the commandments, see for instance Deut. 4:23-275.
In 3:13, very strong emphasis is given to the exact correspondence between
prophecy and fulfilment: "Since then (sc. when Moses gave his warning), these things
have come over us in accordance with his (sc. God's*") words and his confirmation,
such as he (sc. Moses) testified them to us in those times, and they have come true up
to our expulsion to the land of the East". In this way, the absolute trustworthiness of
God's word is stressed. For de isto meaning "since then", see grammatical note nr.
188.
3:14
In confessional prayers, the confession of sin is normally followed by a plea for
mercy. In 3:14, these two elements are separated from each other by the mention that
the tribes will be slaves for a period of 77 years, obviously the exile (3:14). Servir«
(here: "to be slaves", Soutefciv) is an ordinary designation of Israel's condition dur-
ing the exile, see Ezra 9:9; Neh. 9:36; cf. Jer. 25:11; 2 Mace. 1:27; T. Judah 23:5; T.
Iss. 6:2; T. Napht. 4:2.
Scholarly opinion is divided on the question why the exile is said to have lasted 77
years, instead of the traditional 70 years (see 1er. 25:11-12). The earlier commentators
have been especially ingenious in their attempts to explain the higher number of
years7. The simplest explanation is probably that 77 is an approximation of 70 and
1
 Cf. also LAB 19:5, where Moses speaks: vos autan scitote laborem quern laboravi vo-
biscum. ex quo ascendistis de terra Egipti.
2
 It does so by repeating the veib testari; for the inversion of et (testants et, that is: "And
having testified"), see grammatical note nr. 139.
3
 Onprofetis = profetiis. see grammatical note nr. 11.
4
 Illius refers to God, see grammatical note nr. 60.
5
 For the invoking of heaven and earth as witnesses, see e.g. Isa. 1:2; Jer. 2:12; Ps.
50(49):4; 2 Bar. 19:1; LAB 19:4. Since heaven and earth were witnesses when the covenant
was made (according to e.g. Deut. 30:19; 31:28; 32:1), they are often invoked in the texts
containing prophetical accusations against the people's breaching of the covenant: see Harvey,
U plaidoyer prophétique, p. 16: "Ce sont les témoins de la première alliance qui sont appelés,
dans le rib complet, à servir de témoins ou de juges".
6
 Ipsius refers to God (see grammatical note nr. 60).
7
 The most remarkable proposal was made by Schmidt and Men, "Die Assumptie Mosis",
pp. 141-142, who assume a play with letters and figures (LXXVII = IE): "Es hcisst einmal
wörtlich das, was Lat bietet... dann aber unter Anwendung der Abkürzung 's - n*Q9
rnr Götzendienst auch: Diejenigen, welche Gotzendienerei Aehnliches treiben, Jahre hin-
durch. Um f J) zu gewinnen, setzte der Verfasser den Juden sieben Jahre Exil zu." Rdnsch,
"Xeniola theologica ... Chronologisches und Kritisches", p. 551, took the 77 years to be 77
weeks of years. The senitus of the exile would thereby have been extended up to the author's
(com.)
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suggests a higher degree of completeness. In the context, the factor of completeness
makes sense: it reinforces the idea that the appeal to God's mercy can be supposed to
lead to a favourable result: the more complete Israel's suffering, the more justified its
expectation of rescue.
The years of the exile are mentioned here because the fulfilment of the Lord's pre-
diction of punishment of Israel is a circumstance which enhances the intercessor's
chances of success. On several occasions, confessional prayers refer to the execution
of the punishment. In Dan. 9, too, the realization of Israel's punishment is a reason
for Daniel to confess his and his people's sins and to pray for mercy. Daniel's prayer
however was not (immediately) successful; for the angel's answer to Daniel, see
commentary on 4:6-9.
The third person plural servient comes somewhat unexpectedly, but agrees with
the third person plural forms occurring from 3:4 invocabunt to 3:10 reminîscentur.
Moses is speaking.
c. 4:1-4
In this passage, an intercessor is introduced, who prays on behalf of the people. His
prayer (4:2-4) continues the theme of the twelve tribes' confession, and provides their
prayer with an appropriately concluding plea for forgiveness. The intercessor's prayer
consists of a doxology (4:2a), a short anamnetical section, contrasting the covenant
and the exile (4:2b-3), and a plea for forgiveness (4:4).
i Then someone will enter who is above them, and he will spread his
arms and bend his knees, and pray for them, saying: 2 a 'Lord, King of
All in the throne on high, who rulest the world, who wanted this people
to be your elect people, b Then you wanted to be called their God, ac-
cording to the covenant which you made with their fathers. 3 But (now)
they have gone as captives into a foreign land, with their wives and
children, and to the gate of the gentiles, where there is great sadness. 4
Behold, and have mercy on them, heavenly Lord!'
4:1
At the end of the exile, an intercessor "will enter" and pray for the tribes1. He is char-
acterized as an intercessor by the technical term orare pro, which is the Vulgate
equivalent of ( 1 ) è^iîuknœoftu ncpi or fiti (approximately 12 times in Leviticus and
Numbers, cf. T. Levi 3:5 and Ps. Sol. 3:8); (2) (jipoo)eu*Eoeai repl or wtép
(approximately 18 times in the other books of the Old Testament, about 11 times in the
time: "Das Joch der Knechtschaft wird von da an immerfort und endlos auf uns lasten, eine
lange, lange Reihe von Jahrwochen hindurch, zu deren Bezeichnung die gewaltige Zahl 77
kaum ausreicht."
' Spreading one's arms and kneeling (4:lb) are common prayer gestures. The very same
words are used in Ezra 9:5; 3 Mace. 2:1.
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New Testament); (3) on a few occasions of similar words {iccrauxen6ai, Ciyidv rapi
etc.).
It is not clear precisely where he "enters". Does he enter into a (liturgical) room',
or into the field where the exiles are (cf. 3:4), or ri; cràro«; (cf. eiç iiiôç Acts
20:29), or EU; TÓV KÓCTUOV (Heb. 10:5; l Clem. 38:3)? Equally vague is his characteri-
zation as "someone who is above them". Usually, and probably rightly, this is taken
as a figure of speech, indicating the intercessor's social and moral eminence. His righ-
teousness provides him with authority over the people, and for that reason his prayer
on their behalf is likely to be especially effective (cf. Judith 8:31; 4 Ezra 7:111-112).
In confessional prayers made by like Daniel, Azariah, Ezra and Nehemia, the
righteousness of the intercessors is, of course, beyond dispute.
There has been some scholarly disagreement on the exact identification of the inter-
cessor in As. MosA Both Hilgenfeld, at first3, and Volkmar4 were content merely to
refer to the similarity of As. Mos. 4:1-4 to Dan. 9:4-19 and 4 Ezra 8:20-36. Charles,
however, resolutely identified the intercessor as Daniel5, and he was followed by
many others. Clemen expressed serious reservations about this identification6. He
conceded that the words used in As. Mos. 4:1 -4 are similar to those used in Dan. 9:4-
19, but noted that the mere similarity of the words used does not justify the identifica-
tion of unus qui supra eos est with Daniel7. The traditional form of the confessional
prayer is already in use in Dan. 9. From that perspective, the similarity between Daniel
and the intercessor in As. Mos. 4:1 is only superficial. In As. Mos., the one who
prays in 4:1-4 asks for Israel's restoration, which immediately follows, in accordance
with God's promise (4:5-6). In Dan. 9, the confessional prayer has a different func-
tion. Moreover, it does not seem that Jewish tradition has ever ascribed to Daniel a
crucial role in the events of the exile.
Clemen himself suggested that the intercessor of As. Mos. could be Ezra, who, as
a leader of Israel, can more appropriately be called unus qui supra eos esr, see esp. the
characterization of Ezra in Neh. 8:5 aùtoç i\v èitdvco toû Xaou. Also, Ezra is famous
1
 Cf. Neh. 9:3,4, where Levitical intercessors take up their special positions in the Temple;
see also Bar. 1:14. Remaps one may even think of a heavenly room, God's throne hall, if the
"one who is above them" can be an intercessory angel (so Kühn, "Zur Assumpiio Mosis", p.
126; Goldstein, "The Testament of Moses", p. 51; Camponovo. Königtum, p. 170).
2
 Reese, Dit Geschichte Israels, p. 97, who proposed to identify the intercessor with Ne-
hemiah, has rightly stressed that the primary intention of the author of As. Mos. was to indi-
cate the specific function of the intercessor, rather than a certain individual.
3
 Novum Testomentum (1866), p. 112. In "Die Psalmen Salomo's" (1868). p. 301,
Hilgenfeld changed his view, convinced that only Daniel could have been meant. In his 1884
edition of Novum Ttstamauum, Hilgenfeld reverted to the mere comparison with both texts
(p. 132).
4
 Most Prophétie, p. 27.
5
 The Assumption of Moses, p. 14.
6
 "Die Himmelfahrt Mosis", p. 322.
7
 This criticism was also raised by Reese, Die Geschichte Israels, p. 96, and Goldstein,
"The Testament of Moses", p. 51. Goldstein finds As. Mos. 4:1-4 closest to passages from
Isaiah; but unus qui supra eos est must refer, according to Goldstein, to an angel. Goldstein
translates the phrase as "one who is in charge (or, concerned with) them" (*7D "SO«), and
compares it with Job 33:23. That the expression used there refers to an angel does not prove,
however, that the intercessor is an angel in As. Mos., as well.
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as an intercessor for Israel; see Ezra 9; 4 Ezra 8:20-36. There are considerable differ-
ences between Ezra in these passages and the intercessor in As. Mos. In Ezra 9, Israel
has already returned to the land', and God's answer to Ezra in 4 Ezra 8 is an interpre-
tation of the prayer, comparable to Dan. 9. Nevertheless, 4 Ezra appears to use an ex-
isting image of the scribe which seems to have been much more akin to the intercessor
in As. Mos. 4:1 than to Daniel: Ezra is Israel's leader in exile; on his activity the peo-
ple's fate is said to depend (4 Ezra 5:16-18; 12:40-45). In view of the priestly interests
of As. Mos., one is tempted to note that Ezra was a Lévite and priest (Ezra 7:1-5,11;
10:10, 16), and that 4 Ezra 14 pictures him explicitly2 as a new Moses. Both Ezra's
priestly office and his Mosaic character qualify him as an intercessor3.
4:2
In the doxology with which the intercessor begins his prayer, God's omnipotence is
praised: he is called King of all, exalted in his throne4. This praise changes smoothly
into the remembrance of Israel's election: with parallel relative constructions it is said
that God rules the world and that he has wished Israel to be his chosen people. In this
way, the praise to God is at the same time the foundation of the plea for mercy5.
Whereas it is acknowledged, in the confession As. Mos. 3:4-13, that the distress has
deservedly come over Israel, the intercessor appeals nonetheless to God's original in-
tention with which he had once granted Israel an exceptional6 status. Israel's misery is
juxtaposed to the intimate bond of love and compassion between God and the patri-
1
 This is not to deny that Ezra plays an important role in Israel's return to the land accord-
ing to the book of Ezra itself (chapters 7 and 8).
2
 Knowles, "Moses, the Law, and the Unity of 4 Ezra", has shown that 4 Ezra as a whole
is structured according to the concept of Ezra as Mcyses redivivus.
3
 According to a possible interpretation of As. Mos. 12:6, Moses is thought to intercede on
behalf of Israel after his death. In that case, Moses himself would most likely be the interces-
sor of As. Mos. 4:1. Unas qui supra eos est can then be literally understood as "someone
who is above them, namely in heaven". See further, however, the commentary on 12:6.
4
 Cf. Josephus, Am. Jud. XIV 24: <5 Set ßaoOti tav ôJuov; Esth. 4:17 z 6 BEOÇ 6
iaxixuv èïà TtâvTaç: 3 Mace. 2:3 T(ôv CJÂ.WV èmKpatâv; Philo, De vita Mosis II 88
Tftcuitjv TOO wivToc; cf. also Esth. 4:17 b èv èÇovotqt aou TO irixv è0Ttv; Jub. 31:13
Deus cunctorum', alla sedes indicates God's throne in heaven, cf. 6povoç ûynîUSç 1 En.
14:18; Bpóvoc èv oipovoîi; T. Job 41:4; Heb. 8:1 (Isa. 66:1 6 oùpovoç UM epovoç); cf.
Rev. 4:2. "King" (rex, ßomteuc) and "who rules! the world" (qui domitwris saeculo) are
ordinary titles of God (cf. Kopie iriipu poCTiXeû itcmmv Kparâv Esth. 4:17 b). For the
latter, see more specifically 3 Mace 2:2 KVOIE mjpis ßom^eu TÛV oùpovâv icoi Sé-
OTKrtcc tóoTTic KÎlaEoiç. 4yiE èv àyioui uóvapxe, imvTOKpdrcop; Sib. Or. Ill 19
tóouov Kpateuv.
5
 Cf. the doxologies in the confessional prayers, in which the plea is founded on the praise
of God as "keeping the covenant and mercy" (Dan. 9:4; Neh. 1:5; 9:32), anticipating the plea
for merciful restoration of the covenant; similarly, in Bar. 2:11. the prayer anticipates his plea
for the termination of the exile by praising God as the one who led Israel out of Egypt
6
 Plebs excepta 4:2; cf. Deut. 14:2 ot tCctóCorro irtpioç à 8eoç oou -yivtoeai ot cn>-
T(Ï> Xaov Tifpioixjiov (Vulgate: peculiarem) àno irrivTwv rôv èBvûv TÛV Èid
. PS. 135[134]:4); 1 Kl. 8:53 <rù Biéoteümc (Vulgate: separastï)
om>t$ riç KXrtpovoulov ÉK jcàvTCiïv TÛV Xoâv -riiç yf^ç.
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archs, on which bond the covenant was based1. The election is similarly contrasted to
the present misery in Esth. 4:17 m-o2.
The combination of all these motifs (God's love for his elected people, the connec-
tion between God's and Israel's names, the reference to the enmity of the gentiles [cf.
Ps. Sol. 9:1], and the appeal to God's compassion) is neatly paralleled in Ps. Sol.
9:8-9:
Kol vw <ri> ô 9eóc voi ^ueti; foxoç, ôv T^daniaai;' I5è Kal oiKtipncov. ô
6e6ç lopai^X, on aol àotiiv, KOI \ii\ àtaxn^mK Êteoç aaa à»' fpûv, ïva
u^l èiciBûvToa T\UÎV.
on cri) ftpetimo TÔ anépjia 'Aßpaafi îtapà nàvia Ta Èovn. Kai E9ov TÔ
trov fO' iVfiv xûpiF, Kal OÙK axùxm fi; tôv aiûva.
4:3
The distress of the people is defined as the exile^, which frequently provides the his-
torical background of many confessional prayers. Apart from inciting God's compas-
sion, the mention of the exile serves to point out that Israel, being in exile, has under-
gone its punishment, and that it may now hope for the remission of its sins, based on
its repentance*. At the end of the confessional prayer, the realization of the punish-
ment is often cited. In the epicletical section, Israel's miserable situation is again de-
scribed in words quoting or recalling God's prophecies; see for instance Neh. 9:36-
37, clearly alluding to Deut. 28:33; cf. Pr. Azar. 36-38, alluding to Deut. 4:27; 28:62
and Hos. 3:4 (cf. Bar. 2:13). Likewise, the intercessor in As. Mos 4:3 alludes to sev-
eral prophecies that foretold Israel's expulsion among the gentiles and its sadness
while in exile, e.g. Lev. 26:33, 36, 39; Deut. 28:64-65.1 do not know of an instance
of maestiiia (X.wiri) used elsewhere to describe the exile5, but related expressions are
often used. One example may suffice: T. Zeb. 9:6 Kai càxMoAœŒiSaownv j^
 o;
vuûv, Kcà KaK(jÔr)aEoôe èv TOÎÇ êôveaiv èv îtooau; àaôevEicaç Kai
Kai oôûvavç l|TU£fjç.
Alloßli, found in As. Mos. 4:3, is a transliteration of the Greek word dUo<t>iAoi.
In the Septuagint, the word is used to indicate Israel's enemies, in particular the
Philistines6. By using this strong word, the prayer highlights the suffering of the ex-
ile. It remains rather enigmatic why it is said that the people had to go to the gate of the
gentiles. One is inclined to understand that the pagan gates had something particularly
horrifying about them, but I have been unable to find in related literature some
' Cf. the instances in which the election is explicitly based on God's love: Deut. 4:37;
10:15: Mal. l :2; Ps. Sol. 9:8.
2
 Somewhat differently in LAB 30:4, where the same contrast is used by Israel in its
recognition of the divine punishment.
3
 For the explicit inclusion of wives and children among those who are prisoners (capsivi),
see 1 Mace. 1:32; 5:13,23; 8:10; 2 Mace. 5:13; 3 Mace. 3:25; T. Judah 23:3; cf. Dan. 6:24
4
 See, for instance, T. Napht. 4:3.
5 Compare, however, Antiochus' farewell in 1 Mace. 6:13 KCÙ. i6ou droSXXDuai XIJITQ
uryaXrj èv yq aXXoipla, Vulgate: et ecce pereo tristitia magna in terra aliéna. In Deut.
28:65, the Vulgate uses the phrase anima maerore conswnpta to reflect ]H»"t DB3/
Tn.icouevT| \fux<\
6 In classical Greek, the word means simply "foreigner", although the Greeks' xenophobia
probably gave the word a pejorative ring to them, as well.
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clarification. Perhaps one should not lay too much emphasis on oslium, and simply
understand the gate as the place where the Israelites used to pass their day, the only
terrible thing being that it is not their own gate. In that case, 4:3 may be read as a
parallelismus membrorum:
in terram alienam
circa* ostium alloftiorum.
4:4
The intercessor concludes his prayer 10 the "heavenly Lord"2 with a plea for mercy.
Respice et miserere is an ordinary prayer formula, occurring literally in Jerome's ver-
sions juxta LXX &ndjuxta Hebraeos of Ps. 25(24):16 and 86(85):16 (also Ps.
119[118]:132yiu(a Hebraeos only). In various confessional prayers, however, simi-
lar formulas are passionately accumulated; most famous is Dan. 9:18-19, but see also
Neh. 1:11; Bar. 2:14-17; 3:2; Jos. As. 13:1-9.
d. 4:5-6
After the punishment is undergone, and the people have repented, God will not let the
intercessor's prayer stay unanswered, but he will, as he had promised through Moses,
let the people be restored in their land.
5 a Then God will remember them, on account of the covenant which
he had made with their fathers, b and he will manifest his mercy in
these days, too. e And he will give it into the heart of the king to have
mercy on them, and to let them return to their land and region.
4:Sa
In 3:9, the tribes are portrayed as asking the Lord to "remember the covenant which he
had made with the fathers, and the oath he swore unto them that their posterity would
never be absent from the land". In 4:5a it is said that the Lord will indeed "remember
them on account of the covenant which he had made with their fathers"; this will prove
God's faithfulness to his words: both to his oath and to his promise to redeem the
penitent sinners, e.g. Lev. 26:42 KO! uvnoeiteouou TTJÇ 6iaerjicn.c 'Icnccbß xcà rnç
SiaSiltcnç "loocàx KCÙ njç BiaB^iaiç 'Aßpaaji uvnaSi^ao^uxi Kai rqc YTÏÇ MvnoOr^ao-
um; cf. Lev. 26:45; Deut. 4:29-30; 30:3. It must be stressed that the people's restora-
tion, which results from God's remembering them, is not presented as some kind of
reward for their repentance; it is based solely on the covenant with the fathers. By
their penitence the tribes show that they themselves have no merits on account of
which they may expect God to intervene. Although their self-humiliation is a condition
to be fulfilled, it is in no way the cause or reason for God to remember them; the rea-
son is to be found in God's autonomous promise to restore the covenant when the
people repent.
1
 On the variation of in and circa, see grammatical note nr. 167.
2 Dominas caelestis, cf. Deus caelestis As. Mos. 2:4.
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4:5b
Remembering the covenant stands parallerl to the manifestation of God's mercy. See
for instance Deut. 4:31, where it is said that God will "not forget the covenant with
your fathers", because he is a "merciful God" (9eôç oîictlpuujv Kiipioç à Oeoç crou);
cf. Deut. 30:3. For thé expression "to reveal mercy", see Isa, 56:1.
Unless the word et is to be deleted, the phrase et lemporibus illis must be con-
nected to the preceding clause; if it were to be connected to the following clause (et
millil in animant regis 4:6), there would be a senseless repeat of et ("And in those
days, and he will etc."). Connected to the preceding clause, er is to be understood as
etiom (see grammatical note nr. 140), and the phrase indicates the willingness of God
to be repeatedly merciful: "He will be merciful on this occasion, too", i.e., "as he has
been on several other occasions"1. This is reminiscent of passages such as Deut. 9:19
and 10:10, where Moses relates how God answered his prayer "again", KOI èv t<j>
raipcp teivcp, but even more of the anamnetical section in Neh. 9, in which the in-
veterate sinfulness of the people is mentioned, but also God's unremitting willingness
to forgive2. It must be admitted that in As. Mos. there is no earlier manifestation of
God's mercy. Since, however, the author of As. Mos. intended 4:5-6 to prove to his
readers God's faithfulness to his promise to redeem the penitent sinners (apparently in
order to exhort them to repent), he may by the use of this "also" evoke the well-
known instances of God's mercy prior to the moment when Moses is said to deliver
this prophecy. At the same rime, God's willingness to forgive the author's intended
readers is implied.
4:6
In Moses' prophecy, God will end the exile through "the king"; the author of As.
Mos. of course refers to the Persian king Cyrus. Again, God is the one who acts: he
"gives it in the heart" of the king to set them free; that is, God "made the king want
them to be free". The initiative is also ascribed to God in Solomon's prayer in 1 Ki.
8:50 KO! Scooeiç CTÙTOÙÇ elç olirrtpuoùç èvwmov oixuafooTEuovTujv aùtoûç. Kal
olimpiltrownv (Vulgate: ut misereantur) ailroùç. The Latin uses thé expression in
animant minere, whereas the Vulgate commonly uses the expression is in corde dare
(LXX: &5ÓV01 èv Kopélpt, as in e.g. Exod. 35:34; 2 Chron. 12:14; Ezra 7:10, 27;
Neh. 2:12; 7:5). The difference between minere and dare is negligible; the use of ani-
ma instead of cor may have been caused by the semantic overlap of the words (both
the heart and the soul being the seat of the will), and by their frequent juxtaposition in
parallelisms.
This passage ends with an allusion to Cyrus's edict (2 Chron. 36:23; Ezra 1:2-4).
Even the elevated style of that "document" seems to have left its traces in As. Mos.
4:6, namely in the combination of the synonyms terra ei regio (see grammatical note
nr. 170).
1
 Thus Clemen. APATll, p. 322.
2
 See also Ps. 106(105):43 itteovemc tppiSooro oûroiiç; cf. 3 Mace. 2:13.
4:7-9
THE TRIBES AFTER THE RESTORATION
After the king's permission to return, the subsequent fate of the various
groups within the people is summarily related. The two and the ten
tribes, temporarily reunited in 3:8-13, are again divided, but an addi-
tional division is made, and a third group, "some parts of the tribes" is
distinguished:
1 ) Ascendent aliquot: panes tribuum et ventent in locum...
2) Duae tribus permanebunt in praepositafide...
3) X tribus crescent el devenient apud nationes in tempore tribulationum.
It seems that, according to the author of As. Mos., those "parts of the
tribes" who return to rebuild the "place" (apparently Jerusalem or the
temple) are not the two tribes. Their return and the restoration of the
"place" is contrasted to the faithfulness to the covenant which is re-
served for the two tribes. Apparently, the author in this passage rede-
fines the "two tribes": from this moment, only those who abide in the
faith of the fathers may be called by that name. Once again the people
of God is reduced to a smaller group, consisting of only a part of the
"two tribes". If this is correct, the designation "two tribes" is an
honorific one, and it is used in the same way in which for instance Paul
uses the name "Israel" (cf. Rom. 9:6 où itavieç ol ÈÇ 'loparft, oitoi
'laparft.). In contrast, "some parts of the tribes" is a derogatory desig-
nation. The fate of the ten tribes, prophesied in 4:9, is unclear, due to
textual corruption; it seems, however, unlikely that the author of As.
Mos. would view their post-exilic existence positively.
7 Then some parts of the tribes will go up, and they will come in the
place that was appointed to be theirs, and they will rampart the place
anew, a But the two tribes will hold on to the allegiance that was or-
dained for them, mourning and weeping, because they will not be able
to bring offerings to the Lord of their fathers. 9 And the ten tribes will
be more and more absorbed among the nations in a time of tribula-
tions.
4:7
In this sentence, it is predicted that "some parts of the tribes" will return, and rampart
the city anew. As has been remarked above, "some parts of the tribes" seems to be a
pejorative designation of the ones who rebuild the walls: pars and alii/ui are used in a
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similarly derogatory way in 6:9 (see the commentary on that passage). In 2:7, the
building of walls is considered as the first stage of apostasy; here, the renewed forti-
fication of the city apparently disqualifies its makers to be counted among the "two
tribes"; see below on 4:8.
There has been some debate on what place is meant with locus, Jerusalem or the
temple, but Jerusalem is no doubt the most natural referent, since it is said that "they
will rampart the place", which is more appropriately said of a city than of a temple.
The emphatic formulation locus constituais suas suggests that the place to which they
will return was "appointed to be theirs"1; see Exod. 23:20 f| yfi. flv i^TOiuaaa aot; 2
Sam. 7:10 iced flrjoouca torov TÇ> ÏOQ uou t<j> lapon^X; cf. Num. 10:29; 1 Sam.
12:8.
Probably, renovare here means "to rebuild"; cf. Sir. 49:7(9) oUououdv icoi
icnTo^vreiieiv; Vulgate: ilerum aedificare et renovare. It cannot be excluded, however,
that it means "to re-dedicate". In the Vulgate of 1 Mace. 4:36 and 54, the verb reno-
vare appears to have borrowed the meaning "to (re-)dedicate" from the Greek
fr)ncatv{Ç£iv. A related Greek noun is also used in connection with Jerusalem's walls
in Neh. 12:27 tv èyicaiviotç, retxouc 'lepoixjaJiTJu (Vulgate: in dedicatione autem
mûri Hierusalem).
4:8
In 4:8, it is stated that the two tribes will be sad2, because they will not be able to
bring sacrifices. The return of "some parts" of the tribes to the city may be assumed to
imply the restoration of the Jerusalem temple cult. The sadness of the two tribes is
therefore often interpreted as a rejection of the validity of the restored temple. Such a
rejection must be seen in connection with the building of walls around the city in 4:7
(cf. 2:7-9, where the fortification of Jerusalem is regarded as the beginning of apos-
tasy).
This interpretation has, however, met with objections. D.R. Schwartz especially
has protested against what he sees as a strained interpretation of non poterinß. Ac-
cording to Schwartz, the simple words "they will not be able" say nothing about cultic
validity or rejection4. As an alternative, Schwartz suggests that the two tribes can be
seen as the Jews who remained in Babylonia, but who kept in touch with the
Jerusalem temple (as opposed to the ten tribes, the apostates from Northern descent).
This geographical distance would prevent them from bringing sacrifices—the cause of
their sadness5. However, assuming that As. Mos. was not written by a Diaspora
1
 In that case, locus constituais sous would be equivalent to locus quern constitua (se.
Deus) eis: cf. 4:8 praeposita fides sua, équivalent to fides quam praeposuit eis.
2
 Tristes et gementes; cf. the Vulgate of Isa. 29:2 tristis et moerens: Ezek. 9:4 genantes et
dolentes.
3 Schwanz, 'The Tribes of As. Mos. 4:7-9".
4
 So also Reese, Die Geschickte, p. 100. But cf. Goldstein, "The Testament of Moses" pp.
49-50, who suggested that at some time in the textual tradition a word like \vrb (to offer up
sacrifices "acceptably") or its equivalent in Greek or Latin was lost; alternatively, the notion of
acceptability is implied.
5
 Similarly. Doran, "T. Mos. 4:8" p. 492: "Rather than a rejection of the Second Temple,
then, T. Mos. 4:8 describes the fidelity of the two tribes to the Temple worship while in exile,
similar to the longing expressed in Psalm 137." The main parallel for such a concept
(cant.)
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Jew', it is unlikely that the author would designate those who returned as "some
parts" of the tribes, and those who stayed back as "the two tribes"; rather, he would
have written: "the two tribes will return, but some pans of the tribes will remain in ex-
ile".
In fact, only the rejection of the rebuilding of the walls by some parts of the tribes
as a sinful act, can explain why from 5:1 onwards punishment is expected. Schwartz
attempted to neutralize this vindicta by claiming that it was "not seen as a punishment
..., but rather a necessary and foreordained part of the chain of events leading to the
end of days"2. Yet although this punishment is foreordained, this is only the case be-
cause the Lord has also foreseen the sin to which it is a reaction. Obviously, the Lord
would never have foreordained punishment for punishments sake (cf. 3:10-13).
Reading 4:8 in connection with 4:7, the unavoidable conclusion is that the two
tribes are distinguished from "some parts of the tribes" because the former "remain
faithful to the prescribed allegiance" (viz to the covenant, see commentary on 2:7).
That implies, however, that "some pans of the tribes" fail to be faithful to this alle-
giance to the covenant. Since these parts of the tribes appear to be the dominant group
(it is they who will rebuild the walls), it is impossible for the faithful ones to bring
sacrifice—it is no coincidence that it is said that sacrifices cannot be offered to the God
of their fathers (see the commentary on 9:6). It can be concluded that the validity of
the temple cult is indeed rejected by the author of As. Mos.
A rejection of the validity of the temple cult is found in a few other texts, esp. in 1
En. 89:73 (alluding to Mai. 1:7), and now also in 4Q390 ("Pseudo-Moses"); cf. Sib.
Or. Ill 265-294. Objections have been made that the parallel from 1 Enoch is imper-
fect, since, in that passage, the temple cult is not altogether rejected—only the offer-
ings are said to be impure and polluted3. In response, it should be noted that the rejec-
tion of the temple cult in As. Mos. probably concerns its impurity as well (cf. 5:4)4.
However, the new text from Qumran provides an even closer parallel to As. Mos. 4:7-
85. In 4Q3901, it is prophesied that the Israelites will act just as sinfully as their pre-
exilic fathers, except for the first generation, which will rebuild the temple (4Q39014-
(speaking, however, about the "nine" tribes), which neither Schwartz nor Doran quotes, is 4
Ezra 13:39^*9, esp. 41-42 (Hilgenfeld, "Die Psalmen Salomo's", p. 284)
1
 As Bousset, Religion des Judentums, pp 115-116, 2p. 133, would have it; Schwanz,
"The Tribes", p. 221, limits himself to commenting that he sees "no need" to assume a
Babylonian standpoint
2
 Schwartz, 'The Tribes", p. 222.
3
 Similarly, it has been suggested that the author of As Mos. only states that the glory of
"second Temple" was less than that of the "first", as in 2 Bar. 68:5-6 (so Laperrousaz, Le
Testament, f. 117; Priest,'Testament of Moses", p. 929). But then As. Mos. 4:8 would re-
ally be something of an overstatement (cf. Charles, The Assumption, p. 15).
* According to Goldstein, "The Testament of Moses", p 49, the phrase tristes et gementes
is taken from Ezek. 9:4 (Vulgate: gementes et dolentes), "where the words refer to the scrupu-
lous minority, scandalized over the abominations of the majority".
5
 4Q390 will be published, with a translation and commentary, by D. Dimant, in "New
Light from Qumran on the Jewish Pseudepigrapha - 4Q390", in J. Trebolle Barrera and L.
Vegas Montaner (eds.X The Madrid Qumran Congress. Proceedings of the International
Congress on the Dead Sea Scrolls, Madrid 18-21 March. 1991 (STDJ 11). Leiden 1993.1 wish
to thank Prof. Dimant who kindly permitted me to use 4Q390 before her edition could be pub-
lished.
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6). But, after thai generation has passed away, they will violate every commandment
that the Lord has given them (7-9)—D'D'^D DHD 'frWBm. "but I will cause
to remain from among them a remnant" (10).
Permanere in means "to hold on to", and may be complemented by an abstract denot-
ing a disposition of the mind or soul, or by the object of such a disposition: for in-
stance, one can "hold on to the Lord" (permanere In Domino, e.g. LAB 21:10), or
"persevere in the fear of God" (permanere in timoré Dei e.g. Tob. 2:14). Similarly,
one can "persevere in the faith"; see permanere in fide (ÈUUÉVEIV rfj iriotei) Acts
14:21 ^. Permanere in fide may therefore be translated as "to persevere in the allegiance
(viz to the covenant)", or, which is effectively the same, "hold on to the covenant"
(forfides as "covenant", see commentary to 2:7b).
The faith the two tribes hold on to is said to have been "laid before them"2; prae-
ponere has probably been confused with proponere (see grammatical note nr. 46).
Proponere is used in connection with the law and commandments in e.g. Exod. 21:1
and Deut. 4:44 (LXX: itopaneévm tvrónov); Deut. 4:8 and 1 Ki. 9:6 (LXX: SiSovoi
èvcóitiov); see esp., in connection with the covenant. Josh. 24:25 percussit igitur Jo-
sue in die illofoedus et proposai!populo praecepta atque judicia in Sychem (LXX dif-
fers); cf. also 4 Ezra 7:20 anieposita ... Dei lac.
4:9
Finally, in 4:9, the fortunes of the ten tribes are reported. The text is in disorder. First,
it is said that the ten tribes will "grow" (crescent). This may be an allusion to the
multitude of the Jews in the Diaspora (cf. Josephus, Ant. Jud. XI 133 ai 5è Sera
Voted ... àpiBuù Yvoxrefivca ui1! Swóuevai). But in such an interpretation, the
clause seems to have little coherence with the context. Perhaps one may take crescent
et devenient apud nationes as an "enumerative figure", coordinating what is logically
subordinate: "they will more and more (crescent) be absorbed among the nations"^.
The rest of 4:9 is conjectural. The manuscript offers devenient apud natos in tern-
pore tribton, which makes no sense. It is relatively easy to correct tribum to tribula-
ribnum4 (see the textual commentary to line 81), the emendation of natos into nationes
'See also Col. 1:23; 1 Tim. 2:15
2
 Hilgenfeld, "Die Psalmen Salomo's", p. 284, retranslated praeposila as IEDOKEUIÉVTI.
Reese, Die Geschichte, pp. 100-101, in lum interpreted this as "vorhandene Treue" ("extant
faith"). This hardly renders the clause more intelligible,pace 3:10-13. Moreover, Reese's ap-
peal to Hilgenfeld's authority is unjustified, since Hilgenfeld only gives the literal rendering of
prae- (pro-) ponere, and does not explicilale which of the many meanings of rcpotceîaBai
would have been meant.
3
 So Clemen. APATII, p. 323: "zehn Stämme werden immer mehr zu Heiden weiden".
For the enumerative figure, see Hofmann-Szantyr II, p. 783.
4
 Doran, 'T. Mos. 4:8", p. 491, prefers to retain the manuscript's devenient apud natos,
claiming that this clause could be translated as '"they go to stay with their children' [so already
Volkmar. Most Prophétie], a sense of domestic bliss that contrasts strongly with the sorrow
of the two tribes." I doubt, however, that devenire can mean "to go to stay", and 1 am not sure
whether the exceptionally high esteem for such domestic bliss is not anachronistic, or. if it is
not. whether it is the proper opposite of the inability to sacrifice. Doran's suggestion to read
4:8-9 before 4:1 must be dismissed as speculative and based on a gross misunderstanding of
4:1 -7 (p. 492: "4:1 -7 ... sketch the decline after the return from the exile").
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is the most likely one. The majority of scholars connect deveniera with apud nationes,
"they will end up among the nations". It is also possible to connect deveniera with m
tempore tribulationum (cf. 1 Mace. 6:11 in quantum tribulationem deveni). The fate of
the ten tribes, thus interpreted, is not that they will become numerous among the na-
tions, but that they will end up in a time of growing tribulation among the nations. The
fact that apud nationes follows deveniera, however, suggests that "they will more and
more be absorbed among the nations in a time of tribulations" is what the author
meant.
For the general meaning of 4:9, one may compare Neh. 9:27 icoà Ë&CIHCOÇ oùtoùç
fev x61!* 9AißovT(ov ovtoijç Krà ëOXiyov aûroûç XTA..; cf. also Isa. 33:2.
5:1-6:9
THE PEOPLE'S SINFULNESS
Many interpreters of As. Mos. have assumed that chapter 5 is a contin-
uation of the prophetically announced history of the people. Since
chapter 6 recognizably refers to the Hasmonean and Herodian periods,
chapter 5, in this view, must cover the temporal space between the
restoration of the temple and the Hasmonean period. The kings, perpe-
trators of crime and executers of punishment (5:1), are accordingly
identified as the last Persian kings', or as the Ptolemies and Seleucids2,
or as the earlier Hasmonaeans3; the division with regard to the truth
(5:2) is interpreted as the conflict between Daniel's masldlim and rab-
bimA, or between the Pharisees and Sadducees5; the priests, who are in
reality nothing but slaves (5:4) would be the Hellenizers6, in particular
Jason and Menelaus7, or the Maccabaean priests8, in particular John
Hyrcanus9, and so on.
Apparently, all the various identifications proposed are primarily
intended to fill in the gap between the allusions to the return from exile
(4:7) and to king Herod (6:2-6). It must be recognized, however, that
the information chapter 5 supplies is simply too general and too vague
to make such specific identifications.
In a brief discussion that has received little attention Laperrousaz
argues convincingly that chapter 5 and chapter 6 are concerned with
the same historical period, but that they view this period from a differ-
ent perspective. Chapter 5 is a general characterization of the people's
sinfulness; chapter 6 connects this sinfulness to the kings under whose
1
 Hilgenfcld, "Die Psalmen Salomo's", p. 302.
2
 Clemen, APAT II, p. 323; Rießler, Jüdisches Schrifttum, p. 1302; Reese, Die
GesMchtf, p. 101, Brandenburger, "Himmelfahrt", p. 72.
3
 Laperrousaz, Le Testament, p. 118.
4
 Schmidt and Men. "Die Assumptio", p 143.
5
 Charles, The Assumption, p. 16; Clemen, APAT II, p. 323; Rießler, Jüdisches Schrift-
tum, p. 1302; Brandenburger, "Himmelfahrt", p. 72; Laperrousaz, Le Testament, p. 118. for
understandable reasons, adds the Essenes.
6
 Lucius, Der Essenismus, p. 114; Clemen, APAT II, p. 323.
7
 Heidenheim, "Beiträge zum bessern Veretändniss", pp. 85-86; Rießler, Jüdisches
Schrifttum, p. 1302; Reese, Die Geschiente, p. 102.
8
 Hilgenfeld, Novum Testamentum (l 866). p. 102.
9
 HUgenfeld, Novum Testamentum (21884), p. 132; Priest, "Testament of Moses", p. 929.
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rule this corruption is to take place'. This period is the relatively short
time immediately preceding the eschatological events (described in As.
Mos. 8-10), and is signalled by the words et cum adpropiabunt tempora
arguendi (5:1). In this pre-eschatological chaos, the people and its lead-
ers are entirely perverted, as chapter 5 attempts to show. With chapter
6, the author intends to make his readers recognize their own time as
the final stage of the pre-eschatological chaos, described in chapter 5.
It can be concluded that it was not the author's intention to discuss
all the people's vicissitudes in the time between the return from exile
and his own age. He omits most of post-exilic history, and moves on at
once to what is to him and his readers recent history. Apparently, he
wishes to show that his own time mirrors the events that, in his view,
led to the exile referred to in As. Mos. 3:l-32.
The author supports his interpretation of his own time as the pre-escha-
tological period by the use of one or more references to scripture,
formally introduced by the clause propter quod factum fuit (5:3). I
suspect that 5:4-6 are meant as an exegetical application of this appeal
to the scriptures. This suspicion is corroborated by the numerous
cross-references between 5:2-3 and 5:4-6. In 5:2-3 one finds four
words which are echoed in 5:4-6:
5:2 dividcntur ad veritalem 5:4 non enim sequentur veritatem
5:3 devitabuntyïtsri/iom 5:5 pervendentjusririar accipiendo
5:3 accèdent ad iniquitatem 5:6 implebitur colonia ... iwquitatibus
5:3 contaminabunt inquinationibus 5:4 altarium inquinabunt
dom urn serviiutis
The way in which the concepts introduced in 5:2-3 are given a new
context in 5:4-6 is reminiscent of certain exegetical methods used in
Qumran and other contemporary literature.
In 5:4-6, the sins introduced in the reference to scripture are ascribed
to those groups within Jewish society of which they are typical. By
enumerating these groups with their typical transgressions, the author
1 Laperrousaz, Le Testament, p. 119: "Ce verset (se. 6:1) n'annonce pas des événements
devant se produire après ceux mentionnés dans les versets du chapitre V; mais, après avoir, en
V, 1, fait allusion en termes assez vagues aux rois d'alors, puis, successivement, aux divers
adversaires de son parti, l'auteur précise, ici, l'identité de ces rois sous le règne desquels se
dérouleront les événements rapportés dans le chapitre V".
2
 Compare Kolenkow's remarks on the use of the Doppelschema in As. Mos., in "The As-
sumption of Moses as a Testament", p. 73.
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of As. Mos. conveys an image of Jewish society as one that is diseased
in all its branches'. The various groups are the kings, possibly the
people, the priests, the teachers, and the judges (reges ... ipsi... sacer-
dotes ... doctores ... judices). Similar schematic arrangements are
found in Ezek. 22:25-29 (oi ontmi'ouuEvoi... ol Icpeî; ... oi äpxovrec ... ol ;tpo-
*iitai); Micah 3:11 (ol I^YOIJUEVOI ... ol Upd; ... ol «ponçai; cf. Micah 7:3);
Zeph. 3:3-4 (ol dp^ovrec - ol Kpitcà ... ol npCHjrijTcu ... ol lepeiç); cf. Neh.
9:34; Ezra 9:2; Jer. 6:13; Dan. 9:8; Bar. 1:15-16. It will be noted that
in As. Mos. 5 no prophets occur, which accords with the tendency in
As. Mos. to suppress all prophets but Moses2.
a. 5:1-3
In 5:1-3 the author of As. Mos. alludes to prophecies in the scriptures, intended for
the time near the end, in order to characterize the time in which he and his readers live
as "the times of the approaching judgement". In these days of pressure, the knowl-
edge of the truth will be obscured, and injustice, defilement and idolatry will prevail.
i And when the times of judgement approach, revenge will come
through kings who participate in crime and who will punish them. 2
And they themselves will move away from the truth, 3 wherefore it has
been said: 'They will avoid justice and turn to iniquity,' and: 'they will
defile the house of their worship with pollutions,' and that 'they will go
awhoring after foreign gods'.
5:1
The lempora arguendi are said to be "approaching"3, which of course means that the
time left before the advent of the time of the end is short. In 7:1 the point in time is
indicated on which the "rimes will suddenly end". Chapters 5-6 must therefore be seen
as the short time immediately preceding the eschatological events. It may safely be as-
1
 Cf. Isa. 9:14-15, where il is said that the Loid will destroy the people entirely, "head and
tail": npeofilJCTiv sol toùç ta npoouna SaumiÇovTaç (aütn. n. apxil) Kal npo^niv
SiSÓCTKOvta avoua (ovroç ^ oùpâ).
2
 It may be that As. Mos. 5:4-6 is in its entirety directed against the priests. The functions
mentioned can all be fulfilled by priests, and parallels from biblical literature show that the re-
proaches made can be directed against priests as well: see further the commentary on 5:5-6.
On the threefold function of the Lévites (priests, judges and scribes), see T. Levi 8:17, and
Hollander and De Jonge, The Testaments, p. 154, cf. pp. 106-107, 166; for the function of
king, see As. Mos. 6:1.
3
 Adpropiare; apart from 1 Mace. 9:10, the Vulgate prefers the synonym appropinquare.
For the use of these synonyms in connection with a point in time, see for instance Deut.
31:14; 1 Ki. 2:1; Lara. 4:18; Luke 21:20, cf. 10:9.11 (the approaching Kingdom of God).
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sumed that the author of As. Mos. wanted to suggest to his readers that they them-
selves lived in the time immediately preceding the judgement.
I have found no other instance of the words tempora arguendi (icaipoi TO* tUY-
xew?1), but cf. 2 Ki. 19:3 rinipa 9U\ti£uç iccà tirnioû «& nnpopyiCTuofi; Isa. 37:3
4|u£pci eMvfioc; KOÙ àvei&auoû tccn BityuoC; see also the commentary on As. Mos.
1:18. and cf. Kaipcx; JKÔIKTVTFW; in for instance Sir. 5:7(9) (Vulgate: tempus vindic-
tae); 18:24 (Vulgate: tempus retributionis); or Jer. 26(46):21 V|uipa droiAeiai; iltóev
ère' orôToùç Kal Kcapàç eicßucriacia; aîrcwv (Vulgate: tempus visitaiionis', similar Jer.
27[50]:27, 31).
As the final judgement approaches, retribution already have begun in the form of
harsh rule by the kings of the people2. This retribution is probably the consequence of
the apostasy described in 4:8 (see above). But this kingly rule will not only punish
sin, it will also contribute to it: the kings will take part in crimes and will punish the
sinful people as well; see 6:2 rexpetulans ...judicabit illis quomodo digni erunt, and
cf. also Ezek. 22:3 Tu iróXic èicxÉouca ouuccTa èv ^i-acp avny; TOÛ ÉXGeïv Keapóv
Porticeps probably renders loxvovoc, "associate", see 2 Mace. 5:20, Prov. 28:24;
cf. Job 34:8; Sir. 13:1, 2; Rev. 18:4 (ouyKOivoivew). For kings being companions of
criminals, cf. Isa. 1:23 ol APKOVTÉÇ trou djtet6o(kn KOIVOIVOI Kteirrmv (Vulgate:
socüfwum).
5:2
According to the majority of interpreters, the author in 5:2 alludes to emerging reli-
gious dissension: dividentw ad veriiatem would then mean "they will be divided with
regard to the truth". For this dissension, many commentators point to the antithesis
between the Pharisees and the Sadducees3. Charles referred to 1 En. 90:6-74, in
which he sees an allusion to the emergence of both parties in the same historical period
as the dissension of As. Mos. 5:25. But even if the dividi ad is to be translated with
"to be divided with regard to the truth", any link to specific religious parties is unwar-
ranted. Dissension in the period immediately preceding the end is a traditional motif,
primarily used as a sign of the time of the end. In Jub. 23:16-19, for instance, violent
struggle is expected to arise between all kinds of opposing groups6, illustrating the
total disruption of the social order; see also 4 Ezra 5:9; 6:24; 9:3; 13:30-31; 2 Bar.
1
 Thus the retranslation by Hilgenfeld, "Die Psalmen Salomo's", p. 284.
2
 Unless cum is to be read as rum, the apodosis is introduced by et vindicia, a semiticizing
construction, see grammatical note nr. 190. For de denoting the agent, see grammatical note
nr. 68.
3
 See above, in the introduction to this section. Hilgenfeld, "Die Psalmen Salomo's", p.
302, suggested that divider^ referred to the diaspora, but it remains unclear how he under-
stood ad veritaiem.
4 The Assomption, p. 16.
^ 1 En. 90:6-7 speaks about young lambs who began to open their eyes and who cried to
the sheep, who, however, were deaf and blind. The lambs are usually interpreted as a refer-
ence to the Hasidim in early Maccabean times, see also Foerster, "Die Ursprung des Ptiari-
säismus", pp. 38-39, 44.
6
 Foerster, "Die Ursprung des Pharisäismus", pp. 42-43, connected this passage to the
Hasidim as well, but a reading of the passage in its entirety excludes such an interpretation.
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39:6; 70:3,S; 1 En. 100:1-2; cf. T. Judah 22:1. The motif is also known to Isa. 3:5;
Micah 7:6 (cf. Man. 10:35); Zech. 14:13; Matt. 10:21.
However, the reflexive voice of dividere is preferably taken to mean "to distance
oneself'; if ad is taken in its Vulgar Latin meaning of ab (see grammatical note nr.
67)', we may translate: "they2 will move away from the truth". For this meaning of
dividere, see for instance Ps. 55(54):22 LXX; or separat in 2 Ki. 17:21; Wisd. 1:3
perversae enim cogitationes séparant (xopiÇownv) a Deo; esp. Sir. 33:8 a Domini sci-
entia separan sum, LXX: èv yviioci KupCou SiExtupioenoav. The advantage of this
second translation of dividi is that it seems to match the context of As. Mos. 5:2 bet-
ter. In 5:3 devitabunt justitiam must mean that "they will distance themselves from
righteousness". In 5:4 it is said that "they will not follow the truth", which is a clear
reference to 5:2 (see below). But in 5:4 there is no mention of partisanship, only of a
general abandoning of truth.
Veritas (óArïeeio) here is equivalent to the true religion4, the right way to live
one's life before God. In this meaning it stands parallel to SIKOKXJWII (1 En. 10:16;
Jub. 20:9; cf. 30:18, 23), or to EXeoc (as a human virtue, Ps. Sol. 17:15). In 1 En.
104:13, it is said that the righteous may learn from the books of Enoch noaaç TÙÇC—
uoix; tflç dXnBetaç (cf. Wisd. 5:6). The clearest examples of this use of the concept
are found in the Qumran texts, in which the members of the community are occa-
sionally referred to as nn*n '03* (4QpHab VII 10; cf. flOR 'D 1QS IV 5 and
elsewhere). Truth has an absolute character, and it can be obtained through wisdom,
insight and piety. The darkening of truth and insight is a concept which occurs else-
where as a sign of the approaching end; see for instance 4 Ezra 5:1, 9; 13:30-31;
14:17; 2 Bar. 39:6; Jub. 23:21-22.
5:3
Literally translated, propter quod faction fuit means "wherefore it has happened, or
has been done". Propter quod occurs often in the Vulgate, and it almost always corre-
sponds to &6, "for which reason": the abandonment of the truth (5:2) must be the rea-
son for which something faction fuit. However, iffacere were in this instance to be
translated with "to do, or to happen", a subject is clearly missing. Moreover, the per-
fect tense faction fuit would be difficult to explain.
From the very beginning therefore, commentators have attempted to interpret
facere in a way that accounts both for the apparently missing subject and for the per-
fect tense. Above all, the perfect tense seems to be understandable only if the phrase is
taken as a formula introducing a quotadon; several suggested emendations (such as
1
 In THLLIV, col. 1604:15-17 (cf. œls. 831:39^3 and 823:7-12), the authorof the article
"divido" suggests that ad should be understood as advenus, see the Velus Laiina of Num.
21:5 detrahebat populus ad Deum et adversus Moysen (KO/reJUxAfi à Xaoç npôç tôv 6eov
Kei Kota Mwuoflv).
2
 Probably correctly, Schmidt and Merx, "Die Assumptie Mosis", p. 143, read ipsi as
having a certain emphasis: not only will there be punishment by criminal kings, but also they
(that is, the people) will fail to keep the commandments.
•Mn the Vulgate, both dividere and separare are used as equivalents of BuxxuJpiCevv; see
tot dividere e.g. Gen. 1:4; 13:11, 14 (cf. 13:9 BiaxupioOifu dot' turn, Vulgate: recede a
me); (or separare e.g. Gen. 30:32,40; 2 Chron. 25:10; Sir. 6:13.
* IB I Tun. 2:7, aAi|8Eta stands parallel to iricm;.
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dictum1 or/arum2) point in that direction as well. Lofstedt in 1911 gathered a number
of instances from late Latin literature (including As. Mos. 5:3) in which facere is per-
haps loosely used for "to say", even for "to write"3, so that an emendation would not
be necessary.
Even if the text of the phrase propter quodfactumfuit is not entirely in order, it is
fairly certain that it introduces a quotation. It is not possible, however, to trace the
source of the words following this formula in the Old Testament or in related litera-
ture4. This is no singular phenomenon. In the New Testament it occurs with some
regularity that a formally introduced quotation is nowhere to be found in the Old Tes-
tament and related literature5.
It may be that the quotation is from a book no longer known to us, or from a lost
variant or version of an Old Testament book'. But it is more likely that the author of
As. Mos. has not quoted correctly or precisely, either because he quoted by heart or
because he quoted ad sensum (that is, not the exact wording of some scriptural pas-
sage, but the intention of one ormore^). The sentence Devitabunt justitiam er accèdent
ad iniquitatem does not occur in the Old Testament as we have it, but such apostasy is,
of course, expected by numerous Biblical writers8; see for instance Jer. 11:10:
eraatp<i0r|aav èià tàç âSuaaç (Vulgalc: iniquitates) Tc5v ïiatépwv aùi<5v
TWV jrpOTEpov, oï OÛK V(6e3u>v elaaicoxJaai (cf. devitaret) TÛJV Xoytov uov, KOI
I5ot> autol ßaSiCoixnv oidcTW Oeâv àXXotptcov (Vulgate: post deos alienos)
ooutefew avîoîç.
Compare alsoDeut. 31:29:
oîSct yap ÖTL ïoxotiov TTjç T£Ï£vtifc uot> ôvouit? avou^oeTE (Vulgate: inique
agetis) KOI èKióUvrite es TTJÇ Ô5oû, rîç èvemXóuriv ù^v, together with Deut.
31:16 Xooç ovroç EKitopveixm oiriau 9£(ûv àXXotpitûv (Vulgate: fornicabiiur
post deos aliénas).
It should be noted that the author of As. Mos. must have assumed that the source of
these quotations were the books of Moses, unless he is inconsistent with regard to the
attribution of the prophecy in his work to Moses.
Determining the end of the quasi-quotation assumed to be introduced by propter quod
faclumfuit poses another problem. The antithetical parallelism deviiabunt justitiam el
1
 Volkmar, Most Propheüt, p. 29.
2
 Schmidt and Merx, "Die Assumptio Mosis", p. 143.
3 Philologischer Kommentar, pp. 165-166; this use o!facere explains the meaning "to say"
which the French word faire sometimes has (p. 165). LoTstedt warned that the instances he
quoted are not certain; they derive theirpersuasive force from their accumulation.
•* For introductory formulas containing the words propter quod, see the Vulgate of Eph.
4:8; 5:14; James 4:6 (propter quod dicit, SiaXeyei; cf. Luke 11:49 propterea et sapientia Dei
diiit, &Ù. TOÛTO Ka f| 00910 ioO 8eou nittv; add 1 Clem. 15:5).
5
 See Rtzmyer, "The Use of Explicit Old Testament Quotations", p. 3(M.
6
 So for instance Hilgenfeld, Novum Testamentum, p. 112.
' Cf. on this matter Bonsirven. Exégèse rabbirùque, pp. 38-41.
* Jusiitia and imquitas are also contrasted in Ps. 45(441:8 (quoted in Heb. 1:9) and Ezek.
33:13.
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accèdent ad iniquiuuem suggests thai these two phrases belong together'. The pas-
sages from Jeremiah and Deuteronomy quoted above suggest that the phrase forni-
cobunt post deos atienos also forms part of the quotation; at least, it can be recognized
as a real quotation. In that case, quia, which precedes this phrase, may be interpreted
as another introduction of direct speech or a quotation, translating the so-called 6ti
recitaiivum (see grammatical note nr. 152). It is not at all exceptional for a quotation to
include material from several passages.
If this is correct, the clause in between, el comaminabunt inquinationibus domum
serviituis suae, must belong to the quotation as well. Then, the structure of 5:2-3
would be as follows:
And they themselves will move away from the uulh;
wherefore il has been said:
"They will avoid justice and rum to iniquity,"
and "deflle wilh pollutions the house of their worship,"
and that "they will go whoring after foreign gods".
In 5:4, the introduction to this quotation (et ipsi dividentur ad veritatem) is resumed:
non enim sequentur veritatem Dei). This, too, suggests thai the quotation should be
taken to include fornicobunt post deos alienos*.
Domus servitutis suae, usually a designation for Egypt3, must refer in this instance to
the temple. On a few occasions, the Vulgate uses ihe word servitus for the servitude to
God, in 2 Chron. 12:8 (where the servitus [LXX: Soxitóa] to God is contrasted lo
that to the kingdom of the earth; cf. 1 Mace. 2:10 servitus legis, LXX: Juxipeiot xaü-
po)v), and in Sir. 2:1. As far as I can ascertain, servitus only once unequivocally des-
ignates the cultic service to God, in Wisd. 18:21 (LXX: teitoupria). On the other
hand, the Greek word Souù-iu can be used as a designation for the cultic service to
God; it is connected to the "house of God" in 1 Chron. 25:6 (Vulgate: ministerium);
Neh. 10:33(32) (Vulgate: opus), whereas XmpeCa and Xtnpefciv are more common
designations (esp. used in connection with foreign deities), and AtiToup-
vtoAmoupYEïv the predominant terms; the latter are connected with the temple (the
tabernacle, the house of God) on numerous occasions.
The reproach of the contamination of the temple by ihe Jews themselves is also found
in Mai. 1:7; 2:11; Ps. Sol. 1:8; 2:3; 8:12, 22; Jub. 23:17,21 (see further the commen-
tary on 5:4).
Idolatry is expressed in terms of adultery (fornicarî), as is often done in Biblical
and related literature, possibly after the example of Hosea; see also 1 Chron. 5:25; Ps.
106(105):39; Jer. 3:9; Ezek. 6:9; chap. 23 (esp. 23:37-39).
1
 For a similar antithetical parallelism cf. 2 Tim. 4:4 xa\ ouc6 tfj; aXneeicu; T(|V
icooTptYOWJiv, faà S Toix; uijSouc EKipaitrioovtca.
2
 So Schmidt and Merx, "Die Assumptie Mosis", p. 143.
3
 E.g. Exod. 13:3, 14; Deut 5:6; 6:13.
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b. 5:4-6
The explicit use of a scriptural quotation (5:3) leads to the expectation that the author
will subsequently interpret it: a quotation serves to establish and to legitimize an au-
thor's views on the events and circumstances he describes. In 5:4-6, the author sub-
stantiates his claims by relating the prophecies contained in the quotation to the cir-
cumstances which he sees as characteristic of his own rime.
The author's exegetical method is mainly to take up key-words from the prophe-
cies, and to connect them to the wrongs he denounces. For example, the prophecy that
"they will avoid justice (justitiam)" (5:3) is applied to the teachers who will be
financially compensated for their legal pronouncements (justifias). This exegetical
method is well-known from Qumran and New Testament literature'.
4 For they will not follow the truth of God, but some people will defile
the altar with the offerings they will bring to the Lord, (sc. people)
who are not priests, but slaves bom of slaves. 5 For the scholars who
will be their teachers in those times will favour the persons that please
them, and accept gifts; and they will sell legal settlements, accepting
fees, g And so their city and dwelling-place will be filled with crimes
and injustice against God, since those who will do them will be impious
judges: they will continually judge according to their own liking.
5:4
The first half of 5:4, non enim sequentur veritaiem Dei2, resumes 5:2, et ipsi dividen-
tur ad veritatem, thereby signalling the transition from the quotation in 5:3 to its appli-
cation to the circumstances of recent history (from the author's perspective).
Priestly cultic practices are condemned in extremely radical terms. The cultic officers
are designated as quidam, a derogatory word ("certain characters"; cf. Rom. 3:8 sicui
aiunt quidam [nvecj, and see further grammatical note nr. 63); the repugnance with
which they fill the author is further expressed in the clause qui non statt sacerdoies sed
servi de servis nati. As. Mos. 5:4 can be paraphrased as follows: "the altar of God is
polluted by people who call themselves priests, but who are in reality no more than
slaves". Possibly, the basis for this accusation is given in the first half of 5:4, "they
will not follow the truth" (cf. Isa. 65:2).
In the attempt to identify these priests who were slaves bom of slaves, commenta-
tors have pointed to John Hyrcanus who, according to Josephus, Ant. Jud. Xni 291-
1
 Elliger, Studien zum Habakuk-Kommeiuar. p. 127, describes the exegetical principle
"daß einzelne Teaworte direkt in die Auslegung selbst hineingenommen werden", according
to the interpreter's wish "die Übereinstimmung von Text und Auslegung auch äußerlich zu
dokumentieren. Es sind solche Wonzitate, die man heutzutage etwa in AnfUhrungssiriche set-
zen würde."
2
 For the expression "to follow the truth" (dicoXovSEiv tfj dXnBeio.), see T. Ashcr 6:1;
cf. 2 Mace. 8:36 lac vouou;; Isa. 65:2 OÙK ÈiropeiJ8Ti<jav ó&p
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292, was admonished by the Pharisee Eleazar to give up the high-priesthood because
his mother had been imprisoned during the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes1. It does not
necessarily follow, however, that Josephus' apocryphal anecdote2 is related to the se-
rious denunciation of the priesthood in As. Mos. 5:4. Moreover, the phrase servi de
servis nati does not mean that one of the priests' mother had been a captive, but that
the entire priestly stock will consist of slaves3.
It is equally unlikely that the author of As. Mos. in 5:4 would call the priesthood
"slaves" because of its genealogical imperfections in a more general sense4. It is obvi-
ous that priests should be of Aaronic descent; but if they are not, that does not make
them slaves. "Slave" should be taken here simply as a term of abuse^, in accordance
with the Hellenistic contempt for the unfree6. For this abusive use of the term "slave"
one may compare Lam. 5:8 6oû3uoi èicvpUwav Vjuôjv, and the several occasions on
which Alexander the Great's alleged divine offspring is rejected in the Sibylline Ora-
cles, e.g. Sib. Or. Ill 383, where Alexander is called dAiwç tic yevefji; Kpovi5oo
votov Soi'jwuv TE YEvteJjiç, "a pain jn the neck from the bastard family of Kronos,
born of slaves"; cf. Sib. Or. V 7 (= XII 7); XI 197-198. That the priests were sup-
posed to be slaves is not the reason why their office is here rejected. On the contrary:
the author finds the cultic officers unfit for their dignified task, and therefore calls
them no more than slaves.
The priesthood is rejected because of its members' moral misconduct, which renders
their cultic actions impure, defiling the Lord's sanctuary. In some Old Testament and
related texts, the concept is found that immolations to God, which may ritualistically
be in perfect order, are nevertheless defiled because of the spiritual impurity of the
ones who offer them. In Amos 5:21-24, for instance, the rich and festive offerings are
rejected because of sinfulness (for comparable rejections, see Isa. 43:27-28 LXX; Jer.
' For instance Hilgenfeld, Novum Testamentum, p. 112; Volkmar, Mose Prophétie, pp.
32-33; others, such as Clemen, APATII, p 323, and Brandenburger, "Himmelfahrt", p. 73,
rejected this identification, because the Maccabees are nol introduced until ch. 6.
2
 Laperrousaz, Le Testament, p. 118, inflates Josephus' rather Hcrodotean story by calling
it a "tradition selon laquelle la mère de Jean Hyrcan aurait été esclave sous le règne
d'Antiochus Épiphane". The story is known also in bQidd. 66a; there, it is told in connection
with Alexander Jannaeus, which shows that the story is more of a traditional tale than a gen-
uine historical tradition (or, as Josephus himself puls it, ycuSfic Se ô XOTOÇ flvV Apart
from that, Hyrcanus' mother was said to have been a captive (oixuxuXcarov aot> TCTOVEVOI
TÔV urjTtpoO, which is not quite the same as being a slave.
3
 In contrast, Paul claims the purity of his Jewish descent by saying that he is 'Eßpmo; èÇ
'Eßpotlorv.
* Clemen, APAT II, p. 323, suggested (thai, because they lacked the proper Aaronic des-
cent, the servi were Hellenistic priests; Charles, The Assumption, p. 19, took "slaves" to refer
to the same priests because they were Antiochus' puppets, "being made and unmade by him at
pleasure".
5
 So Lucius, Der Essenismus, p. 114: "Es möchte ... das Wort Sklave und Sklavengebo-
rener als blasser Schimpfname aufzufassen sein, womit der Verfasser die Hohenpriester der
Syrerzeit brandmarkt, ähnlich wie gewisse Pharisäer den Hyrkan vorwarfen, er sei der Sohn
einer Sklavin .... wie das Volk dieselbe Beschuldigung, er sei ein Sklavengeborener, gegen
Alexander Jannäus schleuderte ..., wie das Volk und noch die späteren Rabbinen ... König
Hemdes als 'den Sklaven' zu schelten beliebten."
6
 Cf. Hengel, Juden, Griechen und Barbaren, pp. 78-79.
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6:20; 7:30; Ezek. 5:11; Hos. 5:4-6; 6:6; Mal. 2:11-16; cf. Heb. 10:4). In Isa. 1:13 the
sacrifices themselves are called an abomination. In Ps. Sol. 2:3 (cf. PS. Sol. 1.8;
8:12, 22) it is explicitly stated that the offerings that are brought to God are polluted
because of the bringers' transgressions, and that by bringing them the sanctuary is
defiled: ol vioi 1epouooV|u eptavav TU ayia Kupioit, tßeßnXouaav Ta ôûpa TOÛ
fleoö èv àvouicaç. So also Jub. 23:22 et sanctificationem sanctam polluent in abomi-
nationibus veriuuis et inmunditiis.
On some occasions, similar reproaches are specifically directed against the priests;
see Ezek. 22:26 Kod ol Upâç CT&TTÎÇ f\9éTiiaav vouov um> rai fcßeß^^ow Ta &yid
MOT; similarly Zeph. 3:4. These last two examples are taken from passages which
display the classification of sinners also found in As. Mos. 5 (see above). See further
T. Levi 16:1-2 (an alleged quotation from a book of Enoch). In IQpHab XII 6-10,
Hab. 2:17 is applied to the wicked priest:
And when it says: "Because of the blood spilt in the city, and the violence committed
in the land", its meaning is: "the city", that is Jerusalem, where the wicked priest did
works of abomination, and he denied the sanctuary of God; and "violence committed
in the land": these are the cities of Judah, where he robbed the goods of the poor."
See also CD V 6-7; perhaps 4QpNah 111, and the commentary on As. Mos. 5.6.
Finally, there are some instances in which moral misconduct is equated not only with
culric pollution, but also with idolatry. See 1 Sam. 1 5:22-23 ', and Mai. 2: 1 1 :
loûôoç, Kod ßSeXvyu.a éyéveTO èv T(& lopafjX soi èv
&ÓTI EßejjTJXfflOTv toûSoç ta frria roplov), Év olç iVr<farnacv,
KOI èneTT^&uoev elç Qeoùç
See also Eph. 5:5 itjUoveirrnc, 5 èanv Ei&oXoXatpnç, and Col. 3:5 Nevpüaats ow
... TT]V nteoveÇîav, f)tiç èoùv ei&aXoXaTpia; cf. T. Judah 19:1 i^ ^iXapTropta «poç
à&uAa 45irfâ; T. Levi 17:11, where idolatry is the first of a list of sins, also includ-
ing greed; see further T. Judah 18:2, 5. Perhaps the idolatry of which the priests in
Jerusalem are accused in IQpHab XII 10-14, too, is to be understood in this way2. In
T. Levi 9:9 it is said that the Lévites will pollute the sanctuary because of the spirit of
fornication that dominates them — fornication is often connected with idolatry (see the
commentary on 5:3).
It seems, then, that the author of As. Mos. intends to say that the priests' immoral be-
haviour makes the sacrifices they bring to God impure; moreover, their sinfulness
testifies to their disregard for the Lord's will, which is the same as idolatry. In this
way it is shown that the prophecies quoted in 5:3 are fulfilled, even the prophecy con-
cerning idolatry'.
1
 The versions vary, but carry the same point.
^ At least, the accusation, derived from Hab. 2:18, immediately follows the rejection of the
immoral behaviour of the wicked priest in XII6-10 quoted above.
3 Cf. Laperrousaz' comment on 5:3, Le Testament, p. 118: "Ce verset ne dit pas que les
Juifs en question ont réellement commis tous les crimes dont il rappelle la prédiction ... la rai-
son selon laquelle l'autel est pollué est que les prêtres exercent illégitimement les fonctions
sacerdotales du fait qu'ils sont 'des esclaves fils d'esclaves'."
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5:5
Following the condemnation of the priests, the author denounces the teachers. With
these "teachers", jurists are probably meant, teachers of the law. They are accused of
partiality and of being open to bribery.
Two words are used to indicate the jurists, magistri and doctores. These words are
nearly synonymous: in the Vulgate they are both used as equivalents of SiSdoxoAoc',
more rarely of-ypoiiuciTEw; (Num. 11:16; Josh. 23:2; 24:l;2Chron. 19:11; 34:13; cf.
Ypanumoeiaory^yeuç Deut. 16:18; 29:9; 31:28; ïpauuatiKa; Isa. 33:18)2. Schmidt
and Merx^ therefore suspected that the use of both words in As. Mos. was due either
to the collation of two variants, or to the uncertainty of the translator as to which of
both synonyms to choose. Clemen4, however, rightly saw that the two words are not
entirely synonymous.
In Latin, magister seems to be preferred within the context of teaching and learn-
ing; the opposite of "master" is "pupil". Doctor, on the other hand, is simply the name
of a profession, namely the study and the instruction of the law. 'Teacher" is then op-
posed to other professions or functions, in this case priests and judges (cf. the use of
doctor in the lists of ministries in Acts 13:1, 1 Cor. 12:28-29; Eph. 4:11 and else-
where). When StSacncoXoc is translated into Latin, the translator can choose either
magister or doctor, because 6i6daicaXo<; covers the meaning of both. We should
translate "the scholars who will be their teachers"5.
The reproach that is made against the doctors of the law is favouritism in their legal
pronouncements. Apparently, the teachers are distinguished from the judges, and their
justitiae should accordingly be distinguished from the judges' judicare (As. Mos. 5:6).
Possibly, the doctors' justitiae are doctrinal legal pronouncements, whereas the
judges' judicare refers to practical verdicts. "Laws" and "commandments" are
"taught"; see for instance Deut. 5:31; Ezra 7:10 (3 Ezra 8:7); Ezek. 44:23-24; 3 Ezra
9:48; Sir. 45:17(21); Jub. 31:15-16.
On the other hand, the distinction between teachers and judges may not be very
sharp, esp. if these two tasks are here considered priestly functions. On a number of
occasions, priests are presented as teachers, in Deut. 33:9-10; Ezra in Neh. 8:9
"Eo8poc 6 Upeuc; Kal YpoMuateiJc; Mal. 2:7 (the law is to be found on the lips of the
priests, cf. T. Reub. 6:8); IQSb III 22-23; CD XIV 7-8; or as judges, in Deut. 17:8-
13; 19:16-18; 1 Chron. 23:4; 2 Chron. 19:8-10; 34:13 LXX; IQSa I 24. In Deut.
16:18 KfxToi and YpaunaToeujccywyELc are mentioned side by side.
The reproach here directed against the teachers of the law is found directed against
the priests in Mai. 2:9 fXotißoveif rcpoaimta tv vow, Micah 3:11 oi
1
 In the New Testament Vulgate, magister is, for the most part, a translation of the term of
address for Jesus, SiBooicaAe. In a great number of instances in the Old Testament, magister
is used to correspond to "Ho, "chief, in LXX often rendered with a compound with dpxi--
2
 It must be added that doctor seems to be used adjecu'vdy in 2 Chron. 15:3 sacerdos doc-
tor (lepeùç {mo&iKvixûv).
3
 "Die Assumptie Moses", p. 144.
4
 APATII, p 323; Clemen translates: "Denn die Schriftgelehrten, die dann ihre Lehrer
sind".
5
 Cf. Volkmar, Most Prophétie, pp. 29-3», p. 143.
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<faœicptvovK>; T. Levi 14:6: tv i&tovEÇtoi TOC êvroXàç irupto«
against prophets in Isa. 9:14 (dfcUev Kijpioç) ... icpofltijv SiSdaKovra âvo^a;
against leaders and priests in Micah 3:11 ol ^YOÛU£VOI aiiifjç utià So'iprav bcfnvm,
KOI ol Lfpetç aùrnç \ieta uia6oû cuŒKpivovto1; against judges (the sons of Samuel)
in 1 Sam. 8:3; cf. Amos 5:12; Isa. 5:23.
Compare finally Jub. 5:16, where it is denied that God, as a righteous judge, re-
spects persons or accepts bribes (cf. e.g. Acts 10:34; Rom. 2: 1 1).
The reproach is phrased in a mingling of two idiomatic expressions: 1) mirari per-
sonanë; 2) accipere numéro, which are transformed into a single expression:
mirai 0)personam
(2) acccptionem mutierum.
The literal Greek equivalents of the original expressions are 1) flmiuiiCew jipootiHiov,
also taußävciv itpóaujtov, and 2) Xoußovew Sûpa3. The expressions occur side by
side in Deut. 16:18-19, an important passage in this connection, because it contains
many of the elements present in As. Mos. 5 (see also the commentary on 2:2b):
Kpuctç iced TrpauuaToeiaccyciriruç icatao-njoEiç aeavr$ Ev nàaaiç taîç
noXeaiv oou ... Kod Kpivoöaw TÓV Xaov icpimv SiKaiav. outc eiacXivotxnv
icpioiv, OÛK ÈiayvûicTOvtai npoatùrcov oûâè X^uvovtoa Sójpov ra yap &üpa
FVTUO^H Ó00rt?4ioi>; aottxüv ical èCaipci XÓYOIK; SiKoLdiv.
Cf. also 2 Chron. 19:7. The expressions designate partiality and bribery. "The teacher
of the Law [may] adapt his teaching to what his hearers may wish to hear. He may, in
his teaching, overlook the sins of those on whose favor he depends"4. See especially
Jude 16 (on the false teachers) OcruudCovio; npóacüita lipeXaœ; xópiv5; and contrast
Luke 20:21, where Jesus is praised: StSdaraXe, oï5on£v 6ti ópftiic XéyEu; KOI &-
SdoKcic Kid où Xaußdveit; npóauwtov, àXX' en' àXT)6eiaç T^IV 65ôv toù 9eoü ßt-
ôàan-CK;. Note the combination of impartiality with "teaching" and "truth".
With the genitive cupiditatum, determining personas (a biblical style-figure, see
grammatical note nr. 191), the author has further corrupted the proper expression.
One can compare the genitive construction with Dan. 9:23 0, 10:1 1 6, 19 0: 4vfy>
facifluuuov6; Ezek. 23:6 Vulgate juvenes cupidinis (LXX: vtovicncoi btUtKiot); Sir.
21:25 persona paierais (not in LXX; cf. Job 34:19).
Finally, it is said that the teachers will sell their legal settlements. Literally, it is said
that they will sell^ justiiias accipiendopoenas. The word poena should here be taken
as "fee"; the meaning must be that paying for justice is bribery. The reproach of
1
 Cf. the reproach against the wicked priest in IQpHab VII[ 10-13, see also IQpHab IX 4-
5.
2SeePs. Sol. 2:18.
3
 Cf. the substantives npooomo^yia and SopoAjiyia.
4
 Bauckham, Jude, p. 100.
5
 For Jude 16, see again the commentary on 5 ft.
6
 Cf. T. Reub. 1:10 (Spiov btifrutiiaç, "pleasant food".
^ For pervendere as a vulgar variant of vendere, see grammatical note nr. 44.
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bribery is already made in this sentence by the reference to SoipoXrivict. The mingling
of expressions (see above) in that part of the sentence may show that their meanings
were not evident, and that an explanatory addition was needed.
Poena is used in Latin for fines or damage compensation, which is not exactly the
same as the reimbursement of expenses one pays to a legal advisor. It is likely that
poenas renders TUIOÇ'. Tiuij is nearly synonymous with naivi\ (= poena), but also
means "payment".
5:6
Finally, Moses is said to predict that the teachers' misconduct will result in misdeeds
and the lack of justice among the people. The city and the land they inhabit will be
"rilled with crime and iniquity"; cf. Hab. 2:17, where it is said that disaster will come
Slà côuma àvOpùituv Kal ocrcßeiai; YÎÇ «A rólöoc, Koà TOVTBV râv KOTOI-
Kouvttov aimlv; Nah. 3:1 *n JioAiç odudrav, t>)j\ yEuWi; ùSix-ia; iiMpIC. The
judges, however, who should of course be the ones to uphold justice, will be wicked
themselves (cf. perhaps Hab. 1:3-4).
The connection between the injustice which dominates the land and the judges who
are criminals themselves refers back to the first part of the quotation in 5.3 Devilabunt
justiàam et accèdent ad iniquiiatem.
For the text of this passage, which is in grave disorder, see the textual commentary to
lines 92-93. One final remark on the text is called for. The clause ut quifaciunt erunt
impiijudices can be explained as translated above: "since those who will do (them, sc.
all these crimes) will be impious judges". The adjective "impious" is rather su-
perfluous here. Perhaps one may understand impii as the adverb impie (with which it
is homophonous), and transpose it afterfaciunt: ut quifaciuia impie erunt judices,
"since the ones who act impiously will be judges"2.
It is said of the judges that they will pronounce sentence according to "anyone's
liking". Quisquae (= quisque) may refer to the ones in whose favour the judges pro-
nounce sentence (for "anyone", see grammatical note nr. 62). In that case, bribes are
probably implied, and the reproach directed against the judges is the same as that di-
rected against the teachers in 5:5.
Alternatively, quisquae may refer to the judges themselves ("any of them"), and
then the reproach concerns the judges' arbitrariness: they will not pronounce sentence
according to (God's) justice and law, but according to their own whims. See Micah
7:3 ó Kpirfiç elpiiviKOÙç Xoyouç èXcAr^jEv, icaTothiuiov yujrôç ttû**™ EOUV^. Also
comparable are the accusations against false prophets who pronounce victory or peace
only in order to please the king and the people; see 1 Ki. 22:11-18; Micah 3:5; Jer.
6:14; 14:13-15 (esp. 14:14 npoaipédetc KopSiu; aùtûv amo'i npo«T|ra\)ou<nv
iuîv);Ezek. 13:10,16. See finally the fourth Psalm of Solomon, which describes the
hypocrisy of the avflprataptaicoi, eager to condemn the sinners, but full of crimes
1
 Hilgenfeld, Novum Testamentum, p. 103.
2
 Oafacere + adverb instead ofagere + adverb, see grammatical note nr. 52.
3
 MT and Vulgate deviate slightly from LXX.
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themselves; the Lord will destroy the avflpamcipecncov XoAouvra vóuov pern SoXou
(4:8)'.
Acting according to "someone's liking" implies acting against God's will in Jude
16: (the false teachers) KOTO toc èmSixiioç afaûv nopewSutvoi; cf. Jer. 18:12; T.
Judah 13:2. This contrast is explicit in 2 Tim. 4:3; T. Asher 3:2. In CD II 20-21 it is
said that those who err will be destroyed, "because they have done whatever pleased
them (DJ1S"I ITK DnTBJD), and did not keep the commandments so as to do
them"; cf. CD m 11-12. In CD VIII 7, moreover, the reproach that they are eager to
gain property is added.
In campo means "in the field", which is problematic. Perhaps the translator asso-
ciated the Greek word 4yopo, the "market-place" where courts of justice were located,
with ager, and rendered the word with campus, a synonym of ager. More attractive is
Hilgenfeld's suggestion^ to understand in campo as an analytical translation of the
adjective cfiireSoi, "constantly" (see grammatical note nr. 182).
c. 6:1
As. Mos. 6 describes the concrete historical circumstances which are regarded as the
fulfilment of the prophecies of sinfulness quoted and interpreted in chapter 5. The au-
thor probably describes the Hasmonean rulers, whom he regards as illegitimate
priests. Because of their illegitimacy, he regards the sanctuary to be desecrated, in ac-
cordance with the prophecy in 5:3 and its application in 5:4.
i Then, kings will arise for them to assume government, and they will
proclaim themselves priests of the Most High God. They will act most
impiously against the Holy of Holies.
6:1
The kings are said to be imperanies. Although the (seemingly attributive) use of the
participle, as well as the context might suggest that imperare should be understood
negatively (for instance: "tyrannical kings"), the word imperare in itself does not have
a negative connotation. It can however, be used as a translation of xatoSwaoTtijeiv
(e.g. Wisd. 15:14), which means "to oppress"3. But the possibility should not be ex-
cluded that irnperantes must be understood as a Grecism, namely a supplementary
participle with verbs meaning "to begin"4. In that case, the translation must be: "Then
kings will arise for them to assume government".
It is unclear whether vocari has been used here passively or reflexively. The ex-
pression vocari ad is regularly used to mean "to be called to an office or a condition".
Accordingly, it would be said in As. Mos. 6:1 that the kings "will (also) be called to
' It is improbable, however, that these hypocrites, "sitting in the council of the holy" (4:1)
are official figures.
2
 "Die Psalmen Salomo's". p. 286.
3 It should be noted that KOTofiwooTEUeiv is normally used of foreign rulers (cf. also
Ezek. 34:27 where imperans corresponds to the Septuaginl's KaTo6ouXa>oau£voc).
4BUB-Debninner5414.
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officiate as priests"1. A reflexive meaning, however, would convey more clearly the
negative implication the author undoubtedly intends: "they will proclaim themselves
priests of the Most High God (but illegitimately so)"; cf. 5:4 quidam ... qui non sunt
sacerdotes sea servi de servis nati. Either way, the reference is probably to the Has-
mone.in rulers, the priests who assumed the title of king—il matches the tendency of
As. Mos. to turn this around into kings assuming the title of priest.
These self-made priests will act impiously with regard to the holiness of the temple
(cf. 5:3 contaminabunl inquinationibus domum servitutis suae). A strong contrast is
made between the impious priests and the holiness of the temple by the juxtaposing of
two etymological figures: facientfacientes and sanctum sanctions2-. Impietatemfacere
occurs twice in the Vulgate, in Mai. 3:15 and 19(4:1); the Septuagint has itoieîv
avoua in these cases, \fimpietaiemfacere in As. Mos. 6:1 is be a possible translation
of dvoudv (for which there is no one-word equivalent in Latin), the etymological
figure in Greek may have been something like àvouiçt dvouiïoouai (cf. Deut.
31:293), which would make the contrast with sanctum sanctitatis even stronger.
Sanctum sanctitalis must be the well-known biblical designation of the innermost
part of the temple, "the Holy of Holies", although it does not occur in this form in the
Vulgate, which usually renders the expression sanctum or sancta sanctorum. But see
also Ezek. 45:4 sanctuarium sanctitatis, and another variant in Jub. 23:22 sanctificatio
sancta.
d. 6:2-6
Following the prophecy of the rise of the Hasmoneans in 6:1, the author of As. Mos.
makes Moses predict the particularly bad rule of a "petulant king" (6:2). This king is
first characterized as a wicked man (6:2); his misdeeds are described (6:2-4), and his
reign is said to be one of terror (6:5). A concluding note compares his rule to that of
the Egyptians (6:6). The king is said to rule for 34 years (6:6), which enables us to
identify him as Herod the Great (37-4 B.C.E.); the crimes predicted in 6:2-4 agree with
what is known of Herod.
2 And a petulant king will succeed them, who will not be of priestly
stock, a wicked and cruel man. And he will rule over them as they de-
serve. 3 He will kill their men of distinction, and he will bury their
corpses at unknown places, so that no one knows where their corpses
are. 4 He will kill old and young, and he will not spare. 5 Then there
* For in having adopted the final meaning of ad, see grammatical note nr. 70. The emenda-
tion of summi into summos ("they will call themselves high priests of God", Charles, The
Assumption, p. 75) is not only unnecessary (cf. summus Deus in As. Mos. 10:7), but it also
blurs the contrast between the self-made priests and the Most High God.
2
 This contrast illustrates the artificial character of the use of these figures, suggesting that
they do not necessarily derive trom a Hebrew or an Aramaic original; see grammatical note nr.
189.
3
 The Vulgate has inique agttis. For the use in As. Mos. olfacere + »dverb instead of
agere + adverb, see grammatical note nr. 52.
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will be bitter fear of him in their land, g And he will judge them like
the Egyptians for 34 years, and he will punish them.
6:2
The priest-kings will be succeeded by a king "who will not be of priestly stock". By
this phrase, this king is distinguished from the illegitimate priests of 6:1. But the dis-
tinction is hardly positive, for the rest of the passage leaves no doubt with regard to
the king's low moral standards: he is called rexpetulans,... homo temerarius et im-
probus, adjectives which are various expressions of shamelessness and lack of con-
sideration'. Probably, the distinction is made in order to give a historical clue: the
priest-kings (the Hasmoneans) were succeeded by a secular king, Herod, who indeed
was not a Lévite. As. Mos. 6:6 confirms the identification of the petulant king with
Herod (see below).
The king's brutal character is evidenced by his most cruel government (see 6:3-4).
The author of As. Mos. comments: he rules in the way the people deserve2. Judicare
here obviously has an unfavourable overtone (which may explain why it is followed
by a dativus incommodi; see grammatical note 116): his rule is also God's punishment
of the people; see 5:lb-2a reges participes scelerum et punientes eos, and cf. 6:6.
6:3-4
In this passage, the cruelty of the king's rule is worked out in detail.
(1) The king "will kill their principales by the sword". The instrumental ablative
gladio (ponoaic), or, alternatively, the instrumental prepositional phrase in ore gladii
(tv slogan ßoutuLac), is a very common expression, indicating that someone's
death is caused by violence. The king's victims are called principales, which is a very
general indication of "important people" (cf. the Vulgate of Acts 25:23 viri principales,
a translation of ol âvEpeç oi teat' èÇojtfv). In Nah. 3:10 it is prophesied that the
"grandees" (ol uertotavec LXX; optimales Vulgate) will be killed; see also Hos. 7:16
codent in gladio principes eorum (LXX: fipjcovreç aûrûv); cf. PS. Sol. 17:12.
(2) The ting will "bury their corpses on unknown places". In my edition, I have
adopted the common emendation of the manuscript's SINGULffiT (SINGULI, ET?) into
sepeliet.
An alternative suggestion, which has much to recommend it, was made by H.
Ronsch3. He proposed to read stinguet for singulier Stinguet would dien be an apo-
copated form of extinguet, "he will murder" (see grammatical note nr. 14). No doubt,
stinguet is much closer to the manuscript's reading. Moreover, it seems more logical
to say that someone will "murder" people at unknown places, so that it is not possible
for their relatives to bury them. The complaint about the inability to bury the dead is a
traditional one; see PS. 79(78):3 (cf. 1 Mace. 7:17); Jer. 8:2; 14:16; 16:4,6; 25:33*.
1
 Cf. Caesar's description of the Germanic king Ariovistus, of whom it is said in Bell.
Gall. 131:12-13: Ariovisaim ... superbe el crudeliter imperare ... Hominem esse barbarian,
iracundum, temer or am (quoted in Forcellmi IV, p. 678a).
2
 For the terminology used, cf. Apoc. Ezra 2:20 mjptt, «çiûjç fitd-yei; it? ^uoc.
3
 "Sprachliche Parallelen", pp. 88-89.
* If Rflnsch's proposal to read stinguet is followed, Jub. 23:23 would furnish an addi-
tional, important parallel. In that passage the same elements as in As. Mos. 6:3-4 aie found:
(com.)
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On the other hand, one should feel somewhat uneasy about the introduction of another
vulgarism into the te«. But even more important is the question whether one can say
that corpora, "bodies" or "corpses", are "killed". Therefore, it seems wiser to stick to
sepeliet, which gives good sense, and which is an ordinary form, ordinarily con-
structed.
(3) The enumeration of the king's actions ends with a very general crime: he will
kill anyone, without the least reserve. As often in the biblical literature polar concepts
are juxtaposed in order to express inclusiveness. In this case, old and young are con-
trasted (major natu is the common Vulgate equivalent of icpcaßwepoc). The same con-
trast is used in Ps. Sol. 2:8; in connection with massive killing: Deut. 28:50; Ps. Sol.
17:11.
These royal crimes are part and parcel of ancient despotism and cannot by themselves
justify the identification of the petulant king with Herod. However, once this
identification is made on the basis of 6:5, it is entirely possible to compare the de-
scription of 6:3-4 with some episodes from the life of king Herod, as described by
Flavius Josephus.
Josephus reports that king Herod, as soon as he had captured Jerusalem,
confiscated the wealth of the rich (ol ewiopoi) and killed forty-five leaders (jcpotoi) of
Antigonus' party (Ant. Jud. XV 5; cf. Bell. Jud. I 358); see also Ant. Jud. XIV 175
(cf. XV 4). In the last period of his reign he had Matthias and his companions burnt
alive (Ant. Jud. XVII 167; Bell. Jud. I 655); Matthias had incited the young men of
Jerusalem to pull down the eagle Herod had erected on the Great Gate of the temple.
According to Josephus, this Matthias had been a most learned man, a great interpreter
of the ndrtpioi VÓUDV, and he was much loved by the people (Ant. Jud. XVII 149;
Bell. Jud. 1648-649). During his last illness, Herod commanded the notables of the
entire country to be executed at the hour of his death (Ant. Jud. XVII178; Bell. Jud. I
659-660); Christian tradition of course accuses him of the massacre of the innocent
children of Bethlehem (Matt. 2:16). As Smallwood noted, the last two stories are
"typical tyrant-legends", the former of which is elsewhere told in connection with
Alexander Jannaeus'. The emergence of such legends testifies to Herod's bad reputa-
tion, especially at the end of his reign, and confirms the possibility that As. Mos. 6:2-
6 indeed deals with this king.
To the secret killings described in As. Mos. 6:3, one may compare Josephus's ac-
count in Ant. Jud. XV 366, on Herod's measures to prevent revolt:
No meeting of citizens was permitted, nor were walking together or being together
permitted, and all their movements were observed. Those who were caught were
punished severely, and many were taken, either openly or secretly, to the fortress of
Hyrcania and there put to death (trans. Marcus-Wikgrcn).
6:5-«
As. Mos. 6:5-6 seems to be a concluding statement concerning the petulant king. In
6:5, his reign is summarily characterized as a rule of "terror" (limor acervus; cf. the
useof^oßocin Sib. Or. in 178; IV 87; for acervus one may compare the characteriza-
the Lord will raise up sinners with no mercy for either young or old, who will shed much
blood, and there will be no one who will bury.
1
 The Jews under Roman Rule, pç. 103-104.
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don of the Athenian governor's rule in 2 Mace. 6:3 xoAeitVj 8è Ktà. toîç äXou; flv
Swrxepfiç ^ tidioaiç ti^ raidaç). In 6:6a a variation is made on the clause 6:2b—
judicabit illis quomodo digni erunt becomes faciei in eisjudicia quomodo fecerwt in
illis Aegypti per XXX et Uil annos. In 6:6b (et punivil eos), the king's cruel actions
described in 6:3-4 are summarized.
The Egyptians are mentioned, because they are regarded as exceptionally cruel op-
pressors. By recalling the Egyptians, whose rule the petulant king's government
equals, the author closes the circle of Israel's fateful history (it should be remembered
that the story of As. Mos. is staged right after the exodus from Egypt, and immedi-
ately prior to the entrance into the land, see 1:4'). The author implies that the people,
in their condition of disgrace, have returned to the days prior to God's deliverance
through the hand of Moses,2. During the petulant king's rule, the prophecy in Dem
28:68 (cf. 28:60) has been fulfilled that the Lord would bring the people back to
Egypt, along the road which he said they would never see again. Perhaps the mention
of the bitter fear the king will cause (6:5) is to be seen in the same connection, as a
fulfilment of the prophetic words in Deut. 28:66-67. In Deut. 28:66-68 it is said that
the people will yearn for the evening in the morning and for the morning in the
evening, óotó ("because of') TO« *oßou Tfic «upSicci; oou, & 4wßii8TJari ... TO! ÓIKKJ-
Tpe>t»El <T£ KÛfHOÇ EÎÇ AÏ^WTTOV.
The main argument for identifying the petulant king with Herod the Great is the men-
tion of the number of years this king reigned. Josephus informs us that Herod ruled
for thirty seven years from the moment he was appointed king by the Romans, but
that the period of his effective rule was thirty four years (a*' oJ uiv anoic-tewai;
'AvitTovov eicfxirriaev en] tf.aaapa wi TpvdKovTo, Bel! Jud. I 665; cf. Am. Jud.
XVII 191). If the textual transmission of As. Mos. has not caused damage to the
number, the reference indeed seems unmistakable: in this era there was no other king
who ruled for this exact number of years in Palestine. The other references in 6:2-8a
fit Herod very well, so that the identification may be accepted.
The number of years of the government of Herod is specifically mentioned proba-
bly to enable that the intended reader to recognize the reference. This means that As.
Mos. cannot have been written too long after Herod's death, at a time when the mem-
ory of his rule and the duration of it was still relatively fresh.
e. 6:7-9
In this section, Moses predicts what will happen after Herod has been succeeded by
his sons. The petulant king's sons will rule for a short while, but punishment will
soon be executed by the king from the West. Presumably, the author intends to make
Moses prophesy the coming of Roman forces, who will act as the king from the East
had done (see 3:1-3) However, the author also wants to make the Western king's ac-
1
 Cf. Janssen, Dos Gattcsvolk, p. 106: "der Verfasser [sieht] sich wie in der ägyptischen
Gefangenschaft".
2
 Cf. von Rad. Das 5. Buch Mose, p. 126, commenting on Deut. 28:68: "etwas wie eine
göttliche Liquidation der gesamten von Jahwe veranstalteten Heilsgeschichte".
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dons appear relatively insignificant in view of the still worse persecution in the time of
the end.
7 And he will bring forth children who will succeed him. They will
rule for shorter periods, g Cohorts will come into their territory, and a
mighty king from the West, who will defeat them, 9 and lead them off
in chains. And he will bum part of their temple with fire, some he will
crucify near their city.
6:7
The petulant king will be succeeded by his sons1. It is not clear whether the plural nan
refers only to those of Herod's sons who would rule successively in Jerusalem2, or to
all four sons among whom his kingdom was divided. Paries in 6:8 is ambiguous as
well (see below).
Their government is said to last for breviora tempora. Ewald^, and many after him,
took these words to mean "a shorter while", that is, shorter than Herod's 34 years4. A
less convincing understanding of breviora tempora was suggested by Volkmar^. The
"shorter times" would have to be interpreted as an expression of the strong expectation
of the arrival of the end. The rules of Herod's sons are signals that the end is no
longer far off: the times will become shorter. The motif of an acceleration of the times
is well-known from 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch; see 4 Ezra 4:26; 12:20, 30; 2 Bar. 20:1;
54:1; 83:1; 85:10; also Sir. 33:10; LAB 19:13; cf. Mark 13:20; Matt. 24:22. The
phrase breviora tempora dominabunt (6:7) is however insufficient evidence to warrant
the conclusion that the author uses here the tradition of the shortening of the final stage
of history. He may equally well have thought that Herod's sons were likely to rule for
shorter periods than their father. The fact that Archelaus reigned for only ca. 10 years
(4 B.C.E.-6 C.E.) can only have confirmed him in this idea6.
6:8-9
It is uncertain how the words in panes eorum (if this emendation is correct) should be
constructed. If they are taken with dominabunt in 6:7, there seems to be a reference to
the division of Herod's kingdom among his sons: "they will rule in their (respective)
parts (of the inheritance)". The phrase, however, may also be taken as the complement
of chorrisl venient: "cohorts will come into their panes", that is, "into their region"
(for pars or the plural panes meaning "region" or "country", see commentary on
1
 Succedere (1. era.) is constructed with the reflexive pronoun sibi, to which construction
several commentators have objected. But the construction is perfectly classical, sibi referring
to the subject of the clause.
2
 Reuss, Die Geschichte der Heiligen Schriften, p. 705: "Der [Verfasser] konnte ... an
Archelaus und Agrippa denken, die ja allein für einen Jerusalemer Interesse hatten".
3
 "Momirnenta sacra et profana", p. 5.
4
 See further the Introduction, section I,c and V,b.
5
 Mosc Prophétie, p. 34. Volkmar prefers, however, to emend the underlying ßpox«t£-
pouç into Tpaxtitepouç, the times will become "noch schlimmer".
* Charles, The Assumption, pp. Ivii.
7 Chorus = cohortes', see grammatical notes nrs. 3 and 13.
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3:13). In that case, there is no particular emphasis on Herod's inheritance being di-
vided.
The king from the West is habitually identified with the Roman governor of Syria,
Varus. This identification is based on the assumption that the partial destruction of the
temple in Jerusalem, prophesied in As. Mos. 6:8b, is a vaiicinium ex eveniu,
reflecting the rebellion against the commander of Jerusalem and the intervention by his
superior, Varus, in 4 B.C.E. During this rebellion, pans of the temple premises were
burnt down.
Objections to this identification can, however, be made on both historical and liter-
ary grounds.
(1) G. Kölscher has noted a number of incongruities between the reports on the
events under Varus (to be found in the works of Josephus) and the description of the
western king's actions in As. Mos. 6:8-9'. Kölscher overstresses the point that Varus
was not a king and that he came from Antiochia, not from "the West"; it does not seem
impossible that the author of As. Mos. regarded Varus as the representative of "the
king from the West"2. On the other hand, Hölscher's criticisms do show that the de-
scription of the Roman intervention in As. Mos. 6:8-9 covers the events under Varus
only superficially. An abstract from Josephus (Bell. Jud. II 45-75; Ant. Jud. XVII
254-29S3) may serve to illustrate his point. Varus came to restore order in Jerusalem,
where rebellion had broken out against the local commander, Sabinus. This Sabinus
and his soldiers battled with the Jews in the temple court. The mob climbed on the
roof of the porticoes surrounding the temple-court, to which Sabinus' soldiers subse-
quently set fire. After this, Sabinus' soldiers plundered "God's treasury", while they
remained besieged in the temple court. Varus entered Jerusalem with two legions, re-
lieved Sabinus, rounded up the rebels and crucified about two thousand of them.
(2) Such historical incongruities are not decisive. It is conceivable that the author
of As. Mos., who clearly tends to simplify history, has refrained from giving the de-
tails in this instance as well. It must then also be recognized that the description of the
Western king's actions is in fact of a rather general and traditional kind: defeat, captiv-
ity, destruction and executions. Between 100 B.C.E. and 100 C.E. there were nu-
merous Roman interventions, all of which contain the four elements listed above.
Moreover, on a general level, the description of the Eastern king's actions in As. Mos.
3:1-3 contains practically the same elements, as does the description of the king of the
kings of the world in 8:1-5.
The only outstanding element is the explicit mention of the temple's destruction
being partial. This is a surprising detail, which requires an explanation other than the
author's aspiration to historical precision. As appears from As. Mos. 7:1, the Western
king's actions are seen as the breaking point in history: after his appearance, "the
times will end". Hölscher comments: "Es ist nicht wahrscheinlich, daß jener gelegent-
liche Brand des Tempelhallendachs im Jahre 4 v. Chr. dem Apokalyptiker so bemer-
kenswert erschienen wäre, daß er ihn als Vorzeichen des nahenden Weltendes hätte
1 "Über die Entstchungszeit", p. 111.
2 Clemen, "Die Entstehungszeit der Himmelfahrt des Mose", p. 73.
3
 Cf. Smallwood, The Jews under Roman Rule, pp. 110-113. Smallwood accepts the
identification of As. Mos. 6:8-9 with Varus' war.
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ansehen sollen"1. It is possible, however, that the author did interpret the event in
such a manner, but it is then unlikely that he would have said that just a "part of the
tempel will be burnt". In that case, he could just as well have said: "they will set the
temple on fire".
A similar point must be made with regard lo the phrase aliquos (nvec) crucifigii.
According to Josephus, two thousand rebels were crucified by Varus. Josephus pos-
sibly exaggerated the number, but regardless of the exact number who were crucified,
one would not expect an author who wishes to emphasize the importance of the event
to say that only "some will be crucified".
These two qualifiers, pars and aliqui, must therefore not be seen as indicating how
small the effects of the Western king's actions actually were, but as hints to the au-
thor's intended readers not to overestimate the importance of the events described2.
That is to say, the author's description does not allow us to gauge the actual extent of
the events described. The partial destruction of the temple and the execution of a lim-
ited number of people are the divine answer to the pre-eschatological chaos caused by
the general sinfulness. After that, the times will come to an end (ex quo facto ßnientur
tempora 7:1), and real trouble will begin: the rule of the pestilential men (7:3-10), fol-
lowed by the advent of the eschatological enemy, the king of the kings of the earth,
who will crucify all Jews, and torture even the renegades (8:1-2).
If this is so, the author sees himself at the end of history. To him, the eschatologi-
cal times are near. But the eschatological times will not start with the advent of God's
kingdom (10:1-2). Unparalleled sinfulness and great woe will first come over the
world, making the present chaos and imminent destruction into mere trifles by com-
parison.
Taking all this into consideration, one may conclude that 6:8-9 reflects the violent
Roman interference in Judean affairs at the beginning of the first century C.E, The
passage may also contain remote reminiscences of the actions taken by Varus. But the
image the author gives of the Roman intervention is of a general, simplified nature.
The author does not aim to do justice to the details of history. To him, the Roman in-
tervention is already history; it is his present as well as the final stage of history;
things will only become worse in the near future.
1
 Haischer, "Über die Entstehungszeit ", p. 112.
2
 Therefore Holscher's suggestion ("Über die Emstehungszeit", pp. 124-127) that the
temple cult continued after 70 C.E., and that therefore the destruction referred to in As. Mos.
6 (which, according to Kölscher, is the destruction by Titus) is correcfly characterized as par-
tial, is equally off the mark. Hölschcr withdrew the suggestion in the second part of his arti-
cle, p. 158, published some months later.
7:1-2
A CALCULATION CONCERNING THE TIME OF THE END
It is clear that 7:1-2 was a crucial passage, but little is left of it in the
manuscript. Still legible is the announcement that from this moment on
(ex quo facto', see grammatical note nr. 136) the "times will end". Mo-
memo may belong to this phrase; if so, the times will end "suddenly"
(see also the commentary on 8:la-b). Further, there is mention of four
hours (horae III! veniant), of "beginnings" and "endings" (initiis tribus
ad exitus ... propter initium), and of several numbers, both cardinals
and ordinals. The rest is so illegible that it is impossible to reconstruct
meaningful phrases. Any attemptt to interpret this passage is futile be-
cause of the extremely poor state of conservation of this part of the
text.
Two general remarks, however, can be made. First, the phrase ex
quo facto fmientur tempora expressly indicates to the intended readers
that the circumstances under which they are presently living and which
have been described in chapters 5 and 6 lead directly to the beginning
of eschatological events. At the same time, it points to the imminent
denouement of history as described in chapters 7-10. The latter is anti-
cipated in 5:1, where the description of the author's recent history and
his present is headed by the phrase cum adpropiabunt tempora argu-
endi.
Second, the numbers mentioned in 7:1-2 suggest that this passage
contained some kind of calculation about the proportional duration of
this stage of history. The occurrence of ordinals among the numbers
included strongly suggests that the numbers are fractions. That must
mean that the numbers do not indicate a specific number of days or
years that must elapse until the final consummation, but divide history
into constituent parts of varying proportions. It cannot be established,
however, whether the duration of eschatological events is related to the
duration of the world's history (or part of it), or whether the eschato-
logical scenario is divided into interrelated periods of time.
7:3-10
THE SINFUL RULERS OF THE TIME OF THE END
In 7:3-10 the author of As. Mos. describes the wicked men who will
rule during the first stage of the eschatological events. Whether these
men were actually ruling when As. Mos. was being written, or whether
the author expected their rule in the (immediate) future is not clear. It
can be assumed, however, that the author's description relates to
specific people, contemporaries of the author and his readers. It cannot
be said, however, that his description "is drawn from life"1: the de-
scription is heavily biased, consisting of a list of invectives, similar to
those that can be found in various Jewish and Christian writings of the
time. A long, hateful tirade occurs, in which the rulers are depicted
with the most vicious characteristics conceivable2. But no names or
even functions are given, and although the readers were probably ex-
pected to recognize the description, it is impossible for us to know
whom exactly the author of As. Mos. had in mind3.
The men who figure in 7:3-10 are characterized only in a general
way. Since the author's main objection boils down to the accusation of
hypocrisy, it is likely that they shared his values, but that they did not,
in the author's opinion, live according to those values. They belonged
to the ruling classes (7:3, 8). The accusations of intemperateness (7:4,
8) are probably exaggerated, but it is unlikely that they regarded a dis-
play of plainness and poverty as exceptionally virtuous. They held
themselves to be just (7:3), which may here mean that they regarded
themselves as part of God's people; they highly valued charity (7:6)
and purity (7:10). The author of As. Mos. denies them all these quali-
1
 Charles, The Assumption, p. 23.
2
 The translator has used relatively many Vulgar Latin expressions, presumably colloqui-
alisms; see grammatical note nr. 41.
3
 Schmidt and Men, "Die Assumpii» Mosis", p. 121, argued on the basis of the speech
against the Pharisees in Matt. 23:1 -36 that the persons described in As. Mos. 7 are Pharisees;
cf. Geiger's criticism, "Apokryphische Apokalypsen", p. 44: "Die Pharisäer werden von un-
sem Kritikern noch immer in der gallsüchtigen Weise vorgeführt, wie sie der leidenschaftliche
Parteieifer des Evangelisten in heftiger Straftede zeichnet". Diaries, The Assumption, p. 24,
on the other hand argued that the author cannot have intended the Pharisees, because the rulers
in As. Mos. 7 are presented as openly gluttonous drunkards, whereas the Pharisees were
"decidedly ascetic". But Charles, loo, fails to distinguish here between a matter-of-fact de-
scription and a description inspired by hate.
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ties, but it is unlikely that he and the "rulers" had fundamentally differ-
ent views on these matters1.
The ethics which underly 7:3-10 are essentially the common stock of
contemporary moral teaching, pagan and Jewish2. The only typically
Jewish issue in the list is perhaps the preoccupation with ritual purity
expressed in 7:10 (dicent: "Noli ne me tange, ne inquiries me")3. The
vices mentioned are: mischief and impiety (7:3), hypocrisy (7:3, 4, 6,
7), anger, deceit, self-satisfaction (7:4), debauchery (7:4, 8), oppres-
sion of the poor (7:6), murder, quarrel, secrecy, crime, iniquity (7:7),
arrogance (7:8), impurity and insolence (7:9).
As. Mos. 7:3-10 can be compared, as regards form and content, to
the Hellenistic form of the i-Ktyxxaic4. This form consists of descrip-
tions of types of persons (e.g. the perfect man, the fool) by enumerat-
ing their characteristic virtues or vices5. Related to this form are the
lists of virtues and vices (Tugend- und Lasterkataloge), in which
virtues and vices are enumerated without being connected with the de-
scription of typical characters6. These two forms were popular in pa-
gan and Jewish ethical literature of the Hellenistic period, as well as in
the New Testament Epistles and other early Christian literature
(especially the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs). One of the
longest lists of vices is in fact found in Philo's De sacrificiis 32. There,
Philo enumerates almost 150 characteristics of the "pleasure-lover"
c; see, in the same work, §§ 22-23, 277). See further e.g.
1
 See Reese. Die Geschichte Israels, p. 104: "Von Kap. 7 läßt sich ... über die Person des
Vf. soviel sagen, daß er der herrschenden Oberschicht nicht angehört, vielmehr unter ihr und
ihre Maßnahmen zu leiden hat. Er fühlt sich nicht Anhänger einer Partei, sondern als Angehö-
riger des Gottesvolkes, das unter der frevelhaften Herrschaft der Mächtigen seufzt und voll
Sehnsucht nach der Offenbarung der Herrschaft Gottes sich ausrichtet."
2
 Cf. Malherbe, Moral Exhortation, p. 138: "In their content [the vice lists] tended to
represent generally held views". For every vice listed in As. Mos. 7:3-10 parallels in pagan
and Jewish literature (including the Old Testament) can be found; see esp. the wealth of
material found in Van der Horst, The Sentences of Pseudo-Phocylides; Hollander and De
Jonge, The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs; Niebuhr, Gesetz und Paränese.
3
 According to Vfigtlc, Die Tugend- und Lasterkataloge, p. 208, dxoOopota and related
concepts (uotxoç. Jtopvcia etc.) do not ligure in the pagan catalogues of vices.
4
 Cf. V8gtle, Die Tugend- und Lasterkataloge, pp. 101-102.
5
 Berger, "Hellenistische Gattungen", pp. 1201-1202: "die Ekphrasis ... stellt das
Nebeneinander von Eigenschaften dar . Kennzeichen der Gattung ist besonders die Domi-
nanz von katalogartigen Reihen."
6
 Berger, "Hellenistische Gattungen", p. 1089: "Kataloge von Tugenden und Lastern
[entstehen] aus Beschreibungen (Ekphraseis) 'typischer' Personen".
7
 Berger, "Hellenistische Gattungen", p. 1090: "Die Kataloge [je. in De sacriflciis 20-45]
sind von ermüdender Vollständigkeit".
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Wisd. 14:22-26, 1QS IV 9-14; Sib. Or. O 254-262; ID 36-43; 763-765;
IV 31 -34. Much material, from Jewish, early Christian as well as pagan
literature, has been collected by Vögtle, Die Tugend- und Lasterkata-
loge (1936).
The !<(|>pa<jiç of As. Mos. 7:3-10 describes the author's opponents
with the characteristics of the typical sinner; for this polemical appli-
cation of the form compare 1 En. 10:20; 91:5-7; 94:6; 95:2-7; 96:7; 2
Bar. 73:4; Jub. 21:21; 23:14i; cf. 2 Tim. 3:1-7; T. Levi 14:5-6; 17:11.
3 a And pestilent and impious men will rule over them, b who proclaim
themselves to be righteous. 4 And they will excite their wrathful souls;
they will be deceitful men, self-complacent, hypocrites in all their
dealings, and who love to debauch each hour of the day, devourers,
gluttons, s 6 who eat the possessions of . . ., saying they do this
out of compassion . . . 7 murderers, complainers, liars, hiding them-
selves lest they be recognized as impious, full of crime and iniquity,
from sunrise to sunset s saying: 'Let us have extravagant banquets, let
us eat and drink. And let us act as if we are princes'. 9 And their hands
and minds will deal with impurities, and their mouth will speak
enormities, saying in addition to all this: 10 'Keep off, do not touch me,
lest you pollute me ..."
7:3
The author says that impious men described in 7:3-10 "will rule" (regnabunl). There
are no indications about which functions, if any, these men would fulfil. Probably,
regnare must be taken to refer to the "ruling classes", the elite (compare the equally
vague designation fipxovreç2, especially known from the New Testament). It has
been claimed that in the first century only the priests or other members of the San-
hédrin could have been referred to by the word regnare^. However, such a concept of
1 Vogue, DieTugend- and Lasierkalaloge, pp. 100-102.
2
 In the LXX. dpxciv can translate "TOD, equivalent to the Vulgate's dominari. The Vul-
gate consistently renders the New Testament's fipx0» with princeps. Regnare is equivalent to
ipxeiv in Judg. 9:22 (Hebr: TIB)
3 Geiger, "Apokryphische Apokalypsen", p. 45-46. The phrase impti docentes se esse
jiuios was taken by Geiger as a pun on the name "Sadducees" (cf. D'p'TÏ. "juste"), a pun
Geiger adduced as additional evidence that this passage is directed against the Sadducees. But
of course, an opponent's piety or impiety is an author's personal evaluation, which we cannot
verity on the basis of historical criteria. Compare also the rather naive comment by Charles,
The Assumption, p. 26, on impn: "A natural description of the Sadducees from the standpoint
of a Pharisee. It could not, however, be used of a Pharisee".
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the Judean polity in this period assumes more of a regulated and institutionalized so-
ciety than is probably warranted.
Pestileraiosus is a Vulgarism, an extended form ofpestileas (see grammatical note
nr. 41). In the Vulgate, pestilens is used to render Xoiuoç, as an adjective meaning
"unhealthy", figuratively "bringing destruction", more generally "mischievous"; see 1
Mace. 10:61 (yiri pestilentes ... viri iniqui, Septuagint: AvSpeç Xoiuoi ... âvôpeç
impdvouoi); 15:3, 21; see also Prov. 29:8, and cf. pestifer Acts 24:5. In 1 Sam. 30:22
Aoiuó; is paired with irovnpoç (Vulgate: pessimus el iniquus). Impiety (tor fkm) is the
general denominator of sinfulness, both in the pagan and in the Jewish conception 1
(see also As. Mos. 6:1; 7:7; 9:3); in lists of vices, dcrc(irj; occurs in e.g. Philo, De
muanone nominum 197; De sacrifiais 22; Deposteritale Cairn 52; Sib. Or. Ill 36.
The accusation of impiety is compounded by the accusation of hypocrisy: they are
impious whilst they proclaim themselves to be righteous. Hypocrisy is the dominant
theme of the description in As. Mos. 7:3-10; see 7:4,6,7, and compare the speeches
against the scribes and Pharisees in the Gospels, esp. Matt. 23:28: "To the people you
seem from the outside to be righteous (fuicaun), but on the inside you are full of deceit
and lawlessness (UOTTO'I vmoKpUjeuc rai àvoutaç)"; cf. also Isa. 5:21: oùoi ol
awe-rot èv èouTou; ml èvtóniov feovrûv EJIUJTTIUOVU;, and Rom. l :22 ^CIOKOVTEÇ
elvcu. 004101 èutùpdvoriciav.
Docere does not necessarily refer to the activity of teaching (SiSomcEiv)2. It is also
used in the Vulgate as an equivalent of àvayyéWiav, "to proclaim" (see e.g. Deut.
24:8; Josh. 4:22; Isa. 2:3), or even simply "to say"3.
7:4
The sinful rulers will "excite the anger of their spirits". Ira animorum suorum is a bib-
lical construction, in which an emotion or a quality of mind is combined with the
genitive yu^nç (or nvEiiucroc, as in Ps. Sol. 18:7 tv <jo4>ii)i irvtutiaio;; T. Jos. 7:2
róvoc KopStac ... KCÙ oi atevayuoi toû irvEÛuatoç uou) in order to express a
strong personal commitment; see for instance O8<ivr| iiruxflc Isa. 38:15(14); T. Judah
11:4; T. Zeb. 9:6; jnicpict VWK Sir. 7:11(12); rateivowi; \troxn; ps. Sol. 3:8; T.
Judah 19:2. Anger is one of the affections generally condemned in the Hellenistic pe-
riod".
1 Foerster, "oeßouoi KT.X.", esp. pp. 186-188.
2
 Volkmar, Mose Prophétie, p. 105, identified the impious rulers as the Sadducees, appar-
ently because of the word docemes ("eine sadducäische Volks-, ja Lehrer- oder Rabbinen-
Partei"). It is not clear why these teachers, according to Volkmar, must be Sadducees. Laper-
rousaz, Le Testament, p. 121, translates, without justification, "prétendront", so also Priest,
'Testament of Moses", p. 930, "who represent themselves". No doubt, this reflects the gen-
eral sense, but docere does not mean "to pretend".
3 Schniewind, "ayyeXia KTÄ..", p. 61: "fast = EIHEÏV". Hilgenfeld, Novum Testamen-
tum, p. 104, emended docentes into dicentes; however, it is unlikely that a simple and clear
dicentes should be corrupted into the more difficult docentes.
4
 Van der Horst, The Sentences of Pseudo-PhocyUdes, p. 153. See, in connection with the
mind, Horace, Epist. I, 2,62 ira furor brevis est: animum rege', see also Hollander and De
Jonge, The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, pp. 280-282.
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Next', they are called dolosi. Dolosus renders 6o*ioc, "deceitful", "wily", gener-
ally regarded as a particularly nasty vice; in the lists of vices and exifipdom; of sinners,
66X01; and 86Xioc occur in e.g. Wisd. 14:25; Sib. Or. Ill 36-37 (oî YÉVOÇ càuoxapèç
5óXiov KaKÓv äarßrtDv TE // ycuouJv SiYXtooctdv àvQpanuav iccà icaicon.6£5v); Rom.
1:29; 1 Pet. 2:1. Sibi placenies can be compared with <t>iXautoç in the list of vices in 2
Tim. 3:2. Aristotle regards eiXauria as the opposite of <M<rya8ia2. In De special-
ibus legibus I 333, Philo calls 4nXmma "the great evil"; Cain is called ifiXauroc (as
opposed to 4nAo8toc.) in De sacrificiis 3; Quod daerius 32,68,78; Deposteritaie Cairn
213. Fieri means "hypocrites". According to Wisd. 1:5, the Holy Spirit of discipline
avoids insincerity (66X01;; Vulgate: Return); cf. 8ó!Ux; (Vulgate: ßctio) in the list of
vices in Wisd. 14:25.
The last sin mentioned in this section is immoderateness. Immoderateness is a
major vice in pagan and Jewish moral teaching. Here, as in 7:8, immoderateness is
concentrated on eating and drinking4. Much emphasis is laid on the all-encompassing
character of the pestilent men's sinful behaviour (see also 7:7): they are hypocrites in
"everything" they do, and they like to have banquets on "every" (or "any") hour of the
day; cf. Isa. 5:11 oi tyttpouevoi tó Jtprà rai TO otepa SUÓÏOVTEC, oi uévovteç to
ÔVÉ (Vulgate: qui consurgitis mane ad ebrietatem sectandam el potandum usque ad
vesperam).
Devorator, "devourer", and gula, "throat" (here pars pro loto, "glutton"), are vul-
gar abuses (see grammatical note nr. 41). Devorator is used in the Vulgate of Luke
7:34, a passage in which the author of the Gospel quotes popular objections against
Jesus: ecce homo devorator et bibens vinum (cttóyoc.5 ral o'ivonótttc), amicus publi-
canorum et peccatorum', cf. the Vulgate of Luke 15:30 on the prodigal son: devoravlt
(KaTo4«Y<atf) subsianliam suam cum mereiricibus. Gluttony is a major vice con-
demned in the list of vices in 2 Pet. 2:13-14, but the partial resemblance of this list to
As. Mos. 7:4 must not lead to the assumption of a direct literary connection between
these two texts6.
7:5
7:5 is largely illegible. In the manuscript, seven lines are almost entirely lost. It is very
probable, however, that the list of accusations continued, but precisely in what strain
is impossible to determine. Possibly, mention was made here of sexual misbehaviour,
a vice rarely lacking in Jewish moral instruction7, but absent in the retrainings of As.
' After et hi sucitabunt, the clause qui erunt &c. is most naturally understood as a rendering
of a Greek participle such as ÔVTEÇ; cf. grammatical note nr. 183.
2
 L!rundmann. "draSoç KtX.", p. 17; for more pagan evidence, see Vogue, Die Tugend-
und Lasterkataloge, p. 201.
3
 Bultmann, "vauxaoucti Kik.", p. 648.
4
 Cf. Foerster, "daonoc. aocotia", pp. 504-505, and Niebuhr, Cesea und Paränese, pp.
93, 117-120,132-133,152 (on the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs; see also Hollander
and De Jonge, TA; Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, pp. 208-211), p. 220 (on 4 Mace.
2:7).
5
 The Vulgate of the parallel Matt. 11:19 translates vorca.
6
 Against Charles, The Assumption, p. Ixiii.
7
 Cf. Vogue. Die Tugend- und Lasterkataloge, pp. 107-111; Niebuhr, Gesetz und Parä-
nese, pp. 92-93, 161 on the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, pp. 177-185 on the Si-
(cont.l
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Mos. 7:3-10. The last word of 7:5 probably is détentes (in the manuscript, denies is
legible), "destroying". In Ps. Sol. 4:11-12 a corrupted man is described who
"destroys a house" (^pri^uxTev oticov Eveicev em&uuiac mpavojiou irrt_).
7:6
In 7:6 the rulers are said to be "eaters of possessions". An important parallel for this
remarkable image* is Mark 12:40, on the scribes oi icaT£a6{ovTEÇ tàç olidou; TÖV
CTpfflv. This passage probably has induced Deane to restore viduarum instead of the
more usual conjecture pauperunP preceding bonorum comestores. In any case, a con-
trast is made between the rulers' debauchery and the poverty of other people; for the
same contrast see Ezek. 16:49; Ps. Sol. 4:1 1-12; 1 En. 96:4-8; 99:2; 102:9; Sib. Or.
HI 41, 242. The contrast seems to imply that the rulers' craving for luxury is at the ex-
pense of those who are not as well off. Perhaps that implication was made explicit by
the illegible word at the end of 7:6. There, Ceriani and Clemen read QU . . . SEET. Of
these letters, only SE is certain; if the letters ET stand for the conjunction et, se can
hardly be anything else than the ending of an adverb (-se), determining the clause in
7:6. Qu(a)estuose, "eager for gain" might be a possibility3 (cf. Jude 16 OaundÇovœ;
npóawjia Kx|*tócc xeipw, Vulgate: quaestus causa).
The hypocrisy of the rulers is accentuated by placing into their own mouth the ab-
surd claim that this is their way of showing charity to the poor. Works of charity
(ètenuocróvn) are also charged with the odium of hypocrisy in Matt. 6:2. Lack of
charity and not caring for the poor seems to be a specifically Jewish concern4. It is
contained in the list of vices in Wisd. 14:26 (xopt-roç duvnotia); cf. Wisd. 2:10.
7:7
The next three character traits in 7:7, exterminatores, quaerulosi,fallaccs are among
the commonest in the lists of vices. For the accusation of murder, see Wisd. 14:25
(ciua KOI 4«5voc); 1 En. 99:15; Sib. Or. Ill 36 (oriuaxapric), 379 (combined with
Èpiç, cf. Rom. 1:29); V 431; T. Asher 2:7; 4:2; cf. Matt. 23:34-36. Querulosus is a
rare word, meaning "full of complaints". According to 2 Bar. 73:4 "judgements, con-
demnations and contentions" will be condemned in the end of time. In the Vulgate of
the list of vices in Jude 16, querulus is the translation of uqMumpoc, a synonym of
TOTr/writfe "grumbler, malcontent"5. Fallax probably renders ytu&ric (see Prov.
17:4; 26:28); yfûSo; and cognate words occur in lists of vices, e.g. in Sib. Or. Ill 37.
For celantes se, ne possent cognosci impii compare Ps. Sol. 1:7 al uuapiiou crimäv
év ânoicpxx&oiç; see also Ps. Sol. 4:5; 8:9; using the metaphor of darkness and light
John 3:20 HOC yap 6 Qav\a updoatov UICTEÎ TO 4KÛÇ xci ow èpxeiea Kpôç TO
bylline Oracles (see esp. p. 179, footnote 63). See further Hauck and Schultz, "itopvr) KT>_",
pp. 587-589; Van der Horst, The Sentences cf Pseudo-Phocylides, pp. 110-111.
1
 The image is mitigated in a number of manuscripts of the synoptic parallel Luke 20:47 (D
PR0/ I 3pc): KocexouEvoi TOC o'udaç.
2
 Deane, Pseudepigrapha, quoted by Clemen. APATII, p. 325. Pauperum was conjectured
by Volkmar, Mose Prophétie, p. 145, and followed by most editors.
3
 The possibility was suggested to me by H.J. de Jonge
4
 Cf. Van der Horst, The Sentences of Pseuda-Phocylutes. pp. 65, 118-119 and else-
where.
5
 In the Greek Apocalypse of Baruch 8:5; 13:4, yoyrwruoc occurs in lists of vices.
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»<ôç, Tva uf| èX£r«94 là ëpra airoû. In scelere pleni et iniqultate again refers to a
vice often recorded in the lists, which also have the tendency to describe the vices as
having gained absolute control (e.g. Rom. 1:29 (itatoi, utitXupoiMlvoi).
Ab oriente usque ad occidentem here indicates a period of time ("from sunrise to
sunset"). The phrase can be connected with the preceding (in scelere pleni et iniquitate
ab oriente usque ad occidentem), but a less strained syntax is obtained if the phrase is
connected with the following dicentes, "saying from sunrise to sunset: 'Let us have
extravagant banquets &c.'"; cf. 7:4 omni hora diei amantes convivia, and see the
commentary on that passage.
7:8
The sinners are now presented as speaking themselves, inching each other to de-
bauchery and gluttony. The direct speech serves to stress the deliberateness and impu-
dence of their sinful behaviour. This device is used also in Wisd. 2:6-8: AEÜTC oùv
KCÙ dbioXaixTuucv tâv ÄVTOJV àvaSâv ... oïvou rcoXvrcXouc xai uûptijv nX^aocû-
UEV ... UTi&U; V\u<ûv óuoipoc law Tfjç %i£TÉpœ; awxoxiac (Vulgate: luxuria), see
also Isa. 22:12-13; 56:12 (both instances equally in connection with debauchery); 1
En. 97:8-9; 102:6-11; 103:5-6; 104:7.
The hendiadys discubitiones et luxuria, "extravagant banquets", occurs, in the
form comesationes et luxuria also in Deut. 21:30 (Vulgate:^/i'us noster... comesatio-
nibus vacat el luxuriae atque comiviis, Septuagint: 4 IHOÇ t^âv ... m^ipoXoicomov
olvo^XuyEt); 2 Mace. 6.4 (TO tap kpóv aaonicu; icol m'tiiov ... tenXnpouio; Vul-
gate: nam templum luxuria et comesanonibus erat plenum). In the list of vices in 1 Pet.
4:3, luxuria (daeXyeia) is mentioned along with drinking wine and comesationes,
potationes and idolatry; see further Wisd. 14:26; Eph. 5:18 (foania); Gal. 5:19, lu-
xuria (dott-yeia); 2 Pet. 2:18; T. Levi 17:11; T. Judah 16:1. For edentes et bibentes
see the commentary on 7:4.
7:9-10
The accusations which conclude the legible pan of the description of the author's op-
ponents concern impurity and, again, hypocrisy: whereas they will fear to be blem-
ished by contact with the ritually impure, their hands as well as their minds deal with
unclean things. Moreover (super), their mouths speak enormities, cf. Dan. 7:8 (LXX
and 6), about one of the horns of the fourth beast: otoua kaîioûv ucytiXa, Vulgate: et
os loquens ingenria. Grandiloquence is a sign of hubris1, cf. ueioAiffopta in Ps.-
Phocylides 1222. In Isa. 65:1-4 the infidelity and impurity of Israel is exposed, the
impurity of those who say (ol Xérovreç): nóppco an' iuoû. jif| fcyyfaiK uou. Su
tcaSopàç elju. (Isa. 65:5). For a similar contrast between outward purity and inward
impurity, see Ps. Sol. 4:2-3 (about the man who is quick to condemn others, and
ready to perpetrate all conceivable sins himself); Matt 23:25; Mark 7:1-7. In lists of
vices, impurity occurs in Jub. 21:21 (r'tf's); 23:14 etinmunditia etfarnicationes et
poliutiones abominationes operum ipsorum.
1
 See Bertram, "Cßptc KT!L", and "(ntepr^ocvlo mi.".
2
 Van der Hoist, The Sentences of Psauto-Pnocylides, p. 198, who quotes, inter alia, 1
Ki. 2:3 uf) KouxaoSe ™i 1^ 1 XoXritf ininiXd, uf] t^eXMiu uEyaXoppriuoa^vTi K-
8:1-5
THE FINAL PUNISHMENT
i
Following the all-encompassing sinfulness described in 7:3-10, the sud-
den appearance of the Final Enemy of the people is expected. He will
execute God's definitive punishment. His actions are aimed at the de-
struction of Judaism. Captivity, torment, fire and sword (8:2b, 4a) are
common components of descriptions of foreign rulers' actions. But
also, it is expected that those who remain faithful to the Jewish tradi-
tion will be killed, and that even those who are prepared to give it up
will still be tortured (8:ld-2a). They will be forced to accept paganism
entirely: they must restore their prepuce (8:3), assist in pagan proces-
sions, thereby defiling themselves (8:4b), disgrace God's word and his
laws by entering into the inner part of the sanctuary (pagan or Jewish,
this is not clear), and by bringing unclean offerings (8:5).
In other eschatological scenarios, comparable foreign powers also
occur1. For instance, in 1 En. 56:5-6, the Parthians and Medes fulfill a
similar role, and in 1 En. 90:16 every kind of bird of prey gathers in
an attempt to smash the horn of the ram; the author of Jub. 23:24 ex-
pects peccatores gentium to be raised against Israel. See further Dan.
7:23-25; 8:9-12, 23-25; 9:26-27; 11:30-32; 4 Ezra 13:34; Sib. Or. Ill
663-666. In all these instances, a foreign tyranny threatens to uproot
God's people entirely, but does not succeed in its malicious design. God
either intervenes to judge the nations on his own initiative (Dan. 7:25-
26; 8:25; 12:1-3; 1 En. 90:17-19; Sib. Or. Ill 669-731), or the people
repent and return to God, who will then save them (Jub. 23:26; cf. 1
En. 56:8, where the sinners are expelled from the company of the
rightous ones); according to 4 Ezra 13:35-39, a son of God will be sent
to reprove the nations. In any case, the Final Enemy's actions serve as
the definitive purification (through the destruction of the sinners or
through their conversion to God). The king of kings in As. Mos. 8 ob-
viously has the same function.
In most of the foregoing instances, the image of the Final Enemy is
simply that of a huge army which attacks God's people. This imagery
may owe much to Ezekiel's description of Gog of Magog (Ezek. 38-
1
 See Haitman, Prophecy Interpreted, pp. 77-101.
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39)1. In As. Mos. 8, however, the king is modeled on the traditional
image of Antiochus IV Epiphanes, as it is known to us from the books
of the Maccabees and from book XII of the Antiquities by Josephus.
The king does not simply storm the city and murder practically all of
its inhabitants (for instance out of envy, as in Sib. Or. Ill 657-662), but
he intentionally attempts to make the Jews renegades, because of an ir-
rational hatred of their religion2. This variation from the majority of
eschatological scenarios in which such enemies occur is probably due to
the introduction of Taxo and his sons in chapter 9. The picture of their
faithfulness to the law under any circumstances, and of their willing-
ness to die for it, is drawn from the traditions of the Maccabean upris-
ing, which are of course inextricably connected with traditions con-
cerning the so-called Antiochan persecution (see further below).
i a And suddenly revenge and wrath will come over them, b such as
there will never have been over them since eternity until that time,
 c in
which he will raise for them the king of the kings of the earth, and a
power with great might, d who will hang on the cross those who con-
fess circumcision, 2 a Dut wno will torture those who deny it. b And he
will lead them chained into captivity, 3 and their wives will be divided
among the gentiles, and their sons will be operated on as children by
physicians in order to put on them a foreskin. 4a But they will be pun-
ished by them with torments, and with fire and sword, b and they will
be forced to carry publicly their idols, that are defiled, just like those
who touch them. ja And they will also be forced by those who torture
them to enter into their hidden place, b and they will be forced with
goads to disgracefully blaspheme the word.
 c Finally, after these things
(sc. they will be forced to blaspheme) also the laws through the things
they will have upon their altar.
8:la-b
The final punishment is called ultio and ira. In the Vulgate, ultio usually corresponds
to the Septuagint's tKaimioiç (see, e.g.. Lev. 19:18; Num. 31:3; Deut. 32:35; Judg.
11:36; Ps. 79 [78]:10; 94[93]:1; Isa. 59:17; Jer. 11:20; Ezek. 25:12; Micha 5:14);
more rarely to (Wtrato&xjii; (Isa. 34:8; 35:4; 61:2; 63:4). In the combination ultio et
ira, the two words are near synonyms; ôpy^ (the probable Greek equivalent of ira in
1
 Volz, Die Eschatologie, p. 150.
2
 One should of course distinguish between the eschatological enemy as an instrument of
God's will and as an impious, ruthless tyrant; from the divine perspective, his actions are
right, but for his own pan he is, none the less, a grave sinner.
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As. Mos. 8:la) alone may mean "judicial punishment"1 (see e.g. 1 Mace. 1:67; 3:8;
Sir. 5:7; 7:16; 47:20; 1 En. 90:3; Ps. Sol. 15:4; T. Reub. 5:4; T. Levi 6:11; Sib. Or.
V76).
The punishment is said to "come suddenly". In the Latin of the Vulgate, the verb
advenire is most often used for the arrival of a certain point in time (tempus, dies, an-
nus, see e.g. Gen. 30:33; 31:10; Exod. 1:16; 14:24; 19M62). The "coming" of this
judgement (cf. Sir. 21:6[5j; Rev. 11:18) is the realization of the threat expressed by
adpropiabunl tempora arguendi in 5:1. Cita (1. em.), the adjective determining ultio, is
best translated as an adverb. In this conte«, it probably means "suddenly", not
"quickly". In the Vulgate, the adverb cito may correspond to both: tÇdbnva (or e£-
alilivTK), see for instance Isa. 47:11; Jer. 6:26; 15:8; but also tv tdxei, e.g. Bar.
4:25. In biblical and related literature, the notion of suddenness is usually related to
unpleasant events, and occurs regularly in texts which speak of the coming of the
judgement3; see especially Sir. 5:7(9), which also uses other terms that occur in As.
Mos. 8:1: èÇœnva yàp tÇoîùoETai ópyn, icuptou, sal èv xaifxj eKSurrptca; èÇoXî
(Vulgate: subito enim venit ira illius, et in tempore vindictae disperdet te}.
Finally, the punishment is said to be unprecedented: a comparable judgement has
never previously occurred (cf. As. Mos. 9:2 eminens principalum). For the wording
of this phrase, see for instance Dan. 12:1 LXX èiœivTi f| riuépa 8M\|ieajç, oïa où*
tyevrieriaav j .^ ^  f^paç travnç; cf. Matt. 24:21; Mark 13:19; Rev. 16:18; all
these instances refer to the final, eschatological judgement, just as As. Mos. 8:lb
does. According to K. Berger, the formula must be considered as typically apocalyp-
tic4.
8:lc
In the time of the final judgement, the Lord will arouse the "king of the kings of the
earth, and a power with great might". For the parallelism of the concrete "king" and
the abstract "power", cf. Ps. Sol. 2:30 xptvwv ßcroiXdc KM àpxoç5. For the use of
an abstract object with the verb suscitare, see e.g. the Vulgate of Dan. 2:44 suscitabit
Deus caeli regnum. The word suscitare ("to raise", fai- or iCeyelpew, cf. Isa. 13:17;
Hab. 1:6; also óvundvm Deut. 18:15) Stresses that the acting subject is God, and
that, therefore, the terror that the king will bring is God's punishment.
Rex regum is a honorific title of the Persian (and hence, the Seleucid) kings6.
Whereas the expression reges terrae is quite common, I have found no other instance
1
 See Sjoberg and Stählin, "ópyi(", p. 415; cf. Niemieyer, Lexicon, p. 1050a.
2
 In these instances. LXX simply has (tv +) an indication of time; cf. Numb. 36:4, where
LXX has tàv Se YÉvr,Toi).
3
 Daube, The Sudden in the Scriptures, pp. 1-27; in the New Testament, "sudden" and
"suddenly" are used in contexts of eschatology and of "supernatural, awesome occurrences",
o.e., pp. 28-34.
4
 Berger. Die griechische Daniel-Diegese, pp. 70-75 ("Exkurs I: Traditionsgeschichte der
Formel 'wie es nie zuvor gewesen ist noch je sein wird'."), lists some sixty examples of the
formula. In addition to eschatological contexts, the formula is also used in Exod. 9:18, 24;
10:6, in connection with the plagues of Egypt Cf. finally 1 Mace. 9:27.
5
 Cf. the parallelism between dpgf] or tCouota and ßaoiXeta in Micah 4:8; Dan. 7:27.
6
 Deissmann, Licht mm Osten, pp. 310-311; cf. Ezra 7:12; Ezek. 26:7; Dan. 2:37; 2 Mace.
13:4; T. Judah 3:7; Jews and Christians transferred this title to their God, see 1 En. 9:4
(com.)
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of the exact words rex regum terrae. Comparable, however, is Rev. 1:5, where Jesus
Christ is called 6 dpx<"" ™v ßornlicuv tflc fnç; and Rev. 17:18, where the image
of a woman is explained as Babylon, ^ itóXic ^ u£ï<&n ^ Ex°wa ßooitetov bn
nov fkimWrav iflç yflc. [n As. Mos. 8:1, the words are meant to create a climax: in
8:lb, it had already been stated that the eschatological punishment was to be unprece-
dented. In 8:lc, use is made of the existing title rex regum as a contrast to the two
previously prophesied foreign rulers, the king from the East (3:1), and the king from
the West (6:8)—their reigns of terror will be surpassed by that of the king of the kings
of the earth (who, according to the author of As. Mos., is yet to come).
The tautological expression potestas a potenna magna, "a power with great might"
(see grammatical note nr. 66), is equally intended to provide a climactic effect. Potes-
tas and potentia are synonyms; both occur in parallelisms with other words for
"strength", such as virtus, fortitudo, or for "forceful rule", such as principatus and
imperium (e.g. 1 Chron. 29:12; 2 Chron. 20:6; Sir. 34:16[19); equivalent words in
Greek are Sùvouiç. Suvatrmct, loxù;, in the New Testament and elsewhere dpxiV
KpciTOç and èÇowria (e.g. Rom. 13:1-3; Col. 2:10; Jude 25; T. Reub. 5:1).
8:ld-2a
With an object in the accusative1, or with a subordinate clause, conßleri can be used in
forensic contexts ("to confess a crime"), and hence in persecution contexts (e.g. "to
confess to be a Christian"). In the Vulgate Old Testament, the word usually agrees
with the Septuagint's tCoryopcueiv2. In the New Testament, confiteri is a translation of
ouoXoyeiv. The opposite of èÇcryopewiv/ôuoAoYCÎv is àpveîerôm, Vulgate: negare^
(see for the direct juxtaposition of the opposites: T. Gad 6:3-4,6; John 1:20 etconfes-
sus est et non negavir. Tit. 1:5 confitentur se nosse Deum,factis autern negant, in a
persecution context: Mart. Polyc. 9:2).
Since confiteri and negare are opposites, especially in persecution contexts, it
seems that the object of negare must be the same as that of confiteri in 8:ld, namely
circumcisionem. Since it is difficult to imagine how someone can "deny his circumci-
sion", circumcisio must be taken as a metonymy for "Judaism". Negare circumcisio-
nem then means "to disavow being circumcised", that is "to renounce Judaism"; cf.
the Vulgate of 2 Mace. 6:6 neque ...se quisquam Judaeum esse confitebatur
(lou&uov óuoAoynv tlvm). The metaphoric use of cjrcumciîio/iKpiTouil for "the
status of being circumcised" is also attested by Paul, e.g. in Rom. 2:254.
(Syncellus); Philo,Despeciolibus legibus I 18; DeDecologotl, Rev. 17:14; 19:16; cf. Rev.
1:5; but see also Dio Chrysostom 2:75, where the title is used for Zeus.
1
 Confiteri may also be constructed with a dative, as in As. Mos. 10:10; then, it means "to
praise (the Lord)", and it agrees in most cases with éÇouoXoytîv + dative.
2
 Lev. 16:21; 26:40; Numb. 5:7; Neh. 1:6; 9:2, 3; Ps. 32(31 ):5;. In two instances, the
Septuagim equivalent of confiteri, "to confess", is óuoXoyeïv, Esth. 1:1 o (12:3) and Sus.
14. In Wisd. 18:13, ouotoy£wta>n/ireri means "to acknowledge". 'OuoXoytiv is used for
"confessing a crime" in T. Gad 2:1
3
 Gen. 18:15; Wisd. 12:27; 16:16.
4
 See Bauer, Griechisch-deutsches Wörterbuch, col. 1315. The metaphorical use of cir-
cumcisio can only occur if circumcision is considered to be the hallmark of Jewishness. As
such it was introduced during the Maccabcan revolt. The Maccabeans claimed to restore
ancestral laws, although circumcision had never been a particularly important issue before. In
the first century C.E., circumcision was considered (at least by some Jews) to be the charac-
(cont.j
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In the religious trials which are related in martyria and similar texts, Jews or Chris-
tians are tortured in order that they may disavow their convictions, and acknowledge
the persecutor's religion (e.g. 2 Mace. 6:24 utraßoivevv tic aMatiuXiauov; 4 Mace.
8:7 clpvfîaeai tov umpiov... eeeruov1; cf. also Josephus, Bell. Jud. VII 418: notrqc
yap fell' avTOÙç ßourdvov ... èitivotioeiariç kfy' Èv TOÛTO Hûvov, orc<i>; airtûv
Kaiaapa SemoStnv óuoXorrjaoxnv). See further 2 Mace. 6-7, in which passage
Eleazar and seven boys are tortured (otriÇroeoi) in order to induce them to eat pork.
The intention of As. Mos. 8:ld-2a seems to be that the expected eschatological
tyrant will be so horribly unscrupulous that those who will testify to be Jewish will be
killed, but those who will renounce their being Jewish will still be tortured. ^
The king of kings will kill those who confess their Jewishness by hanging. For the
prohibition of Judaism in Antiochus Epiphanes' time, see 1 Mace. 1:48 (cf. 1 Mace
1:60-61; 2 Mace. 6:6, 9, 10; cf. also 4 Mace. 4:25). Suspendere in cruce (xpeuoiCnv
and similar words Éià ÇvAou) is possibly but not necessarily the same as "to crucify"
(crucifigere, cf. As. Mos. 6:9; oraupoûv). Josephus (Ant. Jud. XII 256) mentions
crucifixions during Antiochus Epiphanes' reign (Èuirvtovreç dveotcropowto), but the
books of the Maccabees, on which Josephus relies, do not mention crucifixion. In the
Vulgate, crux is used several times for ÇVJAov, literally "wood"3; see Gen. 40:19 (cf.
41:13); Esth. 5:14; 8:7; 9:25 (AOt). On other occasions, Ciikov is reflected in the
Vulgate by patibulum ("gallows") or stirpes. In Josh. 8:29, patibulum and crux are
used alternately. The use of crux as a translation for "wood" in the Vulgate is evi-
dently a rendering by a Christian translator, influenced by Gal. 3:13. Since the Greek
Vorlage of As. Mos. may well have used a word for "cross", it is impossible to con-
clude from the word crux that the translator was Christian.
8:2b-3
For the people's captivity as one of the punishments consistently recurring in descrip-
tions of foreign subjugation, see the commentary on As. Mos. 3:3; 6:9. In Dan. 11:33
(both LXX and B) aixunXoxriu is mentioned together with rape, and sword and fire
(see below on 8:4).
In As. Mos. 8:3, women and children especially are mentioned as victims of the
eschatological enemy. They are singled out to stress his ruthlessness; cf. e.g. 2
Chron. 29:9; Jer. 14:16; 38(45):23; Judith 7:27(16); T. Judah 23:3. In the Maccabean
traditions, women and children are singled out in 1 Mace. 1:32; 5:13, 23, 24; 8:10; 2
Mace. 5:13; Josephus, Ant. Jud. XII 251.
The difficult word disdonare* must probably be understood as a vulgar Latin vari-
ant of didare, "to divide" (see grammatical note nr. 36), which in its turn is a synonym
teristic of Jewishness par excellence', see further Arata Mantovani, "Circoncis! ed incircon-
cisi". These facts must be considered as additional evidence against a dating of As. Mos. 8 to
the 2nd century B.C.E.; see further Introduction, section V, b.
1
 Cf. àpvtïoflm tr|v ittotiv ] Tim. 5:8; Rev. 2:13, Vulgate fidem negare.
2
 So also Volkmar, Mose Prophétie, p. 44; Priest, 'Testament of Moses", p. 931.
3
 Cf. lignum in Acts 5:3ft 10:39.
^ The manuscript reads düsdonare, taken by Volkmar, Mose Prophétie, p. 44, and many
others to refer to enforced sacred prostitution (cf. 2 Mace. 6:4). However, diis donare gen-
tibus ("to give to the gods among the gentiles") is not only a very awkward construction, but
leant.)
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of divider«, a word often used in connection with war booty. Women and children can
be considered booty as well: in Judith 4:12(10), the Israelites, under the threat of be-
ing subdued by Holophernes, pray that their wives will not be divided as war booty
among the enemies (u^| SoOvai... TOI; Truvcaicac eiç npovouijv, Vulgate ne darentur
... uxores eorum in divisionem); see also Judith 9:4(3)'. Possibly, disdonare renders
Sia&Sóvott2. In Gen. 49:27 divider« spolia corresponds to the Septuagint's 6108166-
vca Tfxxrtv (cf. T. Ben. 11:1; Sir. 30:32 [33:24] 6ta8i86v<a KXnpovoulav, distribu-
ere hereditatem). In As. Mos. 8:3b the word is used pregnantly, the idea of war booty
being implicit (cf. PS. Sol. 1:4 ó nXoûtoç oùcrâv BitSóOr) Aç JIÓCTOV -ri|v yflv).
In 2 Macc. 5:24 Apollonius receives the order to sell, that is, to enslave the women
and children of Jerusalem (the author of 2 Maccabees fails to record whether this order
has been executed; cf. Josephus, Ant. Jud. XII 299). The author of As. Mos., how-
ever, predicts a different fate for the male children: they will be operated on in order to
cover3 their glans with a foreski (cf.l Macc. 1:48, 60; 2 Macc. 6:10, in which pas-
sages circumcision is said to have been prohibited by the Syrians). In 1 Macc. 1:15,
however, the (voluntary) undoing of circumcision is situated in an earlier stage in
history, namely at the rime preceding the Amiochan persecution, when the Hellenizing
priests were implementing their reforms.
In 8:3b it is said that their sons will be "cut" by physicians in order to create a prepuce
for them. Allusion is presumably made to the operation known as epispasm4. Celsus
is one of the authors who describe this operation, which, according to him, was done
decoris causa: fieri polest, sed expeditius in puero quam in viro; in eo, cui id naturale
est, quam in eo, qui quarundam gentium more circumcisus est. According to Celsus,
the operation in eo, Qui circumcisus est, consisted of making an incision in the skin
just below the glans, and stretching the skin released over the glans; the resulting
wound would have to be carefully treated, so that its healing would produce new skin.
Whereas epispasm occurred among Jews who renounced their ancestral habits (cf.
1 Cor 7:18 UTI emairaofJu), it is specifically stated in As. Mos. 8:3b that their sons
will be operated on when they are boys (filii eorum pueri secabuntur). The emphatic
mention of the sons' youthfulness primarily illustrates how everything will be turned
upside down: the boys will not be operated on to be circumcised, as is the normal
would also be a peculiar euphemism in a text which otherwise has no trouble in giving all the
details.
1
 See further Deut 21:11; Isa. 10:2; Joel 3(4):3; Nah. 3:10; for tovc tevKn (gentibus) see
Ezek. 25:7; 26:5; 34:28.
2
 So Haupt, "Bemerkungen", p. 448; see further grammatical note nr. 182.
3
 Inducere is the medical term Celsus uses for covering a wound with skin or plaster (see
ThLLVn, l,p. 1235:46-51).
4
 Hall, "Epispasm", has convincingly shown that the mention of epispasm does not pro-
vide evidence of an Amiochan date for As. Mos., pace 1 Macc. 1:15, because the operation
was practised throughout the Hellenistic-Roman period, by both Jews and pagans. Moreover,
1 Macc. 1:15 probably alludes to infibulation, rather than epispasm. Infibulation did not ac-
tually restore the prepuce, but the foreskin (or its remnants) was pierced and temporarily
bound together (Celsus, Medicina VII, 25, 3; ed. Marx, Corpus medicorum I, p. 345), e.g.
for the duration of an athletic event (cf. 1 Macc. 1:14, where the building of a gymnasium is
mentioned).
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Jewish thing to do, but instead, they will be operated on in order to provide them with
a foreskin.
8:4-5a
The punishment "by torments, fire, and sword" is traditional; cf. Dan. 11:33; Jub.
23:13, 22 (which also include, among other disasters, captivity, see As. Mos. 8:2b).
The combination "fire and sword" is a stock phrase, very common in Latin '. Less
strictly bound together, the two words are found in Ezek. 23:25; Nah. 3:15; cf. Heb.
11:34.
In 8:4b, it is prophesied that the people will be forced to carry publicly images of
the pagan gods. To this, one may compare the compulsion to take pan in the
Dionysiac procession mentioned in 2 Mace. 6:7 (where also a connection is made with
tormenting: TIYOVTO 6è uetà latcpdç àvayiciiç KrX. ... ^vayicaCovTo ... noujieueiv).
For the practice of "carrying idols", see Amos 5:26; Bar. 6 (= the Epistle of
Jeremiah):3, 25.
The idols are called polluted (inquinatä), "just like" (quomodo . . pariter; strictly
speaking, pariier is superfluous) those who "touch" the idols ("to touch" is the trans-
lation of an emendation, see textual commentary to line 132; on the peculiar construc-
tions in this sentence, see grammatical notes nrs. 117 and 171). The connection be-
tween idols and pollution is made indirectly in As. Mos. 5:3-4. In the Old Testament,
the idols themselves are not called unclean, although Ezekiel especially stresses that
the association of Israel with the idols defiles the people (Ezek. 20:7, 18, 31, 22:4;
23:30; 36:18; 37:23; the expression used in the Vulgate is consistently pollui in idolis,
corresponding to various expressions in the Septuagint, such as uurivcoeoi èv TOÎÇ
fatmi&ijuaaw; cf. Jos. As. 11:9, 16; 12:5).
Abattus locus means "secret place"; the obvious Greek equivalent of abditus would
have been ditoicputoc, but here abdiius probably indicates the dSutov of a temple, that
is, the inner part of a sanctuary, where the image of a god is erected (cf. Deut. 27:15),
the cella2. The word abditus may have been chosen because of its outward similarity
to the Greek word (notwithstanding the fact that the word adytum had been adopted in
the Latin language).
This "hidden place" may either be the cella of a pagan temple, or the Holy of
Holies of the Jerusalem temple, which no one, except the high priest on the Day of
Atonement, was allowed to enter; eorum allows for both possibilities. Adyta of the
Jerusalem temple are mentioned in the Vulgate of 1 Chron. 28:11: dedit auiem David
Salomon! filio suo descriptionem porticus et templi ...et cubiculorum in adytis (LXX
and MT have al cmoeiy-ai oi èocaiépai and D'O'JDn 1'TTTI respectively, "the
inner [storage] rooms"). Josephus on several occasions designates the Holy of Holies
by the term aiwov (Bell. Jud. V 236; Ant. Jud. Ill 122, 125,138; VII 378; VIII 71,
72, 90, 103, 104). Josephus, however, has a Hellenic audience in mind3, and else-
where in Old Testament and related literature, I have not found the term used in con-
1
 See the numerous instances in ThLL VI, 1, pp. 583:44-49; 586:6-12; VII, p. 291:51-52
2
 Numerous instances in ThLL 1902:28-56.
3
 In Ant. Ill 125 Josephus explains the Jewish terms by giving the pagan equivalents: A
uiv sac voàç ftyiov EKoMio, to 5' dßaiov (- aävrov) to tvióc râv
Kiovwv TOÛ érrlo« to iyiov.
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nection with the Jewish temple'. In As. Mos. 6:1 sanctum sanaitatis is used; in the
Septuagint, "V3T (the Hebrew equivalent of the cello) is either transliterated (Saßip,
e.g. 1 Ki. 6:5, 16; 8:6, 18; 2 Chron. 4:20) or translated with tróM (1 Ki. 7:49; Ps.
29[28]:2). It may be that by using dSutov, a specifically pagan term, the author of As.
Mos. wished to designate the cella of a pagan temple2. In that case, a climax would be
intended in 8:4b-5a: not only will the Jews be forced to carry around pagan idols, they
will also be forced to enter the innermost part of the pagan sanctuary, apparently to
worship the gods that are its residents. To this interpretation one may compare 2
Mace. 6:7, where it is said that the Jews were violently forced to participate in the
Dionysiac cult and to bring offerings for the king's birthday.
8:5b-c
The Jews are forced with "goads" (.stimulus is probably a translation of icevtpov; see
Sir. 38:25(26); Acts 26:14; 1 Cor. 15:55, 56; cf. PS. Sol. 16:4, and also Eccl. 12:11
(Joikevtpov) to "blaspheme the word and the laws". Blasfemare, a transliteration of
ßXaacfTiuriv, means "to defame, to dishonour"; contumeliose is pleonastic. In the
Septuagint ßXao<t>iu>av is rarely used; its object is usually God (2 Ki. 19:4,6, 22; Isa.
52:5; Dan. 3:29[96] LXX). In later usage, however, concrete things, related to God,
also came to be the object of ßüiaoTuuüv. thus "the teaching", or "the word of God"
(in the New Testament, e.g. Rom. 14:16 TO óyocBóv; 1 Tim. 6:1 16 övoua toû 8eou
ma. ^ SiSooicaXia; 2 Pet. 2:2 |^ ôS6ç tf)ç oJuieeiou;). Most often, however, it is
God's name that is blasphemed. It is possible that verbum should be understood as a
designation for God, as in the Targumic use of IOD(')Q3. On the other hand, it is
equally possible that simply "word" is meant (as in Tit. 2:5 \va u.4| 6 WYOÇ toO 6eou
jUaatiuuVtoL*); it must then be regarded as a parallel of leges in 8:5c (on the paral-
lelism of verbum and leges see commentary to As. Mos. l:9b). This meaning of
"word" is well-known, although it is very rarely used absolutely, that is, without toû
Beoû, or a similar word indicating explicitly that God's word is meant (the exceptions
are Deut. 30:14 trfa aov tan to pflua o*68po, and, most importantly, As. Mos.
11:16, where Moses is called dominus verbfi; cf. Par. Jer. 5:21).
The Jews are forced to blaspheme the laws through the things which they will have
on their altar (on the omission of eo before quad, see grammatical note nr. 174). The
words "their altar" are again ambiguous (see grammatical note nr. 57), as in the case
of "their hidden place" (8:5a); they may refer to the altar in Jerusalem, but also to pa-
gan altars. In either case, the clause may refer to the offering of pigs (see 2 Mace. 6:5
tô 5è 9\xnaCTti\piov toîç dbœôuatoXuÉvou; anö twv vöuwv ddeultoiç
1
 In Ps. 27(26):5 it is said that the Lord will "hide me in the secret place of his tabernacle"
(èv tbiOKpu$<p Tfjç CTvnyijç (rttou). In this instance, reference is not made to an architec-
tonic element of the temple, but to the function of the temple as a place of refuge for those
fleeing from an enemy (cf. Ps. 31[30]:21). In 3 Mace. 5:43, the Jewish temple as a whole is
called Afkrcoç f|ulv vooc these words, however, are put into the mouth of a gentile, who is
"not allowed to enter" (the literal meaning of fißatoc and ôSutoç) the temple.
2
 So also Charles, The Assumption, p. 32
3
 So Rosenthal, Vier apokryphische Bücher, quoted by Clemen, APATll, p. 326; cf. Jas-
trow. Dictionary, p. 775b.
* Cf. Augustine, Ketractationes 2, 7, 1: blasphemare legem el prophetas; Gregory of
Tours, Contra Fausttim 22,1 : blasphemare legem (quoted in ThLL II 2046:12-14).
5
 So also Brandenburger, "Himmelfahrt", p. 74.
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fxaio; and Josephus, Ant. Jud. XII 253: oUo&juifaavtac & tv èicaarr] rótei KOI
Ktu^T] reuevT) avcwv Kcà ßojuouc KaSiSpûaavToç 9fciv En' aUToic aûç Ka9'
i^iépov npooéiaÇcv; cf. 1 Mace. 1:47). In the traditions about the impious nile of An-
tiochus IV, the offering of pigs (or eating pork) is a constant element, cf. 2 Mace.
6:18; 7:1; 4 Mace. 5:2, 6. If the Jerusalem altar is meant, it is possible that the author
of As. Mos. refers to the "abomination of desolation" (Dan. 9:27; 11:31; 12:11; 1
Mace. 1:54 [cf. 6:7); Matt, 24:15; Mark 13:14), whatever he may have taken it to be.
In any case, the laws will be blasphemed by offerings that are not legitimate according
to the author of As. Mos.
9:1-7
THE ZEAL FOR THE LAW OF TAXO AND HIS SONS
The persecution described in As. Mos. 8 is God's final and definitive
punishment of his sinful people. As an instrument of God, the king of
the kings of the earth intends to uproot Judaism entirely: he will force
the Jews to abandon their ancestral religion and kill the Jews who
refuse to do so. Under these circumstances, one Jew, a Lévite named
Taxo, will admonish his seven sons to remain faithful to the com-
mandments of the Lord, as their ancestors were. Taxo and his sons will
be prepared to die for the law, knowing that the Lord is with those
who are faithful to him and that he will therefore not leave unavenged
the death they expect to meet presently.
The sinlessness of Taxo and his sons as well as their trust in the
Lord at the eschatological hour clearly mark them as the "Remnant of
Israel" (cf. Zeph. 3:12-13), that is, as the few who by their steadfast-
ness to the covenant uphold it, thereby ensuring the continuation of
God's mercy and the fulfilment of his promises to the patriarchs with
regard to Israel (cf. As. Mos. 12:12). Moreover, it is Taxo's innocence
and his morally impeccable descent that give his suffering the atoning
effect the exaltation of "Israel" in 10:8-10 implies.
9 i Then, on that day, there will be a man from the tribe of Levi,
whose name will be Taxo, who, having seven sons, will speak to them,
saying: 2 'See, my sons, behold, a second, cruel and unclean retribution
is made against the people, and a punishment without mercy, and it
surpasses the first one. 3 For what nation, or what land, or what people
rebellious against the Lord, having committed many crimes, has
suffered woes as great as have come over us?
4 Now then, my sons, hear me! See, then, and know that neither our
parents, nor their ancestors have tempted God by transgressing his
commandments. 5 Surely you know that here lies our strength. And this
we shall do: 6 Let us fast for three days, and on the fourth day let us
enter into the cave which is in the field, and let us die rather than
transgress the commandments of the Lord of lords, the God of our fa-
thers. ^ For as we shall do this and die, our blood will be avenged be-
fore the Lord.'
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9:1
Taxo is introduced by a formulaic clause which is often used in Old Testament and
related literature to introduce new figures. In such clauses, it is said that "there was a
man" (erat autem homo, or vir), whose tribal affiliation is specified (de tribu MA/.),
whose name is given (cuilcujus nomen eratNJ*!.), and whose relevant family mem-
bers are mentioned (et erat ei mulier; Habens uxorem etc.); seejudg. 13:2; 1 Sam. 1:1;
9:1-2; 25:2-3; LAB 42:1; 45:1, 2; cf. Judg. 17:1; 2 Sam. 20:1; Job 1:1-2; Luke 2:25.
This is the only instance in the extant text of As. Mos., in which a figure's tribal
affiliation is mentioned. Taxo's Levitical descent is of major importance: an innocent
Lévite, that is, a member of the priestly tribe, will make atonement for the people's
sins. Atonement is a priestly task, but according to the author of As. Mos., the
officiating Jerusalem priests, described in 5:4, are not qualified for this assignment
because of their own moral depravation. Therefore, Taxo's innocence, and that of his
ancestors, is heavily stressed in 9:4 (see further below).
For the numerous suggestions made to solve the enigmatic name Taxo, see the ap-
pendix to the Introduction. None of these suggestions is convincing, and I have none
to add.
Taxo is said to have seven sons, which is the same number as that of the so-called
Maccabean martyrs (2 Mace. 7). The number given in As. Mos. 9:1 may be a reminis-
cence of the tradition transmitted in 2 Mace. 7.
In the word-order dicer... rogans, a metathesis seems to have taken place, since
one would more readily expect rogabit... dicens (= Aéywv, the well-known biblical
expression introducing direct speech; see grammatical note nr. 150). The context sug-
gests that rogare, "to ask", should be interpreted here as "to admonish". If so, the
Greek text may have used a form of irapaicaXav, which means both "to ask" and "to
exhort" (see grammatical note nr. 182). Alternatively, rogans may be taken to intro-
duce the question contained in 9:3.
9:2-3
In Taxo's first words to his sons, their situation is summarized: the divine punishment
has again struck the people in an even harsher way. Taxo calls the punishment ultio...
et traductio. On ultio, see commentary to 8:1; traductio is the Vulgate translation of
&r«o<; in Wisd. 2:14; 11:7(8); 18:5; in old Latin Bible translations, it also corre-
sponds to tteyuoc,1; in As. Mos. traductio parallels ultio, and must therefore mean
"punishment". The opening words of Mattathias' testament are strikingly similar to
Taxo's statement in As. Mos. 9:2; 1 Mace. 2:49 reads: Nûv a<jTnpta9r) ûit£pn«avia
mi èXrniàç Kcà xaipoç KaTaaTpwtrnç Koà ópyf| 8uuoû (cf. ultio et ira As. Mos.
8:1).
Although this punishment is, as always, inflicted on behalf of God, it can never-
theless be designated as "cruel and unclean". These adjectives refer to the outward ap-
pearance of the punishment, as described in As. Mos. 8: it will be executed by a pagan
tyrant, who will treat the people most cruelly in order to induce them to pollute them-
selves.
The punishment is referred to as an ultio altera, that is either "a second punish-
ment" (as opposed to only one former punishment), or "another punishment" (as op-
1
 Ronsch, Itala and Vulgata, pp. 326-327 (cf. p. 383); Semasiologische Beiträge I, p. 72
(cf. Ill, pp. 82-83).
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posed to one or more punishments). Probably, the former possibility is meant. The
two clauses in As. Mos. 9:2 are clearly parallel and chiastic:
ulrio facia est in plèbe altera, crudelis, inmunda, et
X
traductio sine misericordia el eminent principatum
When the words are arranged in this way, it is seen that principatum corresponds to
altera. It probably translates tf|v dprfv, and can consequently be translated with "the
beginning", designating the first punishment. The first punishment then is the ruin of
Jerusalem described in As. Mos. 3:1-3', which to the author of As. Mos. is the
paradigmatic event for the expectations concerning the final punishment, and which
the second punishment is believed to surpass (eminens; see further the commentary on
8:lb).2
In the form of a rhetorical question, Taxo in 9:3 compares the suffering of the
people of God to that of other peoples. Although the great woes that have come over
the Lord's people are interpreted as adivine punishment (the legitimacy of which Taxo
does not deny), the comparison suggests a certain disproportion: the executers of di-
vine punishment are no less impious or malign than the people of God, yet they seem
to escape judgement. The gentiles who are God's instruments are themselves sinners
(see e.g. Ps. Sol. 2:1, 24; 17:5 èv TCÛÇ utiup-riai; èravéaTTjaav n.uîv à^aproXoi;
Jub. 23:23). They should therefore be punished as well (see 10:7, and cf. PS. Sol.
2:22-23; 2 Bar. 72:4-6; Jub. 23:24).
J. Licht interpreted 9:3 as a "plea of comparative innocence"3. This may be too
strong an expression, but Licht is certainly right in pointing to the eschatological
significance of Taxo's words. The severity of the punishment of the people of God by
their complete uprooting, combined with the sinlessness of the ancestors of Taxo and
his sonds, creates the conditions which ensure the effectiveness of Taxo's death. "In
this situation martyrdom must be effective: truly innocent blood spilled in addition to
the observed atrocities will surely fill the measure of undeserved suffering and in the
event compel God to exercise His vengeance."4 To this one may compare the suffer-
ing of the seven boys and their mother in 2 Mace. 7. Although there is no indication
that the author of 2 Maccabees regards them as sinners, he makes them say that they
regard the tortures inflicted on them as a punishment for their sins (see esp. 2 Mace.
7:18 and 32). Apparently, they suffer because they belong to a sinful nation, which is
deservedly punished. They may therefore be seen to be suffering vicariously; because
of their sinlessness, they are able to placate the Lord with their death (see 2 Mace.
7:33, 37-38).
1
 So also Collins, "The Date and Provenance", p. 20.
2
 Against Charles, The Assumption, p. 29, who contended that As. Mos. 8-9 could not be
a prophecy of the flnal woes, because "the last woes could not be described as 'the second
visitation'."
3
 Licht, 'Taxo", p. 98. Licht continues: 'Taxo's generation is evidently guilty, its punish-
ment is not entirely undeserved. The punishment, however cannot be termed absolutely just; it
is excessive, and cannot be lined into the normal cycle of sin and retribution."
4
 Licht, 'Taxo", p. 98.
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9:4-5
Taxo reminds his sons of the innocence of their ancestors, who are thus held up as an
example of righteousness; cf. Mattaihias' testament in 1 Mace. 2:49-68, esp. 2:51.
More importantly, the sinlessness of their ancestors' somehow increases the purity of
Taxo and his sons (cf. Judith 8:18-20), thereby enhancing the effectiveness of their
(vicarious) suffering (see Isa. 53:9 LXX; cf. Zeph. 3:13; 1 Pet. 2:22). Unlike the
Levitical priests, who by their sinfulness have invalidated the normal cultic atonement,
Taxo is perfectly fit to fulfill his mediatory role (cf. Heb. 7:25-27).
In the Vulgate, tenture (the classical form of temptare, see grammatical note nr. 32)
is used as an equivalent of rauxiCEiv, "to put to the test, to tempt" (on the participle
temptantes functioning as a finite verb, see grammatical note nr. 137). Often, it is the
Lord who tries his people, in order to purify them. People who put God to the test oc-
cur much less frequently. An incident to which the Old Testament frequently refers is
the trial at Massah and Meribah, where Israel, according to the Exodus version of the
story, provoked the Lord, demanding that he demonstrate that he was indeed with
them; see Exod. 17:2, 7; and the references to this event in Deut. 6:16-17; Ps.
78(77):18, 41; 95(94):9 (cf. Heb. 3:9); 106(105):142. In As. Mos. 9:4, temptare is
defined as praelerire mandata illius, and it must probably be understood as "to taunt",
rather than "to try"; cf. Matt. 4:7 (par. Luke 4: 12). In Ps. 78(77):56, there is a similar
parallelism: icoi eneipaoov ... tàv 6e6v TÔV ftjaaTov, xa'i ta uaprtipia aùroo OÙK
Taxo says that "this is our strength" (lit.: "these are our powers"). Possibly, haec
refers specifically to the innocence of the ancestors (see above, and Judith 8:18-20). It
is perhaps better, however, to understand haec as referring more generally to the law
and to the strength that is gained by keeping the law (cf. 1 Mace. 2:64, where Matta-
thias commands his sons to "be strong in the law, for you shall be glorified in the
law"; see also 1 Mace. 2:51 and the commentary to As. Mos. 10:15 and 12:3).
9:6
Taxo is said to admonish his sons to fast for three days. Fasting is a common ritual
corollary to the confession of sins and expresses humility; see the commentary on As.
Mos. 3:4 above. Taxo's solidarity with his people, already apparent in his willingness
to suffer the punishment caused by their sins, also incites him to humiliate himself on
their behalf. This characterizes his actions as vicarious (see the commentary on 9:2-3).
For the same period of three days of fasting, see Tob. 3: 10 (Vulgate); Esth. 4:16; 2
Mace. 13:12; T. Jos. 3:53.
This ritual of penance serves as a preparation for the retreat into a cave in the field,
where Taxo and his sons will apparently stay in anticipation of their violent death (see
1
 The innocence of these ancestors is of great importance in connection with the Second
Commandment, which prohibits idolatry; referring to the Lord's jealousy, it threatens that the
sins of those who hate God will be avenged unto the third and fourth generation (Exod. 20:5;
Deut. 5:9).
2
 Without reference to Exod. 17: Numb. 14:22; Ps. 78(77):56; Sir. 18:23(13); Isa. 7:12;
Mal. 3:15; Wisd. 1:2; Matt. 4:7 = Luke 4:12; Acts 15:10. Judith 8:11 does notexplicidy refer
10 Exod. 17, but is intentionally reminiscent of il.
3
 Other periods for fasting are seven days (1 Chron. 10:12; 4 Ezra 5:13, 20; 6:31, 35; cf.
9:23,26); forty days (Matt. 4:2, par. Luke 4:2).
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9:7). Taxo expects their death to result from their obedience to the Lord, which con-
travenes the king's ordinances: moriamurpotius quampraetereamus mandata Domini
dominorum, Deiparentum nostrorum. Compare with these words those spoken by the
first martyr in 2 Mace. 7:2 l-royjoi "yap COK>OVIJ<JKEIV ècuèv f) rcopaßaivELv TOÙÇ
HOtptouç vououç (cf. 2 Macc. 7:29); thé motif often recurs in the traditions connected
with the Maccabeans (see 1 Macc. 2:37, 50; 2 Macc. 7:29; 4 Macc. 9:1; Josephus,
Am. Jud. XII 281-282'). In 1 Macc. 2:37, it is linked to the retreat into the desert (1
Macc. 2:29); in 1 Macc. 2:50-51 the example of the fathers is stressed.
The entering into the cave in the field allows Taxo and his sons to avoid trans-
gressing the law2. Caves were regarded as places of refuge in rimes of physical dan-
ger, hidden from and practically inaccessible to one's persecutors (see Josh. 10:16-27;
1 Sam. 13:6; 22:1; 24:4-11; 2 Sam. 23:13; 1 Ki. 18:4, 13; 19:9, 13; 1 Chron. 11:15;
Ps. 57[56]:1; 142[141]:1; Isa. 2:19; Josephus, Bell Jud. I 312-313; Ant. Jud. XIV
429; Heb. 11:38; Rev. 6:15). A retreat into the desert is also mentioned in 1 Macc.
2:29 (cf. Josephus, Ant. Jud. XII 271-275), and Ps. Sol. 17:17, but in these in-
stances no caves are mentioned.
Taxo's appeal for faithfulness to the commandments in reinforced by bestowing
two titles to the law-giver, God. He is the God of their ancestors and also the omnipo-
tent God, a combination which stresses the extraordinary character of the relationship
between God and his people. The same combination is found in Deut. 10:15-17.
Parentes must here be taken as "ancestors", and not as "begetters" or "parents" in a
strict sense (TTOVEÎÇ); parentes corresponds to Hatépeç in Prov. 19:14; Wisd. 12:21;
18:22, 24; Sir. 44:1; Heb. 11:23. The first title, "Lord of lords", points to God's
omnipotence, as in Deut. 10:17: "For the Lord is our God, he is the God of gods and
the Lord of lords, the great, strong and frightful God" (cf. also Ps. 136(135):2-3,
"God of gods and Lord of lords").
9:7
The conclusion of Taxo's speech to his sons states that his blood and that of his sons
will be avenged before (= by; see grammatical note nr. 75) the Lord in the event of
their death. Taxo's words seem to be an allusion to Deut, 32:43 6n to ouua TÛV
\Auv avroî EK&TOTOI, but see also Ps. 79(78):10; the vindication of the blood of the
Lord's servants is not an uncommon motif in other texts (e.g. 2 Ki. 9:7; Rev. 6:10;
19:2; 6 Ezra 15:9).
It is not explicitly stated that Taxo and his sons will actually die, but Taxo clearly
expects this to happen, and the mention of "blood" also strongly suggests that the
death Taxo expects will be a violent one. Thus, two motifs traditionally associated
with zeal for the law are here brought together: violent death and a retreat into (caves
in) the desert.
1
 See further Kclicrmann. "Das Danielbuch", p. 71. item (4), and Rhoads. "The Assump-
tion of Moses", pp. 56-57.
2
 In 2 Macc. 6:11 ; 10:6, caves in the desert are chosen as safe places to celebrate the Jewish
feasts.
10:1-10
THE APPEARANCE OF GOD'S KINGDOM
In the final stage of the eschatological events, the author of As. Mos.
expects God to react to the death of his faithful ones, Taxo and his
sons. God will manifest his kingly rule and expel the devil (10:1). The
blood of Taxo and his sons will indeed be avenged (10:2, cf. 9:6),
probably by Taxo himself, who, as a reward for his zeal, is exalted and
consecrated as a heavenly priest. Next, the author describes nature's re-
action to God rising from his throne, using traditional language to de-
scribe the theophany (10:3-6). God is said to stand up to punish the na-
tions and to destroy their idols (10:7). The aim of his intervention, set
in motion by the death of the innocent Taxo and his sons, is to redeem
Israel: the entire people will mount on the eagle God will send and be
exalted to heaven, where they will live among the stars and praise the
Lord (10:8-10).
a. 70:7-2
As. Mos. 10:1-2 is the introduction to the description of the theophany (10:3-7) and of
Israel's exaltation (10:8-10). The eschatological and definitive intervention of God in
his creation is the Lord's reaction to Taxo's faithfulness to the law in the extreme cir-
cumstances which the author of As. Mos. expects to come shortly (chapters 8-9).
i And then his kingdom will appear in his entire creation. And then the
devil will come to an end, and sadness will be carried away together
with him. 2 Then the hands of the messenger, when he will be in
heaven, will be filled, and he will then avenge them against their ene-
mies.
10:1
Following the probably violent death of Taxo and his sons, God's' kingdom "will
appear" (parebir, the compound apparebit is more common) in his entire creation. The
theophany described in 10:3-7 shows that God's entire creation is involved.
For the idea that the "kingdom" of God "appears", see Sib. Or. Ill 47-48: tote 8V|
ßooiXeta ueyiani aeavniou (tarnXfio; hi' avOpantotai $avmai, and cf. 2 Bar.
39:7. According to As. Mos. 10:3, God reigns from heaven, and according to 10:7,
1
 lUba, pregnantly referring to God (see grammatical note nr. 59).
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8-10, the result of the appearance of his kingdom is the punishment of the idolatrous
nations and the exaltation of Israel into heaven. Therefore, regnum illius parebil in
omnia creatura illius is not an announcement that God will henceforth rule the earth,
but rather that it will become manifest in his entire creation that God is King' (see
further commentary on 10:3).
As a result of the coming of God's kingdom, the devil will "have an end" (the
Vulgate busfinem höhere where the Greek text has léXoç îyinv in Mark 3:26; or ouv-
TtHeoeilvat [sc. sin] in Dan. 9:24; the expression is used for Solomon's death in Sir.
47:27[23]; LXX: avatoróoaio; cf. finally Heb. l:3finem vitae habeas = CWTJÇ TÉXoç
tytav; for zabulus as an orthographic variant of diabolus, cf. grammatical notes nrs. 5
and 15). It may be that the devil in As. Mos. 10:1 is thought to be the official prosecu-
tor, who will be removed from God's courtroom2, so that sadness (probably Xiiirn,
cf. e.g. Sir. 12:9; 14:1; 18:15; perhaps tóvSoc, e.g. Prov. 5:16; 7:4) will be dispelled
with him3 (adducetur = abducetwr; see grammatical note nr. 28). On the other hand,
the image may be less concrete; probably, the end of the devil only serves to illustrate
the absoluteness of God's kingdom, in which there is no place for satanic forces4 (cf.
1 En. 10:6; Jub. 23:29; 50:5; John 12:31; Rev. 20:10; T. Napht. 8:4; also 1 John 3:8
è$ov£fxó8ii 6 lilac TOÛ 8eoû, tva Xwrn. TO fcpya TOO BiapoXov)).
Similarly, the removal of sadness (which is the work of the devil) is just the ob-
verse of the outbreak of joy (cf. As. Mos. 10:10 gaudebis)^. The appearance of God's
kingdom is described as the reversal of all earthly conditions6: just as the mountains
will be turned upside down (cf. As. Mos. 10:4-6), sadness will be turned into joy (see
4 Ezra 6:27; Jub. 23:29; 2 Bar. 73:1-4; Sib. Or. V 385; John 16:20; T. Levi 18:12-14;
T. Judah 25:3-5; Apoc. Mos. 39; cf. Isa. 35:10; 51:11). For the idea that sadness will
disappear at the appearance of God, see also Rev. 21:4.
10:2
With the appearance of God's kingdom, a messenger (nuntius) in heaven will be con-
secrated as priest. It has often been assumed that the nuntius, a translation of firytXoc,
must be identified with the archangel Michael, the patron of Israel. At first sight, this
appears to be the most natural explanation: at the revelation of God's kingdom, an an-
gel up on high7 (qui est constituais may mean no more than "who is"8) will avenge
Taxo and his sons. Similar concepts of patron angels are found in Dan. 10:13, 21;
12:1; 1 En. 47:2; 1QM XVII 6-7; T. Levi 3:3. More difficult to answer is the question
why at this point an angel would be introduced. In Dan. 12:1, for instance, Michael is
1
 Cf. Volz. Die Eschatologie, pp. 167-169.
2
 For the devil as prosecutor, see Foereter and von Rad, "&oßo*JUi) tröL", pp. 72-78.
3 So Camponovo, Königtum, p. 170.
* Cf. Foerster and von Rad, "SioßäMU) ictX.", p. 77, note 43: "[Es] wird einfach konsta-
tieit, daß es einst keinen Bösen mehr geben wird".
3 Camponovo, Königtum, p. 170, tends to equate tristitia with the catastrophes proper that
will have befallen Israel, but that is an over-interpretation.
' On the urtaßoMi navtiov (Philo, De praemüs 169), see Volz, Die Eschatologie, pp.
126-127.
7
 Summum is used for "heaven", especially in a locative function, thus in summo here, and
a summo in 10:Ift cf. the Vulgate of Ps. 18(17): 17 misil at summo, Vulgate juxta Hebreaos:
de alto, and cf. in eicelsis in e.g. Ps. 14g:l.
8
 See grammatical note nr. 130.
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clearly depicted as the heavenly warrior who will protect Israel. But in Daniel such
angels occur more often, and they have a clear function in the heavenly counterparts of
earthly struggles (Dan. 10:12-21). In As. Mos., however, there are no other angels
with a comparable task1. G.W.E. Nickelsburg has tried to explain this problem by
supposing that the angel would have been introduced in As. Mos., simply because it
was traditional to have an angel judging the nations at this stage of the eschatological
process^.
On the other hand, Carlson, and Camponovo (following Kühn)3, have explained
the angel's role as mediatory. The angel would convey Taxo's cry for vengeance (9:6)
to the Lord, who would then intervene (cf. Tob. 12:12, 15; 1 En. 9:1-10; T. Levi 3:5-
6). However, it is clearly said that the nuntius will avenge them, which is something
quite different from mediating the cries of the righteous ones.
Moreover, the nuntius is said to be consecrated as a priest: tune implebuntur mania
nuntii. "Filling one's hands"4 is a technical term for the consecration of priests, see
Exod. 28:41; 29:29, 33, 35; Lev. 8:33; 16:32*; 21:10; Num. 3:3; Judg. 17:5, 12; 1
Ki. 13:33; 2 Chron. 13:9; T. Levi 8:10; Jos. As. 27:2. None of the proposed interpre-
tations explains why an angel would be consecrated as a priest at this stage of the
eschatological process and not earlier.
Recently, the present author has proposed identifying the nuntius with Taxo**.
Whereas the ordination of an angel as priest at this stage makes no sense, Taxo's
priestly ordination in 10:2, because of the specific mention of his Levitical descent
(9:1), is very appropriate. If seen from the perspective of the tradition of the suffering
righteous, the priestly ordination of Taxo in heaven can be naturally understood as a
reward for his faithfulness to the law, for which he even died (9:6)7.
The title nuntius should be explained in relation to the mediating office commonly
associated with prophets and priests. These mediators may, as such, be called ueotnic
and rxyYtXoc8. Thus, in As. Mos., Moses is called (Jttritnc (arbiter) in 1:14, and
1
 Unas qui supra ens est 4:} is not an angel (so Camponovo, Königtum, p. 170),but Ezra
(see commentary on 4:1).
2
 Resurrection, pp. 28-31; cf. Tromp, 'Taxo", pp. 203-204.
3
 Carlson, "Vengeance and Angelic Mediation", Camponovo, Königtum, p. 170; Kühn,
"Zur Assumptio Mosis", p. 126.
4 The Hebrew expression has a singular "hand", but LXX has teteioov TÓC xetp0"»
"fulfilling the hands", "making them perfect".
5
 In Exod. 29:35-36; Lev. 8:33-34 and 16:32-33, "filling the hands" is directly connected
with mediation and atonement (tCiXdaKEcBai, see commentary on 4:1; 11:17 and 12:6); the
mediatory office of priests is also the reason why priests can be called nuntius, which is a term
indicating mediation (see below).
6 "Taxo, the Messenger of the Lord"; for a brief critical review of earlier suggestions, see
ibid., pp. 202-205.
7 For the he a vcnl y reward of the suffering righteous, see the instances collected by Keller-
mann. "Das Danielbuch", p. 75.
8
 For humans as tntum of God see As. Mos. 11:17 (Moses); 2 Chron. 36:15-16 (cf. 3
Ezra 1:48. 49; the prophets); Eccl. 5:5 (a priest); Isa. 42:19 MT (the servant of the Lord);
Hagg. 1:13 (Haggai); Mai. 2:7 (the priest); cf. Mal. 3:1 (quoted in Matt. 11:10; Mark 1:2;
Luke 7:27 and applied to John the Baptist); Ps.-Hecataeus in Diod. Sic., Bihl. Hist. 40, 3,5
(the high priest). Christ Jesus is emphatically described as a human mediator in 1 Tim. 2:5.
See further Davies, "A Note on Josephus", pp. 138-139; Walton, "The Messenger of God".
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riiiî in 1 1 :17. As a mediator, his task is to establish the covenant between
God and his people (1:14; 3:12); as a messenger, he is appointed to intercede for Is-
rael (11:17; 12:6), and to defend the people against their enemies (11:17-18). This
concept of Moses can be illustrated by Philo, De vita Mosis U 1 66, where it is said of
Moses that, although he was shattered upon hearing on Sinai of the people's sin with
the golden calf, he did not hurry towards them, but, being a mediator and reconciler
(ola ueaitnc icoi Biaiidicrnc), he first prayed (iratrta; KO! XITCU; àroiâTo) in
order that the people's sins be forgiven. After the protector and intercessor (io|Seuo>v
icoi jictpctmiTite) had softened God's wrath, he returned to pronounce sentence on the
offenders on behalf of the Lord (cf. Exod. 32:11-14, 28-35; Ps. 106[105]: 19-23).
Likewise, in De somniis I 141-143, Philo describes the intercessory function of the
dryeXm, that is, Xoyoi, and cites Moses as an example of these uttriiai. Elsewhere,
he constructs a similar relation between the Aoyo; and priests as mediators, see De vita
Mosis II 66, 133; De specialibus iegibus I 1 16; De gigantibus 52, 61; De cherubim
16-17; Quod Deus immutabilis 131-135. From texts like Jub. 31:14 and T. Levi 3:5;
4:2 it appears that Philo was not unique in his comparison of priests and angels; cf.
Sir. 24:10, where Wisdom is described as saying èv cnoivij óyCpL tviónov oïlioû
Being installed as a mediator, Taxo will subsequently1 take revenge on Israel's en-
emies (vindicavit ilios ab inimicis eorurn^}, a reward which is often expected to be
given to the righteous in the eschatological time (see Dan. 7:17-18; Wisd. 3:8; 4:16; 1
En. 38:5; 90:19; 91:12; 92:4; 95:3, 7; 96:1; 98:12; Matt. 19:28; cf. Ps. 49[48]:15;
149:8-9. It has been noted that the nuntius duplicates God's avenging actions (10:7),
but such a duplication is not exceptional; see Wisd. 3:8: (iiralou Kpivoüoiv ?8vri
xa'i Kpantaovxnv Xawv, icoa ftaaiteVxrci OÙTCÔV Kiipioç ciç TOÙÇ oàâvai; (cf. 1 En.
91:12-14).
Taxo's ordination as a priest is said to take place in summo, that is: in heaven,
where he will "be". The phrase qui est constitutus is rather vague and cannot be given
an unequivocal meaning, but it seems that the considerations above recommend the
translation "when he will be", or even stronger: "when he will be appointed" (see
grammatical note nr. 1 34). Constituere has the latter meaning in 1 2:6 Dominas me
consrituil pro eis; cf. also 1 : 14 invenit me qui . . . praeparatus sum &c.
There are, therefore, three elements in As. Mos. 10:2 that are closely related: (1) Taxo
is rewarded in heaven for his faithfulness to the law by his ordination as a priest; (2)
as such, he is called a nuntius, a title indicating mediation and intercession; (3) he
furthermore has bestowed on him judicial power, which, being a mediator, he uses to
take revenge on Israel's enemies. From As. Mos. 10:8-10 it appears that Taxo's death
is indeed thought to have atoning consequences for Israel.
1
 Proàmts must here be interpreted as eùWJç/EÙeécoç in many instances in the New Testa-
ment, namely as "thereupon, subsequently". See Daube, The Sudden in the Scriptures, pp.
46-72.
2
 For vengeance that is executed on one's "enemies", see Esther 8:13 (de hosabus); 9: l (de
adversariis); Jer. 46:10 (de inimicis); Wisd. 11:3 (de inimicis); cf. Ps. 149.7 (in nationibus);
for vengeance executed on someone else's behalf, see Deut. 32:43 (9eoc) ex:5iia(oT;i icai
dvrano&foci &KTIV TOÎÇ èxopotç, sod TOÎÇ utaouciv avrcutofioaet; cf. Luke 18:3,
also 1 Mace. 2:67; 13:6.
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b. 10:3-7
In this passage, the author of As. Mos. describes the theophany'. The traditional de-
scription of a theophany is formally characterized by a division into two parts, the first
peart speaking of God's coming2, the second part describing the subsequent upsetting
of the natural order.3 This basic form is also displayed in As. Mos. 10:3-6:
(1) 10:3 The Heavenly Lord will rise from his throne and leave his holy habitation; the
cause of his actions is said to be his anger on account of his servants;
(2) 10:4 a. the earth will tremble and the mountains will be made low;
10:5 b. the heavenly bodies will be obscured and their order disrupted;
10:6 c. the waters will be dried up.
The creation is divided into three parts: earth, heaven and the waters. In varying order,
this tripartite description of the "entire creation" is found also in the theophanies Hab.
3:10-11; Sir. 16:18-19; 4 Ezra 8:23; T. Levi 3:9-4:1; 1 QH III 32-36. The earth, the
heaven and the waters, in their turn are divided into three parts as well: land, moun-
tains and valleys; sun, moon and stars, and sea, fountains and rivers, respectively.
In As. Mos. 10:7, it is restated that the Lord will rise and appear. The purpose of
his advent is to punish the nations and their idols. It is clear, therefore, that in As.
Mos. 10:3-7, the theophany is associated with the Day of the Lord, hence also with
the manifestation of his kingship on earth4. There is no reference to a judgement, but
this may be implicit (as for instance in Isa. 26:19-21 and Dan. 12:1-3).
3 For the Heavenly One will rise from his royal throne, and he will go
out from his holy habitation with anger and wrath on account of his
sons.
4 And the earth will tremble until its extremes it will be shaken, and
the high mountains will be made low, and they will be shaken, and the
valleys will sink. 5 The sun will not give its light, and the horns of the
1
 Many parallels quoted in the commentary on this passage below are derived from the
great standard works on Jewish eschatology, such as Vote, Die Eschatologie; Mowinckel. He
That Cometh; helpful insights were given to me by an (unpublished) essay on As. Mos. 10 by
R. Oost.
2
 In As. Mos. 10:3-7, the author does not say explicitly that God will "come" (although
10:7 says that the Lord will come out in the open): he will arise from his throne and leave his
dwelling-place, but it is his kingship that will appear in his creation (10:1); see commentary on
10:3.
3
 Jeremias, Theophanie, p. 15.
4
 Other descriptions of theophanies in Biblical and related literature are associated with the
giving of the law on mount Sinai, with the crossing of the Reed Sea, with the war against the
chaotic creatures, and with the Ark of the Covenant. See Jeremias, Theophanie, pp. 90-112,
esp. pp. 97-100 about the Day of the Lord; on p. 112, Jeremias deals with the association of
the theophany with the manifestation of God's kingship on earth. Cf. also the comments by
A.Y. Collins. "Composition and Redaction", pp. 182-183, on As. Mos. 10:3-10 as a
reflection of the "ancient mythic pattern" of the Divine Warrior Myth.
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moon will turn into darkness, and they will be broken; and (sc. the
moon) will entirely be turned into blood, and the orbit of the stars will
be upset. 5 And the sea will fall back into the abyss, and the fountains
of the waters will defect and the rivers will recoil.
7 For the Highest God, the sole Eternal One, will rise, and he will
manifest himself in order to punish the nations, and to destroy all their
idols.
10:3
Appropriately, God is here given the title the "Heavenly One". On this title, see com-
mentary on As. Mos. 2:4 and 4:4. In heaven, the Lord is said to rise from his throne
and to come out of his dwelling-place. It is not stated explicitly that he will descend
upon earth (cf. 10:1, where it is said that God's kingdom will appear, not the Lord
himself; in later instances of the genre, the theophany is associated with the manifesta-
tion of the kingship of the Lord'; see esp. Ps. 97[96J:l-2).
The Lord is expected in As. Mos. 10:3 to rise "from his royal throne" (sedes regni
sui is a biblical style-figure, see grammatical note, nr. 191; cf. Pr. Azar. 31). This is
associated with the judgement he wants to execute on account of his "sons" (see be-
low). In the Psalms, the Lord is asked to "rise" (exurgere, mostly = dvœrrijvoi,
sometimes = èÇcyEipeCTOat) in order to act forcefully on behalf of those who pray to
him for salvation from their enemies (cf. 10:7); see e.g. Ps. 3:7(8) avócrca, irópit,
o<oaov ne, ó fleoc um>; 7:7 avdarnft, mjpu:, tv opYtj aou, iyuenu èv TOÎÇ itépam
Ttôv èxöpav uou- É^eyÉpOriTi, pojpic ô 8eóc uou, èv icpoaToryuau; 68(67):2 à-
vocFr^Tu ô teóc, KOU &ctaicopjïia9TVücixjav oi èxopol aütoü (almost identical words
in Num. 10:35[34]); see further e.g. Ps. 12(11):6 ; 35(34):2.
That the Lord will come to bring justice is moreover suggested by the expression
cum indignationem et iram. Indignatio et ira are synonyms, frequently occurring to-
gether. They are equivalent to 6pyf| xrn Ouuoc; see e.g. Deut. 9:19; Ps. 78(77):49;
102(101):! 1; Isa. 10:25 (indignatia et furor); cf. alsoóprt 9«uoüPs. 85(84):4; Isa.
42:25; 1 Mace. 2:49. For the association of the Lord's anger with judgement, see
commentary on X : l a - h .
The Lord is said to "go out of his holy habitation" (see also 12:13). This is a com-
mon motif in theophany descriptions-, although the exact indication of the habitation
varies: the Lord is said to go out from various mountains (Deut. 33:2; Judg. 5:4; Hab.
3:3; Ps. 50:2[49:2-3J); from "his place" (Micah 1:3; Isa. 26:21 MT); from heaven (2
Sam. 22:10; Ps. I8[17]:10; 144[143]:5; Isa. 63:19; 4 Ezra 3:18; 1 En. 1:3); "from
afar" (Isa. 30:27); finally also "from his habitation": Micah 1:3; 1 En. 1:3 ÈÇcXewjEicu
4 ScfJx, vav & vktat; tï TTJÇ Karoiirttcrecu; aiioû; cf. also Sib. Or. Ill 308. For
habitatio sancta cf. Isa. 63:15; Jer. 25:30; 1QS X 3; 1QM XII1.
Finally, there are several other texts which contain the motif of the Lord rising with
anger in order to pronounce verdict on his sons' enemies, e.g. Isa. 14:22; 26:20-21;
28:21;35:4; 1 En. 1.7; 91:7; 100:4.
1
 Jercmias, Theophanic, p. 112.
2
 Jercmias, Theophanic, pp. 7-16,115.
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The word translated with "sans",flii, can of course be a translation of the ambigu-
ous word «AC the Greek word may mean "son" as well as "servant". But the relation
between the Lord and Israel is often likened to that between parents and children (see
commentary on 11:13). In Deut. 32:43 MT, the Lord is said to "take revenge for the
blood of his servants (V"I3B)"; in the more original text^, represented by LXX and
4QDt 32, it is said that he will "take revenge for the blood of his sons" (diva tûv tA-
wv OÙTOÛ; V3D DT).
10:4
One of the most constant elements of the theophanies is the "trembling" of the earth
and the mountains; see, e.g. Judg. 5:4-5; 2 Sam. 22:8 (= Ps. 18[17]:8); 77(76):19;
Isa. 24:19; 63:19; Joel 2:10; Nah. 1:5; Hab. 3:6, 10; Sir. 16:18-19; Sib. Or. HI 675.
Literally, earthquakes are meant, but as a metaphor, this shaking signifies the great
fear which the mighty presence of the Lord causes to his creation. See esp. As. Mos.
10:6, where it is said that the rivers will be terrified.
The mountains will be shaken and "made low" (cf. Hab. 3:6; 1 En. 1:6). Comal-
les codent may be translated as "the valleys will sink (even further)". Because of the
peculiarity of this image, some scholars proposed to emend convalles into colles, so
that a regular parallelism of "mountains" and "hills" would be obtained, as for instance
in Isa. 40:4 itöv opoç KoA ßouvo; taneivcoSifaETai (cf. 1 En. 1:6). However, a cor-
ruption of colles into convalles is hard to explain.
10:5
The celestial bodies, the sun, the moon and the stars, will no longer give their light;
see Isa. 13:10 (cf. Matt. 24:29; Mark 13:24); Joel 2:10; 3:15; cf. Amos 8:9; Hab.
3:11 ; also Ezek. 32:7-8 (darkness accompanying the downfall of the king of Egypt).
More specifically, the image of the moon turning into blood seems to derive from Joel
2:31(3:4); cf. Acts 2:20; Rev. 6:12; also Isa. 24:23. To the confounding of the orbit of
the stars compare 1 En. 80:6-7; 102:2; cf. also the falling of the stars in Isa. 34:4 (cf.
Matt. 24:29; Mark 13:25; Rev. 6:13). The expression xwtov aenpuv occurs in
Wisd. 13:2; cf. cursus stellarum in LAB 23:10. A singular image, not found in other
theophany descriptions, is the breaking of the cornua lunae. These "horns" (icepcna)
are the extremities of the waxing and waning moon (cf. Aratus 785, 790: od Kepaioi
OR oeXnvnç.; Or. Sib. V 517: ïeXiivainç SUepta;)2.
According to Jeremias, the defection of the celestial bodies is a secondary motif in
the theophanies, which originally belonged to the concept of the "Day of the Lord".
As in Hab. 3:10-11, however, both concepts, the Day of the Lord and the theophany,
have been combined in As. Mos. 10:3-73.
1
 Meyer. "Die Bedeutung von Deuteronomram 32, 8 f. 43".
2 Charles, in his reconstruction of this passage. The Assumption, pp. 86-87, combined the
cornua with the sun, apparently interpreting them as "beams of light" (via Hebrew pp,
which has both meanings). But even then, one would like to understand how the "beams" of
the sun can be broken; see Clemen, APATll, p 327.
3
 Jeremias, Tneopnanie, p. 98.
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10:6
The third part of creation, the waters, are characterized as the sea, the fountains of the
waters, and the rivers (see Nah l :4; Hab. 3:8, where the "sea" and the "rivers" are in
parallel position; cf. PS. 114[ 113]:3, 5).
The sea will fall down into the abyss; cf, 2 Sam. 22:16; Ps 18(17):16; 4 Ezra
8:23. The sources of water will dry up, 4 Ezra 6:24; T. Levi 4:1; cf. Joel 1:20; Ps.
Sol. 17:19; 1 En. 101:7; Rev. 16:12. The rivers will be terrified; cf. Ps. 104(103):7;
114:3, 5. For the use of cxpavescere cf. 4 Ezra 6:24 expavescel serra (cf. 4 Ezra
6:23). In Sib. Or. HI 675-677 the entire creation, including the sea, is said to be trem-
bling with fear.
For ad as an orthographical variant of at, see grammatical note nr. 35.
10:7
In the concluding sentence of the description of the theophany, the intention of God's
coming is mentioned again. It is made explicit that the wrath of God, which is the rea-
son he will rise from his throne, will be poured out over the gentiles, the enemies of
his servants (compare 10:3 with 10:7). The Highest God, who alone is eternal, will
punish the nations and destroy their idols. For the title summus Deus, see commentary
on 6:1; for the title aeiernus solus, see Sus. 25 LXX, 42 9; 2 Mace. 1:25; Rom.
16:26; 1 Tim. 1:17. The uniqueness of the eternal God is contrasted to the destruction
of the pagan deities.
Palam venire ("to come out in the open, to manifest oneself') has a meaning
closely related to (ap)parere ("to appear", cf. 10:1), but emphasizes the dynamics of
the process. The expression is used in the Vulgate of Mark 4:22 and Luke 8:17, in
which instances the Greek has fpxrottai ei; tovcpov.
The motif of the destruction of the gentile idols is also found in the theophany in
Micah 1:3-7; see Micah 1:7 xoi navra ta yXwrrà ctùrfli; (se. of Samaria)
KdzctKÓyouoiv leal navra TO uurikauxrta aûtiiç èuApTJaoumv èv irupi, KOL navra
îà âStola aùrfjç Oi^ aouai EIÇ à0avtouov. See further Wisd. 14:11; 1 En. 91:9;
Sib. Or. Ill 618.
c. 10:8-10
In this final passage of Moses' prophecy, Israel is said to attain a blissful state in
heaven. Taxo's death appears to have an atoning effect: Israel will follow him to
heaven on the wings of an eagle. The close link between Taxo's death and exaltation
and Israel's bliss is emphasized by the parallelism between 10:2a and 10:9-10.
8 Then you will be happy, Israel, and you will mount on the neck and
the wings of an eagle, and they will be filled, 9 and God will exalt you,
and make you live in the heaven of the stars, the place of his habitation.
10 And you will look down from above, and you will see your enemies
on the earth, and you will recognize them. And you will rejoice, and
you will thank and praise your Creator.
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10:8
In As. Mos. 10:8, the eschatological fulfilment of God's promise is expected. To-
gether with As. Mos. 3:8, this is the only occasion on which the name Israel is used;
elsewhere, this name is avoided and instead tribus ar plebs is used. In 3:8, the ten
tribes reminded the two tribes that the distress brought by the king from the East had
come over "the entire house of Israel", and according to the author of As. Mos., "the
house of Israel" has not been restored since then (see commentary on 4:7-9). Only
after the appearance of God's kingdom will the people regain their blissful state and be
worthy of the name Israel.
The words tuncfelix eris, tu Istrahel are practically identical to those in Deut.
33:29: unxopio; ou, 'loporiX. The connection between As. Mos. 10:8 and Deut.
33:29 is seemingly strengthened by the image of mounting on the necks of an eagle.
In Deut. 33:29 LXX, it is prophesied that crû èid lav tpdjcTiXov' aftruv baßrKrn,
which refers to Israel's victory over its enemies. This element from Deut. 33:29
should not also be connected with As. Mos. 10:82. The eagle in As. Mos. clearly is an
animal which is expected to transport Israel to heaven, and not an enemy which is to
be humiliated.
The eagle (detócj is a proverbially swiftly moving animal (see 2 Sam. 1:23; Job
9:26; 39:30[27]; Jer. 4:13; Lam. 4:19; Hab. 1:8; LAB 24:6), which has its nest on
high (see Job 39:30[27]; Jer. 49[29]:16), even among the stars (Obad. 4, cf. As.
Mos. 10:9). An eagle that carries Israel is used as an image for the Lord's leading his
people out of Egypt in Exod. 19:4 and Deut. 32:11. In As. Mos. 10:8, this eagle sim-
ply carries the Lord's people out of the world into heaven, as in 1 En. 96:2'. The con-
cept of an eagle transporting a new god (a dead king or emperor) to heaven also oc-
curs in the Alexander romance (3,33, S)4, but seems to derive eventually from ancient
Near Eastern mythology5.
The eagle's wings are said to be "filled". It has often been assumed that the phrase
et mplebuntur lacks a subject (e.g. dies luctus tui, "the days of your mourning will be
ended"*), but the simplest explanation, peculiar though the image may be, is to un-
derstand that the number of people exalted into heaven is so large that all room on the
eagle's wings is taken. The image must then be an illustration of the generosity with
which God dispenses his grace.
1
 The Masoretic and Vulgate texts read "you will mount upon their high places"; 1QM XII
11 apparently combining both readings: HD^ll ro'3'lK «pW3 TOT |H
y^n »mm ?s (cf. IQM xix 3).
2
 The plural cervices has led scholars to assume that reference was made to the Roman,
two-headed eagle. "To'mount the eagle's necks" is then interpreted as referring to the victory
the Lord's people will gain over the Romans ("to mount on one's neck" is a victory sign, see
Josh. 10:24, esp. Deut. 33:29 LXX). However, cervices is here used as zplurale tantum', see
grammatical note nr. 48.
3
 In a different way, the eagle is also associated with Israel's eschatological bliss in Isa.
40:31; T. Judah 25:5.
4
 Ed. Van Thiel, Leben und Taten Alexanders, p. 164.
5
 Laperrousaz, Le Testament, p. 129. On a broader level, the eagle is of course well-
known as a divine means of transpon; apart from the Ganymede-myth (e.g. Vergil, Aeneis V
254-255; Ovid, Metamorphoses \ 155-161), cf. also Par Jer. 7
6
 So Charles, The Assumption, p. 88.
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10:9-10
On the wings of the eagle, God will exalt Israel, and make them live in the heaven of
the stars. The verb herere (classically spelt haerere, see grammatical note nr. 8) can
mean "to remain, to abide in a certain place", although the verb seems to have also the
negative connotation of "loitering"1. Hartman therefore preferred to associate herere
with heres and referred to Ps. 37(36): 11, where it is said that the meek ones will
"inherit" the land in peace; one could further point to passages such as Wisd. 5:5; 4
Ezra 7:9, 17, 96; 1 En. 5:7, where eschatological salvation is said to be inherited by
the righteous. But Hartman's suggestion to understand herere as a makeshift deriva-
tion from heres seems too far-fetched2. One might consider the possibility of reading
hereditäre, but the locative caelo then remains an obstacle.
Israel's exaltation to the stars is a traditional part of eschatological expectation.
This traditional concept takes on various forms: Israel will live among the stars in
heaven: Isa. 14:13; 1er. 51(28):9; Ps. Sol. 1:5; or it will be like the stars, or explicitly
like angels: Dan. 12:3; 4 Ezra 7:97, 125; 2 Bar. 51:5, 10 (cf. 51:12); 1 En. 51:4;
104:2,6; LAB 19:9; 33:5; T. Levi 14:3; 18:43.
Heaven is God's dwelling-place, from which he looks down on the earth and its
inhabitants; cf. Deut. 26:15 icdtiSe bc TOÛ OÏKOV TOÛ ÓYÏOU CTOU è* TOÛ oüpavou;
Ps. 33(32):13-14 è£ oijpavoü eneßteyEv ô Kijpioc, EiSev iróvm toùç uloùç tcûv
àvepcojHûv èÇ ÉToiuou KatomiTnpiou aiitoû erteßXcipEv èiti ÎIOVTOÇ TOÙÇ icat-
OIKOWTOÇ Tf|v ïijv; similarly 1 Ki. 8:39, 43, 49; Ps. 11(10):5(4); 102(101):20;
113(112):5-6; Isa. 63:15; 66:1. Having been moved to heaven, Israel will look down
on earth as well, and it will see and recognize its enemies, who stay behind, presum-
ably to be punished (As. Mos. 10:7). In a number of comparable texts, the enemies
are thrown into darkness (1 En. 108:14), or swallowed by the earth or the underworld
(1 En. 56:8; 90:18, 25-27)f
Seeing the punishment of its enemies will be an occasion for Israel to rejoice and
thank its Creator (cf. Isa. 66:14; 1 En. 62:12; Jub. 23:30). According to 1 En. 97:2,
even the angels will rejoice at the punishment of the sinners.
1
 Lewis-Short, p. 838a.
2
 Hartman, Prophecy Interpreted, p. 132.
3
 Cf. Volz, Die Eschatologie, pp. 39fr401.
4
 Apparently inspired by these parallels. Charles, The Assumption, p 88, conjectured ÈV
irtl as the Greek original of in terram, which, in its turn would derive from *32, an
abbreviation of D3TT '23, "in hell". Although this is one of Charles' most curious pro-
posals with regard to As. Mos., it has been followed by a remarkable number of scholars.
10:11-15
CONCLUDING WORDS
Moses ends his speech by his returning to the instructions given at its
beginning (1:10-18). Moreover, he gives some additional information
on the chronology of the future course of history, or rather, he indi-
cates that there is a predetermined agenda for it.
11 But you, Joshua son of Nun, keep these words and this book. 12 For
from my death, my being taken away, until his (sc. God's) advent,
there will be 250 times that will happen. 13 And this is the course of
events that will come to pass, until they will be completed.
 )4 But I shall
go to the resting-place of my fathers. 15 Therefore you, Joshua son of
Nun, be strong. It is you, whom God has chosen to be my successor to
his covenant.
10:11-13
Having completed his prophecy, Moses is again said to command Joshua to "keep
these words and this book". "These words" are the prophecy which Moses has just
uttered, and which are apparently written down in a book, as is not uncommon in
farewell-texts (see 11:1, and commentary to 1:16-18). The words used here probably
resume those used in 1:9, 16: Custodi (1. em.) verbum hoc ... percipe scribturam
hone. Likewise, 10:14 resumes 1:15, and 10:15 resumes 1:7 (see below). So, too, the
mention of the period of time which will elapse between Moses' death and the
fulfilment of the prophecy as a whole fits in well here, since it has been suggested in
1:16-18 that the book containing Moses' prophecy should be preserved for a long pe-
riod.
The period the book has to be preserved ("from my death until his, sc. God's, ad-
vent") is defined as 250 "times". The length of time meant by the word "time" cannot
be determined; it may well be that it has not been the author's intention to give an exact
number of years'. It has been suggested that the author wished to suggest a certain
symmetry between the time preceding Moses' prophecy (which is located, according
to As. Mos. 1:2, in the 2500th year of the creation) and the time following it without
fixing a precise number of years (see commentary on 1:2). Thus, the central role of
Moses in history would correspond to his chronologically central place in the history
of the world. If we can assume that a "time" equals ten years, this is certainly possi-
ble. It seems, however, that the primary intention of letting Moses say how much time
there will be before history comes to its completion is to ensure that there is indeed a
predetermined limit to history2, which means that the readers of As. Mos. have to re-
1
 Cf. the mysterious indications in Dan. 7:25 and Rev 12:14.
2
 See Hartman, "The Function of Some So-Called Apocalyptic Timetables",
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gard the time in which they live as part of the end of this world's history. But there is
also a course of events that has to be completed before the end can come (cf. 4 Ezra
4:28-30, 36-37; 2 Bar. 56:2; with 250 times, compare the two and a half time in LAB
19:15 omnia complebit tempus. Quatuor enim semis transierunt, et duo semis super-
sum.^). Since the author's intended readers were expected to recognize their own day
and age in As. Mos. 6-7, the assurance of history being limited serves both to stress
the proximity of eschatological events, and to set at ease any overpitched expectations.
Receptio is often taken to be a redacdonal gloss on mors, added after the supposed
amalgamation of the Testament and the Assumption of Moses (see the Introduction,
sections tl and UI). The argument is that the Testament of Moses originally contained
no assumption of Moses, and ended, in accordance with the genre of the testament,
with Moses' death and burial. Mors would then be the word used in the Testament.
The Assumption of Moses, however, would originally have been a different document
and would have replaced the original conclusion to the Testament. The redactor who
wove both works together would accordingly have found it necessary to redefine
mors in 10:12 as receptio, "assumption". But there is no need to assume such redac-
tional activity2. For receptio does not necessarily mean "assumption into heaven".
There are indeed instances in which recipi means something like "to be taken (sc. to
heaven)"3, but one can as well "be taken (sc. to [the realm of] death)"4, a translation
which recommends itself in the present context5. The simple translation must be: "For
there will be 250 times from my death, my being taken away, until his (sc. God's) ar-
rival".
Finally, the reliability of Moses' prophecy (cf. commentary to As. Mos. 1:16) is
once more emphasized: these are the events^ which will take place before the end.
10:14-15
In the concluding words to Moses' monologue, the author makes the prophet return to
his introduction, again announcing his impending death (for dormilio, "resting-place"
1
 On the time that must elapse before the end can come, see further Volz, Die Eschatologie,
pp. 138-140.
2
 One may wonder why the supposed redactor did not simply replace mon by receptio.
3
 Ovid, Heroldes 19,135; Quintilian 3,7,5 recepius caeio; cf. Livy 4,15 Romulus ab dus
onus, recepius ad deos (instances quoted from Forcellini l V, p 26a-b); in the Vulgale: Sir.
48:9 f Helios) qui receptus es (dvaAi\u«8dç) in turbine igni; 49:16(14) (Enoch) recepius est
(àveXrju4>9ii) a terra: 1 Mace. 2:58 Helios dum zelai zeium legis receptus est (àv£ifpi|>8T|) in
caelum, 4 Ezra 6:26 qui recepti sum homines, qui mortem non gustaverunt a nativitate sua.
4
 Forcellini IV, p. 26a: Plautus, Cisiellaria 3,8: Recipe me ad te. Mors, amicum el benevo-
lum; ThLL VIII, 1507:72-75 mentions Seneca, Troades 1156: morte recepta. See in the
Vulgate: Tob. 3:6 etpraecipe in pace recipi (àvaXctfiéiv) spiritum meum, Wisd. 16:14 (about
the man who kills) cum exÜHi spiritus non revertetur, nee revocabit animam quae recepta est
(èÇeXeov 8t ivEÛun où* àvooipé^ei, otàè àvaXfei vux^v napaXi)u46EÜnxv). Cf.
the instances in which someone is admitted to the grave: Ennius in Cicero, Tusculanac
Disputatioaes 1.44,107; 2 Chron. 28:27.
5
 Cf. Laperrousaz' discussion of receptio. Le Testament, pp. 41-46. Laperrousaz accepts
Volkmar's emendation of the text of 10:12 into a morte et receptione mea, and suggests that
the receptio refers to Moses' burial (for recipere wilh subject sepulcrum, see preceding note).
6 Cursus horum, "the course of these things", of course not "of these hours" (Priest,
'Testament of Moses", p. 933; this would have to be norarum).
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as a euphemism for death; see 1:15). Joshua is commanded to be strong, because he
has been elected to be Moses' successor. The expression "be strong" (ôvSplÇou) again
refers to the farewell scene in Deuteronomy (esp. 31:6-7). See the commentary on
l:9b-10.
The genitive construction successor testamenti seems to imply that Joshua is to ful-
fill the same role with regard to the covenant as Moses; he, too, will be its mediator
(cf. 1:14, where it is said that Moses has been prepared from the beginning of the
world to be the arbiter testameati illius). Likewise, according to 1:6-9, Joshua has
been deemed worthy by the Lord to be Moses' successor on behalf of the people and
of the tabernacle, so that the land will be given to the people on account of the
covenant. Joshua's mediatory office is then defined as being the human leader who
guides the people at God's behest.
11:1-19
JOSHUA'S COMPLAINT
In As. Mos. 11:1-19, Joshua is described as reacting to Moses'
prophecy in despair (11:1-4). In a long list of questions he expresses
his fear of a future without Moses. This passage forms an expansion of
the basic pattern of the testament genre. In most other examples of the
genre, the testator delivers his speech uninterruptedly and dies. A
statement concerning his death may be followed by a note on the be-
reaved lamenting the deceased or taking care of his funeral. The
structure is similar to Deborah's farewell-scene in LAB 33:1-6, which
is organized as follows: In verses 1-3, Deborah summons the people,
announces her death, and admonishes the people to keep the law. In
verse 4, the people answer, weeping: Ecce nunc mater moreris, et re-
linauens filios tuos cui commendas eos? Ora itaque pro nobis, et post
recession tuum erit anima tua memor nostri in sempiternum. Then, in
verse 5, Deborah answers that a man can pray for himself and his sons
only as long as he lives: Propterea nolite sperare in patres vestros. Non
enim proderunt vobis nisi similes inveniamini eis. Finally, in verse 6,
Deborah dies and is buried; the people lament.
The questions Joshua asks can be divided into three sections. In the
first set of questions (11:5-8), the problem of Moses' burial is ad-
dressed: no human being, it is said, is worthy of burying Moses, and no
memorial matching Moses' glory can be made. This problem emerges
from the biblical passage on Moses' burial site, which is said to be un-
known (Deut. 34:6), and was probably addressed in the ending of As,
Mos., which in all likelihood related the burial of Moses by angels (see
the commentary on the lost ending).
The second set of questions (11:9-15) concerns three problems: the
feeding of the people, compassion for the people, and leading them on
their way. Under Moses' leadership, these three things were taken care
of: in the desert, the people were fed by the manna that fell from
heaven after Moses had prayed for it (see commentary on 11:13);
Moses was the one who took pity on the people, when their sins threat-
ened to estrange them from their Lord (see commentary on ll:16f-
17b); and all along Moses had been their undisputed leader. Joshua
must now succeed Moses, but is described as being doubtful of his own
ability to do the wondrous things that Moses has done. The intended
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readers of As. Mos. are to understand that the doubts Joshua is made to
express are without foundation, for Joshua himself is known from bib-
lical history to have performed the exploits mentioned in 11:9-15. Un-
der his leadership as well as that of Moses, the people were fed, and
there was a leader who offered intercessory prayer.
In 11:16-19, the third section of Joshua's complaints and questions, a
connection is made between Moses' military successes against the
Amorites and his effective intercessory prayer. In this context, Joshua
expresses his anxiety that the presence of the Holy Spirit of God among
the people is dependent on Moses, nearly identifying the prophet with
the spirit itself. His eulogy of Moses leads to the question "What will
happen to this people?" Again, however, the readers are supposed to
know their Bible, which relates that under Joshua's leadership the kings
of the Amorites fled before the Israelites and their God. Apparently,
the presence of God's spirit does not depend on Moses, but is guaran-
teed to remain among the people, and will dwell in Joshua, Moses' suc-
cessor.
The author's final answer to the questions he places in Joshua's
mouth is given in chapter 12. There it is set out that Joshua will be able
to succeed Moses by means of God's providence, grace and long-
suffering towards those who fulfil l the Lord's commandments, in
accordance with his covenant and oath. Only because of these gifts of
God, Moses, too, has been able to fulfill his role as the superb
intermediary (see further the commentary on As. Mos. 11:17 and
chapter 12). It is clear that the author of As. Mos. addressed the actual
needs of his intended readers by these discussions.
a. 11:1-4
As. Mos. 11:1-4 is the introduction to Joshua's complaint over the impending death of
Moses. Joshua and Moses are depicted as weeping while Moses tries to comfort his
successor. In ll:4a-b, the main theme of Joshua's complaint is presented: Joshua is
convinced that Moses' departure will mean complete disaster.
1 And when Joshua had heard Moses' words as they were written in his
writing, everything they foretold, he rent his clothes and fell at Moses'
feet. 2 And Moses comforted him and wept with him. 3 And Joshua an-
swered him and said: 4 "Why do you terrify me, lord Moses, and how
will I hide myself from what you have said with the bitter voice that
came from your mouth, and which is full of tears and sighs, because
you will presently go away from this people?
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11:1-3
Following the prophecy which is placed in Moses' mouth the farewell-scene is con-
tinued by Joshua's complaints. Joshua is described as in mourning, dramatized by his
rending his clothes, falling at Moses' feet and weeping. For similar descriptions of the
despair of those left behind, see for instance Gen. 37:34-35; 50:1; 2 Sam. 13:31; Jub.
23:5-7. "To fall at someone's feet" is a gesture of self-humiliation, see for instance 1
Sam. 25:23; Esth. 8:3; Matt. 18:26; Luke 5:12 In LAB 20:2, Joshua is reproached by
God for letting himself get carried away by Moses' death: Vt quid luges et ut quid
speras in vanum cogitons quod Moyses adhuc vivet? Et idea superflue sustines, quo-
niam defunctus est Moyses.
11:4
In 11:4, forms of the verb celare occur twice in the text. These are hard to interpret,
and most scholars agree that the text is not in order. Both instances of celare ait usu-
ally emended into forms of the verb solorfi. The meaning of the sentence in 11:4
would then be: "Why do you comfort me, lord Moses, yea, how can I be comforted
about the things you have said etc." There are however Iwo serious objections to this
solution.
( 1 ) Solori is a deponent verb. In the proposed emendation, it is assumed that the
verb is first used with an active meaning, and in the next clause with a passive mean-
ing. While such an assumption is not impossible (cf. grammatical note nr. 91), it
would seem odd for a writer to combine these two opposite usages within one sen-
tence.
(2) From a purely technical point of view, it seems improbable that a scribe would
have made the same mistake, namely writing CEL instead of SOL, twice. Since neither
the appearance of the letters nor the pronunciation of these words are similar, the mis-
take could only be due to carelessness in its worst form. Such carelessness could
hardly be expected to be so consistent.
It seems most likely, therefore, that one of the occurrences of celare is correct, and
that the word celare has in the other instance been substituted for a form of some other
verb. At first sight, the first occurrence, celâtes, is most likely to be the correct one,
simply because it is the first. However, celares should then still be emended into an
acceptable form of the verb. Moreover, it should be assumed that the preceding word,
me, is a vulgarism reflecting the pronunciation of mi(hi), an ethical dative. This is
possible, but it must be conceded that it makes for an additional complication. On the
other hand, the second occurrence, celabor, is a correct and sensible form of celare,
and its construction with de is in perfect order (see grammatical note nr. 68). I there-
fore propose to accept the manuscript's reading celabor, and to regard the preceding
form celares as a scribal corruption of an original reading which can only be recon-
structed with a certain degree of probability. From the farewell-scenes one could think
of a word like (de)relinquere (raToXriraiv), cf. 4 Ezra 12:41,44; 2 Bar. 32:9; 33:9;
34:1; LAB 33:4; Par. Jer. 9:8. But terres seems to fit the context excellently, and is
paleographically not too far removed from celares (see the apparatus to line 176). The
answer to Joshua's expression of fear is given by Moses in 12:3 praebe le securum,
"do not worry".
As proposed by Schmidt and Men, "Die Assumptio Mosis", p. 134.
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The expression "bitter voice" is a figure of speech indicating that Moses' voice has
conveyed a message that causes grief. ll:4b specifies Moses' voice as one that is
plena lacrimis et gemitibus (cf. 11:2 [Monse] ploravit cum eo; on plenus with the ab-
lative, see grammatical note nr. 108). Acervus (= acerbus) means "unripe, sour" (cf.
"your fathers have eaten the sour grape", Jer. 31:29-30; Ezek. 18:2); as a determinant
of grief it is a typically Latin metaphor. Hebrew and Greek (as well as our modem
languages) prefer the metaphor "bitter".
"To hide oneself' is a way of looking for protection, against the wind (Isa. 32:2),
but also against the Lord's wrath (Job 14:13; Isa. 26:20). That the latter is possible is
of course usually denied (Gen. 3:8; Jer. 49:10 [30:4]; Amos 9:3), and Joshua's ques-
tion implies the impossibility of concealment from the things that Moses has prophe-
sied.
It is uncertain what quia in the last clause of 11:4 refers to. It may refer to Moses'
sadness; if so, Moses' impending death is the reason for his own voice being full of
tears and sighs. On the other hand, it may, more loosely, link up with Joshua's ques-
tion about hiding himself: "How will I hide myself, because you are leaving this peo-
ple?" In view of the rest of Joshua's lament, which centers on the problems Moses'
absence will cause, the second possibility seems to be slightly preferable.
b. 11:5-8
In the first set of Joshua's questions, Moses' burial is discussed (for the problems
raised by the biblical accounts concerning Moses' death, see the commentary on the
lost ending). The author of As. Mos. makes Joshua ask where, how and by whom
Moses might be buried: it is absurd to picture humans carrying a man like Moses to a
grave, attempting, perhaps, to erect an adequate monument to his memory (see esp.
As. Mos. 11:8). Probably, the now lost ending of As. Mos. did give an answer to
Joshua's questions, with some variant of the legends about Moses' death, burial, and
possibly the assumption of his soul into heaven; see further the commentary on the
lost ending.
5 What place will receive you, 6 or what will be the monument on your
grave, 7 or who, being human, will dare to carry your body from one
place to another? g
 a For all who die when their time has come have a
grave in the earth, b But your grave extends from the East to the West,
and from the North to the extreme South.
 c The entire world is your
grave.
11:5-7
The nominal derivation of recipere, receptio, used in 10:12, probably refers to the be-
ing taken away into the realm of death. In 11:5, Joshua asks specifically which place
should receive Moses after his death. In connection with 11:6-7, his question evi-
dently concerns Moses' grave; cf. the Vulgate of 2 Chron. 28:27 neque enim recepe-
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runt (LXX: d<nivr)ncav) eum (se. Achat) in sepulchra regum Israhel. In epitaphs,
locus is often used as a designation for burial sites^. Recipere, however, can be said
of any displacement or removal to any place to which one is transferred, especially
heaven, and it is possible that the ending of As. Mos. answered Joshua's question by
having Moses' soul ascend into heaven (for recipere and receptio, see further the
commentary on 10:12).
Two words for "grave" are used, sepultura in 11:6-8 and sepulcrum in 11:8, with
no discernible difference in meaning (see grammatical note nr. 53). In 11:6 Joshua
asks what monument could be made to mark Moses' grave, and in 11:7 he asks how
human hands would dare to transport his body (corpus tuum transferre). The latter
question probably announces the account of Moses' burial by angels in the lost ending
of As. Mos.
Transferre is used for the bringing of Moses' body from the place where Moses is
to die (tie loco) to the grave (in locum). In other words, it refers to the funeral as op-
posed to interment proper. For this meaning the compound inferre is classical usage;
see also 1 Ki. 13:22; 2 Chron. 34:28; cf. adferre in 1 Chron. 10:122.
11:8
The general purport of 11:8 must be that no grave is worthy to hold Moses (sepultura,
"grave", clearly includes the memorial on a grave, see commentary on 11:6). The
major problem in 11:8 is the meaning and function of the words secus aetatem. If a
consecutive relation between 11:8a and 11:8b-c is intended, as most scholars agree, it
seems that secus aetatem is an adjunct to sepulturae suae sum, so that one should para-
phrase: "One cannot bury you, because your aetas is so huge, that your grave should
cover the entire world." This interpretation is severely undercut by the meaning of the
Latin word aetas, "age", because Moses' age at the time of his death (tradition holds
him to have been 120 years old at the time) was not extraordinarily high'.
I, therefore, propose to loosen the connection between ll:8a and ll:8b-c. As.
Mos. 1 l:8b-c is to be read primarily in connection with 11:6, and ll:8a is nomore
than the observation that the dead are buried. Secus aetatem should be constructed
with morienlibus, and morienles secus aetatem then simply means: "those who die in
accordance with their age", that is: "when their time has come"; cf. Gen. 35:29 ÈK-
Xiirùv (Vulgate: consumptusque aetate) dxeeavev (sc. Isaac) Kai npoaeréen, npö; ta
YEVOÇ itpeaßiiifpoc iccà xMpuç njiÉpcn.'. toi Eeayav aiitôv 'Haotû »al laicàp ol
ului avrtoü.
In connection with 11:6-7, one can paraphrase 1 l:8a-c as follows: "What will be
the monument on your grave, or who will dare to carry your body there? For it is true,
that everyone who at some time dies must be buried—but your grave would cover the
entire world." The idea of grandeur is implicit. The author of As. Mos. describes
1
 Lewis-Short, p. lOVSa; Blaise-Chirat, Dictionnaire, p. SOOa. In later Latin, the plural loca
came to mean "cemetery".
2
 In ecclesiastical Latin, transferre became the technical term for the transport of saintly
relics to a church; see Blaise-Chirat, Dictionnaire, p. 824c, cf. p. 826b s.v. translata).
3
 Hilgenfeld's attempt, "Die Psalmen Salomo's". p. 294, to explain the difficulty by de-
parting from the Greek equivalent of aetas, i^Xiida, is unconvincing: apart from "age", i^-
liria can indeed mean "stature", as Hilgenfeld wants, but only, it seems, in a physical sense
("length"), which would make the image even more curious.
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Joshua as questioning the possibility of erecting a monument worthy of Moses' glory.
The burial site of Moses, if an appropriate monument could be built, would cover the
entire world. Rönsch has drawn attention to a remarkable parallel to this idea in
Thucydides' Peloponnesian War II 43. In this passage Pericles is said to praise the
brave warriors who have died for their fatherland: they have gained by their sacrifice a
most glorious grave (ta&x, èmcnpÓTaTOc), not so much the one in which they lie
buried, but rather the one in which their fame remains an everlasting memory—"for
the entire world is the grave of excellent men" (avSporv -yap emitwcvuv jiôact yfj
laitue;), since their memory lives on throughout the world'.
c.l 1:9-15
In As. Mos. l l:9a, the basis of Joshua's anxiety is stated: "Lord, you are leaving".
1 l:9b-15 contains the second set of questions placed in Joshua's mouth. In 1 l:9b-ll
he asks who will care for the people when Moses has gone away. Joshua is described
as regarding the protection that Moses offered during his leadership as indispensable
for his own (Joshua's) success. In 11:12-15 questions similar to the ones in ll:9b-ll
are asked, but they are now related to Joshua himself ("how will I be able" etc.).
9 Lord, you are leaving. And who will feed this people, 10 or who will
be there to take mercy on them, and who will be their leader on the
way, 11 or who will pray for them, not omitting one single day, so that
I can lead them into the land of the Amorites?
12 a How will I be able to <guard> this people, b like a father his only
son,
 c or like a woman her daughter (a virgin who is being prepared to
be given to a man), d and who is anxious to protect her (sc. daughter's)
body from the sun and her feet from going unshod over the ground? 13
And whence will I procure for them the food and drink they urgently
need? K For their <number> was a hundred thousand, but now they
have grown into this multitude here, only because of your prayers,
lord Moses. 15 And what wisdom or understanding have I to administer
justice or pronounce a verdict in accordance with the words of the
Lord?
11:9-11
On abhis as a form ofabire, see grammatical notes nrs. 18 and 96.
The questions with regard to Joshua's competence to succeed Moses are answered
by the history told in the Bible. Under Moses' leadership the Lord provided the people
with manna from heaven (see Exod. 16:35; Deut. 8:16; PS. 78[77]:29; Hos. 11:4;
Wisd. 16:20). Under Joshua's leadership, the people were fed, no longer by the
manna from heaven, but by the fruits of the land the people then entered (Josh. 5:11-
1
 Rönsch, "Miscellen", pp. 103-104.
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12; LAB 20:8: Etpostquam defunctus es! Moyses, desiil manna descendere filiis Is-
rael, a tunc ceperunt manducare defructibus terre). Likewise, Joshua succeeded
Moses as Israel's leader on its way (dux in via), see Deul. 3:28; Judg. 1:1; 1 Mace.
2:55; for dux in via, cf. the Vulgate's dux ilineris Exod. 13:21; Ps. 80:9(79:10)
(Vulgate juxta LXX); praecedere in via Deut. 1:33. In fact, there has always been one,
and only one, leader: God; see the Vulgate of Exod. 14:13 duxfuisti in misericordia
tua populo quern redemisli; see further Exod. 13:21; 15:13; Deut. 1:30; 4:37; 31:8;
32:12'.
The mention of Moses' unremitting prayer for the people, so that they might enter
into the land, notwithstanding their sinfulness, may be compared to Deut. 9:19, 25,
28 and 10:10-11. In these passages, Moses is said to have prayed for forty days in
order to persuade the Lord not to destroy his people, but to allow them to enter and to
possess the land; cf. also Exod. 32:11-14, 28-35; Ps. 106(105):19-23. In As. Mos.
11:11 Moses is said not to have missed a single day2; cf. LAB 19:3 Quis dabil nobis
pasiorem unum sicut Moyses auljudicem lalem filiis Israel, qui in omni tempore or et
propeccatis nostris et exaudiatur pro iniquitatibus nostris? For Joshua's own interces-
sory prayer, see Josh. 7:6-9; Sir. 46:5, 7(9); 4 Ezra 7:107. Whether Moses or Joshua
prays for the people, it is the Lord who has mercy on them (see again Exod. 14:13
and Deul. 8:16); therefore, intercessory prayer will always be possible, with or with-
out Moses (see esp. As. Mos. 4:1).
11:12
This sentence has a complicated construction; this may have caused some of the cor-
ruptions. The general meaning is clear: Joshua is said to question his own ability to
care for the people. In ll:12b-d this care is compared to that of a father towards his
only son, and to that of a mother towards her marriageable daughter. Apparently,
Joshua compares himself to Moses, and doubts that he will be able to care for the
people as well as Moses has. However, just as in 11:9-10, the point is that the one
who has effectively shown this great love is the Lord.
The auxiliary verb posse has no complement infinitive in 11:12a (contrast 4:8; 7:7;
12:12). Such an infinitive has probably been lost. Rönsch has attempted to avoid the
need for emendation by citing some instances in which posse is used as a substantive
verb3. Posse in this usage can be equated with potens esse ("to be powerful", "to have
control over"). However, in these instances the complement of posse can either be
easily supplemented from the context, or it means "to be more powerful than some-
one, and therefore able to defeat him"; see 1 Mace. 5:40 potens potent adversum nos
1
 In Exod. 14:19; 23:20,23; 32:34 it is said lhat the angel of God lead the way through the
desert. Is it possible that the author of As. Mos was thinking of this passage when he called
Moses ä nuntius in 11:17?
2
 The sentence is abundantly negated; see grammatical note nr. 169. Pan is probably a mis-
translation of a Greek won) meaning both "to allow" and "to let pass"; see grammatical note
nr. 182.
3
 "Sprachliche Parallelen", p. 105; "Weitere Illustrationen", pp 226-228. The instances
Rönsch cites are Ps. 139(138):6; Jer. 3:5 and I Cor. 3:2. To these may be added 1 Sam.
26:25; Jer. 5:22; 1 Mace. 5:40,41; T. Reub. 6:5 and the instances quoted by Hollander and
De Jonge, The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, p. 106 (ihey translate: "to overcome").
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(LXX: SwiVevoç Suvfatrm itpôç Viuôç cf. 1 Mace. 5:41; PS. 129(128]:2). The no-
tion of hostility implied in the latter usage cannot have been intended in As. Mos.
11:12!. It seems necessary, therefore, to supply some infinitive meaning "to take care
of ' or "to guard" (e.g. senare). ll:12a should be paraphrased as: "How shall 1 be
able to guard this people, like a father his only son?"
The relation between the Lord and Israel has often been likened to the relation be-
tween parents and children; see for instance Deut. 14:1; PS. 103(102):13; Isa. 1:2;
Hos. 2:1; 11:1-4; Jub. 1:24-25,28; cf. IQH IX 35. For Israel as God's only son, see
Exod. 4:22; Jer. 31{38):9; Sir. 36:11(14); 4 Ezra 6:58; 3 Mace. 7:6; Jub. 19:29. In
this connection, it is worthwhile quoting Num. 11:12, where Moses is reported to
pose a question to God with words similar to the ones ascribed to Joshua in As. Mos.:
Did I conceive all this people? Did I bring them forth, that thou shouldst say to me,
"Carry them in your bosom, as a nurse carries the sucking child, to the land which
thou didst swear to give their fathers?" (trans. RSV)
See also below on 11:13.
The love of a father towards his only son ( 11:12b) is self-evident2 (see for instance
Gen. 22:2, 12, 16; Amos 8:10; Zach. 12:10; cf. Prov. 4:3; Jer. 6:26). In ll:12c,
domina must, in view of the parallelism, indicate a mother (on the chiastic construc-
tion of these clauses, see grammatical note nr. 168). In the Vulgate, domina in most
cases corresponds to irupin (see e.g. Gen. 16:4; 2 Ki. 5:3; Isa. 24:2). The word can
indicate the wife3 as the head of a household (see e.g. Ps. 123[122]:2); in 1 Ki.
17:17, icupia TOÛ OÏKOU corresponds to mater familias*. For the image of a loving
mother, one may compare IQH IX 35-36, in which passage God's love for the "sons
of his truth" is likened to that of a mother (nnmD) towards her child. In Sir. 7:24-
25(26-27), advice is given on the special care that has to be given to a daughter with
regard to her marriage:
ooi EÏOIV; npóatxt TIP <rau.cm aùrôv
) l^apcàaijç ïipàç avtcu; TÖ irpomonov <nnA
(hïyatépa, xcà êarj ttteXEKcïx; Épyov uiya,
vai âvôpi m>vei<p âaprioca aùrrjv.
If you have daughters, take care of their bodies,
and let your face not be merry in their presence7;
1
 Rönsch's examples from Martial, in which posse is used substantively and constructed
with an accusative, have hostile meanings as well ("to overpower").
2
 BUchsel, "uowyEvrlc".
3 Cf. Gen. 39:7, where f| YTÎVTJ TOÜ icuplou oortou corresponds to the Vulgate's do-
mina; in the enumeration of the exiles in Jer. 29(36):2, one finds King Jcconiah and the
ßciCTiXiacra, domina in the Vulgate).
4
 In 1 Tim. 5:14, mater familias esse is a translation of otico&oTiomv.
5
 This line is probably a warning against allowing offensive behaviour, cf. Sir. 26:14 Vul-
gate.
6
 The Vulgate reads for this word trade, cf. the emendation tradi for tali in the manuscript's
text of As. Mos.
7
 That is. be serious in dealing with your daughters; see Ryssel, "Die Sprache Jesus'", p.
281.
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give your daughter in marriage, and you will have perfected a great work,
and give her away to a sensible man.
Since the image is clearly meant to illustrate parental love, quae timebat in 1 l:12d
probably refers to the mother who is anxious on behalf of her daughter. Grammati-
cally, quae timebai can also refer to the daughter, but the daughter's fear (of being
given to a man) would not particularly clarify the point the author wishes to make.
Timere must therefore be understood as "to be afraid", referring to the mother's fear
that something may happen to her daughter which could reduce her chances of a good
marriage. In As. Mos. ll:12d, this special care is defined as protecting the daughter's
skin from the sun. A fair skin was thought to be an indication of wealth, since it sug-
gested that the daughter had not been obliged to do hard work'.
Similarly, it was considered as particularly refined (even if not practical) to always
wear something on one's feet2; cf. the curse in Deut. 28:56 on the "effeminate and
spoilt woman who has never dared to set the sole of her feet on the ground".
The syntax of ll:12b-c seems somewhat disrupted. Apart from the position of
cus:odiens (on which see grammatical note nr. 101), one misses a verbal form such as
sin: in the second half of ll:12c: custodiens ... ne scalciati iia/. pedes ejus, "taking
care that her feet are not unshod" (scalciatus = descalceatus, "unshod", see grammati-
cal notes nrs. 4 and 14). Moreover, custodire is used in two different meanings and
constructed in two different ways: a sole ("to protect from the sun"), and ne scalciati
sint ("to take care they are not unshod"); see further grammatical note nr. 173. The
syntax of 11:12b-c can be visualized as follows:
custodiens I ) corpus ejus a sole et
2) ne scalciati (se Jin/) pedes ejus ad currendum supra terrant.
11:13
The sentence in 11:13 appears to have given the translator or the scribes a good deal of
trouble. The general sense must be: "How could I supply for them drink and food ac-
cording to their wish?" Praestare voluntatem means "to fulfil a need"4; ciborum and
potui must be taken as dependent on voluntas as objective genitives (for potui as a
genitive ofpotus, see grammatical note nr. 81). A complete sentence is formed by the
words unde voluntatem eorum praestabo Hits ciborum et potui, meaning "whence will
I fulfil their need of food and drink?" Yet a limping phrase, which does not seem to
give any new information, is added: secus voluntatem voluntatis eorum. Possibly,
these words are an explanatory gloss, made by a scribe who objected to the concrete
meaning of voluntas, and who preferred to construct the sentence as unde praestabo
illis cibos etpotus secus voluntatem eorum.
1
 See Cant. 1:5-6, cf. 5:lft Lam. 4:7.
2
 See Dalman, Arbeit und Sitte, V, p. 356, cf. pp. 287-288,295-296.
3
 Another possibility, requiring however a change of the text, would be to read descalciatos
instead of ne scalciati. Then, ad currendum would have to be understood as ab currendo (on
ad instead of ab, see grammatical note nr. 67). The meaning of the clause would be about the
same: "protecting her body from the sun and her feet from going unshod over the ground"
(lit.: "and her unshod feet from going &c."); but the syntax would be considerably simpler
custodiens (1) corpus ejus a sole a (2) descalciatos pedes ejus ad currendum supra terram.
4
 Cf. PS. 78(77):29 Kcd TT)v ÈiaSuulov atiiwv flvrpœv aitotc.
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For the use of unde (which is a conjectural supplement of an illegible part of the
manuscript) in connection with the procuring of food, see for instance Num. 11:13
jioBev uoi K-péu 6ouvca novrl tq> Xaq> Tourtp; John 6:5 nóöev ayopdmixiEv âprouç
\va çfrftùtnv octroi;
11:14
The manuscript is defective: at the beginning of 11:14 at least one word is illegible.
Schmidt and Merx proposed to supplement numerus, which at least matches the plural
erant and which can be modified by illorum.
The manuscript's C milia is often emended into DC millet on account of various
passages in the Old Testament'. Of these. Num. 11:21 is of special interest:
"E^oxóoiai x^óSec iœÇ<ov ó Xaoç, èv o\ç ttyu èv afrcoïç, Kal <ri> EIICCU; Kpéa
Soja« aÛTOÏç 0OYEÎV, KOU $ÓYOVTOI uiïva f|uépav; The emendation into six hun-
dred thousand is unnecessary, but it once again attracts the attention to Num. 1 1:4-35,
a passage already quoted in connection with As. Mos. 11:12. Indeed, As. Mos. 11:14
may intentionally refer to Num. 1 1:21. In any case, Joshua's question to Moses must
be understood in the same way as that posed by Moses in Numbers.
The increase in the number of people is seen as a result of Moses' prayers. Refer-
ence is probably made to the occasions on which Moses is said to have prevented the
Lord from uprooting his people: only because of Moses' intercession, the people were
able to multiply instead of being destroyed (see the commentary on 1 1:9- 11).
ll:15a-b
In 11:15, Joshua complains that he does not have the wisdom and understanding
needed to administer justice. "Wisdom" and "understanding" are a word-pair, possi-
bly reflecting cro^ia and Emo-r^u.!] or OWECTU;. In Sir. 45:26(31), too, wisdom is ex-
plicitly required of a judge. Incidentally, the word is constructed, just like in As. Mos.
11:15, with a simple final infinitive (see grammatical note nr. 127): 8<j>ri i>(iîv ooi|>iav
èv Kapolqc uucov Kptveiv TÔV Xaov avtoû ÉV ßucauxruvn..
It may be conjectured that Joshua's question is intended to anticipate the bestowal
of wisdom on Joshua instead of Moses; see Deut. 34:9 iceà ITHTOÛ; uioc Noun, EV-
titXil<j9T| irveutiara; OWÉOEÛX; (Vulgate: spiritu sapifntiae), tm&r\av yap Munxrfji;
toc xâpoç CIÙTOÛ en' avróv. In the scene in LAB 20:2 (cf. 20:3), relating the instal-
lation of Joshua as Moses' successor, God commands Joshua not to lament Moses,
but to put on the latter's garments of wisdom: Accipe vesnmenta sapientiae ejus ei in-
due te, et wna scieniiae ipsius precinge lumbos tuos.
The text of 11 :15b is not in good order. In 11:15, the manuscript reads: Elquaeest
mihi sapientia out intellectus in domo verbis autjudicare out responden? The word
domo raises the question which house may have been meant, and the instrumental
verbis is a hard pleonasm with autjudicare out respondere In order to solve the first
problem, Schmidt and Merx added to the text Domini on the basis of Ceriani's indica-
tion of a lacuna of about three letters (Domini can be abbreviated as DNI, see the appa-
ratus on lines 39 and 41). A close inspection of the photographs of the manuscript
shows, however, that there is some room left on the line which ends with DOMO, but
that there are no apparent traces of letters in this space. Moreover, the blank space al-
'Enod. 12:37; Num. ll:21;Sir. 16:10(11); 46:8(10); cf. Num. 1:46:2:32:26:51.
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lows for one large or two small letters, but certainly not for DNI, unless the scribe
went beyond the right hand margin. It seems, however, that the scribe has chosen to
begin the next syllable (UER) on the next line, because he saw it would certainly not fit
between DOMO and the right hand margin. Therefore, the addition dni to domo is un-
warranted.
If, however, domo is emended into dona, that is, an abbreviation of Domini (cf.
the textual commentary on line 140), Joshua's question becomes much clearer, and its
sense is: "I have not the wisdom that is required to lawfully administer justice." Verba
Domini is a designation for the law (see commentary on 8:5); "to administer justice by
the law" is constructed with in in Sir. 46:14(17): èv vouq) (Vulgate: in lege). In Ezek.
7:3(5), 8(7), the criteria used in judgement are also indicated by the preposition èv:
KpwûVÊKôuciï<jci> oe ... ÉV tau; ófidic ao\>, Vulgate: juxta vias tuas, whereas in Ezek.
7:27 KOTO tàç 660«; airôv (jiata vias suas) is used'; in Acts 23:3 the expressions
are xma TÖV vóuov and secundum legem.
Kespondere is a Latin judicial term, meaning "to give a decision". A responsum
can be used for a judicial order (cf. Cicero, De Oratore 1,56, 239; pro Murena 13,29:
res judicatae, décréta, responsa)^.
d. 11:16-19
In this passage, the author presents Joshua as closely associating the presence of the
Holy Spirit with the presence of Moses. The implicit answer to the questions Joshua
has asked up till now is that Joshua himself will fulfil the role he ascribes to Moses
alone. Analogously, the point the author wants to make in 11:16-19 seems to be that
the spirit of God has indeed been present in Moses, but that the spirit will not leave
the people when Moses will have died; instead, it will be transferred to Joshua himself
(see commentary on As. Mos. 11:15).
The association of Moses with the Holy Spirit in 11:16 is so strong, that one could
speak of near-identity. The way in which Joshua is made to praise Moses as the em-
bodiment of God's spirit can be schematically visualized as follows.
b. sanctum et sacrum spirüum dignum Domino
c. muitiphcem et inconpraenensibilem dominion verbi fidelem in omnia
d. divinum per orbem terrarum profetem
e. iiinsummaum insaeculo doctmem
Philo, speaking as a philosopher, occasionally shows a similar strong association
between Moses and the divine Wyoc, e.g. in Quis rerum divinarum 206. The adjec-
tives multiplex and incomprehensibilis are divine epithets, belonging to the Holy
Spirit, but applied by "Joshua" to Moses himself. To this, one may compare Philo's
characterization of Moses as the Xoyoc, lu\f»x<x; in De vita Mosis I 162. To the titles
"perfect teacher" and "divine prophet" one may compare De Decalogo 175, where
1
 See farther Ezek. 18:30; 24:13; 33:20.
2
 The relevant Greek equivalent is uróvpiua; anovpiveaOai in this meaning seems to
have been rare, but it did exist. See Bflchsel and Hemtrich, "icplvoi KT)I.", p. 947.
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Moses is called à teXeiótcrroc; irâv npcxtriTâv1, whom God has filled with divine
spirit (èvBéov KVEÛHO); in De gigantibus 54 Moses is called UWTTTIÇ, 'iEpo*àvrnç óp-
rUiiv Km St5doKoXo<; Mow; cf. Questiones in Exodum II 54: "the divine and holy
Moses". Indeed, in his youth, many of those who observed him wondered with re-
gard to Moses' mind rcoiepov óvepKAreioi; fi. Seîoç f\ UUCTOÇ tÇ àu4oîv (De vita Mo-
sis I 27)J. In fact, according to Philo, someone perfect is neither man, nor God (De
sortirais II 234), and only when Moses was about to die, God decided to transform
his mixed character into a "monad", consisting entirely of voOç (De vita Mosis II
288)3.
Of course, Philo has a special interest in presenting Moses as the paradigm of man
united with God in mystical communion. No such interest is apparent from
"Joshua's" words in Ass. Mos, but there is an important trait d'union between the two
concepts of Moses: in both cases Moses owes his outstanding position to the spirit of
God (whether that is called wisdom, spiritus, XOTCK; or whatever). In the view of
Philo, Moses achieved unity with the spirit and with God through perfection (De
sacrifiais 8); according to the author of As. Mos., Moses was made perfect through
the bestowal of the spirit on him by God's sovereign will. Therefore, the laudations of
Moses in 11:16 are in reality a description of the spirit of God, which dwelled in
Moses during his lifetime, but did not become dependent on him.
is a Furthermore, the kings of the Amorites, after they have heard—
whilst believing that they can defeat us—, that
 b the holy and sacred
spirit, the worthy one before the Lord,
 c the versatile and inscrutable
lord of the word, the trusted one in everything, d the divine prophet for
this world,
 ethe perfect teacher for this earth, f i s no longer with them,
will say: 'Let us go at them, n a If the enemies will sin against their
Lord once more, there is no longer an advocate for them, b who will
supplicate to the Lord for them, as Moses was, the great messenger,
 c
who bent his knees on earth every hour of the day and of the night,
praying; d and who could look at him who rules the entire world with
mercy and justice, e reminding him of the covenant with the fathers,
and placating the Lord with his oath'; ig surely they will say: 'He is no
longer with them. Let us go, then, and let us wipe them from the face
of the earth.' 19 What then will happen to this people, lord Moses?"
1
 Cf. De vita Mosis I 1 : ovi^p ... u^tmx; icoà
J
 According to Artapanus, the priests of Egypt no longer wondered, see Eusebius,
Praeparatio IX 27, 6: [tav Mróucov] ùnà tûv Upèuv looSéou tiuiîç ««aÇiti>6évra
jtpoaayopeuOfîvca "Epufjv 6ià Tf|v TÔV lepeôv Ypauuriia» êpurivEiav.
3
 Goodenough. By Light, Light, pp. 223-234, has defended the view that Philo took care
not to call Moses a god explicitly, but that he did tend to regard him as a divine being; more
carefully Meeks, The Prophet-King, pp. 103-107; and Tiede, The Charismatic Figure, pp.
123-127.
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11:16«
In As. Mos. 11:16 Joshua reminds Moses of the kings of the Amorites. The defeat of
the Amorites was one of Moses' military exploits according to Num. 21:21-30. In
Deut. 1:23-46; 2:24-36 there is a presentation of the same war, which differs consid-
erably from that in Num. 21:21-30. In Numbers, Israel is described as simply captur-
ing the entire land of the Amorite king Sihon of Hesbon when the latter did not want
the people to pass through his land in peace. In the version of Deuteronomy, it is told
that the Amorites initially destroyed Israel after it had murmured against the Lord
(Deut, 2:27). The defeat was followed by a long sojourn of Israel in Kadesh (Deut.
2:46) after which the battle against Sihon was successfully fought (Deut. 2:32-33).
The author of As. Mos. may have had this second version in mind, in which the peo-
ple's sins nearly prevented them from entering the land. Although the account in Deut.
2 does not mention that Moses acted as an intercessor, Joshua in As. Mos. clearly
connects the eventual victory with Moses' intervention (see commentary on 11:17a-b).
Therefore, Joshua fears that once Moses is gone, he himself will not be able to lead
the people into "the land of the Amorites" (see As. Mos. 11:11, of which 11:16-18 is
an elaboration). It seems probable that the Amorites (and not, for instance, Amalek)
are mentioned in As. Mos. 11:16 because Joshua will later win a victory over them
(see commentary on 11:18). In this way, the author of As. Mos. has Joshua's fears
implicitly falsified. Cf. Deut. 31:4: the Lord will deal with the inhabitants of the land
they will enter "as he has done to Sihon and Og, the kings of the Amorites".
The verb of the main clause in which "the kings of the Amorites" are the subject
(dice/if), is separated from the subject by two accusative with infinitive constructions,
one of which must be constructed with audierint. One can read ( 1 ) cum audierint ex-
pugnare nos, "when the kings of the Amorites will have heard that we will wage
war"1 ; or (2) cum audierim ... jam non esse sanctum et sacrum spiritum, "when they
will have heard that the holy and sacred spirit is no longer". In the second interpreta-
tion, expugnare nos credences is an adjunct with the kings of the Amorites, who
"believe that they can defeat us". This interpretation, proposed by Schmidt and Merx,
seems to me to match the context of Joshua's complaint better Moses' successor as-
sumes that the Amorites will attack Israel as soon as it is seen to offend the Lord, and
that they will achieve their aim because Moses, the Holy Spirit, will no longer be there
to appease the Lord's wrath. Similarly, in LAB 64:2, the Philistines are reported to
say to one another
Ecce Samuel propheta morttua est, el quis oral pro Israel? Et David, qui pugnavitpro
eis, inimicus est Saul et non est cum eis. Et nunc exsurgentes eamus et pugnantes «-
pugnemus eos, et vindicemus sanguinem patrum nostrorum*.
1
 Thus Volkmar, tiose Prophétie, p. 49.
2
 Schmidt and Men, "Die Assumptio Mosis", p. 151, quoted the following parallel from
the Samaritan Chronicle IV, 8 (= the Book of Joshua), quoted by Kaacker, "Nachbiblische
Traditionen", p. 159, in Juynboll's translation: nam laetatae erantfsc. Gentes) quant maxime,
postquam Prophetae mors Us innotuerai, a Israelites helium inferre volebant (Juynboll.
Chronicon Samaritanum, p. 140).
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ll:16b-c
In 11:16b, Joshua is said to believe that when Moses has died the "holy and' sacred
spirit, worthy of the Lord" will no longer be with the people. For the Holy Spirit
dwelling in Moses, see Isa. 63:11-12. In this passage the people are said to remember
the days of Moses, and ask: TOÛ ÉOTIV ô 9dç tv aircoîç TO irveûpa TO iyiov; ó
(iryoYràv rfi üe^iê Mioucjfjv, 6 ßpaxitov rfjç SÓ^T)? aiJToO; Similarly, in Wisd. 10:8
it is said that Wisdom (the spirit of God) led the people through the desert, and that
Wisdom eurrjJiSEv riç yvtf\v Sepajiovro; injpioxi, that is, Moses (Wisd. 10:16); cf.
also Neh. 9:20; Hagg. 2:6. According to Deut. 34:9 and LAB 20:2-3, Joshua, as
Moses' successor, was equally filled with the spirit of wisdom (see the commentary
on ll:15a-b).
For the expression "Holy Spirit" (riveSua dyiov), see PS. 51(50):13(11); Isa.
63:10, I I ; Dan. 4:5 6, 6 e, 15 8; 5:12 LXX; 6:4 LXX; Wisd. 1:5; 9:17; Ps. Sol.
17:37; 4 Ezra 14:22; T. Levi 18:11 reads jtvEÜtict OYUIXTWIIC; spiritus sancius LAB
28:6 (18:11; 32:14: sancn spiritus)2.1 have not found the adjective sacer (\£pocj ap-
plied to the spirit of God elsewhere. However, upoç «xi 6010; or ftyioc are used as
a word-pair by Philo, Legum allegoriae III 126; Quod detenus 133; De confusione
linguarum 27.
Moses is called dignus Domino, "worthy before the Lord"; compare the title given to
Joshua in 1:6 homo probants Domino ut sil successor, and see further the commentary
on the parallel expression fldelis in omnia below3.
As far as I know, a parallel for the concept that someone is lord (or master) of the
word (dominas verbi, As. Mos. 11:16c) is lacking. The god Hermes was known as
VIYEUWV T«V iOYOjv, the "spokesman" of the gods4. In Acts 14:12(11), the people of
Lystra are said to mistake Barnabas and Paul for gods, because of the apostles' divine
speech; Paul is taken to be Hermes, because he is the one who acts as the spokesman
(A TjyoiiMEvoc TO« XoYou, Vulgate: dux verbi). Perhaps one may consider the possi-
bility that the reading dominas verbi is the result of a kind of metathesis which occurs
elsewhere in As. Mos. (see esp. sceaae testimonium in 2:4, and grammatical note nr.
^ The manuscript reads jam non esse SEMET sacrum spiritum, which makes no sense. My
conjecture rests on the slight alteration of SEMET into SCM ET, in which SCM is understood
as an abbreviation of sanctum, see further the textual commentary to line 196.
2
 In Jub. 1 :21 , 23, manfasa <fdus ("holy spirit") occurs as a future characteristic of Israel
purified by God; similarly, Daniel's spirit is called "holy" in Sus. 45 &.
3
 In view of the unique connection between Moses and the Holy Spirit supposed here, one
may perhaps compare Philo, De vita Mosis I 158, who says that Moses' communion with
God was so intimate that he was deemed worthy (àÇiuSeiç) to be called by the same name:
avouiSoflri yap ótóu toû ?9voix; 6eôç KOU ßomteiic, cf. Exod. 4:16; 7:1. See also Ar-
tapanus (in Eusebius, Praeparatio IX 27, 6): (TOV Mcowrov) 4it6 Träv Vtpeojv UroOéo«
4
 Cf. Jamblichus, De mysteriis, \, l BEÓC, 6 râv XO^BV n^uiv ô 'Eputiç also Aeli-
anus, De natura animalium 10, 24 t<î 'Epufj ... 1$ itaipi tûv Aoyuv (quoted by Weit-
stem, II, pp. 542-543, on Acts 14:12); see further Eitrem. "Hermes", pp. 781-782. However,
Haacker, "Nachbiblische Traditionen", p. 158, is wrong in asserting that "'Herr des Wortes'
ist ein traditioneller Titel des Hermes", because ry/euàv TCÜV Xóycov here simply means
"spokesman" ("Wortführer"), and has nothing to do with some sort of dominion.
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82), and that the originally intended reading was Domini verbum, "the word of the
Lord". The parallel in l l:16b sanctus etsacer spiritus may support this suggestion.
Multiplex, literally "manifold", here probably means "many-sided, versadle". It
may refer to the mind or character of human beings (both in bonam and in malam
partent, "versatile" and "changeable, fickle"). In this meaning, it may be a rendering
of noiiciXoc. In Wisd. 7:22, multiple! is applied to Wisdom (LXX: iroJiuuEpifc); it is
Inconpraehensibilis is a characteristic connected with deities and spirits. This word
means "intangible", in a concrete and in a metaphorical way (the two usages may
overlap2). If "intangible" or "invisible" is meant, this is an appropriate adjective with
Domini verbum (WTOÇ), and one may compare Wisd. 7:22, where the spirit of God is
called AT TITO;, "thin, fine"3. In its metaphorical meaning, "inscrutable", the word in-
comprehensibilis was particularly popular with ecclesiastical writers as an epithet of
God or of demons4. In the Vulgate of the Old Testament, the word incomprehensibilis
is used in Job 9: 10(7) and Jer. 32: 19, meaning "inscrutable" (LXX: avECixviocrm;5);
the concept of the inscrutability of God's ways is not uncommon (see Ps. 77[76]:20;
Wisd. 9:13; Tob. 3:20; Job 36:23).
Fidelis in omnia, parallel to digram Domino, refers to the trust the Lord has vested
in Moses; see for instance Num. 12:7, where the Lord says of Moses, tv 6X<o wp
oÎKtp uou jnotoç (Vulgate: fidelissimus) èotiv (cf. the Vulgate of Heb. 3:5, where
Num. 12:7 is quoted: et Moses quidemfidelis erat in tola domo ejus6). Fidelis should
therefore be understood as "confidant", "one whom the Lord trusts", rather than in its
usual active sense, "faithful"7.
' Grimm, Weisheit, p. 153: "obwohl einzig, einartig, ihrem Wesen nach, ist sie doch
v i e If ac h , mannigfaltig in ihren Aeusserungen. Wirkungen und Gaben. Analog ist, was
Paulus l Kor. 12,4 u. 1 1 vom h. Geiste sagt."
2
 See also the enumeration in Ps.-Callisthenes C, 28:14 Seôv oXT)8iv6v óveinlpuCEv
atccETOvoritav àettùpTiTov àvcÇixviaxiTov èid TCÜV IcpcHjiti ènoxoiiuEvov.
3
 Grimm, Weisheit, pp. 153-154: "dünn, fein, höchst wahrsheinlich s. v. a. immateriell,
ohne welche Eigenschaft der Weisheilsgeist das Geisterreich und das Weltall nicht durchdrin-
gen könnte, vgl. [Wisd. 7:]23, 24b".
4
 See ThLL VII, l, cols. 995:47-996:42, esp. cols. 995:64-996:42. Haacker, "Nachbibli-
sche Traditionen", p. 158, regards the identification of Moses with the Holy Spirit as an
analogy to the identification of Jesus with the Logos in the Gospel according to John, and
compares incomprehensibilis with Ign.. Magn. 15 aSioucpiTOv irveOuo, oç èativ !T)OOVC
XplOTOÇ
5
 Cf. Rom. 1 1 :33 (bç &vttfpauvT\ta (Vulgate: quam inconprehensibilia) TO Kpiumct
ctùtoû KCÙ àvEÇixviœyroi (investigabiles = ininvestigabiles) ai ôSoi aùtoû; Eph. 3:8 to
àwÇixvtaoTOv itioOioç toû Xpiatoû Kcd ... TJ oUovouia TOO uwrm.pio\) to«
dnoKEicp\jf4iivou 'AveCmvlaaTOi; is only known from biblical and related literature accord-
ing to Peterson, "otveCijrvicKrKx;". p. 359.
* Incidentally, in Heb. 3:3 dignus is used in the same sentence isfidelis, as in As. Mos.
.
7
 Cf. 1 Pet. 5:12, which passage can be translated as: "I have written briefly through Sil-
vanus, a trustworthy brother (laoTOç àfiéX4»ç), I am convinced"; see Sevenster, Do You
Know Greek?, p. 3.
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ll:16d-e
Moses is called "divine prophet" and "perfect teacher". The former title indicates of
course one of Moses' best-known qualities: Moses was the prophet par excellence
(see especially Num. 12:6-8; Deut. 34:10)'. In Wisd. 11:1, Moses is called »POETIK
&yioc, i" whom Wisdom, the spirit of God, dwelled (Wisd. 10:16). Compare also
Jeremiah, who in the Lives of the Prophets is called omoç itpo*iltnç; and Jesus, who
is called aitpoorVm; wcuXóc in T. Levi 8:15, and \>mojtvt\<; «po^Tii; in T. Ben.
9:2. For divinus see Josephus, Ant. lud. Ill 170, who calls Moses a enoç àv^p; for
consommants see the instances in Philo quoted in the introduction to this section.
Per orbem terrarum and in saeculo are parallel expressions, "for the entire world"
and "for all time". The universal validity of Moses' offices expressed by these phrases
is probably merely superlative, and it is not intended to assert that Moses' teachings
are, or should be, acknowledged as authoritative by the gentiles. In Dan. 9:6 LXX, it
is said of the prophets that they have spoken to "all nations in the world" (MT: "the
entire population of the land").
The other term, doctor, is less usual. However, KpcxtriJTai and 616001:0X01 are also
juxtaposed in Acts 13:1; 1 Cor. 12:28, 29; Eph. 4:11 and Did. 15:1-2 (sometimes
listed together with other functions). In these instances, "teacher" is a no less divinely
inspired function than "prophet" (cf. 1 Cor. 14:26). In De gigaraibus 54 Moses is
called jiikrrnc. Izpofdvrn.; op-yicov urn BtSomcotXoc Beiiov. Docere is a verb which is
especially used with regard to the law, see for instance Lev. 10:11; Deut. 4:1, 5, esp.
Deut. 6:1 Kaà auicti al ëvtoXcd ... ôaa ÈveteiXato Kijpioç 6 9eöc i'iuüv 5t6aCai
lijuâç The title may therefore indicate his quality as a lawgiver (see also commentary
on 5:5).
11:1*1-17
To Joshua, the imminent absence of Moses from his people implies the absence of
Moses' effective intercessory prayer (described in 11:17c-e). Without him as defen-
sor, Joshua is said to fear that the Lord will not allow the sinful people to overcome
the powerful kings of the Amorites. On the contrary, the Amorites will seize the op-
portunity to destroy the people when they have sinned once more. Joshua's fears are
of course baseless (see commentary on 11:18-19).
Semel adhuc probably renders en flbtoC, "once more", referring to a single and
final iteration of an act In the Vulgate the word-order is always the other way around:
adhuc semel (see Gen. 18:32; Judg. 6:39; 16:18 [cf. 16:28 LXX]; 2 Mace. 3:37; Heb.
12:26, 27).
In the Vulgate, the noun defensor occurs in Judith 6:13, Sir. 30:6, and in 2 Mace.
4:2. Of these occurrences, only 2 Mace. 4:2 has a Greek counterpart in the Septuagint,
irn6eu<iv2. To this, one may compare Philo, De vita Mosis II166, where Moses is de-
scribed as the perfect high priest, praying for remission of the people's sin
1
 Tiède views Moses' qualities as mediator, intercessor and suffering one as various
aspects of his role as prophet ("The Figure of Moses", pp. 87-90); this, however, is a one-
sided reduction.
2
 In Sir. 30:6, one may compare the Septuagint's EicSticov; è<c5iiceîv corresponds to the
Vulgate's defenders in Rom. 12:19, and èiröiiaimc to defensio in Sir. 48:7. Judith 6:13
(Deus caeli defensor eorum est) refers to Judith 6:2, where the Greek version has 6 Btôç aù-
TCov (HiEpaomEÎ trèrwv; ïmcpaamÇew is a usual Greek equivalent of protegere.
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rai Xuùç iroimo CTUYTVUVOI träv i'iuaprnuivwv Beouevoç), and in that role is
called iCT)6qici>v KOI itapoanynfo this usage matches perfectly with that in As. Mos.
11:17, where Moses is called defensor qui feral pro eis praeces. In this context of in-
termediation between God and his people, Moses is also called magnus nuntius, the
great messenger, that is, of God. Nuntius undoubtedly translates àVn^°Ç. a word
that may refer to human messengers of God as well as angels (see further commentary
on 10:2). In Orphic literature, Hermes, in his role as a mediator between the gods and
men, is called an &rfi>joç as well. According to Philo, priests, Moses, and tóyoc, all
have the role of mediator in common', compare De somniis I142 with De vita Mosis
II 166, and see further De gigantibus 52; De specialibus legibus 1116; Quod Deus
immutabilis 131-135; for mediators, priests and Moses having the same status as an-
gels, whom Philo often calls tóyoi, see Defuga 5; De somniis 11422.
The Latin expression for "to supplicate" is preces ferre. It is not used in the Vulgate,
except for a compound in Heb. 5:7, where preces supplicationesque .. offerens is a
translation of Scrjcraç TE icoi IraTnpiac ... npcxTEverxac; preces and precari are com-
monly used as equivalents of the Septuagint's 6én<nç and Strata.
The periphrastic construction genua inßxa höhere is used to express the durative
aspect of Moses' praying ("every single hour of the day and the night", see grammati-
cal note nr. 93). For Moses' intercessory prayer, see the commentary on 1:11. For
genua infigere in terra, a common Latin expression for "to kneel", see the Vulgate of 1
Ki. 8:54 genu in lerram fixerai, LXX: àxlaxàç tA ta ^ovara CATOÛ. In l Ki.
19:18, the verb oiduiCav corresponds to the Vulgate's incurtare. The latter verb is
most often used in the Vulgate for "to kneel".
Moses is said to "look at the Almighty ruler of the entire world" (for Omnipotens 1.
em., constructed with an accusative, see grammatical note nr. 107). In the Vulgate of
Acts, intueri is used as a translation of dieviCeiv, "to watch" (e.g. Acts 1:10; 3:4;
6:15; 10:4; so also Luke 22:56). Most other occurrences of the word in the Vulgate
correspond to a Greek compound of ßXintiv with for instance tm- or èv- (e.g.
Gen. 19:28; 1 Sam. 16:7; Isa. 8:22; Jer. 4:25; 42:2; Lam. 5:1; Mark 10:21, 27; John
1:42), meaning not simply "to see", but "to look at, to observe intently" (in Luke 4:20
and 2 Cor. 3:7, 13, araviCtiv is translated with intendere). Therefore, if it is said in
As. Mos. 11:17d that Moses "saw" God, one should probably not think of the famous
passage according to which Moses received a glimpse of the Lord's back (Exod.
33:12-32), but rather of those passages in which it is stated that God spoke to Moses
face to face, "as a man is used to speak to his friend" (Exod. 33:11; cf. Num. 12:8;
Deut. 5:4; 34:10)3. Such amical conversation with God is a rare privilege for a human
1
 Goodenough By Light, Light, pp. 115-116, warns that, although ihe high priest and the
Xoyoc arc equated by Philo, they are not identical: the priest is the "Logos o n l y as it pre-
sented itself in relation with the elements".
2
 At this point, loo, Moses, the interpreter (epu.nvEii;) of God's word, is identified with
Hermes (see Goodenough, Ry Light, Light, p. 291), who, just like Moses, is called epuT|-
vtiic. iipo<tirjtr|c and dryetoç, cf. Quandt, Orphei Hymni, p. 23, Hymn 28:1, 4, 6; Kem,
Orphiconun Fragmenta, p. 309, fragment 297a.
3
 Contra Tiede, 'The Figure of Moses", p. 91.
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being, and it characterizes Moses as a most outstanding intercessor'; cf. Philo, Quis
re r im divinarum 21.
God's rule over the entire world is described as "merciful and just". In the Vul-
gate, the word-pair justifia et misericordia occurs at least once, in Prov. 21:21 ( LXX:
atKouxruvt] Koi EXniucKrtvTi); more common is misericordia el judicium (èXtiiMDcwn
orJXeocandicpimcor.cpitia.seePs. 33[32]:5; 101[100]:1; Hos. 12:6; Micah 6:8; cf.
Ps. 112[111]:4; 116[1151:5). For God's merciful rule, see 3 Mace. 6:2 OVIOTE TOV-
TOKpdtcup 6ee tf)v iciioav ßiaicußepvcav èv olictipiioLç Ktioiv; cf. PS. Sol. 17:3.
With his prayers, Moses has been able to "placate" the Lord. Placare Deum means
"to appease God, to soothe his anger"; in the Vulgate, it most often corresponds to the
Septuagint's tCiXaomjom. One may placate the Lord with offerings, or, as in As.
Mos. 11:17, with prayers (e.g. Gen. 32:20; Exod. 30:10; Lev. 14:29; Prov. 16:14;
Ezek. 16:63; Dan. 9:19»). In As. Mos. l\:\l, placando stands in synthetical paral-
lelism with reminiscens (on the gerund placando functioning as a participle, see
grammatical note nr. 129): by reminding God of the covenant which he made with the
fathers2, and which he confirmed with an oath, Moses has been able to placate the
Lord. As in 1 l:17c, the author of As. Mos. may refer in particular to Moses' forty
days' fast and prayers as described in Deut. 9:25-29 (with an implicit appeal to the
oath in Deut. 9:27, uvfaetiii 'Aßpodu ictX.); cf. Deut. 10:10-113. However, the effi-
cacy of Moses' prayer and appeal to the oath is most elaborately described in Num.
14:13-20, where Moses' intercessory prayer is answered by the Lord: "IXEcoç ocùioî;
HMI mm TO pnjm oo«.
11:18-19
The sentence begun in 11:16, but twice interrupted by the passages with elaborate
praise of Moses, is here resumed. According to Joshua, the expected absence of
Moses will incite the Amorites to seize the opportunity to destroy'1 the people when
they have sinned once more (see ll:16f-17a). In As. Mos. 12:7-8 Moses puts his
own importance into proper perspective, giving all credit to God's grace. He gives a
similar interpretation to the sinfulness of the people: non enim propter pietatem plebis
hujus exterminabis gentes (see further commentary on 12:7-8).
As. Mos. does not further inform us about Joshua's battle with the Amorites, but
the book of Joshua relates an outcome which is quite contrary to Joshua's fears as ex-
pressed in As. Mos. 11:16-18; cf. Josh. 5:1
When all the kings of the Amorties that were beyond the Jordan to the west, and all
the Canaanites that were by the sea, heard that ihc Lord had dried up the waters of the
1 Cf. Oepke, "ufol-nic, uEmœikû", p. 616.
2 For the role of the covenant and the oath in prayers for mercy, see the commentary on
3:8-9. On parentes for "fathers", see the commentary on As. Mos. 9:4.
3
 So also Tiede, "The Figure of Moses", p. 88.
4
 Confundere, "to confuse", came to mean "to destroy utterly", see grammatical note nr.
50.
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Jordan for the people of Israel until they had crossed over, their heart melted, and
there was no longer any spirit in them, because of the people of Israel (trans. RSV)1.
From this passage, it clearly appears that Joshua is Moses' perfect successor: both
under Moses' and under Joshua's leadership, God dries up the waters and the Amor-
ites are defeated. Cf. in general Sir. 46:1-9 and commentary to 11:9-11.
1
 Cf. LAB 20:9 Populus autan et Ikesus pugnabant contra Amorreos, et. invalescente
pugna super inimicos suosper omnes dies Ihesu. consumpti sunt triginta et novem reges qui
habóabarü terram.
12:1-13
MOSES' ANSWER TO JOSHUA'S COMPLAINT
In chapter 12, Moses responds to Joshua's questions in chapter 11. In
this response, the author of As. Mos. returns to the things said in the
introduction of the book (1:12-15) concerning God's intentions for his
creation and for his people. Possibly, as has been suggested by Von
Nordheim', little of Moses' speech has been lost. See the commentary
on the lost ending for the way in which As. Mos. might have ended.
The response to Joshua's questions is a theological discourse, in-
tended to comfort him and others (including the intended readers of
As. Mos.) who are left behind. In this passage, the predetermined
course of history and the people's own responsibility are artfully com-
bined. God is presented as the one who has created all, and therefore
knows and commands all (12:4-5a). Moses' role is seen from this per-
spective; rather than having gained influence on the Lord because of of
his virtue or strength, his role as mediator and intercessor is all part of
God's plan (12:6-7; cf. 1:14). Joshua's fears, therefore, that the peo-
ple's sinfulness will prevent their entrance into the land under his lead-
ership (cf. esp. 11:16-18), are unfounded, because entry into the land
does not depend on the people's piety (or impiety), but is likewise part
of God's plan (12:8-9). Because of his omniscience, God has always
recognized that some of his people will disobey his commandments.
They will be removed, but the faithful will prosper and unto them the
promises of the covenant will be fulfilled (12:10-13).
a. 12:1-3
The scene pictured in 11:1-4 is recapitulated. Moses is described as comforting
Joshua.
i And after Joshua finished speaking, he again fell at Moses' feet. 2 But
Moses took his hand and raised him up into the seat before him. And he
answered and said to him: 3 "Joshua, do not think too lightly of your-
self, but show yourself free from care. And give heed to my words."
' Die Lehre der Alten I, p. 204; see also the Introduction, section IV, e.
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The author begins Moses' answer to Joshua's desperate questions by making the
prophet grasp his successor's hand and raise him up from his self-humiliation. As
Volkmar noted1, this action is reminiscent of similar gestures made by angels who
have revealed some heavenly truth to a human being, who is consequently bewildered
and afraid. Occasionally, encouraging words such as those of Moses to Joshua in As.
Mos. 12:3, are also spoken. See especially Dan. 8:18; 10:8-10; 4 Ezra 5:14-15; 10:29-
31; cf. Rev. 1:17.
But Moses' gesture seems to be more than just encouragement: Moses makes
Joshua sit in the seat before him. Possibly, this represents Joshua's investiture as
Moses' successor, and the chair on which he is made to sit may accordingly be the
KaUéSpa Miiruaérnç, on which the scribes and Pharisees (Moses' successors as inter-
preters of the Iaw2) are sitting according to Matt. 23:23.
Next, Moses is reported to tell Joshua "not to despise himself^, or in the more
modest expression used in the translation above: "Do not think too lightly of your-
self'. One could translateconlemnere in this way in 1 Tmt.4:l\-I2praecipehaecet
doce—nemo adulescentiam tuam contemnai, "let no one think little («rraftjovri™) of
your teaching because you are young"; cf. the Vulgate of Ps. 119(118):141 adulescen-
tulus sum ego el contemplas (Jerome juxta Hebraeos: parvulus ego sum el con-
temptibilis). In Rom. 2:4, too, the Vulgate has contemnere for Paul's raTO^povdv.
Furthermore, Moses is seen to encourage his successor by saying "do not worry".
The expression sepraebere with an adjective in the accusative is a common Latin id-
iom, meaning "to show or to conduct oneself in a certain quality". On a few occa-
sions, it occurs in the Vulgate: Tob. 3:17: neque cum his qui in levitate ambulant par-
ticipem me praebui^. The idiom has no exact counterpart in Greek, as appears from
two comparable New Testament instances, Acts 1:3 praebuit se ipsum vivum, in
Greek jrapternoEV tonnov ÇÛVTO, and Tit. 2:7 te ipsum praebe exemplum, in Greek
otonnov Kopexouevoç TOICOV. Securus as a state of mind occurs in e.g. Judg. 8:11
(LXX A and B: jœroiewa); 2 Chron. 20:20 (LXX: eumoi£i3ea9ai pass.); Matt.
28:14 (djjfptiLvoc). Securus means "safe", and, subjectively, "free of care". The rea-
sons why Joshua should not worry are extensively set out in the next passage.
1
 Most Prophétie, p. 51.
2
 Cf. Jeremias, "MonxniC", pp. 857, 868-869; Strack-Billerbeck, Kommentar, II, pp.
654-655.
3
 See Renov,'The Seat of Moses", p. 262 (233): "the'Seal of Moses'... wasasymbolof
Jewish legal authority conferred upon teachers of Jewish law. It expressed itself in the form
of special seats for them in a conspicuous place at the head of the congregation in the syna-
gogue"; see further Vernies er alii. The History of the Jewish People II, p. 442; further litera-
ture in Schräge, "auvoryoiriV', p. 819, n. 134.
4
 Instead of te ne contetmas, the reading adopted here, the manuscript reads a ne contem-
nas, without an object
5 There is no corresponding clause in the extant Greek versions.
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b. 12:4-5a
This section seems somewhat repetitive, expressing a single thought three times, with
only slight variations in wording. These variations clearly serve to build a climax,
which makes the comprehensiveness of divine prescience stand out In 12:4a, God's
lordship over all nations and over the entire history is stated; in 12:4b, Moses stresses
that not the slightest detail (pusillum) has been overlooked by God. Thus, in the
statement of 12:5a that God has known beforehand all things that were to happen in
this world, omma is set in the right perspective: "all things" means "really every-
thing". In Judith 9:5-6, God's foreknowledge is treated with a similar abundance:
For you have made the things that were before these things, and these things, and
those that will be hereafter, and the present and the future you devised, and the things
that you devised came into being, and the things that you wanted came about, and
they said: "Behold, we are here", for all your ways have been prepared, and your
judgement is with foreknowledge'.
4 God has created all nations on earth, and he foresaw us, them as well
as us, from the beginning of the creation of the earth until the end of
the world. And nothing has been overlooked by him, not even the
smallest detail, but he has seen and known everything beforehand.
When he made them, 5
 a the Lord saw beforehand all things that were
to happen in this world.
In his explanation of divine providence, Moses begins by stating that God has created
all the nations on earth. As the Creator, God is naturally able to oversee the work of
his hands. He is the author, as it were, of a drama whose plot, including its denoue-
ment, he has known from the beginning^. With emphasis, God's elected people are
included among the nations that God has created; for the author refers to these génies
with the pronoun nos, clarifying this nos with the appositional phrase illos el nos:
"God has created all nations and he has foreseen our entire history, that is, their his-
tory as well as ours". God's authority, the author apparently wishes to stress, extends
over nations other than his own. If, therefore, the nations subdue God's people, this
must not be considered a failure of God's efforts, but as an integral part of his prede-
termined plan.
The divine prescience, preceding even creation itself, is a common topic in Jewish
literature3; see, for instance. Sir. 23:20(29): nptv fl KTmWjvai TO itdvro ervcxnai
Kei ueià tô eruvœ!kta6i\vca. See further Judith 9:5-6 (quoted above);
1
 Cf. also 4 Ezra 6:1-6.
2
 In speaking of divine prescience, Ptiilo, Quod Deus immuiabilis 30-31, compares God to
parents who naturally know their children, or to an artist who knows his work. Likewise,
since God is the maker of time as well as of all things, he knows this work as well, even the
future that, to humans, is obscure.
3
 For an extensive treatment of this so-called determinism in apocalyptic literature, see von
Rad, Weisheit, pp. 337-363.
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Wisd. 8:8; l En. 9:11; 39:11; Jub. 1:29; 1QS III 15-16; CD II 7-10; Philo, Quod
Deus immaabilis 29; Aristeas 132, and some instances cited below. The word used
for "10 see beforehand" is praevidere^, so also in 12:4b, where it stands parallel to
pronoscere, "to know beforehand". In the Greek fragment of As. Mos. 1:14, itpo-
Seooeai is used (the Latin reads excogitmit el invertit, see the commentary there).
As Hilgenfeld recognized2, usque adpusillum is the second half of the expression
"from the greatest to the smallest"; see axü utycüiou Ewe, uiiepou (1 Chron. 34:30;
Jonah 3:5), cf. àxù uiKprô (iced) lia; (irydXou (e.g. 1 Sam. 5:9; 30:2, 19; 2 Ki.
23:2; 25:26). It parallels the expression in 12:4a, ab initia ... usque ad exitum. How-
ever, by using only the second pan of the expression, emphasis is placed on God's
attention for the seemingly insignificant: he has foreseen and foreknown everything,
and he has not neglected (neglegere probably renders oueteîv^) anything (nihil), not
even the pettiest detail. In Wisd. 6:7(8), it is said that God has created both great and
small, and that therefore he takes care for both in equal manner: on u.ucpov (Vulgate:
pusillum) Kod ueyov ctircôç ènoincev, ôuoiuç te itpovoeî reepi ïtâvtiov. For the idea
in general, cf. Matt. 10:30 (par. Luke 12:7).
Solemn combination of near-synonyms (see grammatical note nr. 170) is found
again in praevidit et pronovit, "he has seen and known beforehand". It should be
noted that pronovit is a conjectural emendation (the manuscript reads provovit, which
makes no sense), and that, moreover, the verb pronoscere does not seem to occur
elsewhere in Latin. Yet the emendation can be defended: the prefixes prae- and pro-
are frequendy confused in Latin manuscripts (because of their similarity and overlap in
meaning, but also because of their nearly identical graphic appearance4). In this in-
stance, the prefix pro- may also have been used for reasons of variation. Finally, a
form of 7tpo7iv(fKj«iv in the Greek original may have influenced the translator (see
the grammatical notes nrs. 46 and 167). Praenoscens occurs in the Vulgate of Gen.
15:13; elsewhere, praescire and praescientia are used, see esp. Wisd. 19:1 (LXX:
itpoij8ei tap airtrâv ical ta uiUovta); cf. 2 Ki. 19:27; Acts 2:23; 26:5; Rom. 8:29;
11:2; 1 Pet. 1:2, 20; 2 Pet. 3:17. For jipoYivracncEiv see further e.g. Wisd. 8:8; in
Josephus, Ant. Jud. VIII 234, mention is made of the 9eia npOTvoxnc; and in Ant.
Jud. XV 373, an Essene Menahem is introduced, itpóyvcixjiv EK 8eoü TOJV
The clause omnia praevidit et pronovit is followed in the manuscript by CUM and
an uncertain reading: EISDNS. The last three letters can easily be recognized as the
subject of the following sentence, "the Lord", but it is difficult to fit cum eis into either
the preceding or the following sentence6. Cum should, therefore, be taken as the
' In 12:5a, providere is used, see the commentary on that passage.
2
 "Die Psalmen Salomo's", p. 297.
3
 Cf. Wisd. 3:10; 2 Mace. 4:14; Matt. 22:5; I Tim. 4:14; Heb. 2:3; 8:9; cf.
Uîv Num. 5:6; Sir. 26:11(14).
4
 Per, pro and prae are commonly abbreviated by the letter P. distinguished only by the
position of a stroke through, under or above the letter, see Reynolds and Wilson, Scribes and
Scholars1,?. 224.
5
 Cf. Jos., Bell. I 69; Ant. Jud. X 142; also Judith 9:6, quoted in the introduction to this
section.
6
 Volkmar, Mose Prophétie, p. 52, proposed to retranslate cum eis into TO |in' avion,
"das, was sie begleitet, ihr Schicksal". Cum eis, however, would be a rather awkward transla-
tion of such a phrase (cf. 12:5, where omnia quaefutwa esseni may well be a translation of
Scant.)
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conjunction, complementing a verb meaning "to create"; to stay as close to Els as
possible, one might conjecture fecit, which might translate broinaEv, "he created"1. The
clause can then best be connected with 12:5a, which otherwise lacks a link with what
precedes. Moreover, it provides that sentence with the past tense perspective which
the formfulura essent requires: "When God created (it), he foresaw everything that
was to happen in this world". Cf. 12:4 nos praevidit... ab initia creaturae orbister-
rarum and the parallels quoted above; these parallels also suggest that omnia quaefu-
tura essent renders itovTa ta uéXXovTO.
Instead of praevidere, which is the classically correct form used in 12:4 and 12:13,
providere is used in 12:5 (providere usually means "to take care", but see also Gal.
3:8 npoïBowra Se ri tpatfi. Vulgate: providens autem scriptura).
c.l2:5b-9
This passage is the specific answer to the anxious questions placed in Joshua's mouth
in 11:9-11. In 11:9-11, Joshua complained that, without the intercessory prayers of
Moses, he could not lead the sinful people into the land. Here, Moses answers that
Joshua will indeed lead the people into the land, even without Moses' intercessory
prayers. It is not the prayers of Moses which have allowed the people to journey thus
far, nor will their sinfulness hinder their entrance into the land.
5 b And behold, ... will be taken away. 6 The Lord has appointed me
for them and for their sins, that I should pray and supplicate for them;
7 yet not on account of my virtue or strength, but out of long-suffering
his mercy and his patience have befallen me. g Therefore, I say to you,
Joshua, not on account of the piety of this people will you defeat the
nations. 9
 a All the firmaments of heaven and earth are made as ap-
proved of by God, b and they are under the ring of his right hand.
12:Sb
In the manuscript, the phrase et ecce aufenur is followed by an illegible section of
some length2, which makes it uncertain whether this phrase should be connected to
the preceding or to the following, no longer extant, sentence. Most scholars have con-
nected et ecce aufertur to the preceding sentence, reading: "the Lord has foreseen ev-
erything that was to happen in this world, and, behold, it will happen accordingly".
Aufertur is then interpreted as affertufi. However, if one supposes that aufenur was
jictvzcc TU. uéXXovia). Moreover, one would expect such an attributive adjunct immediately
after the noun it determines (omnia at the beginning of the clause).
1
 The conjecture was suggested to me by H.J. de Jonge.
2
 As noted in me apparatus on line 217, there is a considerable difference between Ceriam's
and Clemen's report on the length of the illegible section.
' Hilgenfeld, Novum Testamentum, p. 108. proposed to emend the text accordingly;
Volkmar, Mme Prophétie, p. 52, maintained that aufertur (avfertur) is a Vulgar variant of af-
fertur, just like adducetur is a variant of abducetur in 3:5 and 10:1 (see grammatical note nr.
(com.)
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pan of the following sentence, one may complement a subject like corpus, anima or
animus with a possessive pronoun. "And, behold, my body (or soul, or spirit) will be
taken away". If the text had been something like this, there would be a clear transition
from 4-5a to 6-7, which would fit perfectly. Ecce in that case more clearly stands out
as the introduction of a new thought. In this way, 12:5b-6 could be the answer to
Joshua's question put in ll:9a, 11: "Lord, you will be leaving ... but who will pray
for them?". See further the commentary on 12:6.
12:6
The remaining legible letters in 12:6 make it possible to suggest a plausible supple-
mentation. The subject of me constituit can only be the Lord (Dominus or Deus)',
consiituere is logically continued by an ur-clause, and pro eis at the end of 12:6 is best
explained if the verb to which the prepositional phrase belonged was something like
"to pray", so that the sense of 12:6 must be "the Lord has appointed me on their behalf
so that I might pray for them." <Ul orarem> et in<pr>ecare<r> fills the gaps in the
second half of 12:6 perfectly.
It seems likely, therefore, that Moses is made to say in As. Mos. 12:6 that he has
been appointed to pray for the people and for their sins. This theme is elaborately
treated in chapter 11, and Moses' role as intercessor needs no further comment. The
supposed formulation of 12:6, however, raises the question whether Moses will be an
intercessor after his death, as W.A. Meeks has strongly argued1.
Meeks views 12.6 as the answer to Joshua's question, put in 11:17. There, Joshua
complained that, after Moses' death, there would no longer be an advocate to atone for
Israel's sins by prayer, allowing the Amorites to defeat the people. According to
Meeks, Moses' answer in 12:6 counsels Joshua not to worry, because he (Moses)
will continue to serve as an intercessor, apparently (if read in connection with 11:17
alone) after his death^. This is not, however, a necessary interpretation. In 12:6,
Moses does not unambiguously say that he will be an intercessor after his death, only
that he has been appointed as one, which may refer to his office during his lifetime as
well as to a future task3. Because of the emphasis placed by the author of As. Mos. on
Joshua being Moses' successor (see 1:7; 2:1-3; 10:15; 12:2), one would be more
likely to expect that Moses' intercessory role ends with his death, and that his leader-
ship is transferred to Joshua (on Joshua as an intercessor, see the commentary on
11:9-11).
This interpretation is corroborated when 12:6 is read in connection with 12:7-9.
Moses was not appointed intercessor because of his strength. Likewise, the people's
piety, or lack of it, will not determine whether Joshua will defeat the nations (compare
the fear expressed by "Joshua" in 11:16-18). God, in his mercy and long-suffering,
28). In those instances, however, as well as in the case of accedere in 2:7, ab- is fully assimi-
lated, so that it comes to look like ad- There are no instances in which ad- is partly assimi-
lated to au- (or even ov-X so that it could be confused with ab-.
1
 The Prophet-King, pp. 160-161. The concept that someone may after his death pray for
those he has left behind is known from other sources, see 2 Mace. 15:13-16; Josephus, Ant.
Jud. 1231; Philo, Depraemus 166; negatively in 4 Ezra 7:102-112; 2 Bar. 85:12; LAB 33:4.
The concept is of course well-known in Christian texts, see e.g. 1 John 2:1-2, also Matt.
10:33 par.: Rom. 8:34; Heb. 7:25.
2
 Meeks, The Prophet-King, p. 125, n. 3.
3 So also Haacker, "Nachbiblische Traditionen", p. 160.
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answered Moses' prayers; he will also enable Joshua to lead the people into the land.
The success of Moses and Joshua does not depend upon their virtues or the piety of
others, but is a result of God's grace.
12:7
As. Mos. 12:7 gives the basis forh Moses' role as an intercessor (and its effective-
ness): "Not on my own account, but on account of the Lord's mercy" (see Deut. 7:7-
8; cf. Acts 3:12; Rom. 9:16; 1 Cor. 15:10; also Isa. 48:5). Literally, Moses is made to
say: "not on account of my virtue (virtus) or strength Ißrmltas)"1. Firmitas (a word
the Vulgate rarely uses2) means "strength", or, metaphorically, "steadfastness". It is
debatable whether virtus means "strength" in this instance, or is to be understood as
'Virtue" (ape-nt). In Philo, De specialibus legibus 1209; De vita contemplativa 26 &u-
vouic and ipe-ni are used as a word-pair.
A problem is posed by the adverb temperantius^, "rather moderately". It can only
be constructed with the verb coniegerunt, notwithstanding the relatively long distance
between the two words. It is inconceivable, however, that Moses should be supposed
to have said that God's grace has befallen him "in a rather moderate measure"
(contrast e.g. Isa. 63:15 TO nXf\Ooç toû ËXioxjç aov Kcà olicnpuav ao\)). Perhaps
one may take the word to mean here "forbearingly". The verb lemperare sometimes
means "to abstain, refrain from", or pregnantly, "to forbear, tolerate'*. A Greek
equivalent is dvéxeoöoi; the derivate dvox^ means "forbearance" in Rom. 2:4, where
three characteristics of God are listed: xp1<nornc dvoxil (Vulgate: patientia), and
uoucpoeuulo. See further Rom. 3:25-26; 1 Clem. 49:5; Ign., Pol. 1:2; ad Diogn. 9:1-
2. The last instance also may serve to illustrate the divergent construction of one of
three near identical concepts: owe éuwjnaev ^nöc - oiXXà èuœcpofliiuiioev, ^vtoxeto
iteûv.
Misericordiae must be explained as a plural inspired by biblical language, probably
olKtipuof. (which, in the Septuagint, is usually in the plural); see, for instance, Ps.
119(118):77 iXefrtoxjav uoi oi oirapuol ao\i.
12:8
In order to comfort and encourage Joshua, Moses in 12:6-7 reappraises his own mer-
its, which Joshua had so highly praised in chapter 11. The Lord heeded Moses'
prayers, not because Moses was virtuous or strong, but because the Lord is merciful
and patient. Answering Joshua's concern, expressed in 11:16-18, Moses assures
1 This is the manuscript's reading. Often, in is taken as a prefix, and virtus and infirmitas
are seen as polar concepts, expressing indusiveness (alternatively, this prefix is simply
deleted). However, Schmidt and Merx, "Die Assumptio Mosis", p. 136, rightly recognized in
as a preposition, in this case synonymous with proper (an instance of variation, see grammat-
ical note nr. 167); they also regarded the final -m oifirmiiaicm as an abbreviation, and dis-
solved it into mea. This is certainly possible, but in view of the confusion of cases after
prepositions, mfirmiiatcm may be the original reading.
2 Gen. 41:32; Prov. 22:21; 2 Mace. 10:34; 2 Pet. 3:17; in all these instances, firmitas is
used metaphorically.
3 The word is often emended into the substantive temperantia and is sometimes translated
with "mildness". Hilgenfeld, "Die Psalmen Salomo's", p. 298, translated temperantia back as
ticuHno; temperantia, however, is neither "mildness", nor èmdicva.
4
 Lewis-Short, p. 1849c.
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Joshua that the Amorites (and the other hostile nations) will be defeated under his
leadership, notwithstanding the people's sins. To this, one may compare Deut. 9:5-6
(cf. CD VII114-15):
Not because of your (sc the people's) righteousness or the uprightness of your heart
are you going in to possess the land: but because of the wickedness of these nations
the Lord your God is driving them out from before you. and that he may confirm the
word which the Lord swore to your fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob.
Know therefore, that the Lord your God is not giving you this good land because of
your righteousness; for you are a stubborn people (trans. RSV).
12:9
In 12:8, the view that the people would themselves be able to defeat their adversaries,
is rejected. If the victory were to depend on the people's piety, the conquest of the
land would certainly fail. In contrast to this view it is said , in 12:9, that it is the divine
Creator who governs all things. The foundations of heaven and earth were made as he
saw fit', and he controls everything that is in them.
In biblical literature, the "firmament" (oitpeüjua) is primarily associated with the
heavens^; the earth is more readily seen as having "foundations" (QejieXia). In con-
nection with the peculiar word-order and the asyndetic construction in 12:9a, it is nat-
ural to assume that the text has suffered damage in the process of transmission3. An
addition such as caeli firmamenta <etfundamenta> orbis recommends itself*. How-
ever, ßrmamentumiaiffeo^ua does simply mean "foundation", and if one wants to
keep the manuscript's text as it stands, caeli firmamenta orbis can be regarded as an
ellipse, and one could translate: "the foundations of heaven and earth". In this way,
the plural firmamenta, too, would be explained, but the lack of a copulative, e.g. et,
remains somewhat problematic.
Textual problems also arise in the second half of 12:9. The manuscript's text has et
sub nullo dexterae illius sunt. Von Gutschmid and Weiss proposed to read anulto in-
stead of nullo (anullus = anulus, "ring"; the gemination of -I- is a regular phenomenon
in manuscripts and in Vulgar Latin, see grammatical note nr. 23), and the conjecture is
generally accepted. In support, one can point to Jer. 22:24; Hagg. 2:23, and Sir.
49:11. In these verses Jeconiah (Jeremiah) and Zerubbabel (Haggai and Sira) are
"made as God's right-hand signet ring", that is, his authorized agents. The author of
As. Mos., however, does not wish to speak of authorization, but of God's authority
itself. If the conjecture is nevertheless accepted (and there seems to be no alternative),
it must be concluded that the author of As. Mos. contaminated the expression "to be
under someone's hand" (un6 x^P«). 'ha' is, "to be in someone's power", with the
1
 Provatum (= probation, see grammatical note nr. 21), "approved", cf. Gen. l.esp. 1:31
Kctl èlfiev ô 9eoç ta rcdvto, oaa foiolTiorv, KCÄ I5où xaXà Xtav.
2
 Bertram, "atepeoc rtX.", pp. 609-610.
3
 The impression that words have been lost is strengthened by the absence of a finite form
of esse with facto, now to be syllepu'cally constructed with sub anuilo deiterae Ulius sunt (see
grammatical note nr. 172); and by the use of orbis only, without terrarum, which is the nor-
mal expression in As. Mos. (it occurs eleven times; cf. orbis lerrae 1:2; orbis stellarum 10:5);
finally, by the corruption in 12:%.
4
 The conjecture was suggested by Fritzsche, see the textual commentary to line 222.
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expression "to be as a signet ring", that is, "10 have full power". The meaning of this
contaminated idiom must then be that God has full power over his creation.
d. 12:10-13
The last extant lines of As. Mos. give the impression of being the conclusion to
Moses' and Joshua's dialogue. Moses makes a short theological statement, summariz-
ing the dual aspect of "Deuteronomistic" covenantal theology: God's judicial righ-
teousness, punishing the sinners, and his gracious righteousness, maintaining the
covenant and his oath'.
10 If they therefore do the commandments of God perfectly, they will
grow and prosper. 11 But the sinners and those who neglect the com-
mandments <must> miss the goods that have been foretold, and they
will be punished by the nations with many torments. 12 But it cannot
happen that he will exterminate and leave them entirely. 13 For God,
who sees everything beforehand in eternity, will go out, and his
covenant stands firm. And through the oath which ...
12:10-12
Having elaborated on the predetermined plan underlying creation, which ensures the
safety of the people, the author of As. Mos. makes plain that the Lord's protection is
no licence to neglect his commandments. Only if the people will fulfil his command-
ments (facientes ...et consommantes mandata) they will grow2 and prosper. Those,
however, who will sin and neglect the commandments (peccantibus et neglegentibus
mandata), must do without the Lord's blessing and be punished and tortured by the
pagans3.
This distinction within the people of God between the righteous and the sinful is
the theological formulation of the divisions that were already expressed in historical
terms in 4:7-9, where the "two tribes" were contrasted with "some parts of the tribes"
and the "ten tribes". In 12:12, the concept of a faithful remnant is made explicit:
although the nations will deal severely with the people (because of the sins commit-
ted), it is impossible that the Lord will abandon his people entirely (in totum probably
renders eiç T&OÇ, on the omission of ut after non potest, see grammatical note nr.
157). This belief is found in various strands of Jewish piety; see 2 Chron. 12:12; Ju-
1
 Cf. Münchow, Ethik., p. 73-74, on the tension between predeterminism and ethical re-
sponsibility, solved by the notion of the covenant. Breaking the covenant must within history
lead to punishment, but at the same time the covenant itself warrants (eschatological) salva-
tion.
2
 It is possible to consider this as another reassessment of the importance of Moses' inter-
cessory rok, which Joshua linked to the people's multiplication in 11:14, but which is now
made dependent on the people's own obedience to the Lord.
3
 Cf. Jaubert, La notion if alliance, p. 260: the Gentiles "servent à punir les Israélites
infidèles (12:11), mais eux-mêmes seront châtiés (10:7)".
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dith 7:30; PS. 103(102):9; Isa. 65:8; Amos 9:8 LXX; Dan. 3:34; cf. Rom. 11:5; T.
Levi 5:6. More specifically, however, it has been expressed in Deut. 4:31, in which
ideas corresponding to the two verbs exterminare and relinquere can be recognized.
There, too, the connection with the covenant is made (cf. As. Mos. 12:13):
ÖTL 9£OÇ olKTlpUtüV KÛplOÇ 0 8€OÇ (JOD, OÙK EYKaTaXe'n(fEl OE OÙfiè U.f| ÉK-
tpi)(rei ac (Vulgate: nee omnino delebit), aux éitiXiltreToi iriv Siaeiliaiv TÛV
Katépfflv ao«, rjv iSpoorv aùtoîç.
For "doing the law", a usual double expression is custodire etfacere (^XóaaeaSai
rai irouav), whereas As. Mos. 12:10 reads facienles itaque et consommantes man-
data Dei. Consummare does not occur elsewhere in connection with the command-
ments. It should probably be taken as a specification oifacere: "doing the command-
ments, doing them perfectly" (cf. As. Mos. 1:10) See also the Vulgate of Josh. 22:5
ita dumtaxat ut custodiatis adtente et opère conpleaiis mandatum et legem (LXX: ôXXà
$\>Xd^aa9e noi£Îv crooôpa TOC haoXàç Kai TÔV vóuov). With regard to the words
bonam viam ejcigunt (12:10), literally, "to reach the good way", one cannot but agree
with Hilgenfeld's proposal that this peculiar phrase must be an analytical translation of
eioßovv, "to prosper". A verb must be supplemented to account both for the ablative
or (rather) dative forms peccantibus and neglegentibus and for the infinitive carere
(12:11). £sror necesse est are obvious possibilities.
12:13
The impossibility of the perishing of the people as a whole is explained with reference
to God's intervention; for this pregnant use of exire see commentary on 10:3. With
this intervention, the author probably means God's final, eschatological intervention,
not his continuous protection throughout Israel's history^, Although God has acted to
save his people before (according to As. Mos. 4:5-6), that action was not character-
ized as a "going out". Moreover, the primary interest of the author of As. Mos. here is
to reassure his readers of the impending salvation, which is the eschatological one.
The last extant passage in the manuscript reiterates the motif of the divine pre-
science. Connected with the covenant, the meaning of the motif now becomes entirely
clear: the people's sins are not unforeseen disruptions of God's plan, but part of it.
God has always known such things would happen (praevidit omnia in saecula). Ap-
parently, he has intended the world's history as a way of distilling the perfect people
of the covenant. The Gentiles were to be disgraced (cf. 1:13), and the people were to
be purified; for them, the world was created (1:12) and the covenant established (cf.
1:14). For their sake, too, the promises of the covenant will be fulfilled.
1
 So Laperrousaz, Le Testament de Moïse, p. 137.
THE LOST ENDING OF AS. MOS.
The Latin text of the only surviving manuscript of As. Mos. is incom-
plete. Especially at the end, a portion of the text of some length is
missing. Several scholars—including Charles, James, Loewenstamm
and Bauckham1—have attempted to reconstruct the lost ending of the
work. All these scholars recognize the speculative character of such re-
constructions, but this view does not prevent them from giving detailed
reconstructions of the lost ending. Bauckham even reconstructs two
conclusions, attributing one to the Testament of Moses, and the other to
the Assumption of Moses. In this chapter, however, it will be shown
that reliable traces of As. Mos. in ecclesiastical literature are few, and
that they allow only very modest conclusions with regard to the ending
of this work2.
The little that can safely be said can be summarized as follows.
(1) The extant text of As. Mos. displays all the characteristics of the
testament form. Therefore, the sequel to the dialogue between Joshua
and Moses (chapters 11-12) must have contained some account of the
way in which Moses ended his earthly life.
(2) As. Mos. 1:15 and 10:14 state that Moses himself expected his
imminent death. These passages also suggest that As. Mos. included an
account of Moses' death. Perhaps et palam omnem plebem in 1:15 is
meant to stress that many people witnessed Moses' death, and that,
therefore, there can be no doubt about that event.
(3) In As. Mos. 11:7, Joshua asks how a human being would dare to
bury Moses' body. This may be an allusion to the well-established
tradition of Moses' burial by God or by angels. In the fragments of the
lost conclusion, Moses' body (oajia) is mentioned as the object of a
dispute between Michael and the devil (see below, section b). Conse-
' Charles, The Assumption, pp. xlix-1; James, The Lost Apocrypha, pp. 48-49; Loewen-
stamm, "The Death of Moses", pp 208-211; Bauckham, Jude. pp. 73-76. See further Denis,
Fragmenta, pp. 63-67. In chapter 5 of his recent monograph. Jude and the Relatives of Jesus,
pp. 235-280, Bauckham again treated this subject In the following pages I will refer, how-
ever, to Bauckham's more concise exposition in his commentary on Jude.
2 Lapenousaz, Le Testament, pp. 50-79, has extensively discussed the most important
passages that have been said to contain traces of As. Mos. (Jude 16; 2 Pet. 2:3,13; Acts 7:36;
Matt. 24:21,29 and parallels; 2 Bar. 84:3-5) Lapenousaz only accepts Acts 7:36 as a quota-
tion from As. Mos. (3:11); the other passages he rightly rejects as such. But even Acts 7:36 is
probably no quotation of As. Mos.; the similarities are far too superficial.
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quently, the presence of Michael probably means that the archangel was
sent in order to bury Moses' body.
(4) It is not at all improbable, however, that Michael also came in
his function as psychopomp, that is, as someone who was to transport
Moses' soul to heaven1. The extant fragments do not strictly support
this possibility, but they do not exclude it either. Moreover, the tradi-
tion that Moses was given a heavenly existence after his death is well
documented in Jewish literature of the period.
a. The Greek fragments
Later Greek authors who quote, or allude to, As. Mos. shed light on
the contents of the lost ending. Students of As. Mos. have detailed many
such passages from ecclesiastical literature, and these have been con-
veniently arranged by A.-M. Denis in his Fragmenta Pseudepigrapho-
rum Graecorum of 1970. As will be shown below, however, there are
only four passages that derive with certainty from As. Mos., three of
which occur in Gelasius' Ecclesiastical History, one in the Epistle of
Jude.
Gelasius Cyzicenus (t ca. 476), whose quotation from As. Mos. 1:14
ensures the identification of our text as the 'AvdXrmaç Mcooécoç (see the
Introduction, section V, a), includes two more quotations referring to a
dispute between the archangel Michael and the devil which come from
what must have been the end of As. Mos. Since a comparison of Gela-
sius' abundant quotations from biblical books with the Septuagint text
shows that they conform to the latter with great accuracy, we can also
assume that these two quotations from the Assumption of Moses are
trustworthy. They refer to a dispute between the archangel Michael and
the devil. Since Jude 9 contains a passage which corresponds almost
word for word to Gelasius' quotation concerning the quarrel between
Michael and the devil, it can safely be assumed that Jude 9, too, goes
back to the lost ending of As. Mos. The quotation from As. Mos. in the
Epistle of Jude enables us to deduce that the dispute concerned Moses'
body.
Hence we may be reasonably certain that the following sentences
were taken from As. Mos.
1
 On Michael as psychopomp. see Lueken, Michael, pp. 43-49,120-127.
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(1) MûXîfïç npooKotecdnevoç 'lT|aoCv uiöv Naufl KOÙ
npàç aùtôv Î$T\- ... xai JipoeOEciaaTO u£ à 9eôç jrpô KaTaßoA.t\c KÓO-
u,o\> eïvod UE TTÎÇ Sia9i^ icT|ç OCÙTOU neoiniv.
(2) àrô yàp îcvcûnaioç àvioi) avtoû JCOÏVTEÇ EKTVOOTIHEV.
(3) àicô npocumo-u toü teoû È^fjXOE TO rcveüua avrcoö, Kai 6
(4) ènvnu^cai aoi icopioç.
We shall now proceed to discuss them in detail.
Quotation (1) is treated in the commentary on 1:14 above.
Quotations (2) and (3) occur in a single passage in Gelasius' Ecclesi-
astical History:
èv ßlßXjß fife dvaXi^n»£(ûç Mwoécoç Mixct^X ô àpxoyyeXoç
tcp SiüßoXtiJ WTEf 'dotó yóp nvexijiaT»; ÔYIOD aÙTou ndvteç
icca icdXiv UYEI' 'i«* npoCTiraou TOÜ BeoO èÇfMc TÔ itvru(ia trinov. Kat 6
èyévCTO'.1
In the book of the Assumption of Moses, the archangel Michael, in a discus-
sion with the devil, says: "For by his Holy Spirit, all of us have been created",
and further he says: "God's spirit went forth from hi.s face, and the world
came into being."
Quotation (4) is found in Jude 9, where a dispute between Michael and
the devil is also mentioned.
'O 8e Mixcrf|X i dpxdnrc*»; flœ t<i> SiafkSXij) üiaicpivóuEvoc
iœpi tofi MioüOTüx; cmiiiaT»; o\k tTÓinntrev Kpïmv ènevEyveïv ßXaai(iTi-
uiaç, dXXà etrav 'èia-nur^jai ooi
And the archangel Michael, when he was in a dispute with the devil over
Moses' body, did not dare to declare him guilty of slander, but said: "May the
Lord rebuke you."
The way in which the dispute between Michael and the devil is de-
scribed is almost verbally identical in quotations (3) and (4). There-
fore, it is likely that both Gelasius and the author of Jude used the
ending of As. Mos. It may be concluded from Jude 9 that the discussion
between Michael and the devil was in fact about Moses' body.
1
 Ecclesiastical History II, 21,7, ed. Loeschcke & Heinemann, CCS 28, p. 86. In Gela-
sius' Ecclesiastical History, a quotation is found from a ßißXoc Àoytov UUGTIKÛV Muoécot;
(see Denis, Fragmenta, pp. 64-65), but there is no relation to As. Mos. Likewise, Clement of
Alexandria twice refers to opinions of the UWTTCCI (Denis, Fragmenta, p. 64), but in these
cases it is not even sure whether Clement refers to a book.
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The archangel's words quoted in Jude 9 are also found in Zech. 3:2,
again in the context of a discussion between Michael and the devil. In a
vision, the prophet sees the high priest Joshua standing before the angel
of the Lord and Satan standing at his right hand to oppose him (TO-Û
àvtiiœîafkxi aùrqi 3:1). A mitre is set upon the high priest's head, and
he is clothed in radiant garments. He is furthermore ordered to walk in
the Lord's ways. Because Satan apparently objects to this, probably ac-
cusing Joshua of sinful behaviour, the angel of the Lord' says to him:
'Enmuiteat icópioc èv ooi, 5iäßote. I suspect that this scene from
Zechariah's visions has taken on a life of its own, and re-emerged, with
a different application, in As. Mos.2 In short, a tradition concerning
someone called Joshua has been applied to Moses, a comprehensible de-
velopment in view of the common association of another Joshua with
Moses in the Old Testament. Jude 9 may then be accepted as a quotation
of As. Mos., not of Zech. 3:2.
There is, however, only one external confirmation of this supposi-
tion, namely in Origen's Principles (see below). Passages in other ec-
clesiastical writers have been used as evidence that Jude 9 derives from
As. Mos., but wrongly so.
It has been inferred from an annotation by Clement of Alexandria (t
before 215) that Jude 9 corresponds to a passage in As. Mos.3 Clement
writes: "'Quando Michael archangelus cum diabolo disputans alterca-
batur de corpore Moysi' [= Jude 9]—Hic confirmât assumptionem
Moysi". It is unlikely, however, that Clement's comment refers to a
book called the "Assumption of Moses"4. The most natural translation
of his annotation is: "Here he confirms that Moses was taken up".
Clement was indeed of the opinion that Moses was taken up (see be-
low), and in the Epistle of Jude, which he considered an authoritative
book, he saw his view confirmed. Therefore, this passage is not evi-
1
 The tea literally says that the Loud himself said these words. Bui in Zech. 3, Ihe angel of
the Lord is constantly present, and he and the Lord act as one. Of course, if the angel speaks,
he speaks on behalf of the Lord.
2
 Slightly differently Cronus ad Mall. 27:9 (CS VI, ad Matt. col. 949): "Zacharias illud,
Increpet ie Deus. o Satan! sumsit ex antiqua traditione, quae deinde perscripta est in libra
tircuKpu0n> [abscondito] cui titulus 'AvaXruyic. Mûxrétûç [Assumptio Mosis}." Milik, "4Q
Visions de 'Amram", p. 95, supposes that As. Mos. depends on 4QAmramk 1-3.
3
 Adumbrationes in ep.Jud., ed. Stahhn-Fruchtel, CCS 172, p. 207.
4
 Even if it does, his words should still be translated as: "Here he agrees with the Assump-
tion of Moses", words which can hardly be taken as meaning to indicate that lüde derived this
clause from a book bearing that title. As to the Latin form of Clement's comment, see Altaner-
Stuiber, Pairologie, p. 194: "die Erklärungen zu 1 Peu., Jud. und l und 2 Joh. sind in
lateinischer, auf Cassiodor (urn 540) zurückgehender Übersetzung überliefert".
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dence that Clement knew As. Mos., nor that Jude 9 is a quotation from
As. Mos.
In Rufinus' translation of the Principlesby Origen (t ca. 254), a ref-
erence is found to the Ascensio Mosis, which can be equated with the
'AvoXT|\|aç Mûxjéroç quoted by Gelasius. Origen apparently wants to re-
fer to As. Mos. to give an example of the way in which adverse forces
or the devil himself try to incite human kind to sin:
Et primo quidem in Genesi serpens Evam seduxisse perscribitur: de quo ser-
pente in Ascensione Moysi, cujus libelli meminit in epistola sua apostolus Ju-
das, Michahel archangelus cum diabolo disputons de corpore Moysi ait a dia-
bolo inspiratum serpentem causam extitisse praevaricationis Adae et Evae^.
According to this passage, the Assumption of Moses must have con-
tained a passage in which Michael told the devil that Adam's and Eve's
sin was caused by the devil, who had inspired the serpent. That As.
Mos. ever contained such a passage, however, is unlikely. The mention
of Adam and Eve, of the serpent and of original sin is probably based
on the Vita Adae et Evae (VAE), known in the Greek tradition as the
Apocalypse of Moses. Apparently, Origen knew As. Mos., and also that
Jude 9 derives from it. Therefore, the passage in Ascensione Moysi,
cujus libelli meminit in epistola sua apostolus Judas, Michahel archan-
gelus cum diabolo disputons de corpore Moysi may be taken to confirm
the provenance of Jude 9 from As. Mos.
The information Origen provides on the contents of this dispute,
however, must derive from the Apocalypse of Moses (whatever form it
may have had when Origen knew it). According to Apoc. Mos. 1 1, Eve
and her son Seth meet a serpent on their way to pray for Adam. This
animal reminds Eve of her misdeed, that is, her eating the forbidden
fruit. Apoc. Mos. 12:1 continues:
Aéyei Se à £f|6 itpoç TO Orçpiov Ktetacd aou tó OTÔUXL Koa dya, Kal
ducó<TTT|6i docô niç eiicovoç TOÙ 6eoû ÊCÙÇ Viurpcu; rrçç
The words ascribed to Michael in Origen's Principles as deriving from
As. Mos. are more likely to be situated in this context. It may be noted
that in Apoc. Mos./VAE Seth is often an intermediary between the
1
 Deprincipiis III, 2,1, ed. CrouzcI-Simonetii, SC 268, p. 152 The subject of this section
is "quomodo contrariae virtutes vel ipse diabolus reluctantur humane generi, provocantes et
instigantes ad peccatum" (ibid.). Cf. Rönsch, "Weitere Illustrationen", p. 214. To this pas-
sage, one may compare Severus on Jude 9, see Cramer, Catenae.VIII, pp. 162-163; James,
The Lost Apocrypha, p. 46.
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archangel Michael and Eve. Indeed, the Latin text of VAE 39 includes
the very words Michael is said to speak in Jude 9:
Tune dial Seih ad bestiam: "Increpet te Dominas Deus. Stupe, obmutesce:
claude os tuum, maledicte inimice veriiatis confusio perditionis; recede de
imagine Dei usque in diem, quando Dominas Deus jusserit in comprobationem
te adduci"
In conclusion: the passage quoted from Origen's Principles confirms
that Jude 9 is a quotation from As. Mos. But the additional information
the passage provides, does not derive from As. Mos., but from the
Apocalypse of Moses1.
b. The Struggle Between Michael and the Devil
We know from the extant fragments that the lost ending of As. Mos.
included an account of a struggle between Michael and the devil. There
is, however, no indication of the exact nature of the dispute. Moses'
body was involved, and the devil is said to have "slandered". But the
content of his ßXaai(>Tijua is not mentioned in the passages discussed
above, and Michael's arguments shed little light on the charges to
which he is responding.
It has often been maintained, on the basis of Christian comments on
Deut. 34:6 and Jude 9, that the subject of the dispute was the soul of
Moses (despite the mention of his cö^ia in Jude 9). As K. Berger has
shown2, the struggle between good and bad angels is a traditional mo-
tif, and can be found, for example, in 4QAmramb I 10-11:
[...] PDRI +>s parr pn ten *d?n H mm ira
m in ^a prnn
1
 There is a passage in Didymus (313-398) which also deals with the nature of the devil,
cf. Didymi Alexandrini in epistotam beati Judae apostoli enarratio, ed. Migne, PG 39, col.
1815. It seems evident, however, that the testimony of Didymus, who was well acquainted
with the works of Origen (Altaner, Patrologic, p. 280), must be dependent on the latter's
Principles. To Origen and Didymus, Denis, Introduction, p. 129 adds as a testimony Pholius,
"Ad Amphilochium Quaesa'o CLI" (ed. Migne, PC 101, p. 813B): loûSoç uiv oJv o àxà-
otoioç tv tfj aùroû ïiaCTroXfj tic trâv terouévoiv moKpi'Kxuv Mutioit*; tonhriv
Tf|v xpctav nX. However, the other examples of quotations of apocryphal sources in the
New Testament given by Pholius allow us to conclude only that he recognised that the quota-
tion in Jude 9 came from an apocryphal source, probably without knowing which one.
2
 Berger, "Der Sueit um die Seele".
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[I saw] in a vision, a vision in a dream, that two of them were speaking about
me, and they said ... and they had a great fight over me1.
Berger refers to a large number of other texts, which are Christian and
late, and cannot, therefore, serve as independent testimonies of such a
tradition, since we must assume that their authors knew at least Jude 9.
4QAmram, however, shows that the motif was known in the first cen-
tury C.E. It is important to note that the quarrel between the angels
does not take place at Amram's death, but is seen in a vision. The
choice the visionary must make between Darkness and Light
(4QAmramb 112) may well concern his earthly life2. This point is all
the more important, because the first occurrence of a scene in which
angels quarrel before God over a human being is not in 4QAmram, but
in Zech. 3:1-2, as was pointed out above (in section a). Whether or not
the vision in Zech. 3 is the basis of the traditional motif of the struggle
between Michael and the devil in As. Mos.3, it does show, together with
4QAmram, that such a dispute does not necessarily concern the desti-
nation of a dead man's soul.
A considerable number of Christian texts, most of them found in the
Catenae, attempt to fill in the details of the dispute mentioned in Jude 9,
mainly by providing the arguments which the devil might have ad-
duced. The Catena edited by Cramer includes several versions of such
speculative supplements.
According to one comment on Jude 10, the devil's blasphemy to
which Jude 9 alludes, is equivalent to an accusation of murder against
Moses. Having killed the Egyptian, Moses should be regarded as a
murderer:
TeArunVjavToc èv t(p öpei Muüaéuc, 6 Mixa^X ànooTéXAftca u£Ta8ilcTcav
tô CKD^ia, ctra TOÙ öiußoXou icata TOO Mci>uccwc ßXoff^TiuouvTOC, Kal
0ovéa àvcrvopeûovToç 5ià to jtcrtaÇai làv Alvijiraov, oûx èveyxùv Tf)v
KOIT' aûtoû ßXaac>Tmiav ô "AyyEXoc, 'brmfiilcnxi ooi ô ôeof^ icpôç TÔV 5tà-
Moses having died on the Mount, Michael is sent to transfer the body to
heaven. The devil subsequently slandered Moses, and accused him of being a
1
 Milik, "4Q Visions de 'Amram", p. 79.
2 So also Bauckham, Jude, p. 66.
3
 Bauckham, Jude, pp. 65-66 points to various stories in which good and bad angels ap-
pear as (legal) opponents who in heaven interfere before God with earthly matters. Satan is
often depicted in this connection as a tempter of pious humans; cf. Origen's De Principiis,
quoted above, on the question "how the devil attempts to instigate human kind to sin."
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murderer, because he had slain the Egyptian. But the Angel did not bear his
slander, but said to the devil: "May God rebuke you."1
In this passage, the devil is presented in his traditional role as accuser2.
Pointing at one of Moses' sins (Exod. 2:12; cf. Acts 7:243), he appar-
ently tries to prevent him from being taken up to heaven. MetcmOEvca
is the term used for the assumptions of Enoch and Elijah into heaven,
see Gen. 5:24; Wisd. 4:10; Sir. 44:16; 49:14 (A; BS have a form of
av<xXou.ß<xv£o9at). In these instances, no mention is made of a "body"
being taken up (although a bodily assumption is implied), and the ex-
plicit mention of aoux» in the Ca/ena-commem is probably inspired by
Jude 9*. The Catena uses other traditions on Moses to try to elucidate
the passage in Jude 9. The presentation of the devil as an accuser prob-
ably agrees with the story in the original ending of As. Mos., because
another role for the devil in this context cannot be conceived. But the
remaining details provided by this comment (the exact contents of
Michael's mission, the nature of the devil's accusation) cannot be used
to reconstruct the lost conclusion of As. Mos. These details are proba-
bly no more than rationalizations or elucidations of the biblical text of
Jude 9.
In the same Catena, another explanation is given, according to which
the devil claimed Moses' body, trying to seduce Michael into accepting
that the devil was the "Master of matter" (o yap oidßoXoc ÓVCEÏXE
öéXcov àitarnacn, on ÈHÖV TO cû^a côç rfjç ûXrtç üeajióCovn)5. It is
true, as Bauckham notes, that such a claim is appropriately answered
by Michael's words on creation quoted above: "For through his Holy
Spirit, all of us have been created", and: "God's spirit went forth from
his face, and the world came into being." Although the devil's claim on
1
 Cramer, Catenae, VIII, p. 163; Denis, Fragmenta, pp. 66-67. The same point is raised in
the commentary on Jude by Ps.-Oecumenius of Tricca (10th century?); see Denis, Fragmenta,
p. 67.
1
 See Foerster and von Rad. "SiaßoXXoi Kit", pp. 74-76. Cf. especially 1 En. 40:7;
Jub. 48:15-18.
3
 On Moses' sins, see further Loewenstamm, 'The Death of Moses", section A.,
"Explanations for Moses' Death Outside the Land", pp. 186-193.
4
 Compare the exegesis preferred by Severus, quoted below, according to which Michael
came to fetch Moses' soul.
5
 Cramer, Catenae, VIII, p. 160:30. In an eleventh-century manuscript of these Catenae,
the two versions have been merged, see Denis, Fragmenta, p. 67; cf. Rönsch, "Weitere Illus-
trationen", p. 219; in a scholion quoted by Rönsch, "Weitere Illustrationen", pp. 219-220,
and James, The Lost Apocrypha, p. 46, both versions are placed side by side.
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authority over matter could have been answered by the appeal to the
divine and spiritual origin of matter, the angel's words in the ending of
As. Mos. do not necessarily presuppose "the debate with gnostic dual-
ism"1; see for instance Ps. 104(103):30, and cf. Job 33:4; Isa. 57:16; 2
Mace. 7:28; Col. 1:16; Heb. 11:3; Rev. 4:11. Bauckham, who rightly
regards another comment in the Catenae as a speculative, Christian in-
terpretation of Jude 92, does accept this passage as part of Jude's
source3. In no way, however, do the Catenae suggest that they derive
their explanations from sources other than (Christian) exegetical tradi-
tion.
An extensive commentary by Severus (t ca. 539) on Jude 9 is also
found in the Catenae. Severus lists the following interpretations:
(1) When someone dies and the spirit is separated from the body, the
good angels and a mass of demons fight with each other over the nature
of the things deceased has done when alive. Thus, says Severus, it is
decided whether one will be led into eternal life or into everlasting
fire. The story of the dispute over Moses' body is intended to teach us
that there is a struggle over our spirits after their departure from the
body, and it makes clear that we should, through good works, prepare
ourselves in order to have the (good) angels as our allies4. Severus
himself prefers this explanation5.
(2) Some say that "Moses' body" is Jude's designation of the law it-
self6, and that the devil attempted to prevent the law from being given
to the people; he would have argued that they were not worthy of re-
ceiving it.
(3) Others say that by "Moses' body" the Hebrew people is meant;
the devil would have tried to prevent the people from leaving Egypt,
because they were not worthy of freedom.
1
 Bauckham, Jude, p. 75. cf. Loewenstamm, "The Death of Moses", pp. 210-211.
2
 Bauckham, Jude, p. 72.
3
 Bauckham, Jude, p. 74, correcfly designates these comments on Jude 9 as "traditions",
but on p. 75, he suddenly calls them "texts" and "sources".
4
 Cf. the anonymous comment preceding that of Severus in the Catenae, Cramer,
CaKnae,Vttl,p. 161.
5
 Kcu rauCTVv uèv TT)V èCiïirnoiv ró ïtporaufvov ÊJCEW ÖOKEÏ KCÙ ofrton; cnVró
vevo^KO4iev: "And this interpretation seems to be the most obvious one, and this is the way
we understand it."
6
 So Origen, In Jesu Nave I, 3, ed. Jaubert, SC 71, p. 10ft cf. ed. Baehrcns, CCS 30, p.
290; Bachrcas, ibid., quotes a similar statement by Procopius ( t 538).
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The second and third explanations are clearly guesses. This casts
some doubt on the value of the first explanation as well, since Severus
indicates no source for it. It is unlikely that he knew As. Mos., because
he presents this "exegesis" as the most obvious one—that is to say, he
prefers this explanation on grounds of probability—, and because he
does not appeal to any source as his authority. Severus' first explana-
tion, too, must therefore be regarded as no more than a speculative re-
construction of the story underlying Jude 9, and not as a reference to
As. Mos. The same explanation is found in Severus' comment on Deut.
34:6, where he adds: Torino 6è èv cuioicpujxp ßißXup Xéreiai moBoci,
XeitTotépav ÊXOVTI rfiç FevÉoecoç, TJTOI Tpc icTÎcecoç, trjv cutnfrnaiv1.
Rönsch and James identified this apocryphal Xertoiépa cu)>iVrn<n; as
Leptogenesis or Jubilees2. Apparently, Severus himself had not seen this
apocryphon, since Jubilees does not contain such an account3.
In these Christian comments on Jude 9 Bauckham believes to find
two versions of a story about the dispute between Michael and the devil
over Moses. In one version, the devil would appear as the traditional
accuser, trying to prove Moses' guilt; in the other, represented by Ge-
lasius' quotations, the devil would appear as a kind of gnostic demi-
urge, claiming Moses' body as a piece of matter. Bauckham regards
both versions as mutually exclusive, and explains their existence by
ascribing the second version to As. Mos. as a "revised version of the
earlier T. Mos". Bauckham notes: "It is hard to believe that a Pales-
tinian work of the early first century A.D. would have included the kind
of refutation of dualism which the texts quote from the As. Mos. It is
much more plausible to attribute the As. Mos.' version of the dispute
over Moses' body to the concerns of Christian anti-gnostic argument in
the second century A.D."4 But if he is right, it is much more probable
to assume that such Christian anti-gnostic arguments were not included
in any version, revised or not, of As. Mos., especially since none of
Bauckham's sources refers to As. Mos. as the authority for their exe-
gesis.
In the Palaea (10th century?5), it is said that Samuel (= Samael, an
angel of death) tried to bring Moses' body to the people, so that they
. 1673 4.
2
 Rönsch. Das Buch aer Jubiläen, pp. 271-273; James, The Lost Apocrypha, pp. 45-46.
3
 See James, The Lost Apocrypha, p. 50. and cf. section V,a of the Introduction.
4
 Bauckham, Jude, pp. 75-76.
5
 So Tusculum-Leaton, p. 593.
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might make him a god1. It is unlikely that the Palaea in this case repre-
sents an old, independent tradition, "based ultimately on the Assump-
tion proper"2. It is full of specifically Christian terms (e.g. oKiivo))ja-
atc^veuua for "body"; ô àp^iatociTityoç for Michael3 and ó àvtiicEi-
H£voç for "the devil"; 6eóc ó Xpirjtoc T'IUOV), and the entire story can
be explained as an amalgam of traditions about Moses' death4, such as
reflected in Jude 9 (on the struggle between good and bad angels), and
Josephus, Ant. Jud. IV 326 (on the risk of Moses being deified3; on this
passage see further below). A similar tradition is found in the midrash
Deuteronomy Rabba 11 (207c)6.
The dispute between Michael and the devil which must have formed
part of the conclusion of As. Mos. was about Moses' body. It can be as-
sumed that Michael was sent to take the body, but met with the devil,
who claimed the body to be his. Probably, the devil appeared in his
traditional role as accuser, contesting Michael's rights to the body on
account of Moses' sins. The use of the word oSs\iaJcorpus strongly sug-
gests that Moses' body was inanimate at the time of the dispute. Per-
haps, Michael was sent to bury Moses' body, as in Philo, De vita Mosis
u 291; Targum Jonathan Deut. 34:67; Epiphanius (315-403), Adversus
haereses 9,4, 138; 64, 69, 69; Ps.-Oecumenius10; cf. LAB 19:16, where
God himself is said to have buried Moses.
1
 Greek tea in Chartes, The Assumption, pp. xlix-1, quoted from Vassiliev, Anecdma
graeco-byzantina, pp. 257-258.
2
 So Charles, The Assumption, p. 1.
3Rohland.DwEr7e/i£e;Midia«/.p.24:"Als'Archistrategos'... war Michael in vorchrist-
licher Zeit noch nicht bekannt"
4
 Berger, "Der Streit um die Seele", pp. 13-14, 18, has not proven his claim that the ac-
count in the Palaea is "im ganzen ursprünglicher" than the version reflected by Jude 9.
5
 Cf. Leqah Tov, quoted by Loewenstamm, "The Death of Moses", p. 204. and Origen on
Deul. 34:6, see Migne (ed.),"Ex Origene selecta in Deuteronomium", PC 12. col. 808B:
MwuCTTtc, \ii\ ôoÇdaoç TOV 6£ov bn TOÛ Xaoû, eicoA^0T| icape^Belv u«' aùtûv,
\va uf| ov èiiuxuv Cavta, ÉV 6euv dcpaneiaiç TIIITJOUXTIV ànéXBovta. Aio &t\ ical
coio6avovtoc a>avfj töv ra«ov citoinacv. Practically the same words are found in Migne
(ed.),"0rigenis selecta in Numeros", PC 12, col. 577B. Cf. Palmer, 'The Literary Back-
ground", p. 434: "The polytheistic Graeco-Roman tradition was free to take the further step of
making assumption the means of deification of a new divinity."
6
 Zeitlin, "The Assumption of Moses", pp. 42-43 (Hebrew text); cf. Wettstein, Novum
Testamenlum, II, p. 735; Strack and Billerbeck, Kommentar, III, pp. 786-787; Loewen-
stamm, "The Death of Moses", pp. 205-206.
7
 Wettstein, Novum Testamenlum graecim, II, p. 735.
8
 Ed. Holl, CCS 25,1. p. 202; cf. Wettstein, Novum Testamentum graecum, II, p. 735;
Denis, Fragmenta, p. 56.
9
 Ed. Holl-Dummer, CCS s.num., II, p. 514.
,
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As appears from Gelasius' quotations from As. Mos., the dispute oc-
casioned Michael to expound some tkeologoumenaon the creative ac-
tivity of God. How they relate to the dispute over Moses' body cannot
be established.
c. The "Assumption" of Moses
Finally, some attention must be paid to the question of how Moses de-
parted from earthly life, that is, how As. Mos. conceived his "assump-
tion". From the title of our text, 'AvrAT)\|n,çMa>créox;or Assumptio Mo-
sis (in the Latin translation of Origen it is called Ascensio May si, see
above), it has been concluded that the ending of As. Mos. must have de-
scribed the (bodily) ascension of Moses into heaven while he was still
alive, comparable to that of Elijah (2 Ki. 2:11) or, in a way, to that of
Jesus (Acts 1:9). There exist Christian traditions according to which
Moses did not die1. Thus, Ambrose (t 397) writes: "nemo seit sepultu-
ram ejus usque in hodiemum diem; ut translationem magis, quam in-
teritum intelligas ... quis enim in terrenis reliquias ejus potuit depre-
hendere, quern secum esse Dei filius in Evangelio demonstravit?"2
(Ambrose refers here to the story of Jesus' Transfiguration on the
Mount). The problem this conclusion poses, is the fact that it contra-
dicts the information given in the extant text of As. Mos. Moses clearly
speaks of his own death (1:15; 10:14). This apparent contradiction has
led to the hypothesis of the merging of the Assumption and the Testa-
ment of Moses (see the Introduction, section II).
It is now clear, however, especially due to the excellent investigation
by G. Lohfink3, that the words avdXrmnc and assumptio, meaning "be-
ing taken away", do not necessarily refer to the assumption into heaven
of someone who is alive. Enoch and Elijah remain, in this respect, rare
exceptions in pre-Christian Jewish literature. The normal usage of
10
 Cramer. Caienae.Vlll, p. 161; Denis, Fragmenta, p 67.
1
 Assumption accounts occur in both Jewish and pagan literature, see Palmer, "The Liter-
ary Background", pp. 432-434, and Tabor, "'Returning lo the Divinity'", p. 225n. (biblio-
graphical references), pp. 230-236.
* De Cain et Abel I. 2, 8, ed. Migne. PL 14, col. 337C, quoted by Sixtus Senensis. Bi-
bliotheca Sanaa (1566). pp. 436-437. Sixtus mentions as those who agree with Ambrose Hi-
lary of Poitiers (who adds as proof that Moses has not died his appearing as one of the wit-
nesses in Rev. 11), and "icmporibus nostris" Ambrose of Compsa and John Arboreus, see
also BMialheca sant la, pp. 585-586
3
 Die Himmefahrt Jesu. pp. 61-69. See also Van Siempvoort, "The Ascension", p. 32.
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avóXnvic and assumptio refers to somebody's soul being taken away,
which is tantamount to his death'. For this perfectly normal concept,
see also Ps.-Phocylides 107-108:
For we have a body out of earth, and when afterwards we are resolved, again
into earth we are but dust; but the air has received our spirit.2
In VAE 43 Seth is ordered by Michael to tell his father that the time of
his life is fulfilled, et cum exierit anima ejus de corpore videbis
mirabilia magna in celo &c.l (cf. Apoc. Mos. 13:6 è^epxojiÉvTiç 6t -tfjc
yuxflç CCÜTOÖ uéXXsiç 6£daaceai tf|v ävoSov aÙTfjç i|>oß£fxiv).
A large number of texts reflect the concept of death as the departure
of the soul from the body. In these instances, the bereaved may lament
the deceased one and bury his body, whereas his soul ascends into
heaven. In a number of cases, the ascent is elaborately described, for
instance in T. Abr. A 20:10-14" and T. Job 52:8-12. In other instances
the ascent of the soul is treated as a natural thing, not needing any par-
ticular explanation, see 4 Ezra 14:9, 49 (Syr); 2 Bar. 46:7 (cf. 76:2);
esp. Apoc. Mos. 32:4
ifioù lap ó 'Aßau ó àvT^p cou fcÇfjX9ev àrcô toO od^iaicx; aùtoû. vaoTa
cà 16e to itveûun aùioû àva^epouevov eiç TOV noi^oavza aîrrôv TOÎ> à-
i aùrcj).
For, behold, your husband Adam has left his body. Rise and see his spirit
being carried up to meet his Maker.
In LAB, the dichotomy of soul and body with regard to death is per-
fectly normal. See, apart from the passage on Enoch (LAB 1:16), the
allusions to Moses' ascension in 32:9 (esp. in connection with the si-
lence on this subject in the account of Moses' death in chapter 19), and
to that of Deborah in 34:4. One may further compare the story of the
apparition of Samuel to Saul in LAB 64:6-7. In this account, Samuel
rebukes Saul, saying: Propterea post redditionem anime mee conturbata
sunt ossa mea, ut dicerem tibi mortuus quae audirem vivens. Samuel's
1
 Cf. Lohftnk, Die Himmelfahrt Jesu, p. 67: "Man sollte vielleicht den Titel 'Himmelfahn
des Moses', weil er falsche Assoziationen weckt, vermeiden und ihn lieber mit 'Tod des
Moses' oder 'Aufnahme der Seele des Moses* wiedergeben."
2
 Translation in Van der Horst, The Sentences, p. 191 ; text and commentary ibid. The con-
cept is well-known in paganism, cf. Tabor, "'Returning to the Divinity1", pp. 230-231.
3 Cavallin, Life after Death, p. 73, sees here a reference to post mortem life, but perhaps
this passage simply refers to the seven days of mourning in heaven after Adam's death: cum
hoc duisset emisil spiritum. Et obscurants est soi etlunaei stelle per dies septem (VAE 46:1).
* Cf. the short recension, B 14:6-7.
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soul had been given back to God, but is sent back to stir up his bones,
so that the dead one may speak.
In all these instances, the ascension of the soul to heaven is the same
thing as dying'. One may contrast Phineas, who, according to LAB
48:1, did not die when his time had come, but did not go to heaven ei-
ther. After he had reached the age of 120, he was ordered to live qui-
etly on Mt. Danaben, being taken care of by an eagle of the Lord, until
the time the Lord saw fit to send him back to the people2—etpostea el-
evaberis in locum ubi elevati sunt priores tui, et eris ibi quousque
memorabor seculi. Et tune adducam vos, et gustabitis quod est mortis.
It may be concluded that whenever Moses was said to have died, the
idea of his death was not incompatible with the idea of the assumption
of his soul into heaven. Philo, too, speaks of Moses' death in terms of
his soul departing from his body. In De vita Mosis II 288-291, Philo
relates how Moses' body and soul were transformed into a "monad"
shortly before he was to go to heaven, being called by the Father to
leave the mortal life in order to become immortal (TÔV 6vr|TOv
(iiioXijtàv ßiov àjta9avatiÇEa6ai, § 288). He was then possessed by
the spirit and uttered prophecies to each tribe separately. His greatest
achievement, however, was to prophesy his own death and burial by
the angels at the very moment he was being taken up
(avoX<xußavoji£voc, § 291; cf. De virtutibus 75-76; De sacrifiais 8-10).
Clement of Alexandria speaks of a "double Moses", preferring not
to use the terms "body" and "soul" or "spirit". The concept, however,
is quite the same, and the use of the word Sitiov is inspired by the sub-
ject matter Clement is treating in this passage, namely the "double"
meaning of Scripture.
tóv Muuoia ävatau.ßnvuurvuv uirtàv d8ev 1n.co&; 6 TO« Naufj. Koi tav
uiv U£T' dyyeXajv, *ùv 6è èid là oprj Kepi TOC 0apcr}7aç icn&iaç àÇiou-
Mcvov3.
Joshua, the son of Nun, saw a double Moses being taken away, one who
(went) with the angels, and the other who was deigned worthy to be buried in
the ravines.
1
 Cf. the story of the rich man and Lazarus, Luke 16:19-31, see esp. vs. 22: Eyevcio &
dirooovdv tov jmfoov xoà ajrevexOTJvai aùrôv i!mà tröv AyyéXosv EÎÇ tóv
KÓAjtov ' Aßpaoji- This passage does not mention a separation of body and soul or spirit, but
it illustrates that the concept could occur in a rather naive way.
2
 The point which LAB seems to make, is that Phineas is no other than Elijah. See Caval-
lin. Lift After Death, p. 77; cf. Perrot, Les Antiquités II, pp. 209-210.
3
 Stromauii VI132,2, éd. SUttuin-Frtlchlel.GCS 52 (15), p. 498; cf. Denis, Fragmenta,
p. 65.
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To Philo and Clement, one may compare Origen in his second sermon
on the book of Joshua:
in libella quodam, in quo, licet in canone non habeatur, mysterii tarnen hujus
figura describitur, refenur quia duo Moyses videbantur: onus viviu in spiritu
et alias mortuus in corpore^.
in a certain small book (which, to be sure, is absent from the canon), an image
of this mystery is described; it is said that two Moseses were visible: one alive
in the spirit, and the other dead in the body.
A similar concept of a twofold Moses can be found in a letter by
Bishop Evodius of Uzala (ca. 360-after 426) to Augustine. Evodius
mentions an apocryphal book (it is unclear whether he regards Apo-
crypha et sécréta Moysis as the book's title):
in apocryphis et secretis ipsius Moysi, quae scriptura caret auctoritate, tune
cum ascenderet in montem ut moreretur, vj corporis efficitur ul aliud esset,
quod terrae mandaretw, aliud quod angelo comitanti sociaretufi.
in the apocrypha and secrets of this Moses, a writing which lacks authority, (it
is said, that) in the time when he went up the mountain to die, corporeal force
caused that what had to be committed to the earth was something different
from what had to go along with an angel as companion.
A different picture of the end of Moses' terrestrial life is given by
Josephus. In Ant. Jud. IV 326, he uses words which do suggest that
Moses was taken up to heaven without having died: he was saying
goodbye to Joshua and Eleazar, when suddenly a cloud made him dis-
appear—(ixlKxviÇEiv, a word which in itself strongly suggests assump-
tion3. But Josephus adds that Moses was taken into "some ravine"
(Kam TIVOÇ ((KxpaTYoç), and that Moses himself had taken the precau-
tion to lay down in the holy writs that he had died, lest one would say
that he had been taken up to God (§ 330). This passage shows that Jose-
phus was aware of a tradition according to which Moses had been bod-
ily taken away from earth and transferred to heaven, a view which
Josephus himself rejected4 (cf. Ant. Jud. HI 96).
1
 In Jesu Nave 11,1, ed. Jauben, SC 71, p. 118; cf. RSnsch, "Weitere Illustrationen", p.
217; Denis, Fragmenta, pp. 65-66. Like Clement, Origen treats Moses' death in connection
with the law. He comments (ibid.) that the law, when read in its literal sense, is dead, but that
the lex spiritalis is very much alive.
2
 Evodius, In Augusnnum Epistulae 158, 6, ed. Goldbacher, CSEL 44, p. 492. Cf. Denis,
Fragmenta, p. 65, and Ronsch, "Weitere Illustrationen", pp. 217-218.
3
 Lohfink, Die Himmelfahrt Jesu, p. 38; Palmer, "The Literary Background", p. 432
4
 For an extensive treatment of this and similar passages in Josephus, see Lohfink. Die
Himmelfahrt Jesu, pp. 61-54; and Tabor, "'Returning to the Divinity'", pp. 226-230. Loe-
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In view of the material surveyed above it is reasonable to conclude that
As. Mos. considered Moses to have been taken up to heaven. But since
the author of As. Mos. makes Moses allude to his own death (1:15;
10:14), an assumption must not in this case be conceived as a bodily as-
sumption (which would imply that Moses did not die at all). If indeed
Moses was thought to have been taken up, it is likely that the author of
As. Mos. had only the assumption of a spiritual component of Moses'
person (something like an ethereal, glorified, spiritual body, or perhaps
his spirit or soul) in mind. An assumption of such a spiritual part of
someone's person into heaven does not exclude death.
AH in all, then, As. Mos. is likely to have narrated the end of Moses'
terrestrial life as a death followed by the burial of his body by Michael
and the ascent of a spiritual part of his person to heaven, possibly ac-
companied or transferred there by the archangel.
wenstamm, "The Death of Moses", pp. 197-198, draws attention to a similar description,
including both his disappearance and his being buried, in McmarMarqah V 3.
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